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DETERMINATION OF NON-IMPAIRMENT 

This appendix, which appeared in the draft plan/EIS, has been removed in accordance with recent NPS 
guidance on determinations of non-impairment for NEPA documents, and will now appear in the Record 
of Decision. 
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APPENDIX E: DOG WALKING REQUIREMENTS 

GOLDEN GATE NATIONAL RECREATION AREA 
DOG MANAGEMENT PLAN/EIS 

The following list summarizes the requirements that apply to dog walking in the 22 locations addressed 
by this plan. This list has been revised since the draft plan / supplemental environmental impact statement 
to more closely follow the language of the proposed rule where appropriate. Once published, the Final 
Rule will contain the regulatory provisions that will be enforceable in the field by authorized law 
enforcement personnel. 

 Dog walking means the act of walking with or engaging in any other activity with a dog where 
the dog is present on lands or waters administered by the National Park Service (NPS) in the 22 
locations addressed by this plan. Persons whose dogs are fully confined in a vehicle are not 
considered to be engaged in dog walking. 

 All areas open to dog walking, including voice and sight control areas (VCSAs), are subject to the 
monitoring-based management program to encourage compliance and ensure protection of park 
resources, visitors and staff. 

‒ Primary management responses will be implemented when the level of compliance is 
approaching an unacceptable level based on the number or type of violations and/or impacts 
to resources and/or other visitors. Primary management responses may include focused 
enforcement of regulations, proposed fine increases, increased outreach and education, a 
specific training certification program with dog tags for anyone walking or bringing off-leash 
dogs into the park, time of use restrictions, establishment of buffer zones, fencing, barriers or 
separations, and special use permit (SUP) restrictions. 

‒ Secondary management responses will be implemented when primary management actions 
do not adequately improve compliance or address impacts of concern. Secondary 
management responses may include additional training certification program elements 
required for use of VSCAs, limiting the number of dogs off-leash at any one time, short or 
long-term closures to dog walking areas, and/or increases in expansion of buffer zones or 
implementation of other landscape design solutions that include the adjustment of defined 
VSCA areas. A short-term closure is a closure contained in the GGNRA Compendium, 
typically less than 1–2 years in length. A long-term closure is typically longer than 1–2 years 
in length, and would likely require a special regulation. Long-term closures could be 
reopened in the future. Note that primary management responses may continue to apply. The 
NPS will evaluate whether to propose secondary management responses if compliance rates 
are approaching unacceptable based on, at a minimum, annual monitoring data in one area. 

 All dogs must have current licenses and proof of current rabies vaccinations in accordance with 
the applicable ordinances of the dog owner's county of residence. 

‒ In counties with rabies vaccination and licensing requirements, the dog must wear the county-
issued identification tag at all times, displaying a current license with access to the owner’s 
information (name, home address, phone number, etc.). 

‒ In counties without rabies vaccination or licensing requirements, or where tag and current 
licensing information is not available as part of a dog tag program, a dog walker must have 
available at all times documentation verifying a current rabies vaccination and the owner’s 
contact information (name, home address, phone number, etc.). 
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 Dog walkers must keep dogs out of any area closed to dogs, including areas closed by fence, or 
closed by sign for restoration, habitat protection, safety or other reasons. 

 Dog walking would not be allowed off-trail, in campgrounds, on designated swimming beaches, 
on informal (i.e., ‘‘social’’) trails, in public buildings, or in any area not designated by the rule as 
open to dogs. 

 Dogs would be allowed to enter the Crissy Field dog rinse station on a leash. 

 Dog walkers must pick up their dogs’ feces immediately and dispose of them in a garbage 
container or remove them from the park. Bagged feces may not be left on the ground. 

 In on-leash areas, the functional leash must be attached to the dog’s collar or harness and 
simultaneously held by the dog walker. 

 Service animals accompanying a person with a disability, as defined by federal law and 
Department of Justice regulations (28 CFR § 36.104), are allowed wherever visitors or employees 
are allowed. Under the Federal Rehabilitation Act (FRA) – Section 504, service animals must be 
harnessed, leashed, or tethered, unless these devices interfere with the service animal’s work or 
the individual’s disability prevents use of these devices. In that case, the individual must maintain 
control of the animal through voice, signal, or other effective controls. (U.S. Department of 
Justice 2010.) The NPS is currently revising its regulations to be clearer on the application of 
Department of Justice regulations covering the FRA (28 CFR 36) within a national park. 

 Uncontrolled dogs are prohibited. Dogs are presumed not to be under control if they demonstrate 
behaviors that a reasonable person would find threatening, disturbing or aggressive such as: 

‒ Demonstrating uninvited or unwanted physical contact with another person; 

‒ Charging, chasing, attacking or otherwise displaying aggression toward any person, other 
dogs or other animals; 

‒ Intentionally or unintentionally annoying, charging, chasing, hunting, harassing, harming, 
wounding, attacking, capturing, or killing wildlife; 

‒ Entering areas closed to dogs; 

‒ Digging into soil, sandy dunes or vegetation, or destroying vegetation; or 

‒ Failing to be under voice and sight control in a VSCA. 

 Dogs under four months old must be leashed, crated, or confined in a carrier at all times, 
including in VSCAs. 

 Dogs in heat are not allowed in the park. 

 Dogs are not allowed to breed in the park. 

 Dog walkers may not let their dogs off leash on paths or in parking lots adjacent to VSCAs. 
Leashes may only be removed once inside a VSCA. 

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR VOICE AND SIGHT CONTROL 
AREAS 

 Dog walkers may walk dogs off leash only within designated VSCAs. 

 Each off-leash dog must be under voice and sight control at all times. A dog is under voice and 
sight control if the dog is within direct eyesight of the dog walker and the dog walker is able to 
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both immediately recall the dog directly to the dog walker’s side and attach the lease to the dog, 
regardless of circumstances or distractions. Dog walkers must be able to demonstrate this ability 
when requested to do so by a person authorized to enforce the dog walking rule. 

 All dog walkers in VSCAs must have a functional leash of no more than 6 feet in length for each 
dog under the dog walker’s care that can be attached immediately to the dog’s collar or harness. 

 VSCAs, or parts thereof, may be periodically closed to allow re-growth of vegetation on an as-
needed basis. 

REFERENCES 

U.S. Department of Justice 

2010  Service Animals. ADA 2010 Revised Requirements. Civil Rights Division, Disability Rights 
Section. 25 September. Available online: http://www.ada.gov/service_animals_2010.pdf. 
Accessed January 7, 2012. 
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APPENDIX F: SPECIAL USE PERMIT 

SPECIAL USE PERMIT CONDITIONS 

Under alternatives C, E, and F (the preferred alternative), Special Use Permits (SUPs) would be available 
to both commercial and private dog walkers to walk more than three dogs at one time; the maximum 
number of dogs allowed at one time would be six. Permits would be issued only for the following seven 
sites: Alta Trail; Rodeo Beach; Marin Headlands (alternative F only); Fort Baker; Fort Mason; Crissy 
Field; Baker Beach; and Fort Funston. Alternatives B and D do not have a SUP provision because no 
more than three dogs per dog walker are allowed in those two alternatives. 

1) Permit Terms and Conditions Based on Preferred Alternative 

The following terms and conditions are examples of the terms and conditions that would be included in 
SUPs issued for the walking of four to six dogs if alternative F is selected for implementation. The 
National Park Service (NPS) reserves the right to change permit terms and conditions in the future. The 
NPS also reserves the right to develop different permits for commercial dog walkers than for private dog 
walkers. 

 Permits will allow dog walking of four to six dogs on designated trails or sites in the following 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area locations only: Alta Trail to intersection with Orchard 
Trail; Rodeo Beach; Fort Baker, excluding Drown Fire Road; Fort Mason; Crissy Field; Baker 
Beach; and Fort Funston. The specific boundaries of the areas that are open to permitted dog 
walking will be described in the rule. The NPS also will prepare separate maps illustrating these 
areas to assist park users in understanding the areas open to dog walking. 

 Dog walkers may not enter the park with more than six dogs at one time. Dog walkers entering 
the park with four or more dogs may not circumvent the permit requirement by walking fewer 
than four dogs at one time. 

 Permits are not transferrable. 

 Permitted dog walking is not authorized in picnic areas or in any other area not specifically open 
to permitted dog walking. 

 Permit Time limits: Dog walking between four and six dogs will be limited to the hours of 8 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday in areas designated for this use by the rule. 

 Initially, all permits will be valid until the end of January following the calendar year in which the 
permit was issued. 

 All permit holders must abide by applicable NPS regulations and permit conditions, including a 
statement that the permit holder accepts liability for any accident/incident/injury resulting from 
the permitted use. An applicant’s signature will serve as confirmation that the applicant has read 
and accepted all permit terms and conditions. 

 All permits will require proof of liability insurance. Insurance requirements for commercial dog 
walkers are $2 million aggregate/$1 million per occurrence. For private dog walkers, 
commercially reasonable liability insurance limits will be established by NPS and included in the 
permit. Insurance is available through homeowner’s or renter’s insurance policies. Proof of 
insurance must be returned with the permit application before the permit application will be 
considered. 
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 All permits will require proof of approved dog-handling training through existing regionally or 
nationally-accredited training courses offered by organizations (e.g., Marin Humane Society, San 
Francisco Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (SPCA), American Kennel Club) 
approved by the local county jurisdiction in which the activity will occur, and as accepted by the 
superintendent. A list of such courses can be obtained through the local county jurisdiction for 
that county in which the NPS dog walking permit is being requested. A list of courses accepted 
by the superintendent will be posted on the park’s website. Proof of training must be returned 
with the permit application. 

 All county licensing requirements for dogs for the county in which the dog’s owner resides must 
be valid and current, with owner’s name, home address, and telephone available from the dog 
guardian or walker. All dogs brought into the park must have current rabies vaccinations, and 
proof of such. Documentation of these can be in the form of dog tags if the county of owner’s 
residence issues such tags. 

2) Costs 

 The NPS intends to recover the costs of administering the SUP program under 54 USC 103104. 
To obtain a SUP to walk more than three dogs at one time, the proposed rule would require dog 
walkers to obtain an NPS permit and pay a permit fee to allow the NPS to recover these costs. 

 Once a permit is issued no refunds are allowed. 

3) Permit Identification Design 

 Initial permit identification design will be an easily identifiable plastic card, with photograph and 
the permit holder’s name, and the month/year of issuance or identification number. (Personal 
identifying information will not be visible on outer surface of card if the card is required to be 
displayed.) Over the life of the plan, the permit identification design or method of identifying 
permit holders in the field may be changed. For instance, the NPS may require that permit holders 
rent and wear identifying vests similar to those used by Marin County Open Space and Parks. 

 Permitted dog walkers must display the NPS-issued permit identification at all times when the 
permittee is walking four to six dogs in areas open to such use. 

 Commercial permits may require additional identifying elements. 

4) Monitoring Based Management Program 

 Initially, there will be no limit on the number of permits issued for the walking of four to six 
dogs. However, the impacts of dog walking, including permitted dog walking, will be monitored 
through the monitoring-based management program. If monitoring results indicate that impacts 
are approaching unacceptable conditions, the NPS would take management action to ensure 
compliance and protect resources. Please see appendix E and chapter 2 for additional information. 

5) Enforcement/Revocation 

 Any failure by a permittee to comply with applicable laws of the United States of America and/or 
NPS regulations or with any of the terms and conditions of a permit may result in the immediate 
probation, suspension or revocation of the permit as determined in the sole discretion of the 
Superintendent, or his or her designee. 

 NPS retains the right to permanently revoke a permit. 
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Text Box
This appendix contains LE data used in the SEIS, covering years 2001-2011.  Park incident data added to this FEIS for years 2012  - 2016 is presented entirely within the FEIS text. This is because NPS changed its reporting software and inputting system in 2012, and data were not collected or categorized in a similar manner as previous years, including dog related incidents, which were not recorded separately, but captured under “Other Offenses.”
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1 Introduction 

The National Park Service is currently preparing a dog management plan and Environmental Impact 

Statement (EIS).  Law enforcement (LE) data is being analyzed to provide a tool to aid in alternatives 

development and impacts analysis.  

2 Methodology 

This section describes the methods used to take existing data provided by GGNRA LE and analyze this 

data in order to gain a basic understanding of the types of incidents that have occurred. 

For the purpose of this analysis, a distinction is made between the terms “incident” and 

“violation.”“Incident” refers to any occurrence that required a response by LE officers.  These are 

associated with a specific case number.  “Violation” refers to “incidents” for which LE officers issued 

either a citation or warning corresponding to a CFR” violation.” 

For the years of 2001‐2011, annual summary databases were provided by GGNRA which included 

columns for the following applicable data:  Case #, Time, Date, Incident/Offence, Description of 

Location, Officer Name, and day of week (DOW).  The Case # corresponds to the number on the official 

incident report.  The time indicates the time that the incident occurred.  The date indicates the date that 

the incident occurred.  The Incident/Offense indicates the general category that the incident falls under.  

Note that there is often more than one category listed here.  The Description of Location provides the 

general area in which the incident occurred.  The Officer Name indicates the LE officer responsible for 

writing the incident report.   

Section 2.1 below describes phase 1 of the analysis, which examined total incident reportsby type in 

both GGNRA as a whole, and in each individual area.  Section 2.2 below reviewed individual incident 

reports for dog related incidents only for the years of 2008‐2011.  Copies of incident reports for prior 

years were unavailable (disposed following NPS guidance for records disposal).  Some of these reports 

documented multiple incidents.  These are accounted for in the analysis.  As a result, there are 

variations in the total number of incidents for the first (section 2.1) and second (section 2.2) parts of the 

analysis. 

2.1 Analysis of All LE Data 

The first phase of the analysis examined total numbers of incident reports by type in both GGNRA as a 

whole, as well as in each individual area.  Results are given as a percentage of total incidents 

(AttachmentA). 

LE annual summary incident databases for 2001‐2005, 2006‐2010, and 2011 were obtained.For all years, 

the annual incident databases were edited to remove all incidents that did not occur on GGNRA land or 

which were administrative in nature (e.g. reports documenting overtime, radio issues, alarm off, 

maintenance needed) rather than reports of incidents or injuries involving visitors or staff.  Incident 
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entries were placed into simplified incident categories to reflect the overarching incident types 

occurring within GGNRA.Incidents were then sorted by incident categories.A percentage for each 

incident category was obtained for GGNRA as a whole (# specified incident type/total incidents) for each 

of the 11 years of the analysis.Incident categories for which the percentage was <5% were lumped into 

the “Other” category for presentation.Graphs were produced to reflect this analysis for GGNRA as a 

whole.The total number of incidents is included on each graph for a better understanding of what the 

percentages represent.The graphs for all 11 years were compiled into one document to visualize the 

changes in incident occurrence in GGNRA over time. 

Incidents were then sorted by the area within GGNRA where they occurred.A percentage for each 

incident category was obtained for each area within GGNRA (# specified incident type in a specified 

area/total incidents in that specified area) for each of the 11 years of analysis.Incident categories for 

which the percentage was <5% were lumped into the “Other” category for presentation. Graphs were 

produced to reflect this analysis for each area within GGNRA.The total number of incidents within each 

area is included on each graph for a better understanding of what the percentages represent.If the 

“Dog” category fell into the “Other” category for a given area for a given year, then the “Dog” incident 

percentage is included in the graph heading.If there were no “Dog” incidents for a given area for a given 

year, then this is specified in the graph heading.The graphs for each area for all 11 years were compiled 

into onedocument to visualize the changes in incident occurrence for each area over time. 

2.2 Analysis of LE Data for Dog Related Incidents 

The next phase of analysis began with a review of available incident reports.  Incident reports for 2001‐

2006 were unavailable, as noted previously.  Incident reports for 2007 were only available for part of 

that year andthus were not used. 

Note again that the number of incidents in this section of the analysis does not match the number of 

incidents in the analysis of the overall LE data (which includes non‐dog related incidents).  This analysis 

is based on a review of each incident report; there were often multiple incidents per incident report.  

This was not done for the overall LE data analysis because individual incident reports were not reviewed 

for non‐dog related incidents. 

Spreadsheets for the 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011 LE incident analysis (section 2.1) were copied into new 

databases.All non‐dog incidents were deleted.A new column was created for “Violation/CFR Cite” with 

drop down menu options for each potential CFR violation.A new column was created for “Action Taken” 

which addressed whether the action taken was a “Citation,” “Warning” or “Other.”A new column was 

created to track additional notes that were pertinent to each Case #that related to dogs.Spreadsheets 

were sorted by Case #. 

PDF copies of LE Incident reports in order by Case # for 2008‐2011 were obtained from GGNRA for each 

of the four years available for analysis (2008, 2009, 2010, and 2011).  Reports were reviewed individually 

to identify the CFR violations, if any, that occurred as well as the action, if any, that was taken.  This was 

recorded in the databases in the appropriate columns.Notes were taken of other pertinent information 
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included in the reportsuch as circumstances where multiple violations, citations or warnings 

occurredwithin an individual report.If a given report was not available, then columns were filled out as 

follows.  “Violation/CFR Cite” was labeled according to the “Incident/Offence” type stated on the 

incident report and entered into the LE database.If “Incident/Offence” listed only as a “Class 2” then 

“Violation/CFR Cite” was listed as “Other.”A Class 2 offence is an incident where the reporting or 

involved parties were not located, thus no report was taken. For both of the above, “Action Taken” was 

listed as “Other.”If a report included multiple incidents/violations, new rows were added to account for 

each individual incident.If a report detailed multiple incidents but did not enumerate, then 2 additional 

entries were created.All databases (2008, 2009, 2010and 2011) were reviewed for consistency of 

classification. 

Each of the databases (2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011) was copied into two new tabs:  “ALL Areas Together” 

to analyze GGNRA as a whole, and “Sorted by Area” to analyze each area individually. 

For the “ALL Areas Together” tab, data weresorted by “Violation/CFR Cite” then by “Action Taken.”  The 

total number of each type of “Violation/CFR Cite” was determined.  The number of each “Action Taken” 

for each of the above “Violation/CFR Cite” was determined.  Graphswere created showing CFR 

Violations for Dog Incidents in GGNRA.  Graphs were createdshowing CFR Violations broken down by 

citation, warning, or other in GGNRA.   

For the “Sorted by Area” tab, data weresorted by “Area,” then by “Violation/CFR Cite” and then by 

“Action Taken.”  The number of each type of “Violation/CFR Cite” in each Area separately was 

determined.  The number of each “Action Taken” for each of the above “Violation/CFR Cite” in each 

Areawas determined separately.   Graphswere created for each Area showing CFR violations and total 

overall violations.  Graphs were created for each Area showing CFR violations broken down by citation, 

warning, or other. 

Note that for 2008 data, where violations classified as Crissy Field WPA or Ocean Beach SPPA occurred 

prior to the September 19, 2008 special regulation promulgation, violations were classified or 

reclassified as 36 CFR 1.5 (f).  Differences may be seen between 2008 and other years of analysis for the 

Crissy Field WPA and Ocean Beach SPPA violations since these rules were not promulgated until 

September 19, 2008. 
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Attachment A: Graphs of LE Data Analysis for All Incidents
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Attachment B: Graphs of LE Report Analysis for All Dog Related Incidents 
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H-2 Golden Gate National Recreation Area 

Scientific Name 
Common 

Name 
Federal 
Status 

CNPS 
Status

State 
Status

Dominant 
Habitat Type 

or Occurrence 
Notes 

Habitat Requirement 
and/or Association Microhabitat 

Species 
Distribution / 

Range 

Mapped 
Occurrences or 

Potential Habitat at 
GGNRA Locations 
that are Analyzed 
in this Plan/SEIS 

Invertebrate Species 

Callophrys mossii 
bayensis 

San Bruno 
elfin 
butterfly 

FE n/a  Coastal Scrub. Rocky outcrops and cliffs 
in coastal scrub habitat. 

The larval host 
plant for the 
San Bruno elfin 
is Sedum 
spathulifolium, 
a succulent 
which grows on 
rocky, north-
facing slopes 
along the 
coast. 

Found in coastal 
mountains near 
San Francisco 
Bay, in the fog-belt 
of steep north 
facing slopes that 
receive little direct 
sunlight. 

Milagra Ridge. 

Icaricia icarioides 
ssp. Missionensis 

Mission 
blue 
butterfly 

FE n/a  Coastal Scrub. Mission blue butterflies 
are closely tied to three 
lupine larval host plants—
Lupinus albifrons, L. 
variicolor, and L. 
formosus. These host 
plants tend to occur on 
grasslands on thin, rocky 
soils within broader 
coastal-scrub habitats. 

 Marin Headlands, 
the coastal ridges 
in San Mateo 
County, San Bruno 
Mountain, and 
possibly Twin 
Peaks in San 
Francisco. 

Alta Trail/Orchard 
Fire Road/Pacheco 
Fire Road, Oakwood 
Valley, Marin 
Headlands Trails 
(Tennessee Valley), 
Fort Baker, Milagra 
Ridge, Sweeney 
Ridge/Cattle Hill, and 
Rancho Corral de 
Tierra. 
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Scientific Name 
Common 

Name 
Federal 
Status 

CNPS 
Status

State 
Status

Dominant 
Habitat Type 

or Occurrence 
Notes 

Habitat Requirement 
and/or Association Microhabitat 

Species 
Distribution / 

Range 

Mapped 
Occurrences or 

Potential Habitat at 
GGNRA Locations 
that are Analyzed 
in this Plan/SEIS 

Fish Species 

Eucyclogobius 
newberryi 

Tidewater 
goby 

FE, CH n/a  Open Water. Brackish water habitats 
along the California 
coast from Agua 
Hedionda Lagoon, San 
Diego County to the 
mouth of the Smith 
River. 

Found in shallow 
lagoons and 
lower stream 
reaches. 

Eastern Pacific: 
Del Norte County 
in northern 
California to Del 
Mar in southern 
California. 

Rodeo Beach 
(Rodeo Lagoon). 

Oncorhynchus 
kisutch 

Coho 
salmon--
Central 
California 
coast 

FE, CH n/a SE Open Water. Coastal streams draining 
to ocean (including those 
to San Francisco Bay) 
with spawning, juvenile 
rearing habitat, and 
migratory corridor. 

 The range of this 
Evolutionarily 
Significant Unit is 
from Punta Gorda 
in northern 
California to San 
Lorenzo River in 
central California, 
inclusive of San 
Francisco Bay 
streams. 

Muir Beach 
(Redwood Creek). 

Oncorhynchus 
mykiss 

Steelhead 
— Central 
California 
Coast 

FT, CH n/a  Open Water. Coastal streams draining 
to ocean (including those 
to San Francisco Bay) 
with spawning, juvenile 
rearing habitat, and 
migratory corridor. 

 California streams 
from the Russian 
River to Aptos 
Creek, and the 
drainages of San 
Francisco and San 
Pablo Bays 
eastward to the 
Napa River 
(inclusive), 

Stinson Beach 
(Easkoot Creek), 
Muir Beach 
(Redwood Creek), 
Rodeo Beach 
(Rodeo Lagoon), 
Marin Headlands 
Trails (Rodeo Creek 
and Gerbode Creek), 
and Rancho Corral 
de Tierra (Martini 
and Denniston 
Creeks). 
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Scientific Name 
Common 

Name 
Federal 
Status 

CNPS 
Status

State 
Status

Dominant 
Habitat Type 

or Occurrence 
Notes 

Habitat Requirement 
and/or Association Microhabitat 

Species 
Distribution / 

Range 

Mapped 
Occurrences or 

Potential Habitat at 
GGNRA Locations 
that are Analyzed 
in this Plan/SEIS 

Reptile and Amphibian Species 

Rana draytonii California 
red-legged 
frog 

FT, CH n/a  Wetlands. Adult require a dense, 
shrubby or emergent 
riparian vegetation closely 
associated with deep 
(>0.7 meters) still or slow-
moving water. 

 California red-
legged frogs are 
still locally 
abundant within 
portions of the San 
Francisco Bay 
area (including 
Marin County) and 
the central coast. 
Within the 
remaining 
distribution of the 
species, only 
isolated 
populations have 
been documented 
in the Sierra 
Nevada, northern 
Coast, and 
northern 
Transverse 
ranges. 

Muir Beach, Marin 
Headlands Trails 
(Rodeo Lake, Rodeo 
Lagoon, and 
Tennessee Valley), 
Mori Point, Milagra 
Ridge, Sweeney 
Ridge/Cattle Hill, 
Pedro Point, and 
Rancho Corral de 
Tierra. 

Thamnophis 
sirtalis tetrataenia 

San 
Francisco 
garter 
snake 

FE n/a SE Wetlands. Prefer densely vegetated 
ponds with adjacent 
plants for basking. 
Preferred prey species is 
red-legged frogs. 
Aestivates in burrow 
holes. 

 Historically San 
Francisco 
peninsula currently 
known from South 
San Francisco 
near airport and 
Mori Point near 
Pacifica. Known 
occurrence at Mori 
Point.  

Mori Point, Milagra 
Ridge, Sweeney 
Ridge / Cattle Hill, 
Pedro Point, and 
Rancho Corral de 
Tierra. 
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Scientific Name 
Common 

Name 
Federal 
Status 

CNPS 
Status

State 
Status

Dominant 
Habitat Type 

or Occurrence 
Notes 

Habitat Requirement 
and/or Association Microhabitat 

Species 
Distribution / 

Range 

Mapped 
Occurrences or 

Potential Habitat at 
GGNRA Locations 
that are Analyzed 
in this Plan/SEIS 

Bird Species 

Charadrius 
alexandrinus 
nivosus 

Western 
snowy 
plover 

FT, CH n/a  Beach. Coastal beaches, sand 
spits, dune-backed 
beaches, beaches at river 
mouths, salt pans at 
lagoons and estuaries, 
mud flats, and man-made 
salt ponds. 

 Breeds primarily 
on coastal 
beaches from 
southern 
Washington to 
southern Baja 
California, Mexico. 

Crissy Field and 
Ocean Beach. 

Riparia riparia Bank 
swallow 

 n/a ST Beach - Rocky 
Coast. 

(Nesting) colonial nester; 
nests primarily in riparian 
and other lowland habitats 
west of the desert. 

Requires 
vertical 
banks/cliffs 
with fine-
textured/sandy 
soils near 
streams, rivers, 
lakes, ocean to 
dig nesting 
burrows. 

Widespread in 
Northern 
Hemisphere. 
Winters in South 
America, Africa, 
South Asia. 

Fort Funston. 

Strix occidentalis 
caurina 

Northern 
spotted owl 

FT n/a  Coniferous and 
evergreen 
forest. 

Utilizes coniferous and 
mixed-hardwood forest 
areas for breeding in the 
project area, often in 
drainages. 

 The range 
encompasses an 
area from 
southwestern 
British Columbia 
south through the 
coastal mountains 
arid Cascade 
Range (both west 
and east sides) of 
Washington and 
Oregon, south into 
southwestern 
Oregon and 
northwestern 
California north of 
San Francisco. 

Homestead Valley, 
Oakwood Valley, 
and Marin 
Headlands Trails. 
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H-6 Golden Gate National Recreation Area 

Scientific Name 
Common 

Name 
Federal 
Status 

CNPS 
Status

State 
Status

Dominant 
Habitat Type 

or Occurrence 
Notes 

Habitat Requirement 
and/or Association Microhabitat 

Species 
Distribution / 

Range 

Mapped 
Occurrences or 

Potential Habitat at 
GGNRA Locations 
that are Analyzed 
in this Plan/SEIS 

Mammal Species 

Arctocephalus 
townsendi 

Guadalupe 
fur seal 

FT n/a ST Rarely occurs 
in project area; 
six strandings 
within project 
area have 
occurred 
through review 
of twelve years 
of data 
collected by the 
Marine 
Mammal 
Center (2000-
2011). 

Rocky habitat near 
ocean's edge. 

 Breeds along the 
eastern coast of 
Guadalupe Island, 
approximately 200 
kilometers west of 
Baja California. In 
addition, 
individuals have 
been sighted in the 
southern California 
Channel Islands, 
including two 
males who 
established 
territories on San 
Nicolas Island. 

Potential stranding 
on all beach areas. 

Eumetopias 
jubatus 

Steller sea 
lion 

FT, CH n/a  Unlikely to 
occur in project 
area; no 
strandings 
within project 
area have 
occurred 
through review 
of twelve years 
of data 
collected by the 
Marine 
Mammal 
Center (2000-
2011). 

Protected haul out sites.  Breeds from 
northern Channel 
Islands north to 
Aleutians and the 
Pribilofs. Breeding 
colony on Ano 
Nuevo Island. 

Potential stranding 
on all beach areas. 
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Scientific Name 
Common 

Name 
Federal 
Status 

CNPS 
Status

State 
Status

Dominant 
Habitat Type 

or Occurrence 
Notes 

Habitat Requirement 
and/or Association Microhabitat 

Species 
Distribution / 

Range 

Mapped 
Occurrences or 

Potential Habitat at 
GGNRA Locations 
that are Analyzed 
in this Plan/SEIS 

Plant Species 

Arenaria 
paludicola 

Marsh 
sandwort 

FE 1B.1 SE Wetlands. Wetland and riparian 
ecosystems 

Freshwater 
marshes with 
saturated, 
predominantly 
sandy soils 
from 3-170 
meters. 

Historically the 
West Coast. Today 
only a dozen 
individuals found in 
San Luis Obispo 
County. Two 
populations were 
reintroduced to 
Marin Headlands. 

Marin Headlands 
Trails. 

Arctostaphylos 
franciscana 

Franciscan 
manzanita 

FE 1B.1  Serpentine – 
Chaparral. 

Scrub and chaparral 
communities. 

Endemic to 
California; 
Found from 60-
300 meters. 

Localized in San 
Francisco. Only 
one wild plant at 
Presidio of San 
Francisco, which 
was transplanted 
to the Presidio 
(Area B). 

Fort Point and Baker 
Beach.  

Arctostaphylos 
hookeri ssp. 
ravenii 

Presidio 
(Raven's) 
manzanita 

FE 1B.1 SE Serpentine – 
Chaparral. 

Chaparral, coastal prairie, 
and coastal scrub. 

Formerly 
endemic to 
San Francisco 
area. Found in 
open, rocky 
serpentine 
slopes from 20-
215 meters. 

Found along the 
North Central 
Coast (San 
Francisco 
Presidio). Only one 
wild plant and 
clones of this 
single plant 
remain.  

 Baker Beach. 

Clarkia 
franciscana 

Presidio 
clarkia 

FE 1B.1 SE Serpentine 
grassland. 

Serpentine grassland Only known in 
San Francisco 
and Alameda 
Counties. 
Serpentine 
soils around 50 
meters in 
elevation. 

Only five known 
occurrences in San 
Francisco and 
Alameda counties. 
Endemic to 
California.  

Baker Beach. 
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H-8 Golden Gate National Recreation Area 

Scientific Name 
Common 

Name 
Federal 
Status 

CNPS 
Status

State 
Status

Dominant 
Habitat Type 

or Occurrence 
Notes 

Habitat Requirement 
and/or Association Microhabitat 

Species 
Distribution / 

Range 

Mapped 
Occurrences or 

Potential Habitat at 
GGNRA Locations 
that are Analyzed 
in this Plan/SEIS 

Hesperolinon 
congestum 

Marin 
dwarf-flax 
"Marin 
Western 
Flax" 

FT 1B.1 ST Serpentine – 
Grassland/ 
Chaparral. 

Serpentine 
grassland/chaparral  

In serpentine 
barrens and in 
serpentine 
grassland and 
chaparral. 30-
365 meters. 

Known only from 
Marin, San 
Francisco, and 
San Mateo 
Counties. NW San 
Francisco Bay 
Area. Occurs on 
Presidio coastal 
area.  

Baker Beach. 

Lessingia 
germanorum 

San 
Francisco 
lessingia 

FE 1B.1 SE Dunes. Dunes. Known only 
from San 
Francisco and 
San Mateo 
counties. From 
remnant 
dunes. Open 
sandy soils 
relatively free 
of competing 
plants. 20-125 
meters. 

San Francisco Bay 
Area. Species 
located in the 
coastal habitat 
region of the 
Presidio (Special 
Status Vascular 
Plant Species 
Monitoring Report, 
GGNRA 2001).  

Baker Beach and 
Fort Funston. 

Potentilla 
hickmanii 

Hickman's 
potentilla 
(Hickman's 
cinquefoil) 

FE 1B.1 SE Coastal prairie. Coastal prairie. Open coastal 
prairie 
intermixed with 
native 
perennial 
grasses and 
forbs. 

Currently known 
from two 
populations in 
Monterey County 
and Rancho Corral 
de Tierra. 

Mori Point, Pedro 
Point, and Rancho 
Corral de Tierra. 

Notes: CH = critical habitat; CNPS = California Native Plant Society; FC = federal candidate; FE = federally endangered; FT = federally threatened; R = rare; ST = 
state threatened; SE = state endangered; SC = state candidate. 
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APPENDIX I: CULTURAL RESOURCES 

LIST OF CULTURAL RESOURCES ANALYZED FOR GOLDEN GATE NATIONAL RECREATION AREA (GGNRA) 
DRAFT DOG MANAGEMENT PLAN / SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (PLAN/SEIS) 

Cultural Resource 

General Construction 
or Significance Date

(if applicable) General Location 

Historic District/Landmark in 
which resource is located 

(if applicable) 

Archeological Resources 

Muir Beach  

(CA-MRN-333) 

Lands End  

(CA-SFR-5,  

CA-SFR-21) 

 Marin County 

 

San Francisco 
County 

 

Historic Structures 

Permanent Seacoast Fortifications  

Black Point 1863 Fort Mason Fort Mason Historic District 

Burnham 1899-1900 Fort Mason Fort Mason Historic District 

Cavallo 1872 Fort Baker Fort Baker, Barry, Cronkhite 
(FBBC) Historic District 

Duncan 1898-1899 Fort Baker FBBC Historic District 

Yates 1903 Fort Baker FBBC Historic District 

Chester 1899-1903 Fort Miley  Fort Miley Military Reservation 

Livingston-Springer 1899-1902 Fort Miley Fort Miley Military Reservation 

Battery Construction #243 1943 Fort Miley Fort Miley Military Reservation 

East 1872 Fort Point Presidio National Historic Landmark 
(NHL) 

Chamberlin 1899-1903 Fort Scott Presidio NHL 

Cranston 1897-1898 Fort Scott Presidio NHL 

Marcus-Miller 1891-1898 Fort Scott Presidio NHL 

Godfrey 1892-1896 Fort Scott Presidio NHL 

Crosby 1899-1900 Fort Scott Presidio NHL 

Boutelle 1898-1901 Fort Scott Presidio NHL 

Davis 1936-1940 Fort Funston  

Miscellaneous Historic Structures 

Crissy Airfield 1919 Crissy Airfield Presidio NHL 
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I-2 Golden Gate National Recreation Area 

Cultural Resource 

General Construction 
or Significance Date

(if applicable) General Location 

Historic District/Landmark in 
which resource is located 

(if applicable) 

Cultural Landscapes 

Fort Baker, Barry, and 
Chronkite Historic District 
(includes field fortifications; 
permanent seacoast 
fortifications and their 
integral earthworks) 

1866 Marin County  

Presidio National Historic 
Landmark (includes USCGS, 
field fortifications, Crissy 
Field, and permanent 
seacoast fortifications and 
their integral earthworks) 

1776 San Francisco 
County 

 

Fort Mason Historic District 
(includes permanent 
seacoast fortifications and 
their integral earthworks) 

1855 San Francisco 
County 

 

Fort Miley Military 
Reservation(includes 
permanent seacoast 
fortifications and their 
integral earthworks) 

1893 San Francisco 
County 

 

Rancho Corral de Tierra 
(includes landscapes 
features, structures, and 
archeological sites, including 
the Francisco Guerrero 
Adobe Site, and the Martini 
Creek Ohlone sites) 

1839 San Mateo County  
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APPENDIX J: TABLE OF DOG MANAGEMENT AREAS BY JURISDICTION 

Jurisdiction 
San Francisco Recreation and 

Parks Department San Mateo County Marin County Parks Marin County Open Space 
Marin Water 

District 

Point Reyes 
National 

Seashore 
California 

State Parks 

Midpeninsula 
Regional 

Open Space 

East Bay 
Regional 

Parks 

San 
Francisco 
Watershed 

Area of 
Managed Land 

Approximately 3,400 acres.  17,000 acres; 190 miles of trail. Approximately 900 acres total area 
including approximately 12 miles of 
paved, multiuse paths.  

16,000 acres; 250 miles of 
official fire roads and trails, 
and social trails. 

21,000 acres, 
130 miles of 
road and 
trail.i 

71,000 acresii, 
150 miles of 
trail.iii 

Approx. 
12,000 acres 
near / adjacent 
to GGNRA. 

Approx. 
60,000 acres, 
220 miles of 
trail.iv 

Approx. 
119,893 acres 
and 1,250 
miles of trails.v 

Approx. 
61,000 
acresvi (No 
public 
access). 

Areas where 
dogs permitted 
on-leash 

Approximately 3,400 acres minus 
athletic fields/courts; playgrounds; 
sensitive habitat areas.vii 

None permitted by county ordinance; however 
5.6 miles of trails are unofficially used for on-
leash dog walking and are described for on 
leash dog use on their website. 

Currently dogs are permitted on 
leash in all park areas (except 
where noted under “areas where 
dogs prohibited”) and on 12 miles 
of multiuse pathways.  

155.25 miles of trails and fire 
roads.* 

130 miles of 
road and 
trail.viii 

Approx. 14 
miles of 
beachix, and 
1.2 miles of 
trail.x 

Parking lots, 
paved roads 
only – No 
beaches and 
trails.xi 

57.1 miles of 
trail, 17.5 
acres.xii 

102,797 acres 
and 1,133 
miles of 
trails.xiii 

None. 

Areas where 
dogs permitted 
off-leash 

Approximately 120 acres including 
trails. 

None. McInnis Park and Upton Beach 
provide both on and off leash 
areas.  

Approximately 50 acres of McInnis 
is available for on/off leash use. 
Metrics are not available for Upton 
Beach. 

92.5/155.25 miles dogs are 
permitted off leash.* 

None. None.xiv None.xv 17.5 acres.xvi 23 acres, 2.5 
miles of trail.xvii 

None. 

Areas where 
dogs prohibited 

Athletic fields/courts; playgrounds; 
sensitive habitat areas. 

Approx. 16,000 acres, 179.4 miles of trails. Dogs are not permitted at McNears 
Beach, Paradise Beach, and 
Stafford Lake parks.  

Dogs are not allowed in sensitive 
resource areas, in play areas, in 
playgrounds, on play equipment, 
and on ball fields.  

All areas except for trails and 
fire roads. 

21,000 acres. All 
undeveloped 
areas, most 
beaches, and 
trails. 

All areas 
except parking 
lots and paved 
roads. 

Approx. 
59,983 acres 
and 163 miles 
of trail. 

17,096 acres 
and 117 miles 
of trail. 

61,000 
acres. 

Notes SF Recreation and Park manages 
32 dog play areas: The Port of 
San Francisco manages 1 dog 
play area (Heron’s Head Park). 

Candlestick was removed from 
Recreation and Park management 
and reduced the past reported 
acreage) (Personal 
communication with Director on 
11-15-16). 

5 new dog parks have been 
added since 2006. And 3 new dog 
play areas are currently in 
development. 

San Mateo County Parks Department is initiating 
a comprehensive Dog Management Strategy for 
County Parks that will determine where dogs 
can use parks and trails. This will result in 
changes to policies, ordinances, and practices. 

Dog friendly trails reported on 
www.parks.smcgov.org: Coyote Point 
Recreation Area Bay Trail 1.2 miles; Fitzgerald 
Marine Reserve CA Coastal Trail .3 mile; Devils 
Slide CA Coastal Trail 1.3 miles; Pillar Point 
Bluff Jean Lauer Trail 1.4 miles; Mirada Surf CA 
Coastal Trail .3 mile; Quarry Park Vista Point 1.1 
miles. 

 *calculation subject to change 
with implementation of Road 
and Trail Management Plan 
system designation process 
currently underway 

      

Information 
Source/ Point of 
Contact 

Stacey Bradley 
Deputy Director of Planning 
Stacy.Bradley@sfgov.org 

Sam Herzberg 
Senior Planner 
sherzberg@smcgov.org 

Max Korten 
Acting Director & General Manager
mkorten@marincounty.org 

Cristina Torresan 
Communications Manager 
ctorresan@marincounty.org 

Gabe Ngarangad 
Ranger 
gngarangad@marincounty.org 

Cristina Torresan 
Communications Manager 
ctorresan@marincounty.org 
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J-2 Golden Gate National Recreation Area 

Jurisdiction 
San Francisco Recreation and 

Parks Department San Mateo County Marin County Parks Marin County Open Space 
Marin Water 

District 

Point Reyes 
National 

Seashore 
California 

State Parks 

Midpeninsula 
Regional 

Open Space 

East Bay 
Regional 

Parks 

San 
Francisco 
Watershed 

Note: Information for San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department, San Mateo County, Marin County Parks, and Marin County Open Space was updated through personal communication with representatives for each organization, as noted in the last row of the 
table. This information may differ from that on websites but is considered the most current, based on review of this information by these individuals. Information presented in the table for other organizations is based on information available on their respective websites. 

Resources: 

San Francisco County and City Resources 
Final Dog Policy (May, 2002) http://sstasio.wpengine.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/Final_Dog_Policy_2002.pdf 
Dog Play Area Master Planning- http://sfrecpark.org/about/publications/dog-play-area-master-planning/ 

Marin County Resources 
Dogs in Open Space: http://www.marincountyparks.org/depts/pk/divisions/open-space/main/dogs 
Open Space Trail Conditions: http://www.marincountyparks.org/depts/pk/divisions/open-space/main/trail 
Filter by Activity (Dogs Allowed): http://www.marincounty.org/depts/pk/activities 
Dogs in Parks: http://www.marincounty.org/depts/pk/divisions/parks/main/dogs 
County Fire Dept: http://www.marincounty.org/depts/fr 

Non-government Dog Park Resources in Marin County 
http://www.dogfriendly.com/server/travel/uscities/guides/w/cities/wonlinecityCAMarin_-_North_Bay.shtml 
Marin Humane Society Dog Park: http://www.marinhumanesociety.org/site/c.aiIOI3NLKgKYF/b.7727935/k.B618/Dog_Parks__Campus_Facilities.htm 
Sausalito Dog Park: http://sausalitodogpark.org/about 

 

 

                                                            

i http://www.marinwater.org/189/Biking-Dog-Walking-Hiking-Riding-Picnick 
ii http://www.nps.gov/pore/learn/news/upload/newspaper_visitorguide_2012.pdf 
iii http://www.nps.gov/pore/planyourvisit/hiking_guide.htm 
iv http://www.openspace.org/sites/default/files/DistrictFactSheet.pdf 
v http://www.ebparks.org/parks 
vi http://www.sfwater.org/index.aspx?page=134 
vii http://sfrecpark.org/parks-open-spaces/natural-areas-program/natural-areas-faqs/ 
viii http://www.marinwater.org/189/Biking-Dog-Walking-Hiking-Riding-Picnick 
ix http://www.nps.gov/pore/planyourvisit/beaches.htm 
x http://www.nps.gov/pore/planyourvisit/upload/sitebulletin_dogs.pdf 
xi http://www.parks.ca.gov/?page_id=22542 
xii http://www.openspace.org/what-to-do/activities/dogs 
xiii http://www.ebparks.org/activities/dogs 
xiv http://www.nps.gov/pore/planyourvisit/pets.htm 
xv http://ohv.parks.ca.gov/pages/1140/files/14%20ccr%20sec%204312.pdf 
xvi http://www.openspace.org/preserves/pulgas-ridge 
xvii http://www.ebparks.org/parks/pt_isabel 
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APPENDIX K: PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE PROJECTS AND ACTIONS 
CONSIDERED FOR THE CUMULATIVE IMPACTS ANALYSIS 

Plans and Projects Location Type of Project Purposes of the Project Source 
Past/Completed Projects 

Giacomini Wetland 
Restoration Project  

Tomales Bay Wetland 
restoration 

Project benefitted the Tomales Bay watershed ecosystem 
through wetland restoration. Included planting native vegetation 
at the Giacomini Ranch to increase habitat for listed species 
such as the tidewater goby and California clapper rail. 

http://www.nps.gov/pore/parkmgmt/p
lanning_giacomini_wrp_construction
_summary_phase1.htm 

Easkoot Creek 
Restoration 

Stinson Beach Habitat restoration 
for threatened 
central California 
coast steelhead 
trout and coho 
salmon 

The restoration effort at the lower Easkoot Creek has improved 
summer and winter rearing habitat for the threatened central 
California coast steelhead trout and coho salmon both federally 
listed species. The project restored native vegetation and 
floodplain functions and features previously disturbed by 
human activities. 

Easkoot Creek Restoration at 
Stinson Beach Environmental 
Assessment 

Sewage Release Homestead 
Valley 

Sewage spill More than 5 million gallons of partially treated sewage and 
storm water were released into Richardson Bay from the Mill 
Valley treatment plant. October 2007 inspections by U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency confirmed the sewage 
collection systems at Almonte, Tamalpais, Homestead Valley, 
and Richardson Bay districts have deteriorating sewage pipes. 

http://www.epa.gov/region09/water/n
pdes/pdf/SASM-SSO-report-final-2-
11-08-redact.pdf 

Tree Removal Homestead 
Valley 

Fire protection During the fall of 2005, more than 100 trees were removed 
from 89 acres in Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
(GGNRA), to protect the adjacent community of Homestead 
Valley, where there are over 1,000 homes. Non-native 
Monterey pines, acacias, eucalyptus and plums, and 
encroaching Douglas firs were cut and piled for burning. 

Golden Gate NRA Fire Management: 
Homestead Fuel Reduction 
Implements Community Wildfire 
Protection Plan 
(http://www.nps.gov/goga/parkmgmt/
upload/firemanagement_news_home
steadfuelreduction.pdf) and Marin 
County Community Wildlife Fire 
Protection Plan 
(http://www.marincounty.org/~/media
/files/departments/fr/prevention/publi
cations/marin_2012_fire_plan_final_
draft.pdf) 
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Plans and Projects Location Type of Project Purposes of the Project Source 
Lower Redwood Creek 
Interim Flood 
Reduction Measures 
and Floodplain/ 
Channel Restoration  

Muir Beach Floodplain and 
channel 
restoration 

This project restored channel function at the Pacific Way site to 
reduce flooding on an interim basis until long-term restoration 
project is implemented. The project also expanded riparian 
vegetation at the Banducci site, increased in-channel habitat 
complexity, reconnected the creek to its floodplain and 
reestablished geomorphic processes at the Banducci site to 
improve habitat for coho salmon and steelhead trout. 

http://www.nps.gov/goga/parkmgmt/
upload/redwoodcrk-ea-final.pdf  

Trails Forever -Pirates 
Cove 

South of Muir 
Beach 

Control of invasive 
non-native plants 

Pirates Cove is just south of Muir Beach, supports dense and 
relatively undisturbed coastal scrub, prairie, and riparian 
habitats. Non-native pampas grass has colonized the cliff faces 
over the past three decades, spreading inland in areas where 
non-natural disturbance has occurred. In 2006, Trails Forever 
began controlling the pampas grass invasion in an effort to 
maintain the natural habitat. 

http://www.parksconservancy.org/par
k-improvements/past-
accomplishments/coastal-trail-
pirates-cove.html 

Trails Forever - Marin 
Headlands 

Marin 
Headlands 

Control of invasive 
plants to increase 
natural diversity 

Spreading infestations of non-native vegetation threaten the 
grassland and coastal scrub habitat of the Southern Marin 
Headlands that include plant species critical to the survival of 
the mission blue butterfly. Efforts to control target invasive 
species began in 2006. 

http://www.parksconservancy.org/visi
t/park-sites/marin-headlands.html 

Fort Baker Plan Fort Baker Cultural resource 
restoration 

Over 28 historic buildings are being rehabilitated to national 
historic preservation standards to ensure that the significant 
historic features are maintained. The project includes Cavallo 
Point: The Lodge at the Golden Gate, a resort, and the Institute 
at the Golden Gate, a retreat and conference center, as well as 
infrastructure upgrades, waterfront improvements and native 
habitat restoration. The new lodging units are environmentally 
friendly and architecturally sensitive to the historic area. 
Landscape improvements include the restoration of the main 
parade ground by National Park Service (NPS) to its historic 
period. 

http://parkplanning.nps.gov/documen
t.cfm?parkID=303&projectId=20244&
documentID=20847 

Trails Forever – Fort 
Mason 

Fort Mason Transportation The effort to improve the San Francisco Bay Trail at Laguna 
and Marina Boulevard is part of Trails Forever. Project 
objectives were to enhance visitor safety and experience, 
improve pedestrian and bicyclist traffic flow, and re-vegetate 
the landscape. 

http://sfbike.org/download/ft_mason_
squeeze.pdf 

Fort Mason Center 
Long-term Lease 
Environmental 
Assessment (FONSI) 

Fort Mason Programming and 
management  

After completion of the environmental assessment, NPS 
entered into a long-term lease with Fort Mason Center to 
continue its public programming and management of Lower 
Fort Mason. 

https://www.nps.gov/goga/learn/man
agement/foma_long-term-lease.htm 
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Plans and Projects Location Type of Project Purposes of the Project Source 
Crissy Field Plan Crissy Field Restoration This project resulted in the restoration of approximately 18 

acres of tidal marsh at Crissy Field; a channel was opened to 
the tides, allowing fresh and salt water to merge at Crissy Field 
for the first time in 100 years. This plan proposed increased 
dog-walking opportunities at the park. 

https://www.nps.gov/goga/learn/man
agement/upload/-462-
Environmental-Assessment-for-
Crissy-Field-Plan.pdf 

Crissy Field Center 
Temporary Move to 
East Beach 

Crissy Field Facilities As a result of California Department of Transportation’s receipt 
of funds from the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, 
the Doyle Drive improvement project was fast-tracked, and 
consequently Crissy Field Center needed to move its 
operations from 603 Old Mason in late 2009. 

http://www.parksconservancy.org/ab
out/press/press-releases/crissy-field-
center-is-on-the-move.html 

Lobos Creek Valley 
Dune Restoration 

Lobos Creek, 
near Baker 
Beach 

Habitat restoration Habitat restoration project at coastal dune in Lobos Creek 
Valley to increase population of the listed San Francisco 
lessingia plant. 

http://www.sfgate.com/outdoors/urba
noutings/article/Lobos-Creek-Valley-
Trail-Dunes-restored-3182172.php 

Trails Forever – Lands 
End 

Lands End Transportation The project included resurfacing and stabilizing additional 
segments of the trail; creating open views to the ocean; 
eliminating damaged “social” trails; replanting native species in 
the local forest and surrounding areas; improving visitor 
amenities; and engaging the community in park stewardship. 

http://www.parksconservancy.org/par
k-improvements/past-
accomplishments/lands-end-trail-
lookout.html 

Sutro Dunes 
Stabilization/Native 
Planting 

Sutro Heights 
Park 

Erosion control Sutro Dunes was planted with native plants in order to restore 
the site. 

http://sfrecpark.org/wp-
content/uploads/COFRound1-
SutroDunesPark.pdf 

Site Management Plan 
for Milagra Ridge 

Milagra Ridge Management 
project 

Site Management Plans are completed for acquired properties 
at GGNRA, such as Milagra Ridge. This plan may include a 
statement to protect and enhance habitat at the site, such as 
mission blue butterfly habitat at Milagra Ridge in coordination 
with the GGNRA and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). 

http://www.parksconservancy.org/par
k-improvements/current-
projects/san-mateo/milagra-
ridge.html 

Eagles Point Overlook 
Replacement 

Eagles Point Infrastructure This project replaced the existing deteriorated viewing platform 
with a new view point. The new view point is more accessible, 
easier to maintain, and set back within the trail alignment. The 
view point design included benches for sitting and enjoying 
views of the Golden Gate. A small concrete curb protects the 
viewpoint's outer edge. Non-native, invasive trees have been 
removed from the viewshed. The trail to the new viewpoint has 
been resurfaced and regraded to meet the Draft Final 
Accessibility Guidelines for Outdoor Developed Areas 
(AGODA) standards. Native vegetation was planted in areas 
disturbed by tree and overlook removal and adjacent to the 
new viewpoint. 

https://www.nps.gov/goga/learn/man
agement/eagles-point-overlook-
replacement.htm 
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Sutro Historic District 
EA and FONSI 

Sutro Heights Environmental 
Assessment 

The comprehensive design for the Sutro Historic District was 
driven by the need to resolve a complex set of issues. Natural 
systems, historic landscape, and recent human intervention 
were balanced to support future use and provide a quality 
visitor experience. 

https://www.nps.gov/goga/learn/man
agement/completed-plans-and-
projects.htm 

GGNRA & Muir 
Woods National 
Monument General 
Management Plan  

Parkwide General 
Management Plan

The new plan for Golden Gate National Recreation Area and 
Muir Woods reflects the intent of Congress in establishing the 
parks, as well as the vast amount of knowledge about the 
parks' exceptional natural and cultural resources that has been 
gained since 1980. The plan offers a vision of the park that 
accommodates its changing cultural and social landscape. It 
was developed in the context of the evolution in attitudes 
toward conservation and preservation that has occurred over 
the past three decades - as well as changing preferences in 
modes of transportation, recreation choices, and ways of 
experiencing parklands. The vision in this plan is predicated on 
partnership as an effective management approach, and will rely 
on the continued support of our partners, especially the Golden 
Gate National Parks Conservancy. 

https://www.nps.gov/goga/learn/man
agement/upload/GOGA_FGMP_Volu
me_I-3.pdf 

Ocean beach Sand 
Management Plan 

Ocean Beach Planning 
Document 

The NPS in cooperation with the San Francisco Public Utilities 
Commission (SFPUC) conducted sand management activities 
in early October. This activity was a repeat of the successful 
sand management actions done in 2012 where excess sand in 
front of the O'Shaughnessy Seawall (north Ocean Beach) is 
transported to the erosion hotspot south of Sloat Boulevard 
(south Ocean Beach). 

https://parkplanning.nps.gov/project
Home.cfm?projectID=53313 

Golden Gate Bridge 
75th Anniversary 
South Plaza 
Improvements 

Bridge Plaza Rehabilitation In preparation for the 75th Anniversary, the southeast plaza on 
the San Francisco side of the bridge has been revitalized, 
improving the experience for the millions of people who visit the 
Bridge each year and reflecting the natural beauty and historic 
significance of this world-class destination. The Golden Gate 
Bridge, Highway and Transportation District has also 
undertaken various construction projects that affect bicyclists 
and pedestrians visiting the bridge. 

http://goldengatebridge75.org/about/
site-improvements.html 
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Plans and Projects Location Type of Project Purposes of the Project Source 
GGNRA Fire 
Management Plan 

Parkwide Land use plan, 
enhance mission 
blue butterfly 
habitat, preserve 
historic structures, 
landscapes, and 
archeological 
resources 

One of the many goals of the GGNRA Fire Management 
Program was to protect natural resources from adverse effects 
of fire and fire management activities, and use fire 
management wherever appropriate to sustain and restore 
natural resources. Another goal was to preserve historic 
structures, landscapes, and archeological resources from 
adverse effects of fire and fire management activities, and use 
fire management wherever appropriate to rehabilitate or restore 
these cultural resources. 

Final Environmental Impact 
Statement for Fire Management 
Plan; GGNRA, Muir Woods National 
Monument and Fort Point National 
Historic Site; Marin, San Francisco 
and San Mateo Counties, CA (NPS 
2005) 

34th America’s Cup 
Event 

Parkwide Sailing race The 34th America’s Cup event brought sailing teams from 
around the world to race within San Francisco Bay; preliminary 
races were held in 2012; the America’s Cup race was held in 
2013. The event included a sustainability plan to determine and 
mitigate impacts from the event. Preliminary events and event 
related construction occurred in 2012. 

http://cdn.sparkart.net/americascup/c
ontent/documents/sustainability/AC3
4-Sustainability-Plan_19-March-
2012.pdf 

Dias Ridge 
Restoration and Trail 
Improvement  

Marin County Restoration and 
trail Improvement 

The project realigned trail segments and restored degraded 
areas on Dias Ridge. Specifically, the project removed 
unauthorized trails and replace or rehabilitate poorly aligned 
and eroding trail segments. This project improved parkland 
resources by reducing soil erosion in the project, minimized 
sediment from reaching Redwood Creek, and improved the trail 
alignment to support existing authorized trail-use designations. 

http://www.nps.gov/goga/parkmgmt/
planning.htm 

Nonpoint Source 
Watershed 
Assessment for the 
James Fitzgerald 
Marine Reserve 
Critical Coastal Area 

Martini Creek 
watershed, 
San Mateo 
County 

Watershed 
assessment 

Project benefited Hickman’s potentilla through the development 
of an Action Plan to address potential and known nonpoint 
source pollution impacts and improve water quality conditions 
in and around the Fitzgerald Marine Reserve critical coastal 
area. 

http://www.sanmateorcd.org/CCA%2
0Watershed%20Assessment 

City of Mill Valley 
Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Transportation Plan 
Update 

Homestead 
Valley 

Transportation The 2008 plan is an update to the 2003 Mill Valley Bicycle and 
Pedestrian Transportation Plan Update and furthered the goals 
and projects originally developed in the 1982 Plan which was 
updated in 2003 to include a pedestrian component. Bicycling 
and walking contribute to both a healthy personal lifestyle and 
the health of the entire City through lessened traffic congestion, 
reduced vehicle exhaust emissions, decreased noise levels, 
and a reduction in land dedicated towards automobile parking. 
These modes also presented residents with the opportunity to 
more easily socialize in public spaces. 

http://www.cityofmillvalley.org/Modul
es/ShowDocument.aspx?documenti
d=3320 
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Wetland and Creek 
Restoration at Big 
Lagoon 

Muir Beach Ecological 
restoration 

Project aimed to restore a functional, self-sustaining ecosystem 
at Big Lagoon. The project included wetland, riparian and 
aquatic components to re-create habitat for sustainable 
populations of special status species, including habitat for coho 
salmon and steelhead trout as well as California red-legged 
frog, to reduce flooding, and to improve visitor experience. 
Project was located at Muir Beach and included 38 coastal 
acres including the small intermittent tidal lagoon at the beach. 

https://www.nps.gov/goga/learn/man
agement/biglagoon.htm 

Marine Mammal 
Center Site and 
Facilities 
Improvements 

Marin 
Headlands 

Facilities 
improvements 

Recent improvements to the Marine Mammal Center located 
just northeast of Fort Cronkhite in the Forts Baker, Barry, 
Cronkhite Historic District have resulted in minor cumulative 
adverse effects to cultural resources, none of which has 
significantly affected the integrity of the district. 

https://www.nps.gov/goga/learn/man
agement/mmc.htm 

Main Parade Ground 
Rehabilitation Project 

Presidio 
(Area B) 

Facilities 
improvements 

The project consisted of rehabilitating the red brick buildings, 
which included paving, grading, relocating utilities, and 
addressing drainage necessary for a relocated parking lot and 
a new lawn area. 

http://www.presidio.gov/places/main-
parade-ground 

Mori Point Restoration 
and Trail Plan 

Mori Point, San 
Mateo County 

Trail restoration Project included protecting and enhancing habitat for the SF 
garter snake and California red-legged frog at Mori Point; 
preserving and restoring habitat at Mori Point by reducing 
threats to native plant communities and natural processes; and 
developing a safe and sustainable trail system to improve 
recreational experiences and reduce impacts to park 
resources. 

https://parkplanning.nps.gov/project
Home.cfm?projectID=13093 

Devil’s Slide Tunnels 
Project 

Pedro Point, 
Pacifica  

Highway repair Two inland tunnels were created to bypass Devil's Slide, in 
order to provide a safe, dependable highway between Pacifica 
and Montara. 

http://www.dot.ca.gov/dist4/dslide/ 

http://parks.smcgov.org/devils-slide-
coastal-trail-project 

Endangered Species 
Big Year 

Parkwide Educational 
project 

Annual educational project comprised of several non-profit 
organizations to benefit of the endangered and threatened 
species found within GGNRA. Completed in 2008, this project 
provided long-term recovery assistance through conservation 
recovery actions to prevent listed species from going extinct. 

http://www.nps.gov/goga/big_year.ht
m 

Sea Level Rise 
Interpretive Exhibit 

Crissy Field Climate change 
presentation 

The sea level at Crissy Field has risen by 0.2 meters over the 
past 100 years, and predictions indicate that it will rise 0.5 to 
1.6 meters more by 2100. These changes pose risks to coastal 
lowlands, beaches, and coastal bluffs. By 2100, the volume 
and effects of each annual flood may be the equivalent of 
today’s 100-year flood. 

http://www.nps.gov/goga/naturescien
ce/upload/Crissy_SRL_Panel.pdf 
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Plans and Projects Location Type of Project Purposes of the Project Source 
Trails Forever - 
Southern Marin 
Headlands project  

Marin 
Headlands 

Trail rehabilitation, 
replanting native 
vegetation 

The southern Marin Headlands project initiated in the 
summer/fall of 2007 focused on enhancing the Coastal Trail 
corridor in the southern Marin Headlands and included removal 
of selected non-native trees that compromise the health of 
habitat used by the mission blue butterfly. Restoration of this 
trail section was completed in 2013.  

https://www.nps.gov/goga/learn/man
agement/upload/-1864-southern-
marin-headlands-update-1.pdf 

Tennessee Valley / 
Manzanita Connector 
Trail Project 

Tennessee 
Valley, Marin 
Headlands 

Transportation The goals of this San Francisco Bay Conservation and 
Development Commission Project was to upgrade the existing 
path to meet current American Disabilities Act accessibility and 
design standards for a multi-use pathway, and to encourage 
area residents to use the trail as an alternative to vehicular 
travel to reach key destinations such as shopping and transit 
facilities. 

http://www.walkbikemarin.org/tvupda
tes.php 

Marin Headlands and 
Fort Baker 
Transportation 
Infrastructure and 
Management Plan 

Marin 
Headlands 

Land use plan, 
improved visitor 
experience 

This project focused on providing greater access to and within 
the Marin Headlands and Fort Baker for a variety of users in a 
way that minimizes impacts to the rich natural diversity and 
cultural resources of the Marin Headlands and Fort Baker. 

https://www.nps.gov/goga/learn/man
agement/upload/feis_2009-
0310_150dpi.pdf 

Current Projects (Construction Underway or Planning in Progress or Complete) 

Air Tour Management 
Plan, GGNRA and 
Point Reyes National 
Seashore 

Parkwide Management plan This Air Tour Management Plan addresses the impacts of 
commercial air tours over GGNRA and Point Reyes National 
Seashore to develop acceptable and effective measures to 
mitigate adverse impacts of commercial air tours on natural and 
cultural resources, and on visitor experience. 

http://www.nps.gov/pore/parkmgmt/u
pload/planning_atmp_mailer_11072
8.pdf 

Final Ocean Beach 
Fire Program 

Ocean Beach Planning 
Document- 
regulation 

NPS has completed its planning process and made a decision 
on the elements of the development of the final Ocean Beach 
Fire Program. The final program includes 12 elements 
designed to create a safe, manageable, and sustainable beach 
fire program. 

https://parkplanning.nps.gov/project
Home.cfm?projectID=59097 
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Redwood Creek Trail 
Realignment 

Redwood 
Creek 

Trail Plan The Redwood Creek Trail Realignment and Dias Ridge 
Extension Trail project includes realigning a section of the 
Redwood Creek Trail, improvements to the existing Redwood 
Creek Trail, and construction of a 1,300 linear foot extension to 
the Dias Ridge Trail. The project is being planned in 
coordination between the California State Parks and the 
National Park Service. The purpose of the proposed action is 
three-fold: (1) to create a safer and more sustainable trail for 
visitors; (2) reduce adverse effects of Redwood Creek Trail on 
Redwood Creek and the multiple drainages to the creek 
crossed by the trail; and (3) to connect the southern ends of 
Redwood Creek Trail and Dias Ridge Trail by an extension of 
the Dias Ridge Trail to create a 5.4 mile circuit 

https://parkplanning.nps.gov/project
Home.cfm?projectID=54012 

Muir Woods 
Reservation 
Environmental 
Assessment 

Muir Woods Environmental 
Assessment 

The proposed reservation system was informed by goals 
outlined in the General Management Plan, the Redwood Creek 
Watershed Vision for the Future, transportation experts, and 
feedback from stakeholders and members of the public 
gathered over the last twenty months. The proposed 
reservation system would enable the park to proactively 
manage parking and visitor flow to protect the health of the 
Redwood Creek Watershed, and allow for greater enjoyment of 
this treasured park site by effectively addressing overcrowding, 
traffic congestion, and parking issues. 

https://parkplanning.nps.gov/docume
nt.cfm?parkID=303&projectID=4827
2&documentID=68898 

Muir Woods Salmon 
Habitat Enhancement 
and Bridge 
Replacement Project 

Muir Woods Restoration The restoration of Redwood Creek in Muir Woods represents 
one of the best opportunities in the watershed to improve 
conditions for salmon. This project calls for the removal of 
selected large boulders called riprap that were placed on the 
banks of Redwood Creek over 80 years ago to stabilize the 
stream banks. Following the riprap removal, large woody debris 
would be installed in the creek. These two actions will 
significantly improve the conditions needed to help young fish 
survive. 

https://parkplanning.nps.gov/project
Home.cfm?parkId=303&projectID=6
2983 
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Plans and Projects Location Type of Project Purposes of the Project Source 
Crissy Field Refresh 
Planning 

Crissy Field Planning 
Document 

Fourteen years after the restoration of San Francisco's Crissy 
Field, the National Park Service, Parks Conservancy, and 
Presidio Trust are reassessing how visitors use Crissy Field, 
reviewing natural and cultural restoration goals, and taking 
stock of interpretive and maintenance needs. 

As part of this process, the input of people and groups who 
know and use, and love or feel connected to Crissy Field are 
being considered. The input received will help understand the 
desires of the community and shape the plan as it moves 
forward. 

https://parkplanning.nps.gov/project
Home.cfm?projectID=48967 

Demolition and 
Removal of Nike 
Missile Site Structures 
and Utilities, Sweeney 
Ridge 

Sweeney 
Ridge 

Demolition The buildings associated with the Nike Missile Site at Sweeney 
Ridge were closed in 1974 and became part of GGNRA in 
1984. The structures have deteriorated over time; although the 
walls remain in fair condition, the roofs are collapsing and lead 
paint is peeling from the walls, posing a safety hazard to the 
public and park staff. In addition, the site has become a popular 
location for graffiti and dumping. 

An effort was made in 2010 to stabilize the buildings, including 
boarding up doors and windows with plywood for public safety. 
Despite continued efforts by park staff to prevent entry into the 
buildings, the boards are repeatedly removed and the 
structures continue to be an attractive nuisance and safety 
hazard, diminishing the visitor experience at Sweeney Ridge. 

https://parkplanning.nps.gov/project
Home.cfm?projectID=52936 

Perform Flood 
Repairs, Stinson 
Beach 

Stinson Beach Repair/Rehabilitati
on 

On February 6th, 2014 a series of storms delivered over 20 
inches of rain on Mt. Tam and surrounding watersheds over 
four days. The highest intensity rainfall (up to about 0.8 in/hr at 
Middle Peak Mt. Tam) occurred on February 9th. This event 
caused Easkoot Creek, a coastal stream that goes through the 
community of Stinson Beach and NPS parklands, to overtop its 
bank and flood low-lying areas of the community and NPS 
parkland. Exacerbating the flooding, a recently constructed 
sediment detention basin located on Easkoot Creek, was 
intentionally breeched under the direction of the Marin County 
Flood Control. The breeching of the berm containing the 
sediment basin caused high velocity flood flows to go through 
NPS parklands causing damage to NPS infrastructure including 
pedestrian pathways and the North Parking lot. This project 
would repair the damages caused by the February 9th flood. 

https://parkplanning.nps.gov/project
Home.cfm?projectID=53241 
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Proposed Fee 
Increases within 
Golden Gate National 
Recreation Area 

Parkwide Fee Collection GGNRA is considering fee increases and new parking fees 
within the park. The Federal Lands Recreation Enhancement 
Act (FLREA) establishes fee collection on federal lands, and 
National Parks collecting fees can retain 80% of those 
revenues in order to support projects that improve the visitor 
experience. The new fees collected will continue to support 
projects that have a direct visitor benefit. 

https://parkplanning.nps.gov/project
Home.cfm?projectID=55192 

Rehabilitate Cavallo 
Point Lodge Historic 
Building 615, Fort 
Baker 

Fort Baker Repair/Rehabilitati
on 

The Fort Baker Retreat Group (FBRG) LLC proposes a project 
that will rehabilitate historic Building 615, a small, 1-story wood 
frame former Army guardhouse, into a public-serving bakery 
cafe with kitchen addition as part of Cavallo Point, the Lodge at 
the Golden Gate. 

The project would reduce existing crowded kitchen facilities in 
Building 602 (aka the Murray Circle restaurant) by relocating all 
bakery functions from that structure, in addition to activating an 
important "gateway" building to the entire Lodge campus. 

https://parkplanning.nps.gov/project
Home.cfm?projectID=57476 

Replace and Extend 
Stormwater Outfall 
IJKL, Crissy Field 

Crissy Field Maintenance The purpose of the project is to increase discharge capacity of 
IJKL, reduce flooding onto Mason Street, and extend the 
stormdrain and outfall to just beyond the 50-year sand 
accretion point. The shoreline at Crissy Beach has accreted, 
and is anticipated to continue accreting over the next decades. 
To ensure long-term function of the stormdrain, the outlet is 
being located beyond the anticipated accretion point. 
Increasing the capacity of IJKL is needed to accommodate 
additional stormwater runoff from Park Presidio (Doyle Drive). 

https://parkplanning.nps.gov/project
Home.cfm?projectID=46130 

Vista Point Multi-Use 
Trail, Fort Baker 

Fort Baker Right-of-Way The National Park Service proposes improvements to the Vista 
Point Trail at Fort Baker to provide an important trail connection 
for pedestrians and bicyclists from the north side of the Golden 
Gate Bridge to Fort Baker and Sausalito. The project would 
convert a closed trail segment to a multi-use trail to provide a 
safer and more scenic route that is free of cars. The purpose of 
the project is to improve and reopen a trail for public use, which 
will reduce vehicle-bicycle and vehicle-pedestrian conflicts on 
Alexander Avenue. 

https://parkplanning.nps.gov/project
Home.cfm?projectID=41351 

Redwood Creek 
Watershed 
Restoration  

Redwood 
Creek 
Watershed, 
Marin County 

Watershed 
restoration 
visioning process 

The project (Redwood Creek Watershed: Vision for the Future) 
included identifying issues and values in the watershed and 
defining future conditions to create a Redwood Creek 
watershed that exists as a natural ecosystem and offers 
opportunities to learn, experience, and protect nature, rural 
character, and cultural history in an urbanized area. 

http://www.nps.gov/goga/parkmgmt/
upload/RWC Vision Statement.pdf  
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Cosco Busan 
Recreational Use 
Restoration Projects 
Plan 

San Francisco 
and Marin 
Counties 

Site improvements 
and habitat 
restoration 

The study will determine improvement projects to be completed 
in Marin and San Francisco counties with the $9.75 Million in 
settlement funds from the Cosco Busan oil spill. 
Recreation/visitor use and access-related projects are 
proposed at Muir Beach, Stinson Beach, Rodeo Beach, Ocean 
Beach, Fort Mason, Crissy Field, Baker Beach, and parkwide. 

http://parkplanning.nps.gov/projectH
ome.cfm?projectId=44006 

Monterey Bay National 
Marine Sanctuary 
Boundary Adjustment/ 
Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS) 

San Francisco 
County 

Boundary 
adjustment 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration has initiated 
a review of the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary 
boundaries, to evaluate the opportunity and effects of 
expanding the sanctuary's boundary to include the San 
Francisco-Pacifica Exclusion Area. This area was initially 
excluded due to pollution, vessel traffic, and dredge spoil 
deposits, but these conditions have since been alleviated. 
Ocean Beach would be added to the Monterey Bay National 
Marine Sanctuary under this plan. 

https://www.federalregister.gov/articl
es/2012/08/07/2012-
19105/revisions-of-boundaries-for-
the-monterey-bay-national-marine-
sanctuary-intent-to-prepare-an 

Significant Natural 
Resource Areas 
Management Plan 

San Francisco 
and Pacifica 

Planning 
document 

The Significant Natural Resource Areas Management Plan 
guides natural resource protection, habitat restoration, trail and 
access improvements, other capital projects, and maintenance 
activities over the next 20 years. The scope of the Significant 
Natural Resource Areas Management Plan includes “Natural 
Areas” managed by the San Francisco Recreation and Park 
Department (SFRPD) in San Francisco and Pacifica and 
addresses dog walking (including on-leash dog walking and off-
leash dog play areas) in these areas. 

Environmental Impact Report: 
Significant Natural Resource Areas 
Management Plan (SFPD 2011) 

Coho and Steelhead 
Restoration Project 

Pine Gulch, 
Redwood, 
Olema, and 
Lagunitas 
creeks 

Salmonid 
restoration 

Initiated by the NPS, project includes assessing current coho 
salmon and steelhead abundance and distribution and 
developing and implementing a plan for restoring and 
monitoring the fish and their habitat. 

http://www.nps.gov/pore/naturescien
ce/fish.htm 

Accessibility Site 
Improvements at Fort 
Mason Bldg. 201, 
Baker Beach, Stinson 
Beach, Battery 
Spencer and Kirby 
Cove 

Stinson Beach, 
Marin 
Headlands, 
Fort Mason, 
Baker Beach 

Accessibility site 
improvements 

Fort Mason, Bldg. 201, Baker Beach, Stinson Beach, Battery 
Spencer and Kirby Cove (Marin Headlands) have been 
identified as key sites targeted for increasing accessibility in 
GGNRA. The project results will include improvements in 
accessibility of picnic areas, camping views, beaches, 
restrooms, interpretive and wayfinding signs, and parking and 
accessible routes to these amenities. Project includes site-
specific elements that will improve accessibility and the visitor 
experience  

https://pepc.nps.gov/projectHome.cf
m?projectId=38854 
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Submarine Discharge 
of Nutrient-enriched 
Fresh Groundwater  

Stinson Beach Septic tank 
discharge 

Nutrients are discharged into groundwater at Stinson Beach 
from septic tanks; discharge is affected by variations in tides 
and is greater during neap tides (minimum tide range) as 
compared to spring tides (maximum tide range).  

Sieyes, N.R., K.M. Yamahara, B.A. 
Layton, E.H. Joyce, and A.B. 
Boehm. 2008. Limnology and 
Oceanography53(4)4134-1445 at 
http://aslo.org/lo/toc/vol_53/issue_4/
1434.pdf 

Accessibility Upgrades 
to Kirby Cove 
Campground, Marin 
Headlands 

Marin 
Headlands 

Accessibility site 
improvements 

Kirby Cove, located in the Marin Headlands, provides five 
campsites and a day use picnic area, as well as a historic 
Artillery Battery Kirby. The project will redesign entry gates, 
campsites, picnic areas, paths, parking, grills, fire pits, tables, 
and other amenities so that they are accessible. Project design 
will be done in keeping with the historic landscape and cultural 
resources.  

https://pepc.nps.gov/projectHome.cf
m?projectId=44924 

Golden Gate Bridge 
Seismic Retrofit 

Fort Baker Mitigation Planned restoration of mission blue butterfly habitat as 
mitigation for the Golden Gate Bridge seismic retrofit work at 
Fort Baker. 

http://goldengatebridge.org/projects/r
etrofit.php 

Sausalito-Marin City 
Sanitation District 
Sewage Spill 

Fort Baker Sewage spill About 40,000 gallons of diluted raw sewage spilled into 
Richardson Bay north of Fort Baker on about January 19, 2010. 
The spill is being investigated by the state Water Quality 
Control Board. 

http://www.contracostatimes.com/ne
ws/ci_14227944?nclick_check=1 

Alcatraz Ferry 
Embarkation Project 

Fort Baker, 
Fort Mason 

Study and 
management plan 

The project will evaluate long-term embarkation site from the 
San Francisco waterfront to Alcatraz, as well as ferry service 
from the San Francisco embarkation site to existing piers at 
Sausalito and/or Fort Baker. 

https://www.nps.gov/goga/learn/man
agement/alcatraz-ferry.htm 

Extension of Historic 
Streetcar Service 

Fort Mason Transportation The proposed historic streetcar extension would continue the 
F-line three blocks west to San Francisco Maritime National 
Historic Parkway and then on through the Fort Mason Tunnel to 
the Fort Mason Center at GGNRA. 

https://www.nps.gov/goga/learn/man
agement/upload/PEPC_Exec_Summ
ary.pdf 

South Access to the 
Golden Gate Bridge - 
Doyle Drive Final EIS 

Crissy Field Transportation 
project 

Doyle Drive, also known as Route 101, is located within the 
Presidio, and it provides access to cultural and natural features 
within GGNRA. The Federal Highway Administration, the 
California Department of Transportation, and the San Francisco 
County Transportation Authority (the Authority) proposed to 
improve seismic, structural, and traffic safety along Doyle 
Drive. 

http://www.presidioparkway.org/proje
ct_docs/ 
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Presidio Trails and 
Bikeways Master Plan 

Presidio Trails and 
bikeways 

Project provides the public with an interconnected, safe, and 
enjoyable trails and bikeways system, while protecting and 
managing the Presidio's natural and cultural resources (NPS 
2010i). 

http://www.nps.gov/goga/parkmgmt/
prsf_trails-bikes_masterplan.htm 

Vegetation 
Management Plan for 
the Presidio of San 
Francisco 

Presidio Habitat restoration The NPS partnered with the Presidio Trust and the Golden 
Gate National Parks Association and prepared a vegetation 
management plan to ensure that the Presidio’s landscape and 
native habitats survive. The plan included a variety of 
restoration activities throughout the Presidio and recommended 
that changes be made gradually over the next several decades 
so that visual impacts of rehabilitation can be minimized as 
much as possible. 

NPS and Trust 2001; 
http://www.presidio.gov/presidio-
trust/planning-
internal/Shared%20Documents/Plan
ning%20Documents/PLN-344-
VmpEa_200112.pdf 

Presidio Trust 
Management Plan 
(PTMP) 

Presidio 
(Area B) 

Planning 
document 

The PTMP includes the preservation of the Presidio’s cultural, 
natural, scenic, and recreational resources. The PTMP focuses 
on the long-term preservation of the park, including replacing 
pavement with green space, improving and enlarging the park’s 
trail system, restoring stream corridors and natural habitats, 
and reusing historic structures. 

http://www.presidio.gov/about/Pages
/Presidio-Trust-Management-
Plan.aspx 

Presidio Main Post 
Update 

Presidio 
(Area B) 

Planning 
document 

This update to the PTMP defines projects designed interpret 
the Presidio’s history, including a new Archaeology Center. The 
Update includes more building space for public uses than 
identified in the PTMP. The update also includes the 
employment of green practices in historic building and 
landscape rehabilitation efforts and in ongoing maintenance. 

http://www.presidio.gov/explore/Pag
es/main-post.aspx 

Quartermaster Reach 
Project 

Presidio 
(Area B) 

Wetland 
restoration and 
creation 

The project includes “daylighting” about 850 feet of stream 
currently in a subsurface culvert that discharges to Crissy 
Marsh. The project will provide an ecological corridor and 
pedestrian trail through Quartermaster Reach that will connect 
a recently restored 450-foot stretch of stream and native habitat 
to the south (known as Thompson Reach) to Crissy Field Tidal 
Marsh. 

http://www.presidio.gov/presidio-
trust/planning-
internal/Shared%20Documents/Plan
ning%20Documents/PLN-344-
QMstrReachEA_20100921.pdf  

Fort Point Retrofits Fort Point Facilities Fort Point as well as many areas within the park is undergoing 
retrofits to improve accessibility. 

http://www.nps.gov/goga/planyourvis
it/fort-point-accessibility-public-
comment.htm and 
http://www.nps.gov/fopo/faqs.htm 
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Baker Beach Landfill 
Remediation 

Baker Beach Remediation/resto
ration 

Between August and November of 2007, 73,000 tons of debris 
were unearthed by spider excavators and conveyed 250 feet 
along treacherous slopes to the top of the cliffs. The Coastal 
Trail was also scheduled for restoration. 

http://www.presidio.gov/nature/clean
up/projects.htm and 
http://www.parksconservancy.org/par
k-improvements/current-
projects/san-francisco/coasta-trail-
presidio.html 

San Francisco Veteran 
Affairs Long Range 
Development Plan 

Fort Miley Long-term 
management plan 

A comprehensive plan to guide e future physical development 
of the San Francisco Veterans Affairs Medical Campus at Fort 
Miley. The center provides medical services for military 
veterans. 

http://www.sanfrancisco.va.gov/docs/
Updated_LRDP_2014.pdf 

Construction of San 
Francisco Veterans 
Medical Center 
Research Facility  

Fort Miley Facilities 
construction 

Construction of a new 7,600 square-foot building at the medical 
center. 

http://www.sfpar.org/site/2009/05/ind
ex.html 

http://www.sanfrancisco.va.gov/visito
rs/construction.asp 

Ocean Beach Master 
Plan 

Ocean Beach Land use plan This plan presents recommendations for the management and 
protection of GGNRA lands, as well as City of San Francisco 
lands, in the corridor that stretches from Lands End to Lake 
Merced, and from the ocean to the lower Great Highway. 
These 3.5 miles of beach and rugged coastline include a 
national park, a popular urban open space, and is the site of a 
major infrastructure complex, and a beloved San Francisco 
landscape. 

http://parkplanning.nps.gov/projectH
ome.cfm?parkID=303&projectID=40
927 

Construction of Fort 
Funston Restroom and 
Maintenance Facilities 

Fort Funston Facilities The NPS is planning to construct a new restroom facility at Fort 
Funston. A 540 ft2 building would be constructed to provide 
flush toilets near the northeast corner of the parking lot. The 
chemical toilets located at the northwest end of the main 
parking lot would be removed. The new restroom building will 
be Americans with Disabilities Act accessible and an 
accessible path will be created to connect to the parking lot and 
the Sunset Trail. 

http://parkplanning.nps.gov/projectH
ome.cfm?parkId=303&projectId=152
01 
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Sharp Park Safety 
Infrastructure 
Improvement and 
Habitat Enhancement 
Project 

Sharp Park, 
Pacifica 

Infrastructure 
improvements and 
habitat 
enhancement 

Sharp Park is a 417-acre multiple use facility owned and 
maintained SFRPD in Pacifica, CA. The park includes a 
wetland complex that is important habitat for the endangered 
and fully protected San Francisco garter snake and the 
California red-legged frog. This proposed project consists of 
improvements at two locations: the existing Horse Stable Pond 
pumphouse structure to enhance maintenance access and 
safety; the Laguna. Salada/Horse Stable Pond wetland 
complex to restore habitat in specific locations for protected 
species and remove impediments to water flow. 

San Francisco Planning Department: 
Notification of Project Receiving 
Environmental Review 

Pedro Point 
Headlands 
Stewardship Project 

Pedro Point 
Headlands 

Restoration The Pedro Point Headland Stewardship Project has four 
primary goals: (1) maintain and improve the ecological status of 
Pedro Point Headlands during this interim management stage; 
(2) create a safe and enjoyable environment for interim 
recreational use of the property; (3) build a successful 
volunteer-based stewardship program with the local community 
that will be focused on a partnership with a local neighborhood 
organization, the Pedro Point Community Association; and (4) 
protect endangered/native species and educate Pedro Point 
Community Association / other volunteers on these projects. 
Under this work, the Pacifica Land Trust has removed invasive 
species, planted native species, maintained and improved 
trails, blocked motorcycle access, and monitored water flow at 
the site. 

http://pedropointheadlands.org/ 

Southern Marin 
Equestrian Plan 

Marin 
Headlands 

Land use plan  This management plan will propose options for the future use 
of three Marin County stables located on GGNRA land and will 
address site and facility needs, improvements, and protection 
of important resources at and surrounding the sites. The plan 
will also identify and enhance the public outreach and 
equestrian programs, identify best management practices and 
sustainable programs, increase protection of natural resources, 
and preserve the cultural resources that surround the stables. 

https://parkplanning.nps.gov/project
Home.cfm?projectID=14568 

Pedro Point Trails 
Plan 

Pedro Point Trails plan This plan includes planning, preliminary design, and 
compliance for the California Coastal Trail through Pedro Point 
Headlands. This will include construction of the multi-use trail 
and way-finding, connection to an existing parking facility at the 
south end of Pedro Point, and connection to the trail network 
throughout the Pedro Point Headlands. Project to be initiated 
after Pedro Point is transferred to the NPS. Plan has been 
submitted for funding in the annual funding call. 

http://parks.smcgov.org/pedro-point-
headlands-improvement-restoration-
project 
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Rancho Corral de 
Tierra Trails Plan 

Rancho Corral 
de Tierra 

Trails plan This plan will layout and define single-use and multi-use trails, 
access to regional trails, access to key points and views, 
trailhead locations, dog and horse access, and other needed 
elements found through the assessment of existing trails. This 
plan will also provide protection of natural resources, access to 
park, and concession or leased operations. The plan has been 
submitted for funding in the annual funding call. 

https://parkplanning.nps.gov/project
Home.cfm?projectId=50285 

Final Rule on Public 
Use Limit on 
Commercial Dog 
Walking, Presidio 

Presidio Ruling on Park 
Uses 

The Presidio Trust is imposing a public use limit on persons 
who are walking four or more dogs at one time in Area B of the 
Presidio of San Francisco (Presidio) for consideration 
(Commercial Dog Walkers). The limit will require any such 
Commercial Dog Walker in Area B to possess a valid 
commercial dog walking permit issued by NPS GGNRA. 
Commercial Dog Walkers will be allowed a maximum of six 
dogs at any one time. The GGNRA commercial dog walking 
permit requirement is a compendium amendment for all 
GGNRA sites in San Francisco and Marin Counties that allow 
dog walking, and is being implemented concurrently with the 
Trust's rule. Both are interim actions and will remain in effect 
until the final special regulation for dog walking in the GGNRA 
is adopted as anticipated in late 2015. 

https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-
2014-08-19/pdf/2014-19514.pdf 

Long-Term Park-Wide Projects 

GGNRA General 
Management Plan 

Parkwide Planning 
document 

The GGNRA General Management Plan will provide for 
resource protection within the park. 

 

GGNRA Habitat 
Restoration Programs 

Parkwide Natural plant 
community 
restoration; 
invasive species 
removal 

Park Resource Stewardship Programs including volunteer 
programs of the NPS, Golden Gate National Parks 
Conservancy, and Presidio Trust. 

https://www.nps.gov/goga/learn/natu
re/restoration-projects.htm 

GGNRA Maintenance 
Operations 

Parkwide Various 
maintenance 
activities and 
projects 

The maintenance division conducts many ongoing operations 
throughout GGNRA that may create cumulative impacts with 
other activities. Maintenance projects may include but are not 
limited to road, trail and stormwater system maintenance. 

N/A 
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Trails Forever 
Program 

Parkwide Trail construction, 
restoration, and 
rehabilitation 

The Trails Forever initiative renovates and expands park trails 
as necessary to build upon the existing trail system while 
protecting natural resources. Program assists in making 
GGNRA more welcoming and sustainable, and inspires 
stewardship. The initiative is sponsored by the Parks 
Conservancy, the NPS, and the Presidio Trust. The program 
has included invasive species removal, installation of kiosk and 
trail signs, restoration/enhancement of trailside habitat, creation 
of educational programs and scenic overlooks, completion of 
new trails, and repair/improve existing trails. 

http://www.parksconservancy.org/par
k-improvements/current-projects/ 

NPS Inventory and 
Monitoring Program 

Parkwide Inventory and 
monitoring 

The Inventory and Monitoring Program collects, organizes, and 
makes available natural resource data and contributes to the 
service's institutional knowledge by facilitating the 
transformation of data into information through analysis, 
synthesis, and modeling; includes an Early Detection of 
Invasive Plants Program. 

http://science.nature.nps.gov/im/inde
x.cfm 

Recovery Plans for 
Listed Plant and 
Wildlife Species 

Parkwide Recovery plan The general objectives of recovery plans include to protect, 
maintain, and enhance existing populations of the listed 
species, including San Bruno elfin, mission blue butterfly, 
northern spotted owl, western snowy plover, San Francisco 
garter snake, California red-legged frog, etc. 

USFWS documents 

The San Francisco 
Natural Areas 
Program 

Parkwide Habitat 
restoration, 
education project 

This program restores and enhances remnant natural areas 
and develops and supports community-based stewardship of 
these areas 

http://sfnap.org/ 

Wildland-Urban 
Interface Initiative 

Parkwide Fire protection The Wildland-Urban Interface Initiative was authorized by 
Congress in 2001 in conjunction with the National Fire Plan. It 
provides funding to reduce hazardous fuels on federal lands 
and assist communities with wildland fire protection (NPS 
2010j).  

http://www.nps.gov/pore/parkmgmt/fi
remanagement_wui.htm 

GGNRA Long Range 
Transportation Plan 
Update 

Parkwide Transportation GGNRA has initiated work on a long-range transportation plan 
for the park that is consistent with U.S. Department of 
Transportation planning practices for states and metropolitan 
planning organizations. The process developed at GGNRA will 
be a model for future transportation planning efforts at park 
units throughout the NPS. GGNRA is developing the long-
range transportation plan concurrently with an update to the 
1980 GGNRA General Management Plan to better understand 
baseline transportation conditions and to inform the new 
general management plan’s vision for transportation. 

https://parkplanning.nps.gov/files/NL
RTP_10-3.pdf 
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Ocean Park 
Stewardship Action 
Plan 

Parkwide Ecological 
restoration 

Developed by NPS to increase the emphasis on restoring and 
conserving park marine and estuarine resources. 

http://www.nature.nps.gov/water/oce
ancoastal/assets/docs/Ocean_Strate
gy_screen_June2007.pdf 

Pacific Ocean Parks 
Strategic Plan 

Parkwide Management and 
conservation 

Focuses on management and conservation of marine 
resources and restoration of impacted resources. 

http://www.nature.nps.gov/water/oce
ancoastal/assets/docs/Pacific_Ocea
n_Parks_Strategic_Plan_April-
2008.pdf 

Golden Gate Park 
Asset Management 
Plan 

Parkwide Park management Focuses on maintenance of park assets; informed the 
development of alternatives in the general management plan. 

https://www.nps.gov/goga/learn/man
agement/upload/GGNRA-2020-
Strategic-Plan-web.pdf 

Association of Bay 
Area Governments: 
Bay Trail Plan 

Parkwide Trail plan Focuses on the development of a regional hiking and bicycling 
trail around the perimeter of San Francisco and San Pablo 
Bays and creating connections to existing park and recreation 
facilities in an environmentally sensitive manner. 

http://baytrail.org/ 

California Department 
of Parks and 
Recreation: California 
Outdoor Recreation 
Plan 

Parkwide Recreation Provides guidance to all recreation providers, including federal 
parks, that provide outdoor recreational lands, facilities, and 
services in California. 

http://www.parksforcalifornia.org/scor
p 

Coastal Conservancy: 
California Coastal Trail 

Parkwide Trail completion The project is to create network of public trails along the 
California coast for walkers, bikers, equestrians, wheelchair 
riders, and others. 

http://scc.ca.gov/2010/01/07/the-
california-coastal-trail/  

Golden Lands, Golden 
Opportunity: 
Preserving vital Bay 
Area lands for all 
Californians 

Parkwide Land preservation This initiative provides a statement of regional principles to 
ensure a healthy future for vital Bay Area lands and residents 
and identifies unprotected landscapes with significant value to 
the Bay Area and California. 

http://www.greenbelt.org/downloads/
resources/report_GoldenLands.pdf  
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Future Projects 

San Mateo Equestrian 
Plan 

San Mateo 
County 

Land use plan This management plan will propose options for the future use 
of four San Mateo County stables located on GGNRA land and 
will address site and facility needs, improvements, and 
protection of important resources at and surrounding the sites. 
The plan will also identify and enhance the public outreach and 
equestrian programs, identify best management practices and 
sustainable programs, increase protection of natural resources, 
and preserve the cultural resources that surround the stables. 
Plan has been submitted for funding but no funding source is 
currently available. 

 

Battery Cavallo 
Preservation and 
Interpretation Plan 

Fort Baker Preservation plan In a future planning effort with separate environmental analysis, 
the NPS would develop a detailed multidisciplinary plan for the 
preservation and interpretation of Battery Cavallo, integrating 
requirements for historic preservation, natural resource 
protection, visitor use, and interpretation. Project is mitigation 
for the Fort Baker Plan and EIS. 

 

Trails Forever – Lands 
End 

Lands End Trail rehabilitation, 
replanting native 
vegetation 

Recent work at Lands End included a new promenade and 
overlook, improvements to the Coastal Trail, and a 
revitalization of the surrounding forest. Future work includes 
resurfacing and stabilizing additional segments of the trail, 
rehabilitation of damaged social trails, improving visitor 
amenities, and engaging the community in park stewardship. 

http://www.parksconservancy.org/pro
grams/trails-forever/ 

Regional Projects 

EIS Related to 
Experimental Removal 
of Barred Owls for the 
Conservation Benefit 
of Threatened 
Northern Spotted Owl 

Regionwide Conservation plan The USFWS will gather information necessary to prepare an 
EIS for barred owl removal experiments designed to determine 
if the species' presence is affecting northern spotted owl 
population stability and growth, and to test the feasibility of 
removing barred owls from specific locations. 

https://www.fws.gov/oregonfwo/articl
es.cfm?id=149489616 

Gulf of the Farallones 
and Cordell Bank 
National Marine 
Sanctuaries: joint 
Climate Change Site 
Scenario 

Regionwide Climate change To synthesize climate change impacts that will affect the local 
marine region and guide future policy development and 
management actions. 

http://sanctuaries.noaa.gov/science/c
ondition/cbnms/responses.html 
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Marin Countywide 
Plan 

Regionwide Land use plan Land use on the portions of Marin County that are not owned 
by NPS is guided by the county’s general plan, the Marin 
Countywide Plan (adopted 2007) and specifically addresses 
land use issues. Relevant goals of the plan include a preserved 
and restored natural environment, including the Marin 
watersheds, natural habitats, wildlife corridors, and open space 
that will be protected, restored, and enhanced as part of this 
plan. 

http://www.marincounty.org/depts/cd/
divisions/planning/2007-marin-
countywide-plan 

Marin County 
Unincorporated Area 
Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Plan 

Regionwide Transportation The plan is the framework for the development of the bicycle 
and pedestrian network in the unincorporated areas of the 
county. 

http://www.walkbikemarin.org/resour
ce_library_policies.php  

San Francisco Public 
Utilities Commission: 
Peninsula Watershed 
Management Plan 

Regionwide Watershed plan The plan provides a comprehensive set of goals, policies, and 
management actions which integrate all watershed resources. 

http://www.sfwater.org/Modules/Sho
wDocument.aspx?documentID=4343

Regional Bicycle Plan 
for the San Francisco 
Bay Area: 2009 
Update 

Regionwide Transportation A component of the Metropolitan Transportation Commission’s 
effort to promote bicycling and bicycle safety. 

http://www.pedbikeinfo.org/pdf/PlanD
esign_SamplePlans_Region_SFBay
Area2009.pdf 

San Francisco 
General Plan 

Regionwide Management plan The plan is a strategic and long-term document that serves as 
a basis for decisions that affect land use, circulation, housing, 
conservation, open space, noise, and safety. 

http://www.sf-
planning.org/ftp/General_Plan/index.
htm 

San Mateo County 
Comprehensive 
Bicycle Route Plan 

Regionwide Transportation The plan addresses safety, access, quality of life, and the 
effective implementation of bikeways. 

http://ccag.ca.gov/wp-
content/uploads/2014/07/CBPP_Mai
n-Report__Sept2011_FINAL.pdf 

San Mateo County 
Trails Master Plan 

Regionwide Trail plan Provides a plan for providing linkages to other trails and trail 
systems, adding additional trail routes or modifying existing 
routes, and trail policies and management. 

http://www.co.sanmateo.ca.us/Attach
ments/parks/Files/Parks%20Plannin
g/Master%20Plans/Trails%20Master
%20Plan.pdf 
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San Mateo 
Countywide 
Transportation Plan 
2040 

Regionwide Transportation The San Mateo Countywide Transportation Plan 2040 (SMCTP 
2040) is a long-range, comprehensive transportation planning 
document. The current Countywide Transportation Plan, CTP 
2010, was adopted in 2001. Since that time, the county’s 
population and employment have increased substantially, 
several major transportation projects have been completed, 
and many policies have changed at the local, regional, state, 
and federal levels. The plan is intended to articulate clear 
transportation planning goals and objectives to promote 
consistency and compatibility among all transportation plans 
and programs within the county.  

http://ccag.ca.gov/smctp2040/ 

Abbotts Lagoon Area 
Dune Restoration Plan 

Point Reyes 
National 
Seashore 

Dune restoration Project will restore approximately 300 acres of coastal dune 
habitat south of Abbotts Lagoon to benefit listed species such 
as the Western Snowy Plover; invasive species will be 
removed (NPS 2010k). 

https://www.nps.gov/pore/learn/man
agement/planning_dunerestoration_
project.htm 

Bolinas Lagoon 
Ecosystem 
Restoration Project 

Bolinas 
Lagoon, Marin 
County 

Ecosystem 
restoration 

Preservation and restoration of the lagoon, including restoring 
function to the tidal estuary, which will benefit listed species 
such as the western snowy plover and California brown 
pelican. 

http://farallones.noaa.gov/eco/bolina
s/history.html 

FIRESafe Marin 
Projects - Marin City 

Homestead 
Valley, Alta 
Avenue Fire 
Road, 
Oakwood 
Valley 

Fire protection The objective of Alta Fire Road Fuel Reduction, funded in fiscal 
year 2002, was to improve firefighting effectiveness along the 
Alta ridgeline by removing fire-prone exotic vegetation and 
improving emergency access along Alta Fire Road. Marin City 
borders immediately along GGNRA. More than 200 homes 
benefitted directly from the project and an estimated 300 
additional homes see increased protection indirectly. 

http://www.nps.gov/goga/parkmgmt/fi
re_marinproj_marin.htm 

Headlands Institute 
Project 

Marin 
Headlands 

Environmental 
education 

The Headlands Institute, an environmental education park 
partner with the GGNRA is proposing to build upon its 
educational programs by enhancing its Fort Cronkhite campus. 
The renovated campus will be a teaching model of stewardship 
and sustainable living with state-of-art learning facilities to 
match and make the most of the unique resources of the Marin 
Headlands. 

https://parkplanning.nps.gov/project
Home.cfm?projectID=15288 

Ocean Beach Erosion 
Control Project 

Ocean Beach Erosion control This project is developing long-term solutions to beach and 
bluff erosion problems at Ocean Beach along the Great 
Highway consistent with the enhancement of natural 
processes. Erosion control measures for Ocean Beach are 
proposed as part of the Ocean Beach Master Plan. 

http://www.spur.org/featured-
project/ocean-beach-master-plan 
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Lake Merced 
Watershed Plan 

Near Fort 
Funston 

Watershed plan The San Francisco Public Utilities Commission is currently 
developing a Lake Merced Watershed Plan that seeks to 
provide a comprehensive set of strategies to sustain the health 
of the Lake Merced watershed while providing recreational and 
educational opportunities. The resource management portion of 
the plan focuses on flora and fauna preservation restoration, 
enhancement of the watershed’s natural areas, habitat values, 
and ecological function should benefit the bank swallow, which 
forages at Lake Merced. 

http://sfwater.org/mto_main.cfm/MC_
ID/20/MSC_ID/179/MTO_ID/672 

Vista Grande Drainage 
Basin Alternatives 
Analysis 

Fort Funston Watershed plan The purpose of the alternatives analysis is to develop and 
evaluate alternatives that will reduce or eliminate flooding, 
reduce erosion along Lake Merced, and provide other potential 
benefits such as habitat enhancement and lake level 
augmentation. 

The Vista Grande portion of Daly City’s stormwater collection 
system drains the northwestern area of Daly City and an 
unincorporated portion of San Mateo County. This underground 
collection system routes storm flows northwest to Vista Grande 
canal and tunnel for discharge to an outfall structure at the 
beach below Fort Funston. 

http://bairwmp.org/projects/vista-
grande-drainage-basin-
improvement-project 

Sharp Park Golf 
Course Restoration 

Sharp Park, 
San Mateo 
County near 
Milagra Ridge, 
Mori Point, 
Sweeney 
Ridge/Cattle 
Hill, and 
Rancho Corral 
de Tierra 

Site restoration 
plan 

The Sharp Park Golf Course, located in Pacifica in San Mateo 
County (adjacent to Mori Point) supports California red-legged 
frogs, which breed in a pond on the course as well as San 
Francisco garter snakes. The Endangered Species Compliance 
Plan for Sharp Park Golf Course will direct park operations and 
maintenance activities during the period before implementation 
of a comprehensive site restoration plan, which is intended to 
enhance habitat quality within the park for both the frog and the 
snake. Additionally, mitigation plans that are part of the Sharp 
Park restoration under the Significant Natural Resource Areas 
Management Plan include creating, restoring, and enhancing 
California red‐legged frog and San Francisco garter snake 
habitat at the Laguna Salada wetland complex in the marsh 
area and associated uplands. 

http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/articl
e/Sharp-Park-Golf-Course-project-to-
move-ahead-5150818.php 
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Calera Parkway Mori Point, 

Sweeney 
Ridge 

Highway widening Improve traffic operations, decrease traffic congestion and 
delay, and improve peak-period travel time. 

The project proposes to widen State Route 1 from four lanes to 
six lanes (three through-lanes in each travel direction) in the 
City of Pacifica, County of San Mateo, California. The portion of 
State Route 1 proposed for widening extends from 
approximately 1,500 feet south of Fassler Avenue/Rockaway 
Beach Avenue to approximately 2,300 feet north of Reina Del 
Mar Avenue, a distance of 1.3 miles. The project includes 
improvements to the two intersections within the proposed 
project limits. 

http://www.dot.ca.gov/dist4/calerapar
kway/ 

Highway 1 Safety and 
Mobility Study 

Pedro Point, 
Rancho Corral 
de Tierra 

Transportation / 
highway 
improvement 

San Mateo County and the Local Government Commission are 
conducting a participatory planning effort to improve Highway 1 
safety and mobility between Half Moon Bay Airport and Devil’s 
Slide. The highway passes sensitive coastline, communities 
with periods of high pedestrian and bicycle activity, and carries 
significant commuter and large tourist traffic volumes. With 
input from residents and stakeholders, a plan will be developed 
that responds to community needs. 

http://planning.smcgov.org/highway-
1-safety-and-mobility-study 

Midcoast Local 
Coastal Program 

San Mateo 
County, 
Pacifica, near 
Rancho Corral 
de Tierra 

Coastal Planning / 
Land Use 

Commitment: Redesign urban environment to increase vitality 
and reduce congestion. Preserve and provide access to natural 
environment. 

Goals: Land use decisions consider transportation, 
infrastructure demand and environmental impacts. The 
boundary between open space and development is fixed to 
protect the quality of the natural environment. 

http://planning.smcgov.org/document
s/local-coastal-program-lcp 
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Correspondence Text  

Dear Mr. Dean: 

The Environmental Protection. Agency (EPA) has reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS) for the above project. Our review and comments are pursuant to the National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA), Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), and Section 
309 of the Clean Air Act. 

The National Park Service (NPS) has developed a Dog Management Plan that is intended to provide clear, 
enforceable policy regarding the manner and extent of dog use on Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
(GGNRA) lands. The proposed Plan and Draft EIS describe six alternatives for each of twenty-two 
locations for the management of dog activities in San Francisco, Marin, and San Mateo Counties, and 
detail the resources that would be affected at those locations. NPS has identified, for each site, a preferred 
alternative that is expected to minimize environmental impacts to endangered species such as the snowy 
plover and mission blue butterfly, decrease disturbance of soils and vegetation, and protect water quality 
of lagoons, creeks, and wetland habitats. 

EPA recognizes and appreciates the need to manage recreational use of GGNRA lands in order to protect 
sensitive resources, and the difficulty of balancing the often competing goals of conservation and public 
access, We support the imposition of reasonable restrictions on dogs where necessary and appropriate. 
From the perspective of protecting resources within the GGNRA, the proposed action has many clear 
benefits; however? we are concerned that the Draft EIS does not fully address the potential impacts on 
resources outside of the GGNRA, as well as some impacts, within GGNRA boundaries. 

Based on our review, EPA has rated the document Environmental Concerns- Insufficient Information 
(see enclosed "Summary of EPA Rating Definitions"), We believe that the Draft EIS presents an 
insufficient analysis of the proposed Plan's indirect impacts on city, county, and State parks, as well as 
GGNRA lands. Additional analysis should be conducted to identify the locations outside of the subject 
GGNRA lands that are most likely to receive greater use by current GGNRA users seeking alternate 
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recreational areas for their dogs, and to evaluate the likely impacts of increased use of such alternate areas 
by such individuals and their dogs. EPA recommends that, in the Final EIS, NPS 1) identify locations of 
parks that are likely to receive increased visitation, 2) identify the resources at these locations, and 3) 
discuss more thoroughly the potential induced impacts on these resources. 

For most of the GGNNRA locations, the Draft EIS identifies at least one city, county or State park that 
may receive increased visitation as a result of implementing tne preferred alternative. These parks appear 
to have been selected based primarily on geographic proximity to the GGNRA location. Proximity may 
not always be the determining factor for where a person will choose to walk his/her dog. In the Final EIS, 
NPS should include the reasoning used in identifying locations that may experience induced visitation, 
considering factors such as types of recreation available (trails, roads, off-leash, on- leash), types of habitat 
and terrain (beach, forest, scrubland, hilly, flat), the availability of water for drinking or water play, the 
availability of nearby parking, the presence or absence of poison oak, etc., in addition to proximity. 
Surveys of current GGNRA users with dogs may be useful in identifying the alternate areas most likely to 
be visited. The Final EIS should identify the parks most likely to receive increased visitation, particularly 
near high-use GGNRA locations where there would be restrictions or concentrated dog recreation, 
including Muir Beach, Crissy Field, Baker Beach, Ocean Beach, and Fort Funston. 

The Draft EIS does not identify the types of resources that are likely to be adversely affected as a result of 
indirect impacts. For many of the GGNRA locations, the document states that the types of resources 
present at the potential alternate parks are unknown. Some of the alternate parks contain water bodies, 
vegetation, anti/or wildlife that could be affected by increased dog use. Other resources or values that may 
be affected include visitor experience or human health and safety. EPA encourages NPS to identify more 
thoroughly those resources on which indirect impacts will occur. 

Finally, the Draft EIS does not sufficiently identify and'analyze impacts on the resources at locations likely 
to receive increased visitation. For some GGNRA locations, such as Mori Point for example, the Draft EIS 
states that water quality (p. 529), vegetation (p. 671), and wildlife (p. 963) at adjacent sites could receive 
indirect impacts as a result of implementing the preferred alternative, but that any impacts to those 
resources are expected to be negligible. No information or documentation is provided to support this 
conclusion for Mori Point, nor for many of the other locations that would experience changes in dog use 
as a result of implementation of the preferred alternative. The Final EIS should describe the likely impacts 
on areas expected to receive increased use and explain how they were determined. 

Although, on the whole, EPA expects that the proposed action would be beneficial to GGNRA lands and 
resources, potential adverse impacts are not limited to other parks, but also include some GGNRA lands. 
For example, the document states that the preferred alternative for Muir Beach "provides 'a no-dog 
experience on the beach and those visitors looking for a southern Marin beach for dog walking could'go 
to Rodeo Beach" (p. 104). Therefore, it is reasonably foreseeable that Rodeo Beach will experience 
indirect impacts as a result of restrictions at Muir Beach. The DEIS does not analyze the impacts to Rodeo 
Beach that would be expected from eliminating dog recreation on Muir Beach, which is a "high on 
weekends" visitor use area (p. 271), This is particularly notable given that Rodeo lagoon has occurrences 
of federally-endangered tidewater goby. 

The DEIS identifies numerous city, municipal, and State parks in the Bay Area that provide opportunities 
for recreation with dogs; however, many of them are located at substantial distances from GGNRA 
locations where restrictions would occur. It may not be necessary to fully analyze potential indirect 
impacts at all of the identified parks. Some city and local parks do not have sensitive resources such as 
wetlands, coastal dunes, or endangered species, and some city and local parks would not expect increased 
visitation as a result of the proposed action. Some GGNRA lands are identified as low-use areas and may 
have negligible displaced impacts. However, a fuller analysis of reasonably foreseeable impacts where they 
would be most likely to occur should be provided in the Final EIS. Some potential indirect impacts that 
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should be more thoroughly investigated include impacts to water quality, vegetation, wildlife, and park 
maintenance needs; changes in vehicle miles traveled to access recreational sites; dog waste management; 
visitor use experience; and increased or concentrated erosion. 

EPA encourages NPS to continue to work with cities in Marin, San Francisco, and San Mateo to resolve 
conflicts, address community concerns, and increase public understanding of the need and basis for the 
proposed action. 

We appreciate the opportunity to review this DEIS. Should you have any questions regarding our 
comments, please contact me at (415) 972-3521, or contact Stephanie Skophammer, the lead reviewer for 
the project. Stephanie can be reached at (415) 972-3098 or skophammer.stephanie@epa.gov. 

Kathleen Martyn Goforth, Manager----' Environmental Review Office Communities and Ecosystems 
Division 

Enclosures: Summary of EPA Rating Definitions 
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U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service  
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FEDERALLY AND STATE-LISTED SPECIES CONSIDERED IN THIS PLAN/EIS 

Group Scientific Name Common Name 
Federal 
Statusa State Statusa GGNRA Location

Invertebrate 
Callophrys mossii 
bayensis San Bruno elfin butterfly FE — Milagra Ridge 

Invertebrate 
Icaricia icarioides ssp. 
missionensis Mission blue butterfly FE — 

Marin Headlands 
Trails, Oakwood 
Valley, Milagra 

Ridge, Sweeney 
Ridge, Fort Baker 

Fish Eucyclogobius newberryi Tidewater goby FE, CH — 
Marin Headlands 
(Rodeo Lagoon) 

Fish Oncorhynchus kisutch Coho salmon—central 
California coast FE, CH SE 

Muir Beach 
(Redwood Creek) 

Fish Oncorhynchus mykiss Steelhead—central 
California coast FT, CH — 

Muir Beach 
(Redwood Creek) 

Amphibian Rana aurora draytonii California red-legged frog FT, CH — 

Marin Headlands 
(Tennessee Valley 
Pond), Muir Beach 
(lagoon), Rodeo 

Beach (lagoon and 
lake), Mori Point, 
Milagra Ridge, 

Sweeney Ridge 

Reptile 
Thamnophis sirtalis 
tetrataenia San Francisco garter snake FE SE 

Mori Point, Milagra 
Ridge, Sweeney 

Ridge, Pedro Point

Bird 
Charadrius alexandrinus 
nivosus Western snowy plover FT, CHb — 

Crissy Field, 
Ocean Beach 

Bird Riparia riparia Bank swallow — ST Fort Funston 

Bird Strix occidentalis caurina Northern spotted owl FT — 
Homestead Valley, 

Oakwood Valley 

Mammal Arctocephalus townsendi Guadalupe fur seal FT ST All beach areas 

Mammal Eumetopias jubatus Steller sea lion FT, CHb — All beach areas 

Plant 
Arctostaphylos hookeri 
ssp. ravenii 

Presidio (Raven’s) 
Manzanita FE SE Baker Beach 

Plant Hesperolinon congestum Marin dwarf-flax (Marin 
western flax) FT ST Baker Beach 

Plant Lessingia germanorum San Francisco lessingia FE SE 
Fort Funston, 
Baker Beach 

Plant Suaeda californica California seablite FE — Crissy Field 

Plant Potentilla hickmanii Hickman’s potentilla 
(Hickman’s cinquefoil) FE SE 

Mori Point, Pedro 
Point 

aFE = federally endangered, FT = federally threatened, CH = critical habitat, SE = state endangered, ST = state threatened, 
SR = state rare. 
b Critical habitat has been designated for this species, but it does not occur in GGNRA. 
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National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
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State of California Parks and Recreation  
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Correspondence Text  

Dear Frank:  

The Presidio Trust (Trust) recognizes the importance of the National Park Service's (NPS) efforts to 
manage dog walking on national park sites and submits the attached comments on the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement for Dog Management (DEIS) in the Golden Gate National Recreation 
Area (GGNRA) in support of this process. The Trust has a key interest in NPS dog management 
planning in the GGNRA and therefore in the adequacy of the EIS. It is for this reason that the Trust is 
participating as a cooperating agency in the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process for the 
dog management project. 

We commend the NPS's hard work to date in attempting to craft a thoughtful resolution to a long-
standing and impassioned controversy to further the effective management of GGNRA public lands. 
However, as discussed in the attachment to this letter, we believe that further effort will be required to 
thoroughly analyze potentially significant impacts. Until that work is done, it would be premature of the 
Trust to voice a judgment with respect to any of the alternatives, including the preferred alternative. 

As the steward of the interior portion of the Presidio, known as Area B, which is adjacent to lands that 
are managed by the NPS, or Area A, the Trust brings expertise in managing diverse park resources in an 
urban environment. With more than 8,000 people living, working, or attending school in Area B of the 
Presidio, in addition to daily recreational users, the Trust understands the challenges of maintaining a 
balance among the differing, often competing needs of many users so that the Presidio's resources can 
be enjoyed today while also safeguarded for the future. 

Experience over the past decade and more has shown us that major planning decisions made for Area A 
invariably affect operations, resources, and activities in Area B. Area B contains approximately 20 miles 
of trails and 1100 acres of developed areas and open space directly adjacent to Crissy Field and Baker 
Beach, both of which receive intense visitor use, including that from dog walkers. Tighter restrictions on 
dogs in these waterfront areas will almost certainly increase dog-walking activities in Area B, resulting in 
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potentially significant impacts to Trust-managed parkland. 

The Trust well knows that managing conflicting visitor uses on public lands while simultaneously 
protecting natural resources for future generations is a difficult task. In the context of a complex, 
controversial, and volatile issue such as dog management in a dense urban area, the task becomes much 
more challenging. The Trust also understands the demands faced by NPS staff and contractors in 
preparing the DEIS, and applauds the hard work that has gone into preparing the document and 
engaging the public. 

Of necessity, the Trust's comments focus on areas in the DEIS that need augmentation, and we hope that 
our comments will be taken in the spirit in which they are offered: to improve the impacts analysis that 
informs the NEPA process and ultimately to support the formulation of a dog management policy for 
the GGNRA that wisely balances the mandates of resource stewardship, preservation, and public use. 

Craig Middleton 
Executive Director 

Enclosure 

PRESIDIO TRUST 
COMMENTS ON THE GGNRA DOG MANAGEMENT PLAN / 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

May 25, 2011 

The Presidio Trust (Trust) provides the following comments on the GGNRA Dog Management Plan / 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (project). Due to the length of the DEIS and limits on Trust staff 
time to review, the following comments focus on the NPS's preferred alternative and indirect impacts on 
Area B, but the comments generally apply to all alternatives. 

GLOBAL COMMENT 

DEIS Fails to Analyze Indirect Impacts of Dog Management on Area B in a Meaningful Manner 

The Trust finds the DEIS deficient in its treatment of impacts of the various alternatives for managing 
dog walking activities on areas outside of NPS jurisdiction, particularly in Area B. In the Trust's scoping 
letter' for the DEIS, we specifically urged that "because the Trust has a stake in how dogs within Area A 
will be managed, the EIS should include a discussion of how the alternatives will impact Area B visitors 
and resources, and Trust staff" (page 2). Dog walkers using the Presidio do not necessarily distinguish 
between the two areas. The DEIS does not address the areas within Area B that are currently used by 
dog walkers, nor does it address the incidence of off-leash violations in Area B. The DEIS presumes 
under all resource topics and all alternatives being considered that no impacts would occur in Area B. 
The rationale offered is that the Trust does not have beaches under its jurisdiction and does not allow 
off-leash dog walking; therefore, there would be no change in current conditions in Area B. It is far more 
likely, however, that restricting or eliminating dog walking in Area A will substantially increase off-leash 
activity in Area B as a substantial number of dog walkers may seek more secluded trails in the Presidio to 
avoid crowded conditions and where there may also experience fewer law enforcement staff to enforce 
rules. 

The analysis and conclusions offered by the NPS in the DEIS are not sufficiently supported and do not 
represent a fair consideration of the adverse environmental effects of its proposed dog management. 
The dismissal of impacts in Area B is especially perplexing given that the DEIS provides a site-specific 
analysis of the effects of on-leash dog walking in other parts of the GGNRA, even after assuming 
compliance with regulations. The DEIS must make a good faith effort to thoroughly consider all indirect 
effects that are "reasonably foreseeable"2 in areas outside of its jurisdiction. The Trust is willing to 
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provide data and information to the NPS. Under NEPA, if a significant issue is omitted and the advice 
and expertise of a cooperating agency ignored, the EIS may be found to be inadequate.3 

I. SPECIFIC COMMENTS 

CHAPTER 1: PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION 

Reference to Area B is Confusing 

As stated in the Introduction on page 1, without reference to Area A, it appears to the casual reader that 
Area B is adjacent to the Presidio, which it is not. The discussion should distinguish between Area A and 
Area B, and indicate that Area B is a national park site under separate jurisdiction. Some background 
about why the Trust is a cooperating agency would also be helpful. Otherwise, the reader is required to 
sift through 1733 pages to understand the Trust's interests, authority, and responsibility in the NPS dog 
management project (as provided in Chapter 5: Consultation and Coordination). 

Increased Conflicts on Adjacent Parks due to Tighter NPS Restrictions not Acknowledged 

The second issue under Land Use / Long-term Management of Resources or Land on page 17 of the 
DEIS correctly states that dog management policy at GGNRA may result in changes to federal, state, and 
local policies elsewhere. However, the key issue that more restrictive dog management policies on 
GGNRA lands would increase pressure on adjacent parks (such as Area B) is not mentioned. Also, the 
topic of land use is included in the list of impact topics that were analyzed in the plan/EIS, but is not 
followed through in Chapters 3 and 4, as is customary for an EIS of this nature. 

Information on Area B Dog Management Policies and Issues is Absent 

The NPS's "goal of consistency" is commendable and should be made more explicit as a specific 
objective that the NPS intends to accomplish by this process. In the Summary of Background Conditions 
and Review of Literature beginning on page 25 of the DEIS, the discussion states that park staff "has 
amassed as much information as could be found on dog management-related topics" on lands adjacent 
to or near GGNRA sites. The discussion suggests that such information, including that provided by 
other jurisdictions, was used to "assist with the development of alternatives that meet the goal of 
consistency with policies on adjacent lands." However, nowhere is found any mention of Trust dog 
management regulations, or information on Area B visitor experience/dog management conflicts, 
enforcement success, or compliance issues. This information has been made available to the NPS in 
previous correspondence and is readily available from the Trust upon request. The information should 
be included so the public and NPS decision makers may have an understanding of potential conflicts in 
adjacent areas caused by changes in NPS dog-related recreational opportunities on GGNRA lands. 

The Upcoming GGNRA General Management Plan Should be the Principal Tool for Resolving Dog 
Management Issues  

On Page 37 of the DEIS, the NPS states that it is updating its General Management Plan (GMP) for the 
GGNRA concurrently with the Dog Management process and that the GMP will defer specific dog-
management actions to the completion of the Dog Management EIS. Not only is decoupling the two 
processes inconsistent with NPS policy' on how a park's resources, visitors, and facilities should be 
planned for and managed, it forecloses the important opportunity of conducting the dog management 
planning process within a well-grounded and broadly understood framework. Park planning is intended 
to be a deliberate and transparent decision- making process that arrives at a rationale for management 
directions after several levels of increasingly detailed and complementary planning. The Trust strongly 
suggests that the NPS first determine what the desired conditions should be for natural and cultural 
resources as well as for visitor experiences, or in NPS's words, reach agreement on what should be the 
"blueprint for the park to move into the future" (page 37 of the DEIS). Only then should the focus 
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narrow to how various dog management strategies throughout the GGNRA would contribute to 
achieving those conditions, and whether such strategies are consistent with the goals articulated in the 
GMP. 

Analysis of Consistency with Trust Land Use Policies for Area B is Required 

The Trust welcomes the discussion on page 38 of the DEIS that we provided in our scoping letter 
regarding the distinctions between the General Management Plan Amendment for Area A and the 
Presidio Trust Management Plan (PTMP) for Area B. At the end of the third paragraph, please insert the 
following: 

Management objectives in the PTMP relevant to dog management include the following: 

 Provide for safe and enjoyable recreational use of the Presidio. 
 Identify and protect sensitive wildlife species, and restore and maintain their habitats. 
 Provide diverse opportunities for both passive and active recreation. 
 Maintain an atmosphere that is open, inviting and accessible to visitors. 
 Consider activities best suited to the Presidio. 
 Balance recreational opportunities with resource protection. To achieve this balance, consider 

the type and level of visitor use that can be accommodated while sustaining the desired resource 
and visitor experience conditions. 

As required by the NEPA and as requested in our scoping letter, the EIS should include a discussion of 
the conflicts of the dog management project with the Trust's land use policies provided above.5 

Trust Regulations Regarding Dog Management are Absent 

From pages 34 to 42 under Related Laws, Regulations and Policies, the DEIS fails to mention Trust 
regulations regarding dog management.6 This information was previously provided to NPS. Again, the 
DEIS should note that Area B is subject to the Presidio Trust's regulations, which the Trust adopted after 
publication for comment and which appear at 36 C.F.R. Section 1001 et seq. Also, it would be expedient 
but inaccurate to list the Trust with the 11 agencies listed under State and Local Laws, Regulations, and 
Policies on page 41 of the DEIS. Area B of the Presidio is a national park site within the GGNRA, and the 
Trust, like the NPS, is a federal government agency charged with representing national interests.7 The 
Trust's regulations are issued pursuant to the Presidio Trust Act,8 and as such are elements of federal 
law. 

CHAPTER 2: ALTERNATIVES 

Regulating Commercial Dog Walkers will Require Coordination with Adjacent Jurisdictions 

Commercial dog walking would be regulated under all alternatives being considered. Various 
commercial dog walking businesses frequently use Area B to exercise dogs under their care. While the 
Trust currently does not require a permit for commercial dog walkers, such activity is subject to 
regulation under 36 C.F.R. 1005.3. Changes in NPS park policy that would restrict or prohibit use of 
Area A by commercial dog walkers would likely significantly increase the number of dogs brought into 
Area B by these businesses. This impact on Area B should be identified and evaluated. In addition, it 
should be acknowledged that creating and implementing an enforceable policy for commercial dog 
walking in the Presidio will require close coordination with the Trust and other surrounding 
jurisdictions to ensure consistency of the permitting process and the avoidance of unintended spillover 
effects. 

CHAPTER 3: AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

GGNRA Visitation Trends are Inflated due to Inclusion of Area B 
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The DEIS makes clear that Area B is not included in the dog management study area. However, park 
visitation information provided on pages 266 to 270 includes visitors to Area B. The entire Presidio 
currently accounts for approximately 29% (approximately 4.0 million) of the mean annual visitation 
GGNRA-wide (approximately 14 million). Visitor counts should recognize Area B's contribution to the 
GGNRA visitation, or be subtracted from the total. 

CHAPTER 4: ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

The Cumulative Impact Scenario Fails to Acknowledge Trust Actions under the PTMP 

In determining what projects are necessary for a cumulative impacts analysis, the NPS should focus on 
the extent to which information is "relevant to reasonably foreseeable significant adverse impacts" and 
is "essential to a reasoned choice among alternatives." The DEIS on page 290 states that the actions, 
projects, and programs listed in Appendix K were compiled for the cumulative impacts analysis. 
However, most of the listed projects are irrelevant to decisions about the dog management project, and 
their listing adds no value to the analysis. Only a handful of the listed plans and projects are discussed in 
the cumulative impacts of the project for each resource topic. As encouraged by the CEQ,9 the 
cumulative impacts analysis should only "count what counts." 

The Trust is implementing a number of historic building rehabilitation, landscape improvement, and 
habitat restoration projects under the Presidio Trust Management Plan. These projects include 
rehabilitation and reuse of approximately 100,000 square feet of space in 10 buildings along the edge of 
the proposed regulated off-leash area (ROLA) at Crissy Airfield, restoration of the Quartermaster Reach 
ecological corridor draining directly into Crissy Field Marsh that will allow expansion of the marsh, and 
new trails (including the Tennessee Hollow, Park, and Presidio Promenade trails) that will provide 
better connections from Area B to Crissy Field. These projects are highly relevant to the cumulative 
impacts analysis but are conspicuously absent. It is simply not possible for the DEIS to provide an 
adequate analysis of Crissy Field cumulative impacts without consideration of Trust projects, as they 
have and will continue to affect shoreline activities in Area A, including dog management, and will 
incrementally contribute to the cumulative effect on resources affected by the project. The cumulative 
impact analysis must incorporate information based on Trust planning and NEPA documents, notably 
the PTMP. Including relevant Trust projects would have added value to the cumulative impact analysis 
and would be more true to the letter and intent of CEQ's NEPA regulations. The addition of Trust 
projects to the analysis would also have been an easy task had the NPS consulted with the Trust.10 

Impacts on Area B Soils are Underestimated 

The impact analysis on page 369 of the DEIS assumes that no, impacts on soils in adjacent lands would 
occur under the preferred alternative since ROLAs would be provided at Crissy Field. The Trust 
disputes this conclusion. Tighter restrictions, including ROLAs, would inevitably increase visitation by 
dog walkers in other areas. Those areas in Area B that are frequented by dog-walkers, such as the 
Mountain Lake and Ecology Trails, would experience increased dog activity which would increase 
impacts that would be both long term and readily apparent. 

Impacts on Area B Water Quality are Overlooked 

The discussions on pages 503 and 509 of the DEIS conclude that there would be no indirect impacts on 
water quality in Area B since ROLAs would be provided at Crissy Field and Area B does not have 
beaches. Fewer areas available for dogs and more restrictions at Crissy Field and Baker Beach would 
likely result in an increase in dog walking activity in Area B. In addition, although Area B does not 
contain beaches, it does have important water bodies including Mountain Lake and Tennessee Hollow 
watershed, which are undergoing restoration. The areas surrounding these water bodies are already 
used by dog walkers. Indirect impacts on water quality from increased dog walking should be analyzed. 
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Known Impacts on Area B Vegetation are Summarily Dismissed 

On page 657 of the DEIS and elsewhere in the vegetation section, the analysis concludes that "indirect 
impacts on coastal scrub/chaparral/grassland vegetation in adjacent lands from increased dog use would 
be negligible because it is unknown where and to what extent coastal scrub/chaparral/grassland 
vegetation in adjacent parks could be affected by dogs." This superficial analysis is not the "hard look" 
necessary to satisfy NEPA's requirements.11 Put more simply, impacts cannot be deemed negligible 
because the analysis has not been done. Fortunately, site-specific information on native plant 
communities within Area B is readily available, mapped on page 14 of the PTMP, and retrievable 
through the Trust's geographic information system upon request. Several of these native plant 
communities, including serpentine and coastal prairie grasslands, represent the largest intact 
communities of their kind in the Presidio. Dismissing indirect impacts on important plant communities 
in Area B simply because "the Presidio does not allow off-leash dog walking" is erroneous and 
misguided. Even if compliance with the leash laws were assumed, impacts would still occur along trail 
corridors, affecting plants that grow in the soils immediately adjacent to the trails. Thus, even indirect 
impacts would be measurable, perceptible, and important to address. 

Impacts on Area B Visitor Experience are Discounted 

On page 1407, the DEIS candidly states that "some alternatives include restricting or eliminating dog 
walking at a particular site. In these cases, there is a potential for dog walkers currently using those sites 
to move to a different location in GGNRA or to a location outside the park so that they can continue to 
exercise their pets." Nevertheless, the analysis on page 1480 of the DEIS concludes that there would be 
no indirect impacts on visitor experience in Area B despite a substantial reduction of off-leash area at 
Crissy Field. The Trust disagrees with this conclusion. We strongly believe that enhanced restrictions at 
Crissy Field will boost dog walking activity in Area B. Similarly, the DEIS assumes on page 1494 that dog 
owners and walkers would continue to use Baker Beach for dog walking activities even though leashes 
would be required, because some visitors enjoy the experience of dog walking at the beach. The DEIS 
concludes that no indirect impacts on visitor experience in Area B would be expected, since Area B does 
not have beaches. The Trust maintains that a substantial number of dog walkers at Baker Beach would 
seek other areas in the Presidio where they might face a lesser enforcement threat of the leash law than 
on the highly visible Baker Beach. Visitor incidents related to dogs in Area B would also be expected to 
increase. Some current visitors to Area B may begin avoiding areas of the park due to the presence of 
more dogs. 

Impacts on Trust Operations Must be Considered 

The U.S. Park Police (USPP) San Francisco Field Office with headquarters at Building 1217 in Area B is 
responsible for law enforcement at the Presidio. A substantial portion of fundingI2 for law enforcement 
programs within both Areas A and B comes from the Trust through an interagency agreement. Law 
enforcement activities pertaining to dog management are costly and include resolving conflicts between 
dog walkers and other user groups, giving written or verbal warnings or issuing citations to dog walkers 
not complying with the current regulations, educating the public on dog management regulations, and 
preparing and filing reports related to dog and visitor incidents. Where violators are prosecuted, USPP 
officers may have to take paid duty time to appear as witnesses. As noted in the DEIS, changes in NPS 
dog walking policies over the years, court decisions regarding dog walking in the NPS-managed areas of 
GGNRA, and public confusion due to both these changing circumstances has lead to varying levels of 
enforcement in the Presidio. The public confusion in Area A and current relaxed regulations on NPS-
managed GGNRA lands has made enforcing the Trust's on-leash dog walking regulation in Area B 
difficult. 
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An increase of dog-walking activities in Area B would also result in higher operation and maintenance 
costs for dog walking areas, e.g. installation of added protection measures such as fencing, additional 
education (signs, brochures and public meetings), and response to more visitor concerns, questions and 
complaints. Noncompliance citations and visitor conflicts would increase, requiring greater USPP 
capacity to implement the NPS and Trust dog management regulations in a consistent manner. 

The estimated costs to complete the tasks necessary to implement the NPS dog management plan 
provided on page 1569 of the DEIS do not take into account the Trust's additional costs or demand on 
resources. The DEIS should assess the impacts of the project on the Trust's annual operating budget. 
The evaluation should include financial requirements associated with short- term impacts that would 
occur during the initial public education period and the law-enforcement activities in Area B once the 
NPS begins the implementation of a new regulation. The additional operating and capital costs 
associated with long-term effects on Trust operations should also be considered. 

APPENDICES 

Area B Omitted from List of Adjacent Dog Use Areas 

Appendix J of the DEIS lists over 140 parks/sites within and adjacent to NPS-managed GGNRA lands, 
and provides information such as dog use areas and leash requirements. Many on the list only allow on-
leash dogs, such as Muir Beach, Marin Municipal Watershed District lands, and Glen Canyon Park in 
the city. However, no mention is made of Area B, even though it contains approximately 20 miles of 
trails and 685 acres of developed areas for on-leash dog walking directly adjacent to Crissy Field and 
Baker Beach. To correct this error, the following should be provided on page J-9: 

Dog Use Area: Presidio Area B 

Location: See GGNRA Map 

On-Leash/Off Leash: On-Leash 

Additional information: http://www.presidio.gov/NR/rdo nlyres/A26635BC-AE79-4EDA-
846BBF5700B926A5/0/PresidioTra ilsMap_SEPT2010.pdf 

Source: http://www.presidio.gov/NR/rdonlyres/E5138135-A64D-4228-9912-
C69CAF92CBBE/O/CFR1002 .pdf 

No Trust Projects Represented in List of Actions Considered for the Cumulative Impacts Analysis 

Appendix K lists more than 80 projects and actions within and outside the boundary of the GGNRA that 
were conceivably compiled for consideration in the cumulative impact analysis. Only a small number of 
the listed projects incrementally contribute to the cumulative impacts on resources affected by the dog 
management project, and fewer still are discussed in Chapter 4 of the DEIS. Furthermore, only 2 of the 
actions are Trust activities (the Presidio Vegetation Management Plan and the Presidio Trails and 
Bikeways Plan), and these are presumably listed only because the NPS was directly involved. Despite the 
questionable listing of such a broad array of projects, no other Trust projects or actions, including the 
PTMP, the Main Post Update to the PTMP, Quartermaster Reach, and the Main Parade, are represented 
in the appendix. As discussed above, the inclusion of Trust actions occurring in proximity to Area A is 
necessary to permit a complete analysis of cumulative effects of the project. The NPS should review the 
Trust's planning and environmental documents13 to determine those actions that contribute to 
significant cumulative effects of concern, and add them to the list in Appendix K for consideration in the 
analysis. 

MAPS 

Vicinity Map Should Acknowledge Jurisdiction of Trust in Area B 
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Map 1 in the Maps section of the DEIS indicates the boundaries of various NPS units, state, regional, 
county and city parks, and other land management agencies in the greater region addressed by the dog 
management plan. However, the Trust-managed portion of the Presidio (Area B) is left blank, leaving it 
unclear to the reader as to which agency has jurisdiction over the area. For clarity, the NPS should treat 
Area B the same way that the GGNRA northern areas (managed by Point Reyes National Seashore) are 
shown: with a leader line (arrow) followed by the text "Presidio Area B is managed by the Presidio 
Trust." 

FOOTNOTES: 

1 Letter of September 20, 2006 from Craig Middleton, Trust Executive Director to Brian O'Neill, former 
Superintendent, Golden Gate National. Recreation Area. Re: Request for Written Comments on 
GGNRA Dog Management Plan/EIS. 
2 CEQ NEPA Regulations Section 1508.8(b). 
3 CEQ Forty Most Asked Questions No. 14b. 
4 NPS Management Policies 2006, Section 2, Park System Planning. 
5 See CEQ Forty Most Asked Questions No. 23a, Conflicts of Federal Proposal With Land Use Plans, 
Policies or Controls, which goes on to say: "comments from officials of the affected area should be 
solicited early and should be carefully acknowledged and answered in the EIS." 
6 In fact, the first mention of any regulations on dog walking in Area B appears on page 369, and the 
oblique reference is only provided to rationalize a finding of no impact to geology and soils. 
7 In the notice of its intention to establish the Negotiated Rulemaking Advisory Committee for Dog 
Management at GGNRA published in the Federal Register on June 28, 2005, the NPS erroneously 
reported the Trust as a committee member (since respectfully withdrawn) that would represent "the 
interests of local government." 
8 16 U.S.C. 460bb appendix. 
9 CEQ Handbook "Considering Cumulative Effects under the National Environmental Policy Act," 
January 1997. 
10 The CEQ Handbook advises that the "first step in identifying future actions is to investigate the plans 
of... other agencies in the area." 
11 See 40 C.F.R. 1502.22, Incomplete or unavailable information. 
12 $4.3 million, which represents 42% of the total USPP budget GGNRA-wide in FY2010.  
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California Coastal Commission 
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Correspondence Text  

Dear Mr. Dean: 

Subject: Golden Gate National Recreation Area Dog Management Plan/Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement, Marin, San Francisco and San Mateo Counties 

The Department of Fish and Game (DFG) has reviewed the Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
(GGNRA) Dog Management Plan draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and appreciates this 
opportunity to convey our comments. 

National Park Service Preferred Alternatives 

DFG recognizes the lengthy and on-going public decision making process conducted by the GGNRA in 
preparation of the draft EIS. In general, DFG believes that the National Park Service (NPS) Preferred 
Alternatives represent a reasonable consideration of biological resources in balance with other demands 
on GGNRA lands. DFG recognizes that the Environmentally Preferable Alternative (Alternative D) was 
selected for many sites as well as for New Lands. DFG also recognizes that in several cases where the NPS 
Preferred Alternative is other than the Environmentally Preferable Alternative, the NPS Preferred 
Alternative is indistinguishable from the Environmentally Preferable Alternative with respect to effects on 
wildlife. In general, DFG appreciates this opportunity to communicate our overall support for the project 
as proposed in the draft EIS. We encourage GGNRA to consider the following site-specific comments in 
preparation of the final EIS. 

In cases where Alternative D is not the selected alternative, it is unclear if the Park Stewardship Programs 
Initiative projects will truly offset the differences in impacts between the selected Alternative and 
Alternative D as it appears that the implementation of these programs is unrelated to the Alternative 
adopted. It generally appears that the adoption of Alternative D is most consistent with the overall success 
of these projects. 

Oakwood Valley 
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The NPS Preferred Alternative (Alternative C) differs from the Environmentally Preferable Alternative in 
the designation of a regulated off-leash area (ROLA) on the Oakwood Valley Fire Road. Under 
Alternative D, dogs would be required to be leashed. As stated in the draft EIS, the adoption of Alternative 
C at this site is likely to result in minor adverse impacts to vegetation. DFG recommends that Alternative 
D be selected as the adopted alternative as it, by requiring dogs to be leashed on the fire road, would 
largely avoid impacts to vegetation which may result from trampling, digging, and waste. 

Rodeo Beach/South Rodeo Beach 

The NPS Preferred Alternative (Alternative C) differs from Alternative D in the designation of an 
extensive ROLA on Rodeo Beach which under the Alternative D would be split between areas designated 
for on-leash recreation and areas closed to dogs. Within the ROLA, permit holders would be allowed to 
have up to six dogs off leash. As stated in the draft EIS, the adoption of the Alternative C at this site is 
likely to result in moderate adverse impacts to coastal foredune vegetation due to the large size and 
location of the ROLA, resulting in long-term adverse impacts to marine mammals and birds. DFG 
recommends that Alternative D be selected as the adopted alternative as it, by a combination requiring 
dogs to be leashed and prohibiting dogs from portions of the beach, would avoid impacts to vegetation 
which may result from trampling, digging, and waste and avoid impacts to marine mammals and birds 
which may result from repeated flushing, barking, biting, or other pursuit or contact. 

Crissy Field 

The NPS Preferred Alternative (Alternative C) differs from the Environmentally Preferable Alternative in 
the designation of a ROLA along the shoreline of Central Beach. Under Alternative D, dogs would be 
prohibited in this area. As stated in the draft EIS, the adoption of Alternative C at this site is likely to result 
in minor adverse impacts to coastal dune vegetation; long-term moderate adverse impacts on shorebirds, 
gulls, terns and marine mammals; and long-term adverse impacts to the federally threatened western 
snowy plover. DFG recommends that Alternative D be selected as the adopted alternative as it, by 
prohibiting dogs from the Central Beach shoreline, would avoid impacts to coastal dune vegetation which 
may result from trampling, digging, and dog waste; impacts to birds which may result from repeated 
flushing; impacts to marine mammals which may result from biting, barking, or physical contact; and 
impacts to snowy plover which may result from harassment, including interruption of foraging and 
roosting behavior. 

Ocean Beach 

The NPS Preferred Alternative (Alternative C) differs from the Environmentally Preferable Alternative in 
the designation of a ROLA on the beach north of Stairwell 21. Under Alternative D, dogs would be 
required to be leashed in this area. As stated in the draft EIS, the adoption of Alternative C at this site is 
likely to result in minor adverse impacts to beach vegetation, long-term moderate adverse effects on 
shorebirds, gulls, and terns and marine mammals, and potentially limit use of preferred habitat by the 
federally threatened western snowy plover. DFG recommends that Alternative D be selected as the 
adopted alternative, as it, by requiring dogs to be leashed north of Stairwell 21, would avoid impacts to 
birds which may result from repeated flushing; impacts to marine mammals which may result from biting, 
barking, or physical contact; and impacts to snowy plover which may result from harassment. 

Fort Funston 

The NPS Preferred Alternative (Alternative C) differs from the Environmentally Preferable Alternative in 
the designation of a ROLA on the beach south of the Beach Access Trail and designation of a ROLA 
between the parking lot and Sunset Trail. Under Alternative D, dogs would be required to be leashed on 
the beach, dogs would be excluded off-trail between the parking lot and Sunset Trail, and a ROLA would 
be established at a site adjacent to the Habitat Protection Area. As stated in the draft EIS, the adoption of 
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Alternative C at this site is likely to result in minor adverse impacts to coastal dune vegetation, long-term 
major adverse impacts on wildlife, and long-term minor-to-moderate adverse impacts to San Francisco 
lessignia. DFG recommends that Alternative D be selected as the adopted alternative, as it would, by 
requiring dogs to be leashed on the beach and excluding dogs off trail between the parking lot and Sunset 
Trail, avoid impacts to coastal dune vegetation and San Francisco lessingia which may result from 
trampling, digging, and dog waste; impacts to birds which may result from repeated flushing; and impacts 
to marine mammals which may result from biting, barking, or physical contact. 

If you have any questions, please contact Mr. Richard Fitzgerald, Coastal Habitat Conservation 
Supervisor, at (707) 944-5568; or Mr. Scott Wilson, Environmental Program Manager, at (707) 944-5584. 

Sincerely, 

Carl Wilcox 
Regional Manager  
Bay Delta Region 

cc: State Clearinghouse 
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Marin Municipal Water District  
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Marin County Parks and Open Space Commission  
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San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission 
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Dear Superintendent Dean: 

I write to offer SF Animal Care & Control's comments on the National Park Service's Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement for Dog Management (Plan/DEIS) for the GGNRA. As you are aware, 
SF/ACC is responsible for stray or unwanted domestic animals and finding them new homes, but we also 
provide rescue and facilitate wildlife rehabilitation for sick, injured and orphaned animals throughout San 
Francisco. Accordingly, we are an advocate for dogs (and off-leash exercise) as well as for other animal 
welfare issues including respect for and coexistence with local wildlife. 

The Plan/DEIS expresses' an intention to ensure the protection of natural, cultural and recreational 
resources of that land. The primary supporters of the Plan/DEIS share our concerns about the impact on 
native wildlife. However, the Plan/DEIS lends itself to an interpretation that polarizes advocates on either 
side by pushing them to choose advocacy for dogs or that of natural resources. SF/ACC does not agree 
that a dog management plan has to invoke an either/or situation. We share the advocates' concerns about 
wildlife and other environmental impact. However, the EIS document presented by the NPS does not 
clearly demonstrate that the presence of off-leash dogs is the sole, or even primary, cause of damage to 
native species or wildlife. The EIS document lacks foundation or analysis about the cause of any such 
impact. The mere fact of off-leash dogs being present does not lead to an automatic conclusion that those 
dogs have impacted an area that is also frequented by people without dogs or people with dogs on leash, 
horses, hang gliders, the Park Service Ranger's ATVs, or other predatory wildlife. 

The NPS preferred alternative with restrictions and a compliance based enforcement that could 
ultimately lead to an outright ban prohibiting dogs from being allowed on GGNRA property altogether 
does not contemplate the urban environment in which those lands sit or the interests of the people of San 
Francisco and the Bay Area. Moreover, this position is overly restrictive given that the NPS has not taken 
any intermediate steps to educate the public and users about what is required for coexistence and 
collaboration. In fact, the limited education that has taken place has been initiated by local dog 
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organizations interested in preserving their access to the off- leash areas. It seems that the NPS has not 
attempted to implement other, less restrictive options at their disposal prior to proposing significant 
limitations. For example, the NPS could implement an adaptive management plan that might include 
signs, timed use, fencing, and/or' enforcement of local or state laws similar to our local pooper scooper 
law, licensing laws or permitting options. Taking such steps would indicate openness to our community's 
concerns and to our unique Bay Area environment. 

After several meetings with you and GGNRA Director of Communications Howard Levitt, we heard and 
even share your concerns about visitor and employee safety, wildlife protection, and maintaining 
resources for future generations. We would like to continue to work with you on solutions that would 
allow for more flexibility in coming up with a plan that addresses the needs of San Francisco residents, 
both human and non-human. Peaceful coexistence requires understanding and movement from both 
sides and is the only way that a City like San Francisco, with such diverse interests, can seek solutions to 
our challenges. 

Yours very truly, 

Rebecca Katz 
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Mr. Frank Dean, Superintendent  
Golden Gate National Recreation Area  
201 Fort Mason 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
Dear Superintendent Dean: 
Thank you for your work in preparing the Dog Management Plan/Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
(DEIS) which was released in January. National Park Service staff put a considerable amount of effort 
into preparing a thoughtful document that explores five options, with a preferred alternative that attempts 
to balance protections for the park's natural resources with the public's right for exercise and recreation. 
As an urban area park/recreation area, GGNRA has a unique mandate. The final plan must include 
options for public use, both with and without dogs, as well as safeguards for environmentally sensitive 
areas. 
Many constituents in Marin County, however, have contacted me with concerns that the preferred 
alternative severely reduces the areas open to people with dogs. As you know, residents value the 
opportunity for exercise on the trails of Southern Marin with their canine companions. It is my 
understanding that several groups have put forward additional alternatives that they believe will protect 
the environment while allowing for greater recreational use with dogs. One proposal, for example, 
suggests using mostly existing fire trails near parking areas as well as a timed approach to some of the 
higher use areas. 
I urge you to consider all these proposals as you work to finalize the Dog Management Plan. I am sure a 
plan can be developed that acknowledges both recreational and environmental requirements. 
Sincerely, 
Lynn Woolsey  
Member of Congress 
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Memorandum 
To: General Superintendent, National Park Service. Golden. Gate National Recreation 
Area, Fort Mason San. Francisco, California 
From: Assistant Field Supervisor. Sacramento Fish and Wildlife Office, Sacramento, 
California 
Subject: Comments on the Draft Dog Management Plan and Environmental 
Impact Statement, Golden Gate National Recreation Area, California 
The U.S. Fish and. Wildlife Service's (Service), Sacramento Fish and Wildlife Office, is providing 
comments on the Draft Dog Management Plan / Environmental Impact Statement (Draft Plan/EIS) for 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) under the authority of the Endangered Species Act of 
1973, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.) (Act). At issue are the potential effects of the project on the 
federally threatened California red-legged frog (Rana draytonii), western snowy plover (Charadrius 
alexandrinus nivosus), northern spotted owl (Strix occidentalis caurina), and Marin dwarf-flax 
(Hesperolinon congestum); as well as the federally endangered San Bruno elfin butterfly (Callophrys 
mossii hayensis), mission blue butterfly (Icaricia icarioides missionensis), tidewater goby (Eucyclogobius 
newherryi), San Francisco garter snake (Thamnophis sirtalis tetratctenia), Presidio manzanita 
(Arctostaphylos hookeri ravenii), San Francisco lessingia (lessingia germanorum), California seablite 
(Suaeda californica), and Hickman's potentilla (Potentilla hickmanii). 
This letter is based on: (1) A letter dated December 28, 2010 from the GGNRA to the Service requesting 
comments on their Draft Plan/EIS; (2) Draft Dog Management Plan / Environmental Impact Statement; 
and, (3) other information available to the Service. 
The purpose of the Draft Plan/EIS is "to provide a clear, enforceable policy to determine the manner and 
extent of dog use in appropriate areas of the park". Objectives of the Dog Management Plan are: to 
preserve and protect natural and cultural resources and natural processes; provide a variety of visitor 
experiences; improve visitor and employee safety; reduce user conflicts; and to maintain park resources 
and values for future generations. The Draft Plan/EIS addresses dog management alternatives for 21 
locations within GGNRA. One of the 21 locations is "new lands-. New lands are defined as "any land 
acquired by the park during the dog management planning process or after the plan/EIS and rule are 
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finalized, unless specifically addressed by the plan." The 21 locations are within Marin, San Francisco 
and San Mateo Counties. The Draft Plan/EIS proposes 6 alternatives, with one being preferred and one 
being no-action, for each of the 21 locations. Each of the 21 locations within the Draft Plan/EIS was 
assigned a preferred alternative using a "modified Choosing by Advantages process". As part of their 
analysis, GGNRA identified the environmentally preferable alternative for all 21 sites. This alternative 
was identified as the one which would "cause the least damage to the biological and physical 
environment" and best promote the National Environmental Policy Act. The environmentally preferable 
alternative corresponded with the National Park Service preferred alternative at only 4 of the 21 locations. 
While not meeting the criteria for being the environmentally preferable alternative, the preferable 
alternative chosen for the other 17 locations adequately addresses the Service's concerns for threatened 
and endangered species and critical habitat. 
The Service believes that the Draft Plan/EIS, as proposed, meets the goals and objectives of the project 
and adequately addresses federally threatened and endangered species and habitat within the project area 
so as to not jeopardize listed species or destroy or adversely modify critical habitat. In contrast to the 
current "dog policy" within GGNRA, the Draft Plan/EIS appears to promote a beneficial effect to listed 
species and critical habitat. The adoption of a compliance- based management strategy is viewed as an 
important component of the Draft Plan/EIS and instills confidence that GGNRA will continue to manage 
their lands with an emphasis on managing sensitive resources responsibly. Additionally, the proposed 
measures for increasing public awareness through education and standardized management is viewed as a 
key factor in the successful implementation of this Draft Plan/EIS. 
The Service would like to thank GGNRA for the opportunity to comment on this Draft Plan/EIS Please 
contact Dan Cordova, Endangered Species Biologist, or Ryan Olah, Coast Bay Branch Chief, at the letter 
head address, via electronic mail (Dan_Cordova@fws.gov; 
Ryan Olah@fws.gov), or at telephone (916) 414-6600 if you have any questions. 
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Congressman Pete and Helen McCloskey  
Rumsey Farms P.O. Box 3 Rumsey, CA 
95679 530-796-2124 filly6@aol.com  
 
May 26, 2011  
Mr. Frank Dean General Superintendent  
Golden Gate National Recreation Area  
Building 201, Fort Mason San Francisco, CA 94123-0022  
 
Re: Draft Dog Management Plan/Draft Environmental Impact Statement  
 
Dear Superintendent Dean,  
My husband and I are native Californians with long ties to the Bay Area. We are both committed 
conservationists; my husband helped draft the Endangered Species Act during his years in the U.S. 
Congress, and he co-chaired the first Earth Day. We must go on record as strongly disagreeing with the 
GGNRA's current "preferred alternative" in the DEIS. As the responsible owners of five dogs, we are 
very dismayed with the significant restrictions on, and elimination of, off-leash dog walking in many 
areas in the GGNRA. It is our opinion that the proposed regulations making changes to the long-standing 
1979 Pet Policy are not fact-based. We do not see well-documented, scientific, monitoring-based facts 
that can accurately allocate blame specifically to dogs in a site-specific manner that differentiates, for 
instance, the significant impact of large events, bicyclists, boot camps, homeless people, teenagers, 
impacts of other species, weather events, etc. 
For many people, the companionship of dogs is essential to their well-being, and the healing capabilities 
of dogs, for instance to veterans, is science-based and well-founded. Yet the new proposed regulations 
seem clearly anti-dog, and do not serve the public well.  
 
Additionally, it seems unreasonable to eliminate ALL dog walking on any new land additions to the 
GGNRA. Such decisions should be based on monitoring data and be site-specific. As they are now 
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proposed, such sweeping exclusions are arbitrary. We have hiked in the GGNRA and visited Crissy Field 
many, many times. We have rarely seen dogs stray into restricted areas- actually, children, teens, and 
homeless people are more likely errant in this regard. We have never seen any dog be aggressive to any 
human. There is the occasional very minor dog skirmish, which in our experience has never been more 
than a vocalization or body posture, which are totally normal and no cause for restrictions such as the 
ones you are proposing in the so-called preferred alternative. Since 99% of the GGNRA land is already 
off-limits to dogs and their humans, the restrictions are truly objectionable. This document presents an 
"either-or" approach to the conservation of natural habitat and recreational uses. In fact, the vast majority 
of dog owners are good land stewards who understand the necessity of protecting natural resources. The 
"preferred alternative" dismisses the responsible majority of dog owners in order to attempt to eliminate a 
tiny minority of irresponsible ones. A far better approach is to provide clear signage that educates the 
public on areas of concern. Enlisting the animal welfare, conservationist and dog-owning communities in 
such an effort could create goodwill and be a constructive way to make the current rules more clear. 
Education and cooperation are always more effective in increasing compliance than prohibition and 
regulatory heavy-handedness. Frankly, the document as a whole has an almost adversarial feel to the very 
nature of the many communities the GGNRA was designed to serve, and sets itself apart from those 
communities. Because the Draft Environmental Study did not include in its scope the GGNRA's impacts 
on the urban world to which it is in many areas adjacent, it fails to embrace an essential part of what 
makes it unique: that it is the wild sibling to a dense, urban world. Yet that urban world is filled with 
lovers of the GGNRA- dog owners amongst them. 
The GGNRA's DEIS and "preferred alternative" seems to miss a world of opportunity in creating 
communities of interest with those affected by it. This includes the City itself, whose parks will see much 
greater pressure if the GGNRA further restricts recreational use in the manner it proposes. Where 
alliances could be built, the proposed "preferred alternative" creates alienation. There appears to be a 
significant bias against the No Action option. We support Alternative A, with site-specific, monitoring-
based analysis on any new land additions to the GGNRA.  
Sincerely, Helen and Pete McCloskey 
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Dear Superintendent Dean: 
I am writing to express concerns that I have with the draft rules for dog management at the Golden Gate 
National Recreation Area (GGNRA) in San Francisco and San Mateo Counties. As you know, when 
Congress created the GGNRA nearly forty years ago, it intended to not only preserve and support the 
unique park space but also maintain the historic recreational and educational opportunities that residents 
of the San Francisco Bay Area had traditionally enjoyed. This park is unique from others in our nation as 
it is truly an urban space. As you move forward with the proposed rule, I urge you to not only address the 
concerns that my constituents have raised, but make every effort to protect both the environmental 
characteristics that are unique to this park and the historic recreational uses that the residents in this 
region rely on. 
As you know, two of the communities in my district, Montara and Moss Beach, border Rancho Corral de 
Tierra, a wonderful property that spans more than 4,000 acres which many of my constituents visit on a 
daily basis. For decades, residents of the region have been stewards of the land and truly consider it to be 
part of their own backyards. The area is regarded as dog friendly, largely because of the numerous trails 
available for dog walking. I understand that because ownership of the land is only now in the process of 
being transferred to the GGNRA, the draft dog management rules do not address the region. Therefore, 
the space will be classified as "new lands" when the proposed rules takes effect and dogs would be 
prohibited, absent a compendium from you determining otherwise. I urge you to consider all options 
available for this land after the transfer is complete and reject the default dog prohibition. Further, just as 
the public has had an opportunity to comment on all property affected by the dog management plan, so 
too should the residents who frequent this property. Thus far they have been denied the option to 
contribute to the public process because the land has not been under GGNRA ownership. They must be 
afforded the chance to actively participate in the process and a solution must be crafted which both 
protects the unique environmental aspects of the park while preserving recreational usage. 
I am also concerned about the severity of the Ocean Beach preferred alternative, As you know, the 
proposed policy would only permit dogs off leash in the one mile area north of stairwell 21. 
 
Dogs will be completely restricted from the entire beach which is south of this marker ' a 2-mile stretch 
that many of my constituents regularly visit with their dogs. I appreciate the rationale that the Snowy 
Plover frequent this area and have been disrupted by the dogs, but ask that you consider all less restrictive 
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means that would still protect this endangered species. Might you designate an area within this zone 
where birds are not as prevalent which can be set aside for off leash use? Please evaluate this and any 
other plausible alternatives that would both accommodate the dog walkers who utilize this stretch of 
beach while protecting the Snowy Plover. 
Lastly, many of my constituents regularly visit the Fort Funston beach area with their dogs and are 
concerned with the preferred alternative restrictions. While I join them in commending the fact that the 
proposal would maintain the beach area as off leash, I ask that you reexamine the plateau area restrictions. 
Specifically, commercial dog walkers and non-commercial dog walkers alike have shared with me that 
they would like the open field area just north of the drinking fountains to remain off leash, rather than 
prohibited to dogs altogether, as the plan proposes. As you know, dogs would benefit most from the span 
if they are able to run around off leash and this space has been historically used for that purpose. In 
addition, many of my constituents are concerned that the preferred alternative would require dogs to be on 
leash on both beach access trails, and that this could impose a safety risk due to the steep decline. I urge 
you to reevaluate this proposal so that it is more logistically sound. 
The issues that I have raised are certainly not exhaustive of those presented by my constituents but are 
rather those of greatest concern. I am pleased that you have promised to review and adequately respond to 
the comments you have received from the public during this period and I expect that my constituents will 
have their voices heard through that process. Furthermore, I view this as only the first step in what is a 
very important democratic exercise. To that end, I look forward to reviewing the draft rule later this year, 
including any revisions extracted from the submitted comments. 
As you know, the lands that make up the GGNRA are invaluable to the people of our region. I commend 
you for taking steps to protect the endangered wildlife and the precious environment. I also thank you for 
your fair and full consideration of the issues my constituents have raised. 
All the best, 
Jackie Speier 
Member of Congress  
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Dear Superintendent Dean, 
Attached please find the Congresswoman's comment letter on the GGNRA dog management plan that she 
would like to officially submit for processing. She asked that I thank you for taking the time yesterday to 
talk through a number of the issues; it was helpful to her evaluation. 
Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Enjoy your weekend, Alana 
 
Alana Paull, Esq. 
Senior Legislative Assistant 
Office of Congresswoman Jackie Speler 
400 S. El Camino Real, Suite 410 
San Mateo, CA 94402 
 
Dear Superintendent Dean: 
I am writing to express concerns that I have with the draft rules for dog management at the Golden Gate 
National Recreation Area (GGNRA) in San Francisco and San Mateo Counties. As you know, when 
Congress created the GGNRA nearly forty years ago, it intended to not only preserve and support the 
unique park space but also maintain the historic recreational and educational opportunities that residents 
of the San Francisco Bay Area had traditionally enjoyed. This park is unique from others in our nation as 
it is truly an urban space. As you move forward with the proposed rule, I urge you to not only address the 
concerns that my constituents have raised, but make every effort to protect both the environmental 
characteristics that are unique to this park and the historic recreational uses that the residents in this 
region rely on. 
As you know, two of the communities in my district, Montara and Moss Beach, border Rancho Corral de 
Tierra, a wonderful property that spans more than 4,000 acres which many of my constituents visit on a 
daily basis. For decades, residents of the region have been stewards of the land and truly consider it to be 
part of their own backyards. The area is regarded as dog friendly, largely because of the numerous trails 
available for dog walking. I understand that because ownership of the land is only now in the process of 
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being transferred to the GGNRA, the draft dog management rules do not address the region. Therefore, 
the space will be classified as "new lands" when the proposed rules takes effect and dogs would be 
prohibited, absent a compendium from you determining otherwise. I urge you to consider all options 
available for this land after the transfer is complete and reject the default dog prohibition. Further, just as 
the public has had an opportunity to comment on all property affected by the dog management plan, so 
too should the residents who frequent this property. Thus far they have been denied the option to 
contribute to the public process because the land has not been under GGNRA ownership. They must be 
afforded the chance to actively participate in the process and a solution must be crafted which both 
protects the unique environmental aspects of the park while preserving recreational usage. 
I am also concerned about the severity of the Ocean Beach preferred alternative, As you know, the 
proposed policy would only permit dogs off leash in the one mile area north of stairwell 21. 
Dogs will be completely restricted from the entire beach which is south of this marker ' a 2-mile stretch 
that many of my constituents regularly visit with their dogs. I appreciate the rationale that the Snowy 
Plover frequent this area and have been disrupted by the dogs, but ask that you consider all less restrictive 
means that would still protect this endangered species. Might you designate an area within this zone 
where birds are not as prevalent which can be set aside for off leash use? Please evaluate this and any 
other plausible alternatives that would both accommodate the dog walkers who utilize this stretch of 
beach while protecting the Snowy Plover. 
Lastly, many of my constituents regularly visit the Fort Funston beach area with their dogs and are 
concerned with the preferred alternative restrictions. While I join them in commending the fact that the 
proposal would maintain the beach area as off leash, I ask that you reexamine the plateau area restrictions. 
Specifically, commercial dog walkers and non-commercial dog walkers alike have shared with me that 
they would like the open field area just north of the drinking fountains to remain off leash, rather than 
prohibited to dogs altogether, as the plan proposes. As you know, dogs would benefit most from the span 
if they are able to run around off leash and this space has been historically used for that purpose. In 
addition, many of my constituents are concerned that the preferred alternative would require dogs to be on 
leash on both beach access trails, and that this could impose a safety risk due to the steep decline. I urge 
you to reevaluate this proposal so that it is more logistically sound. 
The issues that I have raised are certainly not exhaustive of those presented by my constituents but are 
rather those of greatest concern. I am pleased that you have promised to review and adequately respond to 
the comments you have received from the public during this period and I expect that my constituents will 
have their voices heard through that process. Furthermore, I view this as only the first step in what is a 
very important democratic exercise. To that end, I look forward to reviewing the draft rule later this year, 
including any revisions extracted from the submitted comments. 
As you know, the lands that make up the GGNRA are invaluable to the people of our region. I commend 
you for taking steps to protect the endangered wildlife and the precious environment. I also thank you for 
your fair and full consideration of the issues my constituents have raised. 
All the best, 
Jackie Speier 
Member of Congress  
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May 30, 2011 
 
Frank Dean 
General Superintendent 
GGNRA, Building 201 
Fort Mason 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
RE: GGNRA DRAFT DOG MANAGEMENT PLAN / ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 
Dear Superintendent Dean: 
As the State Senator representing the 8th District in California, which includes much of the Golden Gate 
Natural Recreation Area (GGNRA), I am writing this letter of public comment as a reflection of my 
constituents' concerns. 
As a general principle, I understand the need to address the difficulties the GGNRA has encountered in 
managing the area and balancing the interests of preservation and recreation. Given the long history of 
controversy, I am supportive of the effort to modernize the GGNRA's management policy so as to best 
protect sensitive lands and species and balance this with recreational use of the area.  
I am interested in resolving the issue in a way that collaboratively considers both environmental and 
recreational factors. I believe a balanced final resolution reached through collaboration is an important 
goal not just as a matter of policy, but as a key peacemaking tool in resolving this historically emotional 
and hotly debated issue in San Francisco.  
I have two significant concerns with the GGNRA Draft Dog Management Plan/Environmental Impact 
Statement (hereafter "draft plan") that I believe should be addressed in the GGNRA's revised plan. 
1) Compliance-Based Management and Public Comment 
Based on constituent concerns and on information obtained through stakeholder meetings, I am concerned 
the compliance-based management strategy does not yet a) include a proposed system monitoring and 
implementation, or b) adequately incorporate the principles of public involvement and comment in policy 
changes. Compliance with the eventual final version of the plan will undoubtedly be difficult; however, 
an open, transparent, collaborative approach will ultimately create far better results-better strategies, 
better compliance, better protection of sensitive species and habitats, and better community relations. A 
heavy-handed approach, or even the perception of such, will only perpetuate the current controversy-and 
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it appears the lack of a proposed implementation plan for the compliance-based management proposal has 
already created that effect. The GGNRA must go through an open, public process with stakeholders to 
construct that plan for compliance management, and I encourage the GGNRA to further consider 
alternatives to the current compliance-based management proposal that would better incorporate public 
collaboration in assessing and improving compliance outcomes. 
2) Consideration of Impact on City Parks 
The draft plan does not adequately consider or evaluate potential impacts on city parks. Rather, the draft 
plan appears to concentrate on economic factors such as impacts on nearby businesses and commercial 
dog walking, while grazing over potential changes in park use behaviors and the effect on city parks. The 
ultimate conclusion that the "potential impacts on social and economic conditions [in San Francisco] 
would be highly unlikely to exceed a 'negligible' threshold, and are therefore eliminated from detailed 
consideration" (1) is incomplete and inadequate.  
I believe the GGNRA is mistaken and misguided in its reasoning on this point, and that the impacts on 
city infrastructure should be fully evaluated and addressed in the revised plan. 
It is reasonable to assume that potential consequences of dog management policies within one jurisdiction 
will indeed affect the other. The draft plan itself states that "visitation data on local visitors walking their 
dogs off-leash in the park are not available; however, reports from park staff suggest that use of GGNRA 
by dog walkers has been increasing as regulations limiting or prohibiting off-leash dogs in areas managed 
by other agencies have been increasingly enforced."(2) It must then be recognized that the same will hold 
true if the GGNRA itself limits allowance of off-leash dogs. 
Limiting assessment of impacts on the city to the socioeconomic effects of changing spending patterns of 
visitors is shortsighted. The potential effects on the city extend far beyond that-specifically, the financial 
strain on city infrastructure to accommodate potential increased use of city parks. With over 100,000 dogs 
in San Francisco, there will be impacts-but without appropriate assessment, we cannot determine to what 
degree the city's infrastructure will be affected. Without that information, the City cannot adequately 
prepare itself to deal with or mitigate any impacts ? large or small. 
It is not smart public policy to consider impacts of this proposal within silos of governmental jurisdiction. 
The public does not perceive the world through federal versus local lenses, and public perception and 
buy-in are essential to a consensus outcome on this issue. 
The only responsible action is for the GGNRA and the City to jointly assess the potential impacts and 
consider how best to holistically manage the potential migration of dog activity between the GGNRA and 
city parks. I respectfully request this be included in the GGNRA's revised plan. 
Respecting The Process 
The most important and most useful tool in achieving the ultimate goal of a consensus resolution is a fair, 
open, transparent, collaborative rulemaking process. A collaborative problem-solving approach is indeed 
more difficult when there is a high level of disagreement amongst affected parties and stakeholders-but 
that is precisely why that approach is most necessary in order to achieve long term resolution. I appreciate 
that the GGNRA embraced that idea and attempted to go through the negotiated rulemaking process. 
While that effort was not successful, I encourage the GGNRA, in its ongoing efforts to be open, public, 
and fair, to continue to be as collaborative as possible as this process moves forward given the 
controversial nature of this issue. 
I also encourage the GGNRA to extend that spirit of collaboration and work with the City to resolve this 
issue. The GGNRA, though federally operated, is a partner in the San Francisco community. To transfer 
responsibility of dealing with this problem to the city without assisting in an assessment of and plan to 
deal with it would be irresponsible and, more importantly, would not solve the problem. 
Sincerely, 
Senator Leland Y. Yee, Ph.D. 
California State Senate, District 8 
(1) GGNRA Draft Dog Management Plan/Environmental Impact Statement, Vol. 1, p. 23. 
(2) Ibid, p. 23. 
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Dear Friends at GGNRA ? 
I am writing to you as the Governor's appointee to the 3rd Supervisorial District of the County of Marin, 
formerly held by the late Charles McGlashan. I also live in Sausalito and am a longtime Southern Marin 
resident. I do not envy you this particular task, and I offer comments that have been gleaned from many 
conversations with Southern Marin residents regarding the proposed dog leash regulations.  
I have great respect for the need to preserve and restore this treasured recreation area in the midst of a 
bustling urban center, and think that most of the proposed changes strike a reasonable balance between 
what the strict environmental protectionists would want on the one hand and what the dog lovers would 
want on the other.  
The following general comments apply to the proposal overall: 
1. Continuous trail loops will encourage more active engagement with the environment while exercising. 
Many people, especially those who are aging, walk their dogs on trails such as this as their main exercise. 
We are all working towards similar goals of a healthier and more vibrant community and loop trails 
would serve those goals.  
2. Education and signage: Education and explanatory signage will go a long way towards the goal of 
keeping dogs out of sensitive habitat. Most people want to do the right thing, they just need to understand 
the details of habitat protection. Making it clear that people AND dogs must stay on trails and roads and 
avoid going cross country should be enforced throughout the area. (This seems particularly apropos of the 
Homestead Valley alternatives.) 
3. Specific times for ROLA would allow some flexibility and would create optimum visitor experiences 
for those with and those without dogs. 
We also would like to make a few specific points on behalf of the constituents on this side of the bridge: 
Oakwood Valley Fire Road and Oakwood Valley Trail to Alta Trail: The most striking concern here is the 
gated and fenced dog run concept. We have heard anecdotally from several members of the "Dog Tech" 
subcommittee (Roger Roberts, Capt. Cindy Machado, Jane Woodman and Sonya Hanson, among others) 
that there was in fact not consensus regarding this ? and the 'assent' that was heard at the meeting was 
meant to be ironic. The gated and fenced idea seems to run contrary to the hoped for experience that being 
out in nature would provide. 
We would request that the Oakwood Valley Fire Road and the Oakwood Valley Trail be a continuous 
loop with 'dogs on leash' at a minimum (off leash would be preferable) and that the connector to the Alta 
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Trail and up to Donahue be designated as 'dog-friendly', as well. It would be preferable to leave this trail 
available for dogs along its entirety, creating a loop that can be accessed from several different points 
(Tennessee Valley Rd, Donahue St. and the Orchard Fire Rd). Please note that there is the appearance of 
an equity issue here, as the trail is primarily accessed at the top of Donahue in Marin City. This is a 
community with some of the highest rates of heart disease, diabetes and childhood obesity in Marin. 
Having this loop accessible to all ages in this community, and especially children, is seen as a critical 
component to creating a healthy community. 
Marin Headlands: Again, we would like to suggest that as many loops be created as possible with fewer 
dead-end trails. It would certainly be acceptable to have both off-leash and on-leash areas, but it seems 
that dogs on leash should be allowed on sidewalks and roads. For instance, the intersection of the Rodeo 
Valley Trail could be connected at McCullough to the Coastal Trail, which would provide a great deal of 
variety and options for trail choice. 
We hope that NPS will continue to make the recreation area as accessible to all as possible. In reviewing 
the Transportation Plan, it is clear that getting people out of their cars and out into nature is the goal, 
which we applaud. While we strongly support protecting vulnerable habitat, we are concerned that the 
current plan would leave Muir and Rodeo as the only beaches in the Marin portion of the GGNRA where 
dogs would be allowed. 
Fort Baker: Please consider including the Parade Grounds, Drowns Fire Road and East Road for dogs on 
leash. 
I think the vast majority of dog owners are good citizens and strive to make sure that their canine 
companions are good citizens, as well. Try as we might, there will always be the rare bad actors and bad 
visitor interactions. Making it clear where dogs are prohibited gives the "no dogs" visitor the option to be 
in a 'dog-free' zone, and fair warning on other trails that they are likely to encounter dogs there. Similarly, 
dog owners can feel comfortable that they can enjoy time outdoors in this splendid and treasured place on 
trails where they are indeed welcome. 
Thank you for considering these points. I look forward to seeing the comments once you have collected 
them all. As I said at the top of this letter, I do not envy you this task, but very much appreciate your 
dedication to improving the experience for all. 
Best regards, 
Kathrin Sears 
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Dear Superintendent Dean: 
I am writing to provide comments on the Draft Dog Management Plan/DEIS. The members of the 
GGNRA Liaison Committee of the City of Pacifica discussed this document with GGNRA 
representatives as well as those citizens who have provided comments to the Committee to understand the 
context and content of the DEIS with special emphasis on affected lands in Pacifica. 
At their regular meeting of May 23, 2011, the City Council held a public hearing, reviewed and 
deliberated on the comments relating to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Dog Management 
in GGNRA lands within the limits of the City of Pacifica, and voted unanimously to submit the following 
comments: 
Multimedia Approach to Public Education in Pacifica: 
Despite the considerable publicity surrounding the DEIS and potential dog management rule changes 
coming, there will always be a subset of the public that will be caught unaware when these changes are 
implemented. We request the GGNRA employ their skills at outreach and education by adopting a 
multimedia approach and avail themselves of the many informational options available in Pacifica for 
outreach (e.g. newspaper, television, web sites, clubs/organizations, meetings etc.). 
Rule Compliance and Enforcement Should Include a Tiered Approach: 
It is our understanding there will be a compliance component including the option to increase overall 
restrictions at a given site if compliance drops below a defined threshold (e.g. dogs in an on-leash area 
may become a no dogs allowed area). We also expect that eventually, in the extreme, the possibility will 
exist of issuing citations to individuals in violation of the regulations. We would hope that such 
compliance and eventual enforcement actions will include a tiered approach with a sufficient period of 
informal warnings to ensure all park users are aware of the management changes. We encourage the 
GGNRA to work with local dog organizations (e.g. POOCH) with regard to prior outreach and education, 
as well as monitoring efforts, to evaluate compliance once the regulations are implemented. 
 
 
Clear Signage at Enforcement Transition Zones: 
There are a number of locations where there is a transition between GGNRA and City- managed lands. 
Without clear and prominent signage a person walking a dog may suddenly find they are no longer on 
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City property but GGNRA land and in violation of the new regulations. An example of such a transition 
zone is at the south end of the berm (owned by the City of San Francisco but managed and used by 
Pacificans) which transitions seamlessly into GGNRA Mori Point land. Therefore we encourage GGNRA 
to clearly post these transition zones. 
Site-Specific Comments 
The following are comments specific to the "alternatives" presented by the DEIS plan for lands in 
Pacifica. Map references refer to maps of the various "alternatives" for each location. In most cases we 
select a particular map "alternative" modified by the inclusion of certain trails. Our overall rationale for 
suggesting these changes include: 1) the need for more recreational access on GGNRA lands for on-leash 
dog walkers in Pacifica including loop trails and access to and from neighborhoods or open space areas 
exhibiting high visitor volume; 2) the belief that these changes are compatible with maintaining 
ecosystem integrity; 3) our Committee members' observations that under controlled conditions, on-leash 
dog access to open space has not always, over the past decades, degraded habitat integrity; and 4) 
concerns that the site use restrictions proposed in the DEIS will cause negative effects from the pressures 
for other outdoor dog-related recreation. 
Sweeney Ridge: 
Map 19E should include on-leash access for the Baquiano and Sneath Lane/NPS Easement Trails. We 
suggest that the thick chaparral on the Baquiano side and the fact that the Sneath Lane/NPS trail is paved 
would prevent most if not all dogs from accessing the property off the trails (in the event there is non-
compliance with the leash law). Proper enforcement of the rules should ensure that few if any violations 
occur, in which case the environmental effects from site access on this parcel would be minimal. 
Milagra Ridge: 
No Comment. 
Mori Point: 
We suggest that the trails designated on Map 17C as "Tmigtac" and "Polywog" trails be modified to allow 
on-leash dog access. We believe the likelihood of either the red-legged frog or the San Francisco garter 
snake being harmed or negatively affected is extremely remote. Furthermore, the "Polywog" trail is an 
example of where it is important to maintain neighborhood access from Old Mori Point road to Fairway 
Drive. This trail runs parallel to a long fence line and is clearly not a species migratory corridor. 
Pedro Point: 
Map 20C was lacking detailed trail maps making it difficult to evaluate these options. The GGNRA has 
access to the publically vetted trails map that was created through a cooperative effort of the Pacifica 
Land Trust and the National Park Service. We suggest incorporating the trails map from that effort as a 
starting place for discussion of possible on-leash dog access on Pedro Point. It seems reasonable to 
assume that as soon as the Devils Slide tunnel is open and the segment of Highway 1 between the two 
portals is abandoned and turned over to public foot and bicycle access, Pedro Point will become a popular 
destination. If that is a valid assumption, the public will seek access to the site with their dogs. We 
suggest adding the proposed trail network from the Pacifica Land Trust grant effort to more definitively 
establish what forms of dog access might be possible in advance of the actual transfer to the GGNRA 
(which has been pending for many years). It seems reasonable to consider on-leash access from the old 
parking area up the south ridge, north to the middle ridge, and then back to the east via the ridge or the 
valley trail between those two ridges. 
Future Considerations 
The City Council established the GGNRA Liaison Committee with one of its goals being to promote the 
economic interests of the City with respect to open space by promoting hiking, bicycle riding, bird 
watching, and other recreational uses compatible with maintaining park resources. We are concerned that 
a loss of on-leash dog access on lands within Pacifica might have unwanted economic consequences, as 
dog walkers will go elsewhere, effectively eliminating the possibility of patronizing Pacifica's restaurants, 
hotels, or other retail outlets. While this cannot be readily quantified, we wish to express our concerns 
about this possibility, as it has been the City's long-held desire to see just the opposite occur. Our 
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partnership with the GGNRA has been premised on the mutual benefits that Pacifica and the National 
Park Service can have from expanded open space. These are benefits that extend to both the human and 
natural environments. We have expected to see increased visitation, possibly the expansion of a visitor 
center, and habitat improvements (such as have occurred much to your credit at Mori Point) lead to 
enhanced economic circumstances in Pacifica. While this remains possible, we encourage you to consider 
these effects while making final evaluations of the proposed actions in the DEIS. 
Last, there is the issue of exploring sites within or adjacent to the City of Pacifica. Many citizens have 
asked if there could be some place in this vast park, and specifically in or near Pacifica, where the 
GGNRA can establish an off leash area (e.g. land at Shelldance entrance adjacent to Highway 1). We 
would like to extend the resources of our City staff and the Liaison Committee to assisting the GGNRA in 
identifying such a location and how it could be managed in a manner consistent with the other off-leash 
areas under consideration in the DEIS. 
We thank you and your staff for your dedication and hard work. We continue to be grateful for all that 
you have done and continue to do for the advancement of park lands in and near Pacifica. 
Sincerely 
Mary Ann Nihart 
Mayor 
cc: Council Members Pete DeJarnatt, Sue Digre, Jim Vreeland, and Len Stone 
Paul Jones, Co-Chair, GGNRA Liaison Committee 
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October21, 2013 
Frank Dean, Superintendent 
National Park Service - Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Building 201, Fort Mason 
San Francisco, CA 94123 
Dear Frank, 
I would like to comment on the most recent version of the GGNRA DRAFT Dog Management 
Plan (Plan). As I reviewed the Preferred Alternatives (Alternatives), I am concerned over the 
effect the implementation of the Alternatives may have on the San Mateo County Midcoast, City 
of Pacifica, and visitors. 
Throughout the process conducted to produce the Plan, I heard residents of San Mateo County 
ask not to have trail access for dog walkers reduced. As I reviewed the Alternatives, I am 
concerned by how many trails are being prohibited to dog walkers. By prohibiting access to 
trails used for decades by both dog walkers and non-dog walkers, it may discourage people 
from using the parks and trails. Furthermore, many women have expressed to me, including my 
own wife, that without their dog they would not feel safe walking on open space trails. Having 
their dog present provides a level of security that otherwise would not be provided. 
In addition to the aforementioned issues, I have concerns over the potential impact this can 
have on San Mateo County's coastal communities. By reducing the amount of trails people can 
access with their dogs and citing people for violations, GGNRA will be discouraging people from 
engaging in outdoor activities and enjoying their national park lands. 
GGNRA states that they have selected the Alternatives because it grants multiple user groups 
the opportunity to enjoy the property, allows for habitat restoration, and is justifiable and 
enforceable by NPS Rangers. For decades, dog walkers, non-dog walkers, mountain bikers 
and horseback riders have all enjoyed the trails that are now managed by GGNRA. Multiple 
user groups have been enjoying the trails together in the past and should be able to continue to 
do so. Additionally, as the County has proven through projects conducted at San Bruno 
Mountain, habitat restoration can be successful while still providing recreational opportunities for 
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a variety of visitors. Given these points and the strong desire by dog walkers and the 
community to continue to use these trails, I suggest that it may be difficult for GGNRA and the 
NPS Rangers to effectively enforce the Alternatives. 
I ask that you reconsider your Alternatives and not place such heavy restrictions on trails 
currently used by dog walkers. Thank you. 
Sincerely, 
Don Horsley 
Supervisor, District 3 
San Mateo County  
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December 19, 2013 
Frank Dean, General Superintendent 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Building 201, Fort Mason 
San Francisco, CA 94 123-0022 
RE: Comments regarding the Golden Gate National Recreation Areas Draft Dog Management Plan and 
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement and Ocean Beach 
 
Dear Mr. Dean, 
 
As strong supporters of our national parks, we wish to commend your efforts to preserve the 
resources and values in our parks for the use of future generations and to align your dog management 
policy with NPS regulations. However, our offices, jointly representing the constituency living near or 
using Ocean Beach for public recreation, have heard from our communities their serious concerns 
regarding the Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS). We are primarily concerned with 
the loss of dog walking opportunities as presented by the Preferred Alternative as well as the impact this 
will have on our City parks. 
 
Under the Preferred Alternative in the 2013 Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement, 80% of 
Ocean Beach would be closed to dogs, where currently 100% of Ocean Beach is open to some 
form of dog walking. The Preferred Alternative would leave only the portion North of Stairwell 21 
would be open to dogs. Furthermore: 
 
-In the Ocean Beach Snowy Plover Protection Area, dogs would no longer be allowed on or off leash. 
Currently, dogs are allowed on leash year-round and off leash with voice control for 47 days. 
-In the area North of Stairwell 21, there would he a regulated off-leash area (ROLA) with dogs 
under voice and sight control where currently, dogs are allowed off leash under voice control. 
-South of Sloat Boulevard, no dogs would be allowed where currently dogs are allowed off leash under 
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voice control. 
 
Reducing available open space for dog walking on or off leash will strain our Citys Parks and open 
spaces. The Ocean Beach Trail along Great Highway, which is cited multiple times throughout the 
SEIS as an available on leash dog walking area within the Ocean Beach Snowy Plover Protection 
Area, is actually under the jurisdiction of the San Francisco Recreation and Park Department. This 
trail also is already constrained by its multiple uses, including pedestrians, bicyclists, joggers, and dog 
walkers. It is further constrained due to its width of approximately ten feet. Removing dog walking 
from this portion of Ocean Beach would put further pressure on this already heavily used pathway. 
 
Furthermore, District 4 contains only two off-leash dog play areas managed by the Recreation and 
Park Department in its boundaries, both of which are located in Stern Grove, over one mile away 
from Ocean Beach. Without an adequate analysis of how closing 80% of Ocean Beach to dogs would 
impact our City dog play areas and the maintenance load of our City departments, we cannot support 
the Preferred Alternative. 
 
Similarly, District 1 contains three off-leash dog play areas that are managed by the Recreation and 
Park Department and would also, potentially, suffer negative impacts should the Preferred Alternative 
be implemented. 
 
With over 120,000 dogs in San Francisco, balancing recreational opportunities for our communities is 
paramount. We are supportive of a more balanced approach for Ocean Beach. In the SEIS, 
Alternative E is the most balanced option for Ocean Beach. Alternative E would allow dogs off leash 
under voice and sight control North of Stairwell 21 and on leash in the Snowy Plover Protection Area 
and South of Sloat Boulevard. This would keep 100% of Ocean Beach open to some form of dog 
walking but would additionally eliminate visitor confusion about the seasonal leash restriction in the 
Snowy Plover Protection Area. We believe that this alternative could, with adequate enforcement of 
leash restrictions, make Ocean Beach a place where people, dogs, and wildlife can coexist. 
 
We remain committed to working with you and your team toward a dog management policy that 
represents the values of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) and also best serves our 
community. Should you have any questions regarding our comments on the SEIS, please do not 
hesitate to contact our offices. 
 
Sincerely, 
Eric Mar 
District 1 
San Francisco Board of Supervisors 
 
Katy Tang 
District 4 
San Francisco Board of Supervisors 
 
 
cc: Nancy Pelosi, Congresswoman 12thi District 
Dianne Feinstein, United States Senator 
Jackie Speier, Congresswoman District 
Leland Yee, California State Senator District 8 
Mark Leno, California State Senator District 11 
Phil Ting, California State Assemblymember District 19 
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Edwin Lee, San Francisco Mayor 
David Chiu, President, Board of Supervisors 
Mark Farrell, Supervisor District 2 
London Breed, Supervisor District 5 
Jane Kim, Supervisor District 6 
Scott Wiener, Supervisor District 8 
David Campos, Supervisor District 9 
Malia Cohen, Supervisor District 10 
John Avalos, Supervisor District 11 
Norman Yee, Supervisor District 7 
Phil Ginsburg, General Manager San Francisco Recreation and Park Department 
Mohammed Nuru, Director San Francisco Department of Public Works 
Rebecca Katz, Director San Francisco Animal Care and Control  
">  
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Quick Start Guide to the Plan/DEIS Posted on the Planning, Environment, and Public 
Comment Website by the National Park Service, January 2011 
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APPENDIX M: CONCERN RESPONSE REPORT 

GGNRA DOG MANAGEMENT PLAN 
DRAFT DOG MANAGEMENT PLAN / SUPPLEMENTAL 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

 
Report Date: 11/26/2016 
 
AD1100 - Alternative Development: Comments to Process  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53294) Several concerns were expressed about the work of the Negotiated 
Rulemaking Committee. Concern was expressed about the process used by the committee, specifically who could participate 
and what topics could be discussed. It was also stated that the draft plan/SEIS did not incorporate the results of the 
committee's work.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 4276 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362349 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I live in San Mateo County and served as an alternate on the negotiated rule making committee 
representing Pacifica. (San Bruno was left out of the negotiations as well as the residents of the coastside communities 
of Montara and Moss Beach south of Pacifica who have been severely impacted by the Dog Management Plan.) The 
units in San Mateo County were never actually discussed-each time Jeri Flinn attempted to bring them up, she was told 
"not now". Cattle Hill (which the NPS had actually proposed as an off-leash appropriate area) couldn't be discussed 
because it wasn't actually part of the GGNRA yet! Same was true of Pedro Point and Rancho Corral de Tierra (4000 
acres where there has to be space for off-leash recreation). In the "Plan", areas that have been open to on-leash walking 
are now off limits to dogs (and therefore their people).  
We went into the Negotiated Rule Making in order (as the NPS said) to make a long time use of areas in the GGNRA 
legitimate (though a federal judge had indeed found that the 1979 Pet Policy was a legitimate policy).Instead, the NPS 
used the process to severely restrict a recreational use that thousands of Bay Area residents enjoy on a daily or weekly 
basis.  
  
Corr. ID: 5815 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364358 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The Negotiated Rulemaking Committee worked very hard to come up with a plan that had 
consensus among the many GGNRA stakeholders. Alternative F disregards the majority of the consensus 
recommendations from the Committee. I support Alternative C as the best alternative for revising the plan. I am 
strongly opposed to Alternative B which severely limits my ability to participate in GGNRA outdoor recreation.  
  
Corr. ID: 6687 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 369173 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Despite the fact that GGNRA management had been given permission to create a Section 
Seven Special Regulation for off-leash recreation in the GGNRA by the Federal Panel and by the Court when the Court 
reinstated the 1979 Pet Policy, the Superintendent refused to make the 1979 Pet Policy a Section Seven Special 
Regulation. He instead instituted a Negotiated Rulemaking (NR) process that was conducted in bad faith, was unlawful 
and did not reach consensus. The GGNRA refused to acknowledge the 1979 Pet Policy as the logical starting point for 
NR. In fact, the 1979 Pet Policy was not listed as a document the NR Committee would be able to refer to within the 
NR process. The GGNRA continued to cling to their view that the 1979 Pet Policy was an illegitimate document which 
NEVER had the power of law despite the contrary findings of the Court. 

Response: The Negotiated Rulemaking Committee was established following the Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 
as a mechanism to facilitate a consensus on where and how dog walking should be allowed in GGNRA, given its mission as a 
national park unit. It was established following the strict protocol provided by the Negotiated Rulemaking Act. Members 
consisted of representatives of various organizations, including environmental groups, off-leash dog proponents, youth and 
elderly advocates, other park users and other stakeholders. Regular meetings were held from 2005-2007, with the process 
facilitated by the US Institute for Environmental Conflict Resolution. The committee found limited consensus, which the 
NPS incorporated into the draft plan/EIS, draft plan/SEIS, and final plan/EIS. Consensus agreement was also reached on the 
Guiding Principles, which form the primary basis of the Objectives of the plan/EIS, and by which the alternatives are 
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measured. Ultimately, the committee voted to not renew their charter due to the limited areas of consensus.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53295) The community should have been more involved in the development of 
alternatives, either through the use of workshops or the consultation of interested groups, such as dog training professionals. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 4005 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368803 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: To improve on the plan, GGNRA should return to the first two goals stated from its Scoping 
conclusions (page 39 of the draft plan/EIS):  
 
"Work toward community acceptance of the process and the solution" and  
 
"Allow the community to participate, maximizing creative thinking." 
 
To date, other than the reg neg process, NPS has mainly involved the community by providing opportunities to 
comment on formal plan/NEPA documents. Upon receiving comments, GGNRA has not allowed the community to 
participate in the planning process until the agency issued its next formal document, many months later. This does not 
meet the spirit or letter of the above objectives. 
 
For example, NPS has held no design workshops or design charrettes on any potential solutions in any GGNRA unit, a 
standard method San Francisco and many federal agencies and municipalities use to develop solutions to sensitive or 
controversial areas or areas with user conflicts.  
 
These techniques were not used in the reg neg process, in the scoping process for the EIS, or in the comment periods on 
the DEIS or SDEIS. NPS is again requested to recognize both the relevance of urban design and initiate design 
workshops on focused issues that can help produce a good plan.  
  
Corr. ID: 6435 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 367488 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: My surprise has always been that there has never been any input or consult from Bay Area Dog 
Training Professionals on this specifically dog focused legislation and its restrictions. The GGNRA and the DEIS 
reporting has never sought out the advice and suggestions from this highly canine educated population who are here and 
more than willing to contribute. These people also frequently use these off leash areas because of the benefit it provides 
to dogs in their care (both personal and professionally) on so many levels: mental stimulation, socialization, exercise 
and all around positive effect of these factors results in a more behaved dog. 
 
I strongly feel that the draft needs to be redone including the input of dog care professionals along with establishing 
outreach programs for dog owners on how to respectfully share the park with other users and wildlife. 

Response: NPS has engaged the public for their input throughout the extensive planning process, including dozens of public 
meetings, and over one year of sustained public comment during the NEPA process and rulemaking. See chapter 1 of the 
final plan/EIS, Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for details on the public comment period in 2002, for details of the 
GGNRA negotiated rulemaking process, for information on the scoping process and public participation during development 
of the draft plan/EIS and draft plan/SEIS, as well as public comment on the proposed rule. Public comments on the draft 
plan/EIS and draft plan/SEIS were analyzed and resulted in changes to the alternatives analyzed.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53296) Historical use of Rancho should have been used as the status quo 
(alternative A) to acurately depict the years of dog walking, includng off leash, at Rancho.

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1443 Organization: Montara Dog Group Comment ID: 405829 Organization Type: Recreational Groups 
Representative Quote: The Montara Dog Group's "preferred alternative" for Rancho is Alternative A, the "No Action" 
alternative, with the addition of two off-leash dog walking areas, one near Montara and the other near El Granada (See 
Attachment 2). Dogs would be allowed on-leash throughout the remainder of Rancho as indicated in Alternative A in 
the SETS (See Attachment 3). There is a fundamental error in the status quo assumed for GGNRA's No Action 
alternative in the SEIS. As acknowledged on page 60 of the SETS, there has been a long history of off-leash dog 
walking at Rancho, although not officially sanctioned. As such, off-leash dog walking should be the status quo or 
baseline for GGNRA's No Action alternative, not on-leash dog walking 

Response: The no-action alternative is defined in NEPA guidelines as no change from current management and current 
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conditions (Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) 1981, Question 3). The No Action alternative in the draft plan/SEIS, 
representing the existing condition under NPS management, is 36 CFR Section 2.15, under which dogs are permitted on leash 
throughout Rancho. However, the analysis of cumulative impacts addresses the historic (although illegal under San Mateo 
County regulations) off-leash use prior to acquisition by the park, and consequently concludes that there would be long-term 
moderate to major cumulative adverse impacts to dog walkers. 
 
AL1000 - Suggest New Alternative Elements  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53156) Many commenters feel that the lands of Golden Gate National Recreation 
Area are not being managed properly under the National Park Service. For this reason, commenters feel that the lands should 
be managed under a different agency or be given back to the city of San Francisco.

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 2254 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357236 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: If the GGNRA does not want to manage these properties as a Recreation Area, then they should 
transfer the Recreation Area to another entity better able to manage it, e.g. the Forest Service or Bureau of Land 
Management. Alternatively, for sites heavily utilized by dogs and their guardians, such as Ocean Beach and Fort 
Funston, these properties should be reverted back to San Francisco.  
  
Corr. ID: 6710 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 369494 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: There is a third option which might very well be appropriate in this situation. Considering the 
GGNRAs long, jaded history of ignoring their enabling legislation, violating numerous laws, rules and regulations and 
unilaterally implementing their own self-styled, self-serving management policies, perhaps its time to turn the GGNRA 
over to someone better suited to manage this recreational area. We would like Congress to consider the transfer of 
GGNRA properties to another Federal agency, e.g., the Forest Service or Bureau of Land Management, where 
recreation is not a bad/foreign word and the sound principles of land use and planning are a major component of their 
routine management policies.  

Response: There are no current or foreseeable land exchange proposals and thus the analysis of possible future land 
exchanges is outside the scope of analysis for the plan/EIS. The leasing of lands to a different agency or to the City and 
County of San Francisco would not accomplish the objectives sought by the commenters because the National Park Service 
Organic Act and NPS resource protection policies would still apply to leased lands. 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53157) Commenters argue that rather than enforce stricter rules, the National Park 
Service should educate people on several aspects, including dog waste management, the proper use of public space with pets, 
interaction with wildlife, and wildlife habitat. Commenters feel that a collaborative effort would protect park resources and 
visitors. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1868 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354401 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I and others are supportive of strengthening protections afforded to natural resources, wildlife 
and habitats within Park boundaries and believe that should be prioritized. I think it would be helpful for the Park 
Service to expand its public awareness and education efforts to inform dog owners of the on-leash and no harassment 
policies in the Protected Area at Ocean Beach and other similar designated protective areas on Park lands. Critically, 
this needs to be followed up with strict enforcement for it to have meaningful impact.  
  
Corr. ID: 1991 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354659 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The NPS needs to stop thinking that exclusion and enforcement are the way to protect 
parklands. Instead, NPS should support dogs in national parks and engage and educate the dog owner community to 
become volunteer monitors and managers of the parks to protect nature and other visitors alike. Such collaboration will 
prove long-term to be the least costly and conflictive approach.  
  
Corr. ID: 2265 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357271 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Park impacts, I believe, would be far better served by Leave No Trace education and activies. 
Please reject any more misguided efforts to reduce negative impacts on our beautiful parks by blaming dogs and dog 
owners.  
  
Corr. ID: 2840 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353286 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I would encourage you to provide education and community outreach if there are activities and 
behaviors that you would like to see different. 
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Corr. ID: 5098 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362175 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Rather than placing more constraints on accessibility, the strategy should be to educate and 
inform owners about the impact dogs left unattended or uncontrolled may have on the wildlife and the native growth. I 
would favor such methods as having owners of dogs attend an awareness of wildlife and native habitat class that would 
inform them about the detrimental effects that GGNRA is experiencing and how people can modify their habits to 
curtail these. Perhaps this class could be a requisite of getting a dog license; or it could be part of a trails access card 
that owners could carry to certify that they are aware of the impact their use of GGNRA is having.  

Response: The need for the dog management plan is discussed in chapter 1 of the final plan/EIS. Currently dog recreation has 
resulted in controversy, litigation, and compromised safety and visitor experience. NPS plans for outreach and education are 
discussed in chapter 2 of the final plan/EIS.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53158) Commenters feel that there should be a better way to report incidents, 
report wildlife emergencies, and file a complaint about park staff. Several commenters suggested creating a mobile 
application that would allow citizens to report incidents directly to law enforcement. Overall, commenters request a simple 
system for reporting violations. Once an incident or complaint is filed, commenters believe that there should be an easy way, 
such as an online database, for the public to follow up on the report. One commenter suggested that signs should be posted to 
advise the public on how to handle beached mammals.

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 80 Organization: Libertarian Party of San Francisco Comment ID: 339913 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: GGNRA rules should also provide penalties for overzealous enforcement by park rangers or 
other government employees who may be tempted to engage in petty power trips when dealing with members of the 
public. These penalties should be *heavier* than any imposed on dog owners for violations of the rules, since 
government employees are entrusted by the public with special authorities and responsibilities and therefore must be 
held to higher standards.  
 
When someone files a complaint regarding a particular employee, there should be an investigation into the behavior 
described in the complaint, and the person who filed the complaint should be informed as to how that investigation was 
conducted, what penalties were imposed or corrective actions taken if any, and how to further appeal the issue if 
desired. 
 
Too many individuals in positions of authority think that wearing a uniform or having a shiny badge gives them carte 
blanche to order people around, take on an arrogant attitude, or refuse to answer legitimate questions. Public servants 
should act like public *servants*, and if they are unable to do their jobs with an appropriately humble and service-
oriented attitude, then they should be sent to remedial sensitivity training or removed from their positions. 
 
Complaint procedures should also be clear, simple, and transparent to media and members of the public. Complaint 
forms should be available on-site, and should also be public. No one should have to rely on simply taking the word of a 
government employee when asking questions such as what opinions have been voiced by members of the public with 
regard to a specific policy <redacted> they should be given free access to view, copy, listen to, etc., the original 
documents, emails, voicemail messages, etc. 
  
Corr. ID: 627 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352766 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: It might be helpful if there was an 'app' (or other easily-accessible method) for reporting dog-
wildlife or dog-visitor conflicts (or any kind of problems visitors might want to report). My sense is that the NPS knows 
of only a small fraction of these incidents, and if these data could be collected in a way that provided wider access to 
their frequency, locations, and seriousness might provide additional support for efforts to manage dogs. It might also 
provide a better sense of how many people are unhappy about and willing to report these incidents, and thus how many 
people would support dog management efforts.  
  
Corr. ID: 6191 Organization: Golden Gate Audubon Society Comment ID: 366099 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: At a minimum, the National Park Service should implement an online database for reported 
incidents that area searchable by members of the public. This could include digital copies of Criminal Incident Reports 
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(with personal information redacted). The American Veterinary Medical Association Task Force concluded: 
 
Accurate and complete reporting of dog bites is an essential element of a bite prevention program. These reports are 
vital not only for case management and judicial review but for planning, implementing, and evaluating the status of the 
problem.  
 
A requirement that all dogs within the GGNRA be licensed will greatly help with incident reporting and tracking.  
  
Corr. ID: 6688 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 369331 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In this DEIS/SEIS the GGNRA mentions their concern for wildlife including marine mammals, 
especially when they beach themselves to rest or when they are injured and on the beach. The GGNRA seems to be able 
to count the number of reports of beached mammals they receive, however what they fail to mention is that they have 
no protocol for the visitor to the GGNRA to follow should they come across a marine mammal on the beach. We 
personally have made numerous requests to GGNRA management for signs to be placed at the beach which would 
instruct visitors not to approach the beached mammal and where to call to request assistance for the animal. Many 
visitors to the GGNRA are not local, some have never been to a beach before, and they require instruction so that they 
can assist the animal effectively. Oddly enough, the GGNRA has managed to post signs up and down the beach to 
advise us of recreational restrictions regarding fires, camping and the plover, but they cannot post educational signs to 
benefit marine mammals.  

Response: Enforcement policies for the final plan/EIS are described in chapter 2. Several suggestions provided by 
commenters for reporting incidents would not be feasible, as outlined in the Alternative Elements Eliminated from Further 
Consideration section of chapter 2 of the final plan/EIS. However, the park will be seeking ways to make reporting incidents 
less cumbersome for the public as part of its implementation planning. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53159) Many commenters suggest that the NPS should strictly enforce rules for 
dog walking within the park. Some commenters would like to see enforcement of the current rules prior to imposing new 
restrictions; other commenters state that the new rules should be strictly enforced from the beginning. All commenters agree 
that violations should be cited and fined, and repeat offenders should be banned from the park. These violations include not 
following leash regulations, not controlling aggressive dogs, not picking up dog waste, harassing wildlife, and littering. 
Commenters would like to see regular patrols by law enforcement that would result in citations for unlawful activities. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 3834 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359953 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Enforcement Policy 
The policies must be vigorously enforced; otherwise this initiative is doomed to fail. Must make it clear how enforced. 
The only way to effectively enforce issued citations is to have the rules state that by using the park, dog owners accept 
the rules and responsibilities, and enforcement procedures. Appropriate staff must be provided and tasked to enforce 
these rules at all times. Either existing staff or new dedicated staff needs to be hired to patrol and enforce these areas. 
Enforcement fines should be easily enough to cover the associated personnel expenses.  
  
Corr. ID: 4140 Organization: Richardson Bay Maritime Association Comment ID: 362073 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: Currently my favorite walk is a off leash Oakwood fire road and trail. Now I will be banned 
from walking the trail and must walk up and back on the road leashed. Just like your bike use plan you can not go 
anywhere easily and make connections. Just in and out. 
Instead of this plan which man power must enforce thus wasting time giving nice thoughtful dog owners a ticket. 
Enforce current laws about poop and dogs running. Give hefty citations to those offenders who are really abusive. 
Educate others, be helpful and stop acting like the police and everyone is criminal. If your budget is short and can't fund 
the manpower to control bad dog owners and park visitors, re-prioritize. Stop the fancy infrastructure developments and 
increase workforce to effectively protect the park and good visitors from those doing their bad deeds.  
  
Corr. ID: 4688 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361334 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Of course, they should be kept away from wildlife. In cases where dogs do bother people or 
wildlife, I am in favor of evicting them, giving their owners citations, and permanently banning those particular dogs. I 
am also in favor of banning dangerous dogs, such as pit bulls and rottweilers.  
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Corr. ID: 6639 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368120 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Enforcement: All established Dog Management Rules must be strictly and uniformly enforced 
at all times ' no more exceptions, no more "education," no more "warnings," no more excuses. Signage must reflect with 
words, maps, and other illustrations the consequences of non-compliance. Fines for violations of "POSTED RULES" 
holds more monetary weight than a fine for a dog "unleashed;" enforcement officers must opt for the highest possible 
monetary fine in order to solidify the overwhelming need to compel dog owners that the public demands their 
compliance versus continuing to all their perceived entitlement of being an exception to the Laws and certainty that 
officers will continue to not hold them accountable.

Response: While there will be an initial period of outreach and education, once the rules become effective, they will be 
enforced. The NPS will hire additional law enforcement officers to help ensure compliance with the rule.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53160) Several commenters feel that the role of Golden Gate National Recreation 
Area is not to support dog ownership, but protect the natural resources. Some commenters feel that the only way to 
adequately control dog behavior at Golden Gate National Recreation Area in regards to wildlife, habitat and other visitors is 
to ban dogs completely. Other commenters stated that the park should follow the standards set forth by the National Park 
Service that require dogs to be on leash if allowed on park property. Other commenters stated that voice control should not be 
considered as an option for use in any area of the GGNRA that is open to multiple visitor uses. Certain breeds should be 
banned from the park completely.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 120 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 345840 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Due to the difficulty of having park rangers be in all places at all times, the ultimate solution is 
to ban dogs from the park all together.  
  
Corr. ID: 498 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351803 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Restricting dogs completely in areas of sensitive wildlife habitat should take precedence. The 
only way to do this is to not allow dogs completely.  
  
Corr. ID: 707 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352993 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In addition, I would like to see pitbulls banned from the park. Pitbulls are aggressive dogs and 
should generally not be allowed in the park because of their tendencies to attack other people and dogs.  
  

Corr. ID: 4932 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361791 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: As such, the Plan must adhere to all established NPS management policies and practices 
elsewhere in the Park system, and include strong protection for park resources, especially the protection of habitat for 
birds and endangered species.  
  
Corr. ID: 6034 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365009 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: GGNRA governing officials and scientist must take ever precautionary step to protect the 
GGNRA's resources. If this means either having no dogs in area(s) at all, or having dogs only in specifically designated 
areas, then the GGNRA should have full authority to issue such a regulations and be given the power to fully enforce 
them.  

Response: The objectives of the dog management plan are described in chapter 1 of the final plan/EIS. These include both 
resource protection and providing for a variety of quality visitor experiences, including dog walking. Banning all dogs from 
GGNRA would not meet the objectives. The final plan/EIS considers and analyzes managing dogs under 36 CFR 2.15 (on-
leash only), the national park service regulation for pets. GGNRA cannot ban specific breeds from the park; however, 
uncontrolled and aggressive dogs will not be allowed. This is further described in chapter 2, Elements Common to Action 
Alternatives.  
 

CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53161) Commenters suggest that signage and natural barriers could eliminate 
many issues among different user groups at the park. Signage should be clear and located at entrances to the park, as well as 
transition points (e.g., between on- and off-leash areas and between the park and city property). One commenter also 
suggested distributing maps around the city to explain the limitations on dog walking in the park. Several commenters 
suggested that planting shrub-type vegetation as a natural barrier around sensitive areas would help to clearly delineate those 
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areas to dog walkers. Commenters believe that the signage will help visitors understand the dominant use of an area they are 
about to enter. Additionally, one commenter suggested the use of signs to warn users of the dangers of wildlife in the area. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 342 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350629 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I believe the new plan will work if maps are broadly distributed city and county wide as well as 
posted prominently at the start of each trail. It is with this in mind that I suggest a broad and continuous PR campaign 
on the part of the NPS and the GGNRA so we can all enjoy the beautiful surroundings safely.  
  
Corr. ID: 561 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352641 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I would suggest that signs be posted warning owners of small dogs that they should be cautious 
during dawn and dusk walks (even with dogs on leash), particularly at Muscle Rock where attacks of coyotes are not 
uncommon even on large dogs during the early morning.  
  
Corr. ID: 1179 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351921 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: We need clear well placed signage to make the preferred alternative work. Wherever parking is 
available there must be signs. Signs at the lagoon bridge would be effective. At the many paths which access the Central 
Beach we need signage indicating this area is reserved for off-leash dogs. The signage plan should be coordinated with 
CFDG and offered to the public for review  
  
Corr. ID: 1515 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352969 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: A simple sign at the entrance of Fort Funston that says "This park is for people who love dogs. 
If you don't love dogs, you will not enjoy this park." The idea you would try to create a space where every type of 
person is happy is an infantile and inane goal. People want to congregate in communities with shared expectations. Fort 
Funston is for dogs to run free.  
  
Corr. ID: 3834 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359951 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Sufficient Signage 
The park must provide effective signage to give notice to rules, policies, responsibilities, enforcement and rights. 
Adequate signage guiding the owners to pet friendly grass areas and beaches is needed to support the policy and rules. 
This should include a master signage with site map, marked areas, and listing simple rules to follow to make 
enforcement feasible. Visual signs along path of travel clearly marking permitted areas and off limit areas through 
symbols and location maps. Clear location markings and allowed pet areas must be provided. Maybe even a large map 
with vehicle stop area to read before entering parking area. Provide clear directions for vehicles with pets and when 
walking animals. Make it easy for the pet owners and walkers to comply with the rules. Make it easy for the staff to 
enforce the rules.  
  
Corr. ID: 6645 Organization: Pacifica City Council Comment ID: 368195 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: Clear Signage at Enforcement Transition Zones: 
We would like to reiterate this comment that was previously made about signage. There are a number of locations 
where there is a transition between GGNRA and City-managed lands. Without clear and prominent signage a person 
walking a dog may suddenly find they are no longer on City property but GGNRA land and in violation of the new 
regulations. An example of such a transition zone is at the south end of the berm (owned by the City of San Francisco 
but managed and used by Pacificans) which transitions seamlessly into GGNRA Mon Point land. Therefore we 
encourage GGNRA to clearly post these transition zones. 

Response: The park is committed to a period of outreach and education prior to implementation of the new rule. This will 
include many of the ideas that are identified here such as planning charrettes for input about landscape design solutions 
including vegetative barriers, types and locations of signage,etc. The use of signage is discussed in chapter 2 of the final 
plan/EIS for the alternatives. Fencing and natural vegetative barriers are also discussed in chapter 2.  
 

CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53162) The NPS should engage the user communities to help maintain the park 
and to help guide decisions. Park visitors are willing to volunteer for such activities as beach clean ups and native plant 
restoration. The NPS should create a forum with representatives from each user group to determine the best way to resolve 
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issues. The NPS should assign a new leadership team to work with the user groups to create a management plan that will 
please the majority of visitors. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1321 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352306 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Finally, again at the in-person meetings in Mill Valley some years ago, I proposed that you take 
advantage of the insights of people using these trails every day, most of whom are accompanied by dogs. We see the 
uses and abuses humans impose on our trails and parks. I've personally cleaned up after humans almost daily including 
those camping illegally in these places. Consider making us "trail guardians" who can give you more useful information 
about what's going on in Bay Area parks; you could establish a site wherein we could register any useful observations.  
  
Corr. ID: 1736 Organization: Northern California Shiba Rescue Comment ID: 353716 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: Further, I support the forming of a volunteer taskforce, complete with docents, and guides, to 
help support the GGNRA, specifically for the training, education and support of Dogs and their owners while enjoying 
the GGNRA.  
  
Corr. ID: 2686 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357068 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: A proper forum should be set up to review recreation management and should include dog 
walkers and other park users such as cyclists, equestrians, hikers, and surfers and sail boarders. This type of committee 
would be valuable for the GGNRA in order to hear directly from their users and to engender their support in 
maintaining the GGNRA lands through volunteer opportunities supporting collective access. 
  
Corr. ID: 4715 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361379 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am in favor of a balanced approach as described in alternatives E and F. However, I believe 
the NPS stands to allow for more community involvement with the release of this plan. Specifically, setting up 
voluntary activities for visitors to participate in the restoration and continued maintenance of the parks. For example, 
beach clean up days, native plant restoration, trail improvements, etc. For the many dog owners who love their pets and 
love their parks, there should be more opportunities for engagement and education.  
  
Corr. ID: 4784 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361521 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I expect the public to additionally be able to monitor and report dog issues, and suggest that 
appropriate signage, outreach and internal procedures will be in place to empower those most affected most by dog 
issues, so that the dog community will know that it is not just the park staff and police monitoring their behavior.  
  
Corr. ID: 5923 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364645 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: it would seem that no stakeholder group has evolved trust in the ggnra leadership during the 
prolonged planning process.  
i respectfully suggest that a new leadership team be assigned to this project. that team needs to confer with local leaders, 
who are the experts in evolving successful collaboration between stakeholders, to learn what processes can be 
successfully applied to the planning process for our beautiful national recreation area. i would suggest that both phil 
ginsberg, director of sf recreation and park dep't, and mohammed nuru, director of sf dep't of public works, may provide 
invaluable insights to, &/or training for, the ggnra leadership team. 

Response: NPS intends to engage stakeholders and the broader public in its facility implementation plans and in 
understanding its monitoring management program. NPS will also encourage volunteer stewardship and trail patrol groups to 
assist NPS in informing park users on ways to clean, care for and restore park lands open to dog walking. NPS will also seek 
to establish cooperative networks to augment NPS stewardship capabilities. Due to restrictions in the Federal Advisory 
Committee Act, the NPS would likely not seek to establish a forum of designated stakeholder representatives but would 
instead seek ways to engage both key stakeholders and the broader public in providing input on future implementation issues. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53163) Golden Gate National Recreation Area has traditionally been used for dog 
walking. As the GGNRA is not a national park, commenters feel that the management plan has misrepresented the enabling 
legislation and mission, stating that it was established to maximize recreation opportunities for residents of the City of San 
Francisco and visitors. The NPS should formalize the 1979 Pet Policy at this time and any lands added to Golden Gate 
National Recreation Area in the future should have their historic off-leash areas retained, including lands in San Mateo. If 
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changes are needed in the future, they should be implemented gradually. Commenters also stated that in addition to the 
historic off-leash areas, NPS should expand off-leash dog walking in San Mateo areas and new lands as they are added to the 
park.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 834 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353393 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The GGNRA should instead codify the original 1979 Pet Policy as a Section Seven Special 
Regulation, which it has the authority and responsibility to do. All properties added subsequent to the 1979 Pet Policy 
and in the future should have historical off-leash recreational usage allowed. This would accurately reflect the enabling 
legislation for this National Recreation Area, which GGNRA management has held in disregard for quite some time. 
  
Corr. ID: 1424 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352530 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: These trails and beaches have been set aside for dog walking since the original pet policy in 
1979. That policy needs to be formalized and supported with off-leash areas in San Mateo County and on new lands that 
the GGNRA acquires in the future. 
  
Corr. ID: 2016 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354688 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The GGNRA has lost sight of its purpose: it was set up to be a RECREATION AREA for a 
densely populated, urban area. These trails and beaches have been set aside for dog walking since the original pet policy 
in 1979. That policy needs to be formalized and supported with off-leash areas in San Mateo County and on new lands 
that the GGNRA acquires in the future.  
  
Corr. ID: 2736 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357152 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In looking at the POLICY ON THE ESTABLISHMENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF 
(NATIONAL) RECREATION AREAS, the #1 point is to provide investment in outdoor recreation that is more clearly 
responsive to RECREATION DEMAND than other investments that are based primarily upon considerations of 
preserving unique natural or historical resources, the need to develop and conserve public lands and forests, or the 
requirements of major water resource development undertakings.  
 
The recreation demand for local citizens comes from dog owners - over 50% o San Francisco residents have dogs. 
While you reference point #3 in your study, there is not mention on point #1. Please consider this motivation of the 
establishment of Recreation Areas in your analysis.  
  
Corr. ID: 4871 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361654 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I oppose the Preferred Alternative because it is too restrictive. I support formalization of the 
1979 Pet Policy PLUS off-leash access in San Mateo County and on new lands that the GGNRA acquires in the future. 
  
Corr. ID: 6257 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366219 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The 1979 Pet Policy should be kept in place until specific and persuasive evidence is found to 
indicate a change is needed. And if that does happen change should be implemented gradually.  

Response: The draft plan/SEIS includes a reasonable range of alternatives allowing a diverse range of visitor experiences 
while still protecting resources at the park. NPS Management Policies, which apply to all units of the NPS, provide that the 
fundamental purpose of the national park system, established by the Organic Act and reaffirmed by the General Authorities 
Act, as amended, begins with a mandate to conserve park resources and values. This mandate is independent of the separate 
prohibition on impairment and applies all the time with respect to all park resources and values, even when there is no risk 
that any park resources or values may be impaired. NPS managers must always seek ways to avoid, or to minimize to the 
greatest extent practicable, adverse impacts on park resources and values. Congress has directed that when there is a conflict 
between conserving resources and values and providing for enjoyment of them, conservation is to be predominant. (NPS 
Management Policies § 1.4.3, 54 USC 100101(a), 100301 et seq.). GGNRA's enabling legislation reflects this dual mission - 
to "preserve public use and enjoyment" and "provide for the maintenance of needed recreational open space" while at the 
same time managing it "consistent with sound principles of land use planning" and "preserv[ing] the recreation area, as far as 
possible, in its natural setting...". GGNRA is not eliminating dog walking, rather, it seeks to manage its use in order to be 
consistent with both its enabling legislation and the NPS Organic  
 
The alternatives evaluated a range of opportunities for dog walking. Alternative E would provide the greatest level of access 
for dog walkers throughout GGNRA. Alternative E reflects those portions of the 1979 Pet Policy that can meet the purpose 
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and need of the plan. Because all elements of the 1979 Pet Policy (as described in Alternative A) do not meet the purpose, 
need, and objectives of the plan, this alternative is more restrictive than the 1979 Policy. The NPS has found that the 
preferred alternative/final plan best meets the objectives.  
 
NPS considered but eliminated from further consideration several areas for voice and sight control, but has added a 3 acre 
bowl in a former quarry that is a disturbed area called Flat Top in southwestern Rancho as a voice and sight control area in 
the final plan/EIS. The NPS southeastern corner of Sharp Park Beach could also be considered for such a change by NPS if 
the adjacent major public agency landholders of the public beach areas (CCSF, Pacifica, State of California) decide on 
changing use management of those adjacent areas. Please see chapter 2 for additional details on changes to alternatives. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53164) The NPS should not spend money creating and enforcing a new dog 
regulation at Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Instead, the money should be focused on upgrading facilities, education, 
and enhancing recreational activities. Fundraisers with the private sector should be started to fund items such as waste bags, 
fencing, and water fountains for continued use of the park by dog owners. The NPS could increase revenue by allowing 
coffee and food trucks in popular areas. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 470 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351752 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Instead,.....input/funds from the private sector specifically to support park-dog co-habitation 
would promote more good well in the community while providing for conservation efforts. I would suggest a fund-
raising campaign (such as your initial Chrissy Field restoration campaign) to fund dog use preservation efforts - like the 
installation of dog fountains, dog-only fenced areas, doggie bags disposal staff.  
  
Corr. ID: 575 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352660 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I urge you to consider leaving the current dog access in place as is. The amount of money 
required to enforce additional dog bans should instead be spent on upgrading the antiquated facilities at the beaches.  
  
Corr. ID: 2288 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357621 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: You could make the dog walking areas places to increase the income of the GGNRA by 
encouraging the enjoyment of those areas. Just placing coffee and food trucks in those areas would bring in needed 
income. Figure out ways to make them better not restrict their use. 
  
Corr. ID: 5224 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362697 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I believe the GGNRA rep stated that it will cost two million a year to enforce the Preferred 
Alternative. If there is money, why not use it to do study or to design strategies that won't turn away thousands of 
people from supporting the NPS? The GGNRA might use some money to administer a program to educate dog walkers 
about responsible off-leash recreation. Additionally, the money could be used to enforce the current laws about littering, 
lack of voice control, etc.  
  
Corr. ID: 6107 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365421 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I have recently learned that it could cost 2.5 million dollars per year to enforce the proposed 
ban on off leash dog walking in some of San Francisco's most favorite areas for dog lovers (and this represents more 
than 40% o the population of SF Bay area). That money should be used to enhance this recreational activity (if spent at 
all), not to ban it.  

Response: Please see chapter 1 of the final plan/EIS for the purpose, need, and objectives of the dog management plan, which 
describes the need for a dog management regulation. The park will continue to seek funding for facility improvements, 
education, enforcement, and associated staffing for implementation of the dog management plan. Both volunteer stewardship 
and trail patrols will be encouraged to augment NPS staffing and operational capability to care for these dog walking areas. 
Donations are always accepted for such stewardship support; and, revenue-generating ideas are welcome.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53165) The NPS should look to other agencies for examples of how a variety of 
user groups can use the same area with fewer conflicts. For example, Pulgas Ridge Open Space Preserve contains no dog 
areas, on leash areas, and off leash areas and Rattlesnake National Recreation Area and Wilderness produces an annual 
monitoring report which is used to alter management of recreational areas. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 2623 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 356918 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
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Representative Quote: Look at Pulgas Ridge Open Space Preserve. It contains the only off leash hiking trail system 
within San Mateo County. Within the space there are no dog areas, on leash areas, and off leash areas. The compliance 
is high and conflict is low, everyone has a place to go. However it is quite a drive for the coastal communities and is 
generally only used by people local to that area. We need more local areas like this. 
  
Corr. ID: 6685 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 369015 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The enabling legislation requires the GGNRA to utilize sound principles of land use planning 
and management. Accepted practice would be illustrated by the Rattlesnake National Recreation Area and Wilderness 
(RNRAW) which produces an annual monitoring report. The report assesses current recreation trends, needs, and 
impacts, and thereby serves as a tool for long-term management of the RNRAW. 

Response: NPS staff obtained dog management policies, information on visitor experience/conflict information, enforcement 
success, and other applicable information from a variety of state, regional, county, and city park and recreation agencies. 
chapter 1, Summary of Background Conditions and Review of Literature, of the final plan/EIS presents NPS' findings. One 
example similar to Pulgas Ridge Open Space Preserve that has been adopted in San Mateo county in the southwestern part of 
Rancho where dog walkers are allowed on-leash to a contained off-leash area; this will be established within the Flat Top 
former quarry site on NPS lands. The purpose of the NPS monitoring program is specifically to address compliance with the 
new regulation; and alter management actions if necessary. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53166) A Leave No Trace approach should be upheld at Golden Gate National 
Recreation Area, requiring all dog owners and walkers to carry their dogs' waste out of the park. Additional trash cans should 
be installed in heavy use areas. The NPS should also try alternative methods of waste management, such as compost stations 
and biodegradable bags. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 3834 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359952 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Make Waste Disposal Convenient For Pet Owners 
Modify the existing placement layout of trash cans so that there are at least three beach side trash cans for easy disposal 
of waste bags by owners while the pet is still able to be off leash and under owner control. This should aid buy in by the 
group for properly disposing the waste bags while being able to enjoy the animal walk uninterrupted. This eliminates 
any excuses for owners or walkers temporarily placing dog waste bags down and leaving them to pollute the 
environment.  
  
Corr. ID: 4816 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361586 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Consider experimenting with a green approach to dog waste, providing compost stations like 
those coming into use in Canada, or biodegradable bags which could then be composted instead of going to land-fills.  
  
Corr. ID: 5181 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362504 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Dog waste is not environmentally friendly and can be classified as a health hazard even if it 
deposited in trash cans it still must be handled and removed safely from the area placing the additional burden of cost to 
the tax payer who might have a different opinion of dogs or animals; think and practice leave no trace in our natural 
public lands. Dog and animal owners should remove and pack out all waste on their own to include supplying and 
removing dog fecal matter disposal bags. 

Response: Dog walkers must pick up their dogs' feces immediately and keep these bags until they can dispose of them in a 
garbage container. The number and location of garbage containers at each site will be determined based on visitor use and 
operational efficiency. While a 'Leave No Trace' principle is generally encouraged in the Golden Gate National Recreation 
Area, dog walkers will be encouraged to carry their dogs' waste either out of the park or to the trail head parking area. At 
some sites in the GGNRA, dog walking groups have also provided dog waste bags, though this is the responsibility of each 
dog walker to bring with them. GGNRA will be encouraging area users and stewardship groups in its implementation 
planning to identify alternative solutions that do not simply rely on increased maintenance operations to be effective. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53167) There are many opinions regarding the use of leashes: 
• In on-leash areas, a person must be in control of the leash, instead of allowing the leash to drag behind the dog. 
• Dogs on leash throughout the park 
• Dogs on leash in all areas where dogs are currently allowed 
• Dogs on leash in limited areas 
• Dogs on leash on trails 
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• Dogs leashed around horses, children, bicyclists, hang gliders, etc. 
• Dogs on 6' fixed leash 
• Dogs on leash greater than 6 feet 
• Elderly/disabled allowed to use retractable leashes greater than 6 feet 
• Certain breeds leashed at all times 
• All fire roads open to leashed dogs 
• Allow a Carry Leash policy - people who object to a dog's behavior can ask the owner to put the dog on leash 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 213 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350124 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Please also include that they must not drag leashes. 
  
Corr. ID: 744 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353090 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I think that dogs should be on leash (fixed 6 foot, one dog per person) in all areas of Golden 
Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA), except in areas where all dogs are prohibited. The leash law should be 
consistent will all National Parks, such as Kings Canyon/Sequoia, and Yosemite National Parks.  
  
Corr. ID: 782 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353279 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I urge you to require on-leash control in high use areas, sensitive wildlife areas (e.g., Ocean 
Beach Snowy Plover area, Crissy Lagoon, Sutro Baths), and beaches where kids and the public play and walk in the 
sand.  
  
Corr. ID: 825 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351407 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In addition, on some open space trails (not GGNRA),there is a CARRY LEASH policy. If 
people carry leashes for their dogs, people who object to a dog's behavior can ask the owner to put the dog on leash.  
  
Corr. ID: 1135 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351692 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I strenuously oppose the ban on dogs in areas where they were previously permitted. At 
minimum they should be leash in those areas on leash. Off leash access should be kept to a maximum.  
  
Corr. ID: 1200 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351963 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am fine with certain breeds being leash only - I don't really want my kids to run into a off 
leash pit bulls, but even as much as I hate that particular breed, we are Americans, and we have RIGHTS, to life, liberty 
and the pursuit of FREEDOM.  
  
Corr. ID: 4652 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361184 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I'm not advocating that dogs be locked up inside, but I do think that on trails that are freqented 
by all kinds of people, a dog should be leashed. If I'm at a park or beach and there are designated dog zones, I'll be sure 
to stay away from those, as long as there are also places that people without dogs can enjoy the beach/park as well.  
  
Corr. ID: 4816 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361595 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Dog caregivers must leash excitable dogs within 50' (? not sure how far) of horses, hang-
gliders, and other stimuli known by the owner to cause prolonged barking or aggression. When sharing paths with 
young children and bicyclists, owners must leash their dog and/or withdraw a safe distance to reduce other users 
anxieties. Owners are expected to act as good-will-toward-dogs-ambassadors, recognizing that many people have a high 
level of anxiety about dogs.  
  
Corr. ID: 5663 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364092 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Respectfully, I think dogs should be on leashes in ALL NPS areas. Banning them from some 
areas within NPS properties would be a good idea, too. Specifically, I think they should be banned from ALL beaches 
due to potential negative impacts upon Western Snow Plover. 
  
Corr. ID: 6062 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365282 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The preferred alternative would unfairly discriminate against disabled and senior recreational 
access by unreasonably enforcing a six foot limit on leash length. For seniors and disabled persons there needs to be 
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greater flexibility in the tether, such as either voice control or the popular retractable leashes. Having recently suffered a 
neck injury I have found that even with my well-trained dog I can not comfortably walk with a fixed length shorter 
leash without experiencing occasional painful and damaging pulls on the leash. Consequently I think that the Park 
Service should accommodate disabled and senior access by allowing use of retractable leashes greater than six feet in 
length in some portions of the Recreation Area.  
  
Corr. ID: 6062 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365284 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: For example as to Ocean Beach the Park Service asserts that it needs to separate dogs from 
birds. However, a short six foot leash is not the least restrictive alternative. A longer leash or retractable leash would 
still allow some individuals to walk on the beach, as would voice control. Similarly the Park Service could largely 
achieve the same presumed wildlife protection goals by simply enforcing a ban on any dogs being allowed within 50 or 
75 feet of a bird. Alternatively the Park service could in the interim test a program of certifying people with well trained 
voice control proven dogs for off leash recreation in some areas. 

Response: Chapter 2, "Elements Common to Action Alternatives" section describes requirements for leashes. Dog walkers 
are required to have a six foot leash for every dog under their care attached to the dog and simultaneously held by the dog 
walker. Chapter 2 also describes which areas on-leash dog walking is permitted. The use of other types of leashes is also 
discussed in this chapter under the "Alternative Elements Eliminated from Further Consideration" section. Key elements of 
this include that a 6ft leash is required to ensure dog management and minimize impacts off-trail where on-leash dogs are 
allowed. Comments regarding areas where dogs must be leashed are discussed in chapter 2 and these comment responses, 
including dogs on leash on trails and fire roads, separation of types of uses (for example, equestrian-only trails and hang 
gliding areas don't allow dogs), disabled users and on and off leash, and differentiating between breeds of dogs. Please refer 
there for additional rationale.  
 

CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53168) Dogs should have seasonal or year-round restrictions in sensitive areas, 
such as western snowy plover nesting areas or native plant restoration areas. Restrictions in these areas should be strictly 
enforced. Any fences or other boundaries for sensitive areas should be effective in keeping dogs and people out of the area.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1371 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352409 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: All that said, I would like to propose a couple of things that might improve the situation: off 
leash areas should have clear signposting so that those who are not comfortable around dogs, or who would just prefer 
not to be around dogs, can choose to go elsewhere (in the other 99% o the lands); in addition, we dog owners are willing 
to compromise seasonally when native species of bird or plants need some extra protection from the dogs, and if during 
those times, signs are posted, we would be willing to have our dogs on leash in those sensitive areas, or under voice 
command to keep out.  
  
Corr. ID: 2064 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 355624 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: There were new posts with wires up to replace the old sand covered ones in the areas that are 
off limits. It's great that GGNRA are replacing the posts to help restrict access to "protected areas", but it really isn't 
effective. Many times, you still see people (with AND without dogs) walking through the restricted areas. To be clear, 
GGNRA should post clear signage at each of the areas where both dogs AND people are not allowed. 
The new posts and wires do not prevent sand from sliding into the protected areas. If you walk down the paved trail to 
the very end, you can see numerous spots where the sand has clearly taken over the paved walkway and has covered 
plants in the "protected areas." This isn't something that the dogs or people have caused. That's mother nature. If the 
GGNRA is really that concerned about the "protected areas" spend the time and money on effective barriers to protect 
these areas. There's no point in putting up new posts if they aren't effective. The sand has been overwhelming the path 
and plants for months now. GGNRA needs to come up with a better idea to protect the plants, which are living areas for 
other animals. 
  
Corr. ID: 4117 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361459 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: If there is to be any resolution, the Park District needs to do a survey of endangered species, 
either plant, bird or animal, identify those that need the greatest protection, like Snowy Plovers, establish rules, stick to 
them and then have a strong enforcement program. It's a waste of time having all these meetings where dog owners rule 
or environmentalists rule because the real rules needs to be set by the governing agency and enforced. 
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Response: The final plan/EIS does establish year round closures for sensitive areas, including snowy plover areas at Ocean 
Beach and Crissy Field, as well as changes in use in other sensitive wildlife or plant areas in the park to better protect 
resources; and incorporate seasonal closures at Muir Beach and Rodeo Beach for seasonal creek/ocean connectivity to protect 
fish passage. These restrictions are key protections and will be among the first to be implemented.  
 

CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53169) A permit rule for certain areas such as the Snowy Plover Protection Area 
(SPPA) could be established to reduce the impacts from dogs in those areas. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 204 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350105 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: How about issuing permits for locals to walk their leashed-dogs in areas such as SPPA? This 
would limit the number of dogs in the area and truly provide some of the balance you claim to be seeking. A "No-dog" 
policy does not offer any balance. 

Response: To reduce impacts to snowy plovers, no dog walking will be allowed within the Snowy Plover Protection Area at 
Ocean beach; seasonal restrictions have not been effective there. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53170) To reduce the number of dogs within GGNRA, the number of dogs 
allowed per person should be reduced and a high dollar permit fee should be implemented for professional dog walkers.

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 5941 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364764 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: If there are too many dogs at once then reduce the number of dogs one person can bring. The 
professional dog walkers are allowing many families/individuals to have dogs even though they are not home to be with 
them. Make it very expensive for the dog walkers to operate their businesses, at the moment they operate for free. It will 
reduce the number of professional dog walkers and dog owners and therefore dogs!

Response: The final plan/EIS proposes that dog walkers be limited to three or fewer dogs at most sites, but dog walkers may 
apply for a permit to walk up to six dogs at certain sites for a fee. This information can be found in chapter 2 in the "Elements 
Common to All Action Alternatives" section and on the "Summary of Alternative Elements by County, North to South" table. 
The proposal to allow more than 3, and up to 6, dogs per walker through a permit aligns with dog walking regulations in 
most, adjacent public land management agencies. Costs for an NPS permit for special park uses are regulated for cost 
recovery purposes. For more information on permits, please see Appendix F of the draft plan/SEIS.  
 

CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53172) The NPS should make changes on a case-by-case basis or use density to 
put limits on the allowed level of dog use. When changes are made, the NPS should establish pilot programs to test the 
effectiveness of changes. After implementing the plan, the NPS should monitor the results and present the results in a report. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 224 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350142 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: As a frequent Ocean Beach visitor, my recommendation is to base the dog and off-leash 
restrictions on visitor density. 
  
Corr. ID: 5631 Organization: Marin Conservation League Comment ID: 364040 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: Finally, the effectiveness of Alternative F in protecting resources and enhancing safety of 
visitors and dogs will depend heavily on the combination of responsible observance by dog walkers and enforcement 
actions taken by GGNRA. Because neither of these can be assured, adoption of this alternative should be conditioned on 
establishment of a date-certain to allow for review of the Plan's effectiveness based on monitoring of user compliance.  
  
Corr. ID: 6056 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365274 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I also encourage you to think creatively, and potentially institute pilot programs that try to 
maximize the benefits of all users while reducing risk to the environment and the visitors and bay area residents as well 
as our canine companions.  
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Corr. ID: 6121 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365481 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Finally, I hope you will consider doing an "impact study" a year or two after you impose 
whatever new plan you choose - to see whether more or less people are using the area, how satisfied they are, and so on. 
  
Corr. ID: 6186 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365983 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Differentiate the various GGNRA land parcels by appropriate criteria for each parcel and 
suggest the most important and urgent steps towards achieving the stated goals on a case by case basis while 
acknowledging (quantifying current use, problematic issues, and expected benefits of any imposed restrictions vs. any 
displacement expected) and use this as the basis for your recommendations. 

Response: The monitoring management program will in fact adjust and make changes as needed to ensure effectiveness of 
the dog plan by monitoring the results; when approaching an unacceptable impact, for example, primary or secondary 
management actions will be taken by the Superintendent to mitigate those impacts. The monitoring program will include 
testing of indicators, education and outreach on the program and annual reporting. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53173) Commenters suggested that fences or natural barriers be used to separate 
areas for off-leash dogs, especially in areas adjacent to children's parks. This is necessary to protect other visitors and 
resources.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 4693 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361343 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In addition, off-leash dogs near playgrounds can be dangerous to our small, toddling children 
and I believe a safe-distance perimeter would be helpful so children can also enjoy the grassy areas and not be in fear of 
getting knocked over by a dog chasing a ball.  
  
Corr. ID: 6639 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368121 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Unlashed Dog Areas: All designated areas which allow not-tethered dogs must be well defined 
with beginning and full-circle endings of impenetrable barriers where dogs cannot escape and where others do not have 
to deal with most owners' inability to restrain pets.  
 
Unleashed areas must not span public paths-of-travel walkways, driveways or be open to any adjacent areas where not-
tethered dogs are not allowed. Owners will claim ignorance, bully any other park user who dares to ask them to tether 
their pet, and ignore rules anyway if not strictly contained within an area. 

Response: Landscape design solutions including fencing and natural barriers where appropriate, will be implemented to 
separate off-leash dog areas. Fencing and natural vegetative barriers are discussed in chapter 2 of the final plan/EIS for the 
alternatives. Signage is also discussed in chapter 2. 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53174) If off-leash areas in the park are eliminated, then off-leash areas should be 
established by NPS elsewhere.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 802 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353312 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: As a dog owner and regular user of Ft. Funston, I implore the National Park Service not to 
close any off-leash areas in or around San Francisco without simultaneously opening other similar sized areas for dogs 
to be off leash. It is unrealistic not to provide dog owners with a large space to exercise their dogs off leash in San 
Francisco. If Ft. Funston were to be closed to off-leash dogs but another area were to be opened, perhaps at Ocean 
Beach, Golden Gate Park, or the Presidio, I would understand and accept the new regulations. But to close an off-leash 
area without opening another in it's place will put dog owners in an extremely difficult position. I, for one, would likely 
exercise my dog in areas with leash requirements but lax enforcement, which is not a good solution for anyone.

Response: NPS does not have the authority to establish off-leash dog walking in areas outside its own jurisdiction; however, 
GGNRA has been working regionally with counties and open space groups, such as in San Mateo county, to consider this. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53175) Parking for people with dogs should be provided in key areas so that they 
can access dog-friendly areas. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 3834 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359950 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Provide Pet Parking 
The plan needs to provide a parking area acceptable for dog owners and walkers to park their vehicles which provides 
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reasonable access to pet acceptable areas and prevents uncontrolled animals from running immediately onto people 
friendly beaches and grass areas that are off limits to pets. 

Response: NPS did consider parking areas when establishing dog walking areas throughout the park. NPS is unable to 
establish parking areas specifically for any one user group, other than for accessibility purposes, given the administrative and 
enforcement burden of managing a high demand area for one specific use. It's also not feasible given the various users within 
GGNRA, of which dog walkers are estimated to represent only 10-12% of all uses. 
 

CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53176) The NPS should not allow commercial dog walking in Golden Gate 
National Recreation Area 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 4932 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361792 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The plan must not allow commercial dog walking, which is not an appropriate activity for 
national park lands. Use of the GGNRA by the commercial dog walking industry constitutes an exploitation of park 
lands strictly for private financial gain. Commercial dog walking provides no service or benefit to other park users, 
adversely impacts park resources and values, and only serves private enterprise at the expense of the American public. 
  
Corr. ID: 6146 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365618 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Fort Funston has been inundated with professional dog walkers coming day after day, mornings 
and afternoons. To have them limited to 6 dogs per person would be great. Keeping track of 10 or 12 unleashed dogs, 
especially while simultaneously talking on a cell phone is just not possible. If this goes through, please require them to 
throw away their bagged dog feces in trash cans and not leave them at the top of stairway/sand ladders (because who 
wants to carry bags of poop down and back up again?) for later (maybe) pick up. 

Response: The majority of commercial dog walkers walk more than 3 dogs. The primary mechanism for managing and 
limiting the number of commercial dog walkers within GGNRA is the through the permit system in the proposed rule. 
Permits will be required for anyone who walks between 4 and 6 dogs. Qualified permittees will receive annual permits and 
will only be allowed to walk 4-6 dogs per walker from Monday-Friday between 8 a.m and 5 p.m. in seven park areas. Permits 
may be revoked for non-compliance. This approach to regulating and controlling commercial dog walking is consistent with 
NPS policy. The NPS Management Policies allow the issuance of permits for special park uses that provide a benefit to an 
individual, group or organization rather than the public at large, that require some degree of management control to protect 
resources and the public interest and that are not prohibited by law or regulation. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53177) NPS should produce an annual report with statistics regarding compliance, 
based on monitoring of the conditions at Golden Gate National Recreation Area. The NPS should use adaptive management 
to implement the plan based in part on that report. There should be a clearly defined compliance rate in place that triggers 
further review under the Monitoring Management Strategy. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6191 Organization: Golden Gate Audubon Society Comment ID: 366100 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: Finally, the National Park Service should produce an annual report with statistics regarding 
compliance with the existing rules (whether it be the 1979 Pet Policy or the new dog management rule). The report 
should include site-specific information on (1) statistics of compliance, (2) counts of incidents involving dogs, (3) an 
estimate of costs for (a) enforcement, (b) natural resource damages, and (c) other incidental costs associated with 
managing dog-related recreation at the site. The annual report will assist in adaptive implementation of the dog 
management plan and help the public and the Park Service understand the true financial cost of this recreational activity 
in the Park.  
  
Corr. ID: 6678 Organization: Wild Equity Institute Comment ID: 369621 Organization Type: Non-Governmental 
Representative Quote: The SETS incorporates a monitoring-based management strategy that allows Park Service staff 
to 
monitor noncompliance and impacts to natural resources, rather than the initial automatic 
triggers that were originally proposed. This strategy allows management actions to be 
implemented when the level of compliance is deemed unacceptable based on violations and/or 
impacts to resources. 
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However, this leaves the door open for limited enforcement by the Park Service. There must be 
some kind of demonstrable commitment of enforcement from the Park Service, rather than simply 
a wait-and-see approach. If the Park Service must use adaptive management, it still needs 
accountability mechanisms in place that guarantee effective management of the GGNRA. 
One change that should be made is a lower percentage of compliance triggering further review for 
an area. The Park Service previously admitted that it was only striving for 75% compliance, and 
now it does not even have a specific threshold at all, only what will be deemed unacceptable. 
Even if there are no measures that apply automatically, there should still be a clearly defined 
compliance rate in place that triggers further review. The SETS states a 75 percent threshold 
could trigger restrictions in some areas by only one hundred violations, while other sites might 
require several thousand violations before a 
change was implemented, despite greater impacts to 
resources and values in the latter case. (SEIS pg. 64). 
The same amount of review that would be required to determine what is unacceptable for a site 
could be done during the current planning phase. This would promote transparency and allow for 
public review of the Park Services plan to address non-compliance in each area. The 
environmental review process is intended to be comprehensive and failing to set specific goals 
thresholds does nothing but further delay the inevitable. 

Response: GGNRA will compile annual data reports as input to management on compliance based on the monitoring 
management program. The purpose of the monitoring management program is to ensure that there are no unacceptable 
impacts on park resources, visitors, or park employees as a result of non-compliance with the new rule. The Superintendent 
may initiate primary or secondary management actions to improve compliance. Please see chapter 2 of the final plan/EIS for 
more information on the Monitoring Management Program. The framework for this program will include both indicators and 
thresholds (ie. triggers) for action, and be peer reviewed in accordance with DOI and NPS scientific integrity policies. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53178) Commenters felt that the definition of voice control should be better 
defined and the effectiveness of voice control should be evaluated.

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 3834 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359949 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Unless you have a clear and verifiable definition of what constitutes complete and 100% oice 
control of a pet by a dog owner or walker. This is ambiguous and unenforceable. This should not be an acceptable 
method for walking dogs along the public paths. I regularly see dogs walking well behind or out of visual eye sight of 
owners who are distracted or focused on other things. These owners are not in control of their pet. This also creates 
more ambiguity making enforcement difficult since technically they may be within voice range and therefore meeting a 
vague definition of under voice control.  

Response: Voice control is defined as being able to immediately recall a dog to one's side, without regard to circumstances or 
distractions, and attach a leash to the dog's collar. NPS has added 'within direct eyesight of the dog walker' to the definition to 
ensure each dog walker is always aware of his/her dog's behavior. The effectiveness of voice and sight control on a particular 
dog is often a product of the training of each dog walker and dog. The NPS encourages all users of voice and sight control 
areas to take behavioral training classes with their dog. Having a demonstrable standard for recall reinforces the need for 
owners to train their dogs appropriately. Field staff will be trained in what constitutes appropriate recall to facilitate education 
about and enforcement of this standard. Compliance with recall standards will be monitored and addressed through the 
monitoring management program.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53179) Some commenters made suggestions for more stringent regulations to 
protect special status species given the impacts of dogs on these species, while others suggested that less stringent regulations 
be put in place based on the lack of impacts from dogs on special status species. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1450 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352579 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: NONE of the alternatives for Ocean Beach allow dogs off leash west of Lincoln to Sloat. 
Leashing dogs here is completely untenable. This is the most urban stretch of beach north of LA. Human concerns 
trump the birds on this one. The Snowy Plover can find another place to roost, it's really just that simple. We can't turn 
back the clock. It's too late. The humans have already arrived on this little stretch of beach.  
  
Corr. ID: 1682 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353567 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
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Representative Quote: The Summary of the Management Report states clearly that the impact of leashed dogs to the 
endangered red legged frogs, garter snakes and butterflies would be negligible and would be minor to other wildlife. If 
the ecology is not threatened, such a restrictive policy is totally unjustified. It is hard for me to comprehend  
  
Corr. ID: 5200 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362588 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Invaluable wildlife, such as the snowy plover (and all other native species), must be protected 
from off-leash dogs. Off-leash dog running should not be permitted anywhere in GGNRA, but if, for political reasons, it 
is, it should be restricted to areas of no habitat value where native wildlife will not be harmed.  
  
Corr. ID: 6408 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366905 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The DMP is also inadequate for protecting Snowy Plover habitat because it does not include 
the entire portion of Crissy Field and Ocean Beach. It draws imaginary boundaries that do not comport with typical 
visitor's understanding of GGNRA, and the plovers are not, to the best of my knowledge, able to discern where these 
boundaries are either. A typical visitor with a dog will not always know if he or she is entering an area where pets are 
restricted, especially if the regulatory signs are vandalized or torn down by individuals who disagree with the rules, as 
too frequently happens. This, again, will invite violations of pet regulations as people claim ignorance or confusion over 
the exact boundary. A closure prohibiting pets- -on- or off-leash- -should apply to all of Ocean Beach and Crissy Field.

Response: Protection of park resources is a core objective of the dog management plan, and as such dog related impacts will 
be monitored as part of the Monitoring-Based Management Program. If resources are determined to be "approaching 
unacceptable impact levels," primary and secondary management actions would be implemented as described in chapter 2 of 
the final plan/EIS.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 57376) The dog management policies of Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
should coincide with those of the city and county of San Francisco. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 693 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352951 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Having read the draft proposal for dog management on GGNRA lands, I would like to 
comment that the proposal is much too restrictive. Especially at Fort Funston and Crissy file, where off leash dogs have 
been allowed for decades. 
 
Please loosen the restrictions proposed and further, adopt a similar set of restrictions as the city and county of San 
Francisco. 

Response: NPS staff obtained dog management policies and other applicable information from a variety of state, regional, 
county, and city park and recreation agencies. Please see chapter 1, Summary of Background Conditions and Review of 
Literature, in the final plan/EIS, and chapter 2, Alternative Elements Eliminated from Consideration, Allowing More than Six 
Dogs per Dog Walker, for more information.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 57378) On-leash dog walking should be permitted at Phleger Estate in San Mateo 
County.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1616 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353210 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I would like to see GGNR open up Phleger Estate to leashed dogs.  

Response: The Phleger Estate was not one of the 22 sites analyzed in the dog management plan/EIS as it has never been a 
park dog walking area, and falls outside the scope. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 57380) Snowy plovers at Ocean Beach should be moved to the Farrallones if they 
are being impacted by dog walking. Dogs should continue to have access at Ocean Beach. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 208 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350114 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Humans, dogs, cats and other animals have the same rights to access Ocean Beach as snowy 
plovers. If these birds are so effected by the presence of other beings (which includes wildlife), move them off to the 
Farrallones and they can thrive without any outside influences. 

Response: Snowy plovers are native to Ocean Beach and are also protected under the Endangered Species Act. Removal of 
all Snowy Plovers from their native habitat in order to support recreational use is inconsistent with NPS policy. 
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AL1010 - Suggest an Alternative Element that has Been Dismissed  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53205) Commenters suggested NPS charge fees to walk dogs off leash, either in 
conjunction with permits or licenses, or simply as use fees. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 51 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 343271 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I would also suggest permits ($1000 a year per dog) to be able to use the off leash areas. Many 
dog owners who prefer off leash areas see their dogs as children and $1000 a year is reasonable as it is a lot less 
expensive than pre-school or day care or after school activities. They should pay this minimal fee to essentially enjoy 
exclusive use of those designated off leash areas. Right now they are getting it for free while the rest of don't get to 
enjoy those areas.  
  
Corr. ID: 91 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 339924 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The only thing I would entertain, is the addition of a fee based permit system to off set the 
costs of Park Maintenance at the different parks that allow dogs to walk off leash.  
 
My last thought is that the GGNRA could issue fee based permits for dogs who visit Ft Funston and other parks that 
allow dogs. 
  
Corr. ID: 304 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350545 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I would in fact be willing to pay for the privilege to walk my dog off leash at Rodeo. Dog 
owners could, for example, pay $150 per year for a permit proceeds of which could be use for beach 
cleaning/maintenance as well as enforcement of "dog rules" (e.g., fines for lack of dog feces clean up, aggressive dog 
behavior, etc.). This would be a small price to pay for the ability to visit such a magical place with our friends.  
  
Corr. ID: 1296 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352258 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Since this has been going on nothing has been done to repair walking trails or to remove sand 
from the trails. Is that because GGNRA wants NO ONE on the land? If dogs are not allowed off leash, the parking lot 
would be empty. Why can't you leave it the way it is and perhaps charge a small fee for upkeep?  

Response: During the public comment period for the draft plan/EIS, commenters suggested requiring a daily, monthly, or 
annual fee at the park for dog walking. The fees collected could cover maintenance or restoration of the area, for example. 
NPS has considered but dismissed charging fees to all dog walkers. Dogs are allowed in NPS units servicewide under 36 
CFR 2.15, and no fees are charged in other park units for dog use. GGNRA has noted that dog walking is an appropriate use 
of the park. What sets GGNRA apart is both the off-leash use, and the larger number of dogs at GGNRA, particularly the 
additional management concerns that arise from the walking of multiple dogs at one time. Therefore, NPS exercised its 
discretion to require a special use permit for those who walk between 4 and 6 dogs. Permit fees from these permits will be 
used to support the costs of the permit program. Permit fees for particular off-leash activities and uses as part of a permit and 
training program could also be implemented under the monitoring-based management program should impacts to resources 
or the number or type of violations approach an unacceptable impact. Thus, while GGNRA is prohibited by law from 
charging entrance fees, fees collected pursuant to a permit would be a special use recovery fee, not an entrance fee. 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53206) Commenters suggested restricting use by time of day or day of the week.

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 254 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350361 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Instead of completely shutting down off-leash for places like Fort Funston, Land's End and 
Ocean Beach there be off-leash hours. For example mornings and evenings. I understand the concern at Land's End 
during high tourist hours (10-5) but not during low tourist hours (5am-10am & 5pm-8pm/closing) Also I think the dogs 
in the early morning help to ward off the coyotes in some of these larger areas. I think it would serve our community 
better if hours of off-leash dog use were imposed rather than a complete ban of off-leash use.  
  
Corr. ID: 422 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351347 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Did you ever consider making on-leash requirements on the weekends and let us locals have 
off-leash Monday through Friday?  
  
Corr. ID: 510 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351839 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: My observation is that you are not considering possibilities for dog management at Muir Beach 
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other than requiring that all dogs be leashed at all times. I would like you to consider one of the following compromises 
so that the local residents feel heard and represented: 
A. Allow dogs to be off leash on weekdays because the use of the beach is low on those days. Require leashes on 
weekends. 
B. Allow dogs to be off leash until noon every day and leashed after noon. This alternative will give some weekend 
time to local residents who work elsewhere during the week. 
C. Allow dogs off leash at all times except peak times during the summer months.  
  
Corr. ID: 606 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352710 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: As far as people and dogs.... what about having times when dogs are not allowed? For example 
between 12 and 3 in the afternoon or something. That way if people REALLY want to go hiking without dogs they 
have that option. 
My suggestion about times for dogs and times for people could be particularly useful at Crissy Field. Why not have 
afternoons for one and mornings for the other? That way everyone gets their needs met.  
  
Corr. ID: 2038 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 355457 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: It might be important to make a distinction between weekday and weekend policies. During the 
week, most of the GGNRA Sites have very few visitors. As such, dog use could and should be unrestricted. But on the 
weekends, use skyrockets. Perhaps then there could be dog-specific zones or tighter restrictions. 

Response: Time of use restrictions can be difficult to enforce and confusing to park visitors. Time of use has also been 
suggested for times when visitor numbers are low (early am or late pm), but these are generally the times when wildlife 
numbers are higher. Time of use is being used as a permit condition because permits can be more specifically managed and 
restricted if permit conditions are not met. This management concept and tool, though, will remain an option for dog 
management in future decision-making, including as an optional management response through the monitoring management 
program. Please see chapter 2, National Park Service Preferred Alternative and Alternative Elements Eliminated from Further 
Consideration for additional rationale for time of use restrictions. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53207) Commenters stated that NPS should expand off-leash dog walking within 
GGNRA, specifically along trails, fire roads, and beaches. Commenters stated that some trails should be made available for 
off-leash dog-walking. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 281 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350460 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: There also needs to be some trails that dogs can be off-leash. It is important for dogs to learn to 
walk with their owners under voice command. 
  
Corr. ID: 1070 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351525 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I would also request that fire roads universally allow voice control, assuming no presence of 
endangered species in the vicinity.  
  
Corr. ID: 1109 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351650 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The ability to enjoy national parks with our dogs off leash and under voice control is one of the 
incredible things that sets Marin apart.  
 
I want to voice my strong support for the expansion of off-leash dog areas and the belief that this is an important aspect 
of our community.  
  
Corr. ID: 1131 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351688 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I don't support increased restrictions on dogs in Marin County, and urge the federal government 
(as well as state, county and municipal governments) to allow off-leash dogs on all beaches and trails, so long as dogs 
are within owners' voice control.  
 
In those areas where habitat restrictions are needed, rope off those areas in accordance with a publicly-approved natural 
resource management plan. Otherwise, allow the public, and their pets, to enjoy their (publicly-owned!) resources.  
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Corr. ID: 2642 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 356965 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: This plan will not allow off-leash dog walking on any trail anywhere in the GGNRA. There is 
no evidence presented that off-leash dog walking on GGNRA trails has had any negative impacts. Despite this, the 
GGNRA decided not even to consider the possibility of off-leash dog walking on any trails at all. This results in a major 
restriction of off-leash dog walking in Marin County in areas where it had been practiced for decades.  

Response: Expanding both on-leash and off-leash dog walking areas was considered in the final plan/EIS. Additional 
information can be found in chapter 2, Alternative Elements Eliminated from Further Consideration.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53209) Commenters stated that GGNRA should impose fines or penalties for 
visitors who do not control their dog, pick up after their dog, or whose dog causes injury to another visitor.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1151 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351778 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I do think that there should be stiff fines/penalties to dog owners who do not control their pets 
or who fail to clean-up after their pets. Perhaps this will encourage everyone to appreciate the opportunity to continue 
using GGNRA trails and beaches.  
  
Corr. ID: 1192 Organization: Golden Gate Audubon Member Comment ID: 351955 Organization Type: 
Recreational Groups  
Representative Quote: The GGNRA is the only U.S. park allowing unleashed dogs, so Snowy Plovers at Ocean Beach 
Crissy Field are threatened. Needed are enough dog-free trails so wildlife is allowed to live and flourish without 
predator, i.e., dog worries. Off-leash areas need fencing. New rules should allow the elderly to walk, families to picnic 
people to hike, jog watch birds. I'm not advocating a ban on dogs, but instead, want to see a balance so both dogs and 
birds can be protected, as well as people who enjoy these spectacular areas of nature. 

Response: The final plan/EIS prohibits uncontrolled dogs and failing to properly dispose of dog feces. NPS law enforcement 
personnel will be able to cite individuals who violate these provisions. Fines and penalties for violating NPS regulations are 
imposed by the federal courts. The NPS does not have the ability to impose fines itself. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53210) Commenters suggested that NPS should restrict dog-walking seasonally to 
protect birds and other wildlife.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1173 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351902 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I do not see why we can't both protect the fauna and flora, as well as provide realistic open 
space for people with dogs by perhaps making the restrictions seasonally effective, in order to protect migrating/nesting 
birds and other wildlife. Sensitive vegetation/soils, sand dunes, and even historical relics, can be fenced off from both 
dogs and people  

Response: The final plan/EIS establishes year round closures for sensitive areas, including snowy plover areas at Ocean 
Beach and Crissy Field, as well as changes in use in other sensitive wildlife or plant areas in the park to better protect 
resources; and incorporate seasonal closures at Muir Beach and Rodeo Beach for seasonal creek/ocean connectivity to protect 
fish passage. These restrictions are key protections and will be among the first to be implemented.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53211) Commenters stated that NPS should consider a citizen-based reporting 
system to report pet policy violations.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1682 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353559 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I suggest a program where citizens are allowed to report to the NPS dogs/owners who are not 
obeying the spirit (if not the letter) of policies included in the final management plan. People who are upset by a dogs 
behavior could take a photo of the dog/owner or get the dogs license number in order to make a report to GGNRA staff. 
Most people routinely walk their dogs in the same areas, so rangers on patrol could be on the lookout for dogs that had 
been reported. A suitably substantial fine would encourage better compliance. The nature of this offence is such that 
only periodic enforcement may be adequate. 

Response: Several suggestions provided by commenters for enforcement would not be feasible, as outlined in the Alternative 
Elements Eliminated from Further Consideration section of chapter 2 of the final plan/EIS. Enforcement strategies eliminated 
from further consideration based on feasibility include the use of volunteer law enforcement personnel. NPS Director's Order 
7, Section 8.4 states that the Volunteers in Parks Act of 1969 does not permit use of volunteers for law enforcement work 
such as issuing citations. However, volunteer stewardship and/or trail patrol groups will be encouraged to assist in informing 
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users of the rules and reporting incidents to NPS personnel in a timely manner. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53212) Commenters stated that NPS should rotate areas where dogs are off-leash; 
this could reduce the damage to vegetation from overuse. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 2658 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354817 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The only place they will be able to go in San Francisco county will be McLaren Park. How will 
3000/dogs a day impact that tiny 30 acres? We need more areas not less. If an are is over used, then you need a plan to 
rotate acreage. You need a system like in skin resorts of hard, easy, moderate places, you need to teach people what 
works and doesn't work for hiking. Keeping dogs off trails is NOT the answer. 

Response: Rotating areas between on and off-leash dog walking can cause confusion among visitors and is difficult to 
enforce; in some cases, where it is feasible, some part of a larger VSCA may be closed for restoration while the remainder 
stays open and is later rotated for restoration. Rotating use of each site is, otherwise, not a preferred approach for dog 
walking. However, VSCAs could be periodically closed to allow re-growth of vegetation on an as needed basis. In addition, 
the monitoring management program ensures continued protection of park resources. Through monitoring, if it is determined 
that dog-related impacts to park resources are approaching an unacceptable level, primary and secondary management actions 
will be implemented. These management actions are described in chapter 2 of the final plan/EIS and can include additional 
fencing, increased buffer zones, and additional restrictions and closures. 
 

CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53213) Commenters believe that off-leash areas could be made safer by requiring 
dog owners to take their dogs through classes and obtain certification in order to enjoy the benefits of off-leash recreation, 
especially when handling more than one dog. Some classes and certifications suggested include: pack management training, 
the AKC Canine Good Citizen test, and the SPCA's open space etiquette class. Commenters also state that all dogs should be 
vaccinated and licensed and that dog walkers and owners should be required to carry identification that would be readily 
available, and visible, in case of an incident. 
 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 205 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350108 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I do want to comment about the commercial dog walkers and the owners of multiple dogs that 
walk at Fort Funston. I feel that the commercial dog walkers do include experts but this group also includes some 
individuals with much less training. I believe ALL walkers (commercial / private citizens) should be required to 
complete pack management training and dog training certifications before being permitted to walk more than TWO 
dogs off leash or on. I would be thrilled to see a permit of this nature that required the walkers to carry a photo id badge 
whenever walking dogs anywhere in the city. Dog trainers with pack management training are very capable of walking 
six dogs off leash in an open space like Fort Funston. Fort Funston is ideal for dog hikes as its layout is quite safe for 
them. 
 
Certainly, I believe an upgrade of commercial dog walking guidelines needs to be considered. Dog trainers with pack 
management training are the best qualified to walk 6 dogs off leash. Those without this training would definitely be less 
able to guide dogs..though I am sure there are some that have a natural gift, I would prefer they all be formally trained. 
Those without formal training could perhaps apprentice with those more qualified.  
  
Corr. ID: 270 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350395 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In the non-protected areas of Ocean Beach, and in Sutro Park, I suggest that dogs should be 
allowed off-leash IF (and only if) their owner can show physical evidence (ie the test certificate) of that dog having 
passed the AKC Canine Good Citizen Test, when asked by any park police officer. Here is a link describing this well-
established test: http://www.akc.org/events/cgc/training_testing.cfm 
 
The AKC Canine Good Citizen Test is readily available to SF dog owners through the SFSPCA training programs as 
well as through private AKC certified dog trainers. This is the test used to certify Therapy Dogs (one of my dogs serves 
in the VA hospital). Passing the AKC Canine Good Citizen Test requires significant effort by the dog owner, and 
demonstrates good temperment, as well as obedience training, of their dog. Here is a link to the SFSPCA test page: 
http://www.sfspca.org/programs-services/dog-training/classes/canine-good-citizen 
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The Canine Good Citizen certificate should be a requirement for ALL off-leash dogs, everywhere - - and would be just 
as easy to verify as checking to see if that dog has a current dog license; just ask the owner to show a current test 
certificate - - we responsible owners would be happy to do this, and to help inform the public about this change. 
  
Corr. ID: 2451 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358954 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Instead of curtailing off-leash privileges, the GGNRA could institute a dog "green tag" system 
- which certifies dogs and their owners to use the area. Irresponsible dog owners should have their privileges 
suspended, instead of all people losing access to a particular dog walking area. 
  
Corr. ID: 2852 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357639 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: If anything, require dog owners to certify that there dogs are capable of being "off leash". That 
way, uncontrollable dogs must remain on leash and they won't spoil the "off leash" privileges for the mostly capable 
"off leash" dogs in Marin county.  
  
Corr. ID: 4961 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361847 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In this addendum, I would like to reiterate the importance of ensuring all dogs that use 
GGNRA are licensed in the owners' county of residence. This is a very important from a public and canine health and 
safety perspective.It is important because licensing helps to prevent the transmission of disease and rabies from dog to 
people and from dog to dog. A dog can only receive its annual license if it has received certain inoculations such as 
rabies. Assuming the dog's license is current; if the licensed dog were to bite a person, the transmission of rabies would 
be non- existent.  
  
Corr. ID: 4961 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361848 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: To help the ranger with enforcement, NPS could include in the GGNRA dog management 
regulations that the dog's license tag must be visible to allow random, unplanned inspection, within GGNRA 
boundaries, by the ranger in order to confirm the status of the dog's license, In the event displaying the license tag is not 
possible, the person walking the dog would need to present the papers confirming the dog license status to the park 
ranger.  

Response: Please see chapter 2, "Alternative Elements Eliminated from Further Consideration" for information certification 
and tag programs. While training is important to support dog management within a voice and sight control area, Colorado 
Open Space & Mountain parks has found that their original training program was insufficient in many areas, based on their 
own monitoring program, and they have been evaluating what can be most effective. Through its monitoring & management 
program, GGNRA could implement a training and certification or permit requirement, after trying other primary management 
actions, if noncompliance with the new rule continues to approach an unacceptable level. The suggestions of AKC's Canine 
Good Citizen test and SPCA open space etiquette are good examples. In regard to vaccinations and licensing, all dog walkers 
will be required to have the dogs they walk both licensed in their county of residence, and vaccinated for rabies; they will 
also be required to either carry current tags for such from the county or be able to produce proof of such for any law 
enforcement officer.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53214) NPS should consider making all of GGNRA on-leash, with only a few 
fenced areas for off-leash.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 5905 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364513 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: This land is for the use and enjoyment of people first and foremost and there is no reason that 
dog owners cannot leash their animals for the protection and respect of others. This is a major public safety issue as 
there are several incidents throughout the year. I strongly support the entire area being leash only, with a few specific 
fenced areas where dogs can run off leash. 

Response: All off-leash areas will be demarcated by landscape design solutions which will include fencing and vegetative 
barriers where needed and feasible.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 56085) The NPS should implement a certification/tag program similar to the 
Boulder, Colorado program.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6717 Organization: K&L Gates LLP Comment ID: 499890 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
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Representative Quote: The NPS should consider a certification/tag program comparable to one implemented in 
Boulder, CO. Based on how much NPS is willing to spend on its preferred alternative, there appears to be funding 
available for a certification/tag program. A certification/tag program can also be developed through alternative funding 
mechanisms, including community-based models, use of the parks conservancy resources, and hybrid approaches (e.g., 
where some resources from the current proposed monitoring based management plan are reallocated to other strategies 
such as certification/tag program). Advantages of a green tag program are many, as it allows enforcement to target 
problem users (the real cause of issues), not problem areas. A tag program is more fair and effective because 
responsible dog users are not punished and deprived of recreational resources as a result of a few problem users. 
Moreover, a tag program can provide a cross-cutting solution to address all impacts of concern including species of 
concern and other areas needing enforcement. Data from the Boulder program should be considered by NPS, given that 
that program obtained rates of tag carry compliance over 90% and in the initial year of implementation user conflict 
dropped by roughly 40%. Compliance rates for leash carry regulations were at almost 100% according to a Boulder 
representative, and there have been almost no incidents of wildlife harassment. Voice and sight control compliance is in 
the high 80% to low 90% range. This information did not receive analysis in the DSEIS. Relevant reports on the 
Boulder experience, including 
additional modifications to the program being considered, are cited here and CFDG specifically requests that NPS 
review and consider this information (34). 

Response: Please see chapter 2, "Alternative Elements Eliminated from Further Consideration" and the “Monitoring-based 
management program” for information regarding certification and tag programs. A dog and/or dog walker VSCA training 
certification program for use in VSCAs similar to this initial Boulder tag program was considered but dismissed. However, 
an improved educational program in Boulder has been implemented with increased fine schedule and added classroom 
requirements with initial indications that it may be more successful; but final evaluation has not been completed. The 
proposed monitoring-based management strategy program includes focused education and enforcement, as well as a revised 
training certification program based on the improved Boulder model. 
 
AL5000 - Comments on Dog walking Permit System  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53297) One commenter stated concern about the level of experience of 
commercial dog walkers and feels that all dog walkers should be required to complete certain levels of training before 
obtaining a permit to walk 6 dogs off leash.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 205 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405830 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I do want to comment about the commercial dog walkers and the owners of multiple dogs that 
walk at Fort Funston. I feel that the commercial dog walkers do include experts but this group also includes some 
individuals with much less training. I believe ALL walkers (commercial / private citizens) should be required to 
complete pack management training and dog training certifications before being permitted to walk more than TWO 
dogs off leash or on. I would be thrilled to see a permit of this nature that required the walkers to carry a photo id badge 
whenever walking dogs anywhere in the city. Dog trainers with pack management training are very capable of walking 
six dogs off leash in an open space like Fort Funston. Fort Funston is ideal for dog hikes as its layout is quite safe for 
them. 
 
Certainly, I believe an upgrade of commercial dog walking guidelines needs to be considered. Dog trainers with pack 
management training are the best qualified to walk 6 dogs off leash. Those without this training would definitely be less 
able to guide dogs..though I am sure there are some that have a natural gift, I would prefer they all be formally trained. 
Those without formal training could perhaps apprentice with those more qualified. 

Response: All dog walkers walking 4 to 6 dogs will be required to obtain an NPS permit. All permits would require proof of 
liability insurance and approved dog-handling training through existing regionally or nationally-accredited training courses 
offered by the local county jurisdiction in which the activity occurs, and as acceptable by the superintendent. In addition, the 
dog walker must demonstrate the ability to recall their dogs under voice and sight control when requested to do so by an 
authorized person. Please see Appendix F for details on Special Use Permits. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53298) Several commenters believe all dog walkers should have to pay a fee to 
obtain a permit to use Golden Gate National Recreation Area. These commenters feel that this fee would benefit the park and 
could be used to help fund programs to monitor or improve the park's resources. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 51 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405809 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I would also suggest permits ($1000 a year per dog) to be able to use the off leash areas. Many 
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dog owners who prefer off leash areas see their dogs as children and $1000 a year is reasonable as it is a lot less 
expensive than pre-school or day care or after school activities. They should pay this minimal fee to essentially enjoy 
exclusive use of those designated off leash areas. Right now they are getting it for free while the rest of don't get to 
enjoy those areas.  
  
Corr. ID: 1606 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353186 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I would support permit requirements for all dog walkers at the parks, with the fees to be used to 
fund monitoring and education programs. I would also support user permits for non- -dog-walkers, as well. These parks 
are beautiful, and we should all be willing to spend money to keep them that way. 
  
Corr. ID: 5181 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362475 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: No matter what an area is designated have professional or even non professionals that have 
more than one dog should pay a concession use licensing fee to use an area. Have them register, license, and pay the fee 
with NPS and in return NPS supplies the permit. This would aid in conflicts, dog incidents, and even assist in 
identifying owners if necessary for enforcement. 

 
Response: During the public comment period for the draft plan/EIS, commenters suggested requiring a daily, monthly, or 
annual fee at the park for dog walking. The fees collected could cover maintenance or restoration of the area, for example. 
NPS has considered but dismissed charging fees to all dog walkers. Dogs are allowed in NPS units servicewide under 36 
CFR 2.15, and no fees are charged in other park units for dog use. GGNRA has noted that dog walking is an appropriate use 
of the park. What sets GGNRA apart is both the off-leash use, and the larger number of dogs at GGNRA, particularly the 
additional management concerns that arise from the walking of multiple dogs at one time. Therefore, NPS exercised its 
discretion to require a special use permit for those who walk between 4 and 6 dogs. Permit fees from these permits will be 
used to support the costs of the permit program. Permit fees for particular off-leash activities and uses as part of a permit and 
training program could also be implemented under the monitoring-based management program should impacts to resources 
or the number or type of violations approach an unacceptable impact. Thus, while GGNRA is prohibited by law from 
charging entrance fees, fees collected pursuant to a permit would be a special use recovery fee, not an entrance fee. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53299) Some commenters believe that permits for commercial dog walking are 
unnecessary, as San Francisco city and county already have permitting in place and Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
has clearly marked signage explaining the number of allowable dogs. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 361 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351152 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Permits: It is not clear to me that the requirement for permits for dog walkers with 4 to 6 dogs 
is 
worthwhile. It seems that signs posted on the trails and fire roads designating the allowable 
times more than 3 dogs could be walked beyond that point would serve the same purpose just as 
well, and would save both dog walkers and the Park Service a lot of administrative paperwork. 
But I have no strong opposition to permits so long as they are free and easily obtained. So while 
I favor Alternative A on permitting, Alternative F is acceptable.  
  
Corr. ID: 375 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351283 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Permits for commercial dog walking are unnecessary and restrictive. City & county of SF 
already have this in place! 

Response: As a separate federal jurisdiction, NPS must create regulations that address its mission, not that of the adjacent 
city and county areas; however, consistency with other adjacent areas was a consideration in development of the number of 
dogs allowed under a permit. Most Bay Area, and many national, land management agencies, including Marin County and 
East Bay Regional Parks, allow a maximum of 6 dogs per dog walker. The NPS, with input from the Negotiated Rulemaking 
Committee for Dog Management, concluded that three dogs per walker would be allowed and special use permits at some 
sites would allow walking up to six dogs per walker. If walking 4 to 6 dogs within GGNRA, an NPS permit will be required. 
Please see chapter 2 and Appendix F of the final plan/EIS for more information on permitting.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53300) Some commenters support the use of permits for larger groups of dogs, 
stating that issues arise at Golden Gate National Recreation Area with larger groups of off leash dogs. One commenter 
suggested that the permitting for the park be in line with that of the city of San Francisco and require permits for groups 
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larger than 3. Other commenters requested that visitors be limited to a maximum of 2 dogs per person. 
Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 24 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 343268 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I do support the limit of dogs off leash to maximum of 3 dogs (commercial or personal). I hope 
that dog owners will be better able to control their dogs with a limit on the number. I do believe there should be heavy 
fines for exceeding this number for any reason. I also support the requirement of dogs to have the dog owner's name 
and number on the dog in any off leash area. I feel that this will help avoid conflicts between dogs owners and other 
park visitors.  
  
Corr. ID: 801 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353310 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I want to stress the importance of limiting the number of dogs in a group to six, and to require 
permits for groups larger than three.  
 
I have worked in Fort Funston as a Parks Conservancy employee and a volunteer. I have been doing volunteer work at 
Fort Funston for almost 15 years. I have had very few bad interactions with dogs. However, the couple that did occur 
are generally with large (> 5) packs. I have also noticed that the animals in such groups are rarely well controlled and 
often range far off the trails, while dogs being walked individually or in pairs generally keep more or less to designated 
trails. Thus the restrictions on number of dogs that can be walked is essential.  
  
Corr. ID: 4991 Organization: Golden Gate Audubon Society Comment ID: 361895 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: Visitors to the park should be limited to a maximum of two dogs per person  
  
Corr. ID: 5678 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364117 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I strongly support the Draft Dog Management Plan. Visitors should be limited to only two dogs 
in the park. It is crucial that new dog regulations be enforced.  
  
Corr. ID: 6635 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 367557 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I believe the GGNRA needs to carefully differentiate between recreational and professional 
dog walkers. I think the GGNRA should do as the City of San Francisco has done and issue permits that limit the 
number of dogs walked at one time. Perhaps they could even limit the number of permits issued. 

Response: There will be no change to the number of dogs allowed for each dog walker. At some park sites, no more than 
three dogs per walker would be allowed in order to further protect park resources and visitor safety due to the conditions at 
the site. This threshold matches a typical county regulation allowing up to three dogs in a residence. Visitors walking 4 to 6 
dogs would be allowed within seven park areas under an annual NPS permit and review. Please see chapter 2, Permits for 
More Than Three Dogs - Commercial and Individual Dog Walkers for more detail. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53301) Commercial dog walking is not an appropriate park use and the draft 
plan/SEIS doesn't justify its inclusion, which fails to provide for visitor safety, disrupts the atmosphere of peace and 
tranquility, subtracts from public understanding and enjoyment of the park, and undermines a sense of ownership and 
stewardship for the park. NPS policy re: commercial dog walking should not be determined based on regional politics. 
National park values should be upheld with the national interest in mind. Commercial dog walking is a local concern and 
should be managed within the jurisdictional boundaries of local municipalities.

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 5151 Organization: International Urban Estuary Network/Save the Bay Comment ID: 362280 
Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Commercial dog walking is an inappropriate activity for National Park lands.  
Commercial dog walking has never been legally permitted on any of our National Park lands. Use of the GGNRA by 
the commercial dog walking industry constitutes an exploitation of parklands strictly for private financial gain.  
 
Commercial dog walking will not provide any service or benefit to park users, will adversely impact park resources and 
values, and will serve only private enterprise at the expense of the American public. The GGNRA is probably the least 
desirable Park in the National system in which to allow commercial dog walking, heavily used as it is, in a densely 
populated urban setting where open space is at a premium.  
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Permitting commercial dog walking contravenes the NPS Criteria for appropriate park use: it fails to provide for visitor 
safety, disrupts the atmosphere of peace and tranquility, subtracts from public understanding and enjoyment of the park, 
and undermines a sense of ownership and stewardship for the park

Response: NPS will manage and limit the number of commercial dog walkers within GGNRA through a permit system. The 
permit will only allow up to six dogs per walker within specified areas and specified times. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53302) All dogs allowed into the park, especially off leash dogs, should be 
licensed by a local municipality.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6191 Organization: Golden Gate Audubon Society Comment ID: 403504 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: Moreover, the National Park Service should require that dogs allowed into the park-especially 
off-leash dogs-should be licensed by a local municipality. The American Veterinary Medical Association strongly 
supports dog licensing requirements. San Francisco's local SPCA and Animal Care and Control agency also support 
licensing. To our knowledge, none of the dog advocacy groups involved oppose dog licensing. All agree that 
responsible pet guardians comply with local ordinances and license their pets. 

Response: All dogs walked in GGNRA are required to be licensed and tagged in accordance with applicable ordinances of 
the county where the dog owner resides. Without tags, owners will be required to produce the paperwork supporting this if 
asked by a law enforcement officer.  
 
AT1400 - Alta Trail: Suggest Change in Alternative  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53218) Several commenters are concerned with the proposed limitations on dogs 
along Alta Trail. Commenters would prefer that the trail remains available to off leash dog walking; one commenter stressed 
the importance of allowing off leash walking on the Donahue side of Alta Trail. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 2433 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358933 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Oakwood Valley, Alta Trail Map 4-A Yes/In favor:  
Comment: This is the best but still unreasonable. The entire area should be voice control since it is all one loop. Having 
areas where your dog has to be on leash in one spot and then on leash half way in creates artificial areas of conflict and 
harassment by park officials.  
  
Corr. ID: 5286 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362876 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Please do not ban dogs, and certainly leave the Donahue side of the Alta trail as an off leash 
area, the same with Muir Beach - dogs are an important part of the landscape and of living in the bay area. 

Response: Off-leash dog walking on trails and fire roads was considered but dismissed in the final plan/EIS. In addition, off-
leash dog walking on the Alta Trail is not feasible because the trail contains mission blue butterfly habitat and there are safety 
concerns with documented dog / coyote conflicts. The NPS-Donahue easement provides NPS the authority to enforce use 
restrictions within the easement. Off leash on the Donahue easement itself would serve as a barrier to visitors without dogs, 
especially considering its importance as one of the principal access points to Alta. Additional information can be found in 
chapter 2, Alternative Elements Eliminated from Further Consideration. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53219) Commenters suggested that dogs be allowed on loop trails as opposed to 
just out and back trails at Alta Trail and other Marin County sites. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 323 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350585 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Marin Headlands, Alta trails, Pacheco Fire Rds. - -> please allow dogs on loop trails as 
opposed to out back. (A - A) to offer a more active experience for both dogs and owners.  

Response: GGNRA previously changed the preferred alternative following the public comment period on the draft plan/EIS 
to extend the on-leash dog walking opportunity on the Alta Trail to provide a connection to the Oakwood Valley Trail. A full 
loop trail within the park on Alta, or out from Alta and back thru Oakwood Valley would traverse mission blue butterfly 
habitat, so has been considered but dismissed. Both sensitive and contiguous habitat, as well as providing non-dog walkers a 
dog free experience are principal reasons for not creating more loop trails in Marin county. Please see chapter 2, Preferred 
Alternative for Alta Trail for additional rationale. 
 
AW1000 - Animal Welfare: Impact on/to dogs  
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CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53303) Many commenters believe that off leash exercise is the key to keeping 
their dogs mentally and physically healthy. The off leash areas of Golden Gate National Recreation Area provide dogs and 
their owners relief from congested city life. Without these open natural areas, many dog owners feel that their dogs would 
suffer, as their physical and social needs could not be met and their quality of life would be degraded. The beaches also 
provide excellent conditions to train dogs to listen to their handlers, despite immense distractions. Conversely, several 
commenters stated that on-leash exercise has been just as effective in maintaining their dog's health and more on leash 
restrictions would not cause any suffering. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1172 Organization: Golden Gate National Parks Conservancy Comment ID: 351898 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: Over a 30 year period, our family had the pleasure of owning two dogs, consecutively. As we 
lived in the City, we wouldn't think of allowing our dogs to run freely without a leash. I never observed that the dogs 
felt "deprived". When walking them, if we came to an "open area" where unleashed pets were allowed, we untied them. 
  
Corr. ID: 1447 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352577 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: On-leash areas do not provide the same outlet as off-leash areas. For some dogs, this is not as 
much of an issue. For others, it makes all the difference between a well-behaved dog and one that turns to mischief or 
worse. Because of the density of the human population, one might argue that it's even more important for dogs who live 
in an urban area to have the proper outlet for their energy.  
 
As an example, my dog (26 lbs) was rescued from a shelter. He had previously been a stray and so is very fearful. We 
have taken several obedience classes and used private training, but his fear is deeply ingrained. He won't walk farther 
than 1/2 block in either direction from our house, which certainly doesn't give him the proper amount of exercise. 
However, he feels safe at Fort Funston and at beaches, so we take him off-leash there so he can get the proper exercise. 
If we don't take him, he is definitely more difficult to manage. These off-leash areas make a huge difference - - walking 
him on-leash at these places is not nearly as effective  
  
Corr. ID: 1925 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354563 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Some of the best off-leash training work I've done with my dog has been at the beaches, where 
there are canine distractions, no fences, and new stimuli (sand, sea smells, birds) that compete with her attention. The 
training successes translate into a dog who is confident, calm, and able to listen to commands in spite of distractions 
around the busy streets of Richmond, Berkeley, and El Cerrito where we walk. The benefit is not only for me and my 
dog, but for everyone who she comes into contact with. 
  
Corr. ID: 3821 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359906 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Our rescue dog was extremely fearful of people and because we have been bringing her to 
Crissy Field she has improved immensely. She can't wait to get out of the car when we get to the park, she manages 
herself very well and has a great time running and playing with the other dogs. Please keep the park as it is, the park is 
truly a park for all, we love it.  
  
Corr. ID: 5349 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 363000 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: It is critical to the emotional and physical health of dogs to be able to exercise fully. This is 
rarely possible on leash or in small postage stamp sized "dog areas" If dogs are not given adequate exercise they are 
prone to more physical health problems. More importantly they often exhibit more behavior problems that affect 
people. As a veterinarian of 30 years I can tell you that dogs that need exercise and do not get it are more likely to have 
aggression related issues, including dog bites. I am concerned that if you do you not continue to provide space for dogs 
to run you will see an increase in the incidence of dog related problems.  
  
Corr. ID: 6666 Organization: San Francisco SPCA Comment ID: 369538 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: As the SF SPCA can attest, daily exercise is essential to a dog's proper health and well-being. 
Exercise affects a dog's behavior, trainability and aggression levels, which are important to properly maintaining public 
safety in crowded urban environments. Take away off-leash dog areas in the GGNRA, and dog guardians may be 
unable to meet the physical and mental needs of their pets (also at a detriment to their own healthy, active lifestyles). 

Response: The final plan/EIS both recognizes dog walking as an appropriate activity and evaluates the impacts to dog 
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walkers from restricting access. However, the preferred alternative would establish multiple VSCAs in GGNRA. The 
majority of VSCAs would be large enough to accommodate private dog walking with few, if any, crowding issues. Off-leash 
dogs would still benefit from the physical activity and socialization, and would still have the opportunity to walk under voice 
and sight control within those designated area. Permitting of dog walkers with 4-6 dogs will help relieve some congestion as 
well and be allowed only in areas that can accommodate it. Finally, the preferred alternative would allow multiple on-leash 
dog walking areas throughout the park as well which can still provide many health benefits. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53305) Commenters stated that dogs act differently on leash and in confined, 
fenced-in areas than they do when they are unrestricted. Leashes can make some dogs feel trapped, and will lead to less 
supervision. When their natural reaction to avoid a situation is eliminated, dogs can sometimes resort to acting defensively or 
aggressively. Additionally, other local parks are overcrowded, which does not give dogs the same experiences as recreating 
in wide open spaces.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 153 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 349879 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Many dogs are aggressive on leash, dogs that are normally passive and playful. After working 
in shelters and privately training dogs for years, I can tell you that dogs need a lot of exercise and socializing, and they 
are not able to do it well while restricted on a leash.  
  
Corr. ID: 1362 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352394 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Dog behaviorists will inform you that off leash exercise is essential to the physical and 
behavioral health of all larger canines. Frankly, I was a bit surprised at the sheer number of dogs over 50# that daily 
attended Fort Funston. One might expect a few less, in an area so deficient in open space. 
It is well known that dogs greet each other best when left to their own devices, the act of restraining a dog, in the 
presence of another, can instigate violent behavior. The disparity in the numbers of bad incidents at Fort Funston, as 
opposed to those of Crissy Field seem to bear that out. 
We all know the damage to life and property that an out of control 75# dog can do... 
In the interest of public safety, the only logical course of action would be to leave a good thing alone.  

Response: The preferred alternative establishes multiple VSCAs in GGNRA. The majority of VSCAs would be large enough 
to accommodate dog walking with few, if any, crowding issues. Off-leash dogs would still benefit from the physical activity 
and socialization; and, dogs that do not receive enough exercise or become aggressive when restrained by a leash would still 
have the opportunity to walk under voice and sight control within the designated areas. Dog management training is 
recommended for any dog owner visiting GGNRA with their dog, especially if needed to meet voice and sight control 
requirements.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53306) One commenter believes that dogs should be banned from Golden Gate 
National Recreation Area completely, as well as the city of San Francisco, stating that it is inhumane to keep dogs confined 
inside houses and apartments all day with small amounts of exercise. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 126 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 346277 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: This plan allows for too many areas for dogs. Dogs should be banned fron the GGNRA. Dogs 
are destructive. There are too many dogs in the city which is a place that is not suitable for dogs. In part dogs are kept in 
tiny apartments because dog owners use the open space in the GGNRA as an excuse to this. They rationalize to 
themselves that walking their dog for 1 hour a day and the rest of the time keeping the dog in a tiny apartment is fair 
and healthy for their dog. It is not. Dogs are not meant to be in cities especially big dogs. By allowing dogs in the 
GGNRA you are supporting cruelty to animals. 

Response: The objectives, and purview, of GGNRA's dog management plan are described in chapter 1 of the final plan/EIS. 
These include both resource protection and high quality visitor experiences. Banning all dogs and excluding voice control 
from GGNRA would not meet these objectives. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53307) Many commenters feel that restricting off leash access at Golden Gate 
National Recreation Area will ultimately lead to an increase in euthanasia rates in the city's shelters. These commenters feel 
that restricting areas where dogs can run will create behavior problems, which will lead to owners surrendering their dogs to 
the shelters.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1890 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354462 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
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Representative Quote: San Francisco sets a very strong example for the rest of the nation with our achievements in 
terms of humane animal welfare. Animal Shelters from around the country have commended our city and county for 
having the highest adoption to dog birth ratio in the country where elsewhere dog overpopulation is a problem.  
  
Corr. ID: 2883 Organization: DogPAC of San Francisco Comment ID: 354906 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: It doesn't take much for a dog owner to throw their hands up in desperation and abandon a pet, 
should the access to facilities be com e difficult. With a plan like GGNRA Dog Management Plan there is certain to be 
an impact on shelters, rescue adoption agencies and dog training/walking facilities as an increasing number of dog 
owners will abandon their pets. We already face extreme issues with overcrowding in shelters and stray animal control -
why then force beloved pet owners to have to give up their pet when it could be otherwise avoided. 

Response: The final plan/EIS both recognizes dog walking as an appropriate activity and evaluates the impacts to dog 
walkers from restricting access. However, the preferred alternative would establish multiple VSCAs in GGNRA. The 
majority of VSCAs would be large enough to accommodate private dog walking with few, if any, crowding issues. Off-leash 
dogs would still benefit from the physical activity and socialization, and would still have the opportunity to walk under voice 
and sight control within those designated areas. Permitting of dog walkers with 4-6 dogs will help relieve some congestion as 
well and be allowed only in areas that can accommodate it. Finally, the preferred alternative would allow multiple on-leash 
dog walking areas throughout the park as well which can still provide many health benefits. 
 
BB1400 - Baker Beach: Suggest Change in Alternative  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53220) Commenters stated that at a minimum, on-leash dog walking should be 
allowed on all of Baker Beach.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 178 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 349992 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Please modify the play areas to allow at least on leash dogs at Baker Beach, all areas of Ocean 
Beach, and East Beach at Crissy Field. 

Response: To accommodate multiple visitor uses at Baker Beach, South Beach would be available for a no dog experience as 
this area contains the highest concentration of visitors. North beach would allow on-leash dog walking. Please see the final 
plan/EIS chapter 2, Preferred Alternative for Baker Beach for additional rationale. 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53221) ROLAs - Commenters stated that ROLAs should be established within the 
following locations at Baker Beach: Monterary Cypress Biological Wastelands, north and south ends of the beach, and on the 
entire beach.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 3723 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359403 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I suggest that off leash dog walking under voice control continue to be allowed on all parts of 
Baker Beach. If restrictions are made please consider off leash dog walking on the north or south ends of the beach 
where there are natural cliff boundaries and less use by humans. Another alternative I suggest would be off leash dog 
walking allowed weekdays or weekday mornings when there are few beach users other than people accompanied by 
dogs.  
  
Corr. ID: 6492 Organization: Nature in the City Comment ID: 367585 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: At Baker Beach, there may be some candidate Monterey Cypress-Ehrharta erecta biological 
wastelands - sufficient distance from the restored dunes, Battery Chamberlain and other resources - that would be 
appropriate for a ROLA.  

Response: VSCAs would not be established at Baker Beach. The level of use of Baker Beach by dog walkers is much less 
than the other 3 beaches in GGNRA in San Francisco county where off-leash use has been designated in the new rule, (ie. 
Crissy Field Central beach, the northern section of Ocean Beach, and Ft. Funston beach). Consequently, Baker Beach was 
identified to provide a more managed dog walking experience as part of a broader variety of visitor beach experiences in 
GGNRA; and as such, on-leash dog walking would accommodate both mobility-impaired visitors seeking that experience 
with their guide dogs without interaction or disruption by other off-leash dogs as well as other visitors from fishermen and 
their families to alternative beach seekers. In addition, Baker Beach provides important habitat for wintering and migrating 
shorebirds, and habitat for sensitive dune and coastal bluff plant species found in the dunes and bluffs along the shoreline. 
Please see chapter 2, Preferred Alternative for Baker Beach for additional rationale. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53222) Commenters stated that dogs should not be allowed on the beaches at 
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Baker Beach.  
Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6191 Organization: Golden Gate Audubon Society Comment ID: 366109 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: Baker Beach - The Preferred Alternative for Baker Beach is problematic for several reasons. 
Splitting the beach into leash-only and no-dog areas will lead to confusion, non-compliance, visitor conflict and 
continued management problems. Furthermore, allowing dogs near the creek outlet, an area often used by shorebirds, 
will increase the potential for wildlife conflicts. As a means of eliminating these problems and of creating more 
opportunities for visitors to enjoy dog-free National Park experiences, the entire Baker Beach area should be designated 
as a dog-free zone.  

Response: To accommodate multiple visitor uses at Baker Beach, South Beach would be available for a no dog experience as 
this area contains the highest concentration of visitors. North beach would allow on-leash dog walking. Requiring that dogs 
be on-leash on 'North Beach' would provide an area of protection from disturbance by uncontrolled dogs for wintering 
shorebirds and rare plants on the hillside while still providing dog walking access at Baker Beach. Please see the final 
plan/EIS chapter 2, Preferred Alternative for Baker Beach for additional rationale. 
 

CB1100 - Comments Regarding the Monitoring Based Management Strategy  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53308) Commenters are concerned about the ability of the NPS to effectively 
protect resources through the Monitoring-Based Management Strategy, as compliance goals and details of monitoring are not 
expressed and there is no commitment to increased enforcement. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6459 Organization: San Francisco League of Conservation Voters Comment ID: 368531 Organization 
Type: Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: The entire success of this plan lies in the concept now referred to as the monitoring based 
management strategy. If this management strategy fails, these rules become meaningless, and we are not just back 
where we started, but worse. We understand the problem posed by picking a 75% lvel of compliance measured by 
violations, which we already suggested were too lax. We are encouraged that the monitoring will look at sites more 
comprehensively, and in particular paying attention to habitat destruction or other impairment of park resources. We are 
frustrated, however, that the details of the monitoring plan have yet to be developed, so must yet have to go through yet 
another public planning process.  
  
Corr. ID: 6631 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368432 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: One of the most troubling developments in the SEIS is the proposed monitoring-based 
management strategy, under which Park Service staff will monitor noncompliance and impacts to natural resources and 
propose mitigation measures at a later date, instead of using automatic triggers that were originally proposed. This 
development is clearly the result of lobbying and political pressure and does not have any factual relevance. The 
previous target for 75% compliance was itself far too low to have any meaningful impact on protecting visitor 
experience or natural resources. Such a compliance level would not change the type and degree of risks to visitors 
exposed to off-leash activity, as described above under Visitor Safety. 

Response: Implementation of the dog management plan includes increased enforcement at park sites and monitoring for non-
compliance and impacts to natural resources. The monitoring management program is primarily concerned with compliance 
concerning dog walking, which includes compliance with regulations designed to protect park resources from impacts. NPS 
will further identify indicators (levels) of non-compliance, and identify a range of impacts that may approach unacceptable 
impacts. If impacts to resources occur from dog walking, primary and secondary management actions will be implemented to 
further protect resources and visitors, including focused enforcement. For more information please see chapter 2, monitoring 
management program.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53309) Several comments offered suggestions for the Monitoring-Based 
Management Strategy to strengthen the strategy, such as community outreach and education, clear standards and better 
enforcement including visible, increased, uniformed law enforcement and issuance of citations and tracking of repeat 
offenders. Commenters stated that draft plan/SEIS fails to identify the mitigation measures that will be undertaken, including 
closure of ROLAs, from adverse environmental impacts. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 5631 Organization: Marin Conservation League Comment ID: 364039 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
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Individual  
Representative Quote: The revised Monitoring-Based Management Strategy is less rigid than the previous 
compliance-based strategy, which did not consider the trail context. Nonetheless, given the size and diverse conditions 
of GGNRA and a limited number of personnel, the Monitoring-Based Management Strategy needs to be supported by 
clear standards and vigorous enforcement that includes (a) visible increase in uniformed law enforcement presence; (b) 
increased issuance of citations, particularly to aggressive violators; and (c) tracking of repeat offenders. We agree with 
others that enforcement of regulations sends the clearest message to people about what is expected of them. Clear and 
prominent signage is also important.  
  
Corr. ID: 6596 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 369628 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The proposed "compliance-based" approach should be modified to create a 
baseline of current conditions, and then measure impacts rather than 
compliance. It should include a robust public educational component and an 
objective, long-term monitoring program designed and carried out with the 
community. The GGNRA should develop partnerships with community, animal 
welfare, and conservation organizations to make this work. These partner 
groups could bring additional resources to limited federal resources. GGNRA 
should be a partner with the City of San Francisco and other communities, not 
an adversary. 

Response: Implementation of the dog management plan includes a public outreach and education program, increased 
enforcement at park sites, and monitoring for non-compliance and impacts to both natural resources and visitors. If impacts to 
resources occur from dog walking, primary and secondary management actions will be implemented to further protect 
resources and visitors. Please see chapter 2 of the final plan/EIS for additional details. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53310) Commenters are concerned about the number of dogs that would be 
displaced from GGNRA and into local dog parks based on the monitoring-based monitoring strategy.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1447 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352575 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The report includes a section about monitoring-based management strategy. That strategy 
includes monitoring the number of dogs and dog walkers, among other items. Has any monitoring of the number of 
dogs (in general, not only for commercial dog walkers) been done as part of the research for the plan? If only 25 dogs 
use Fort Funston on a day, it's not a problem to relocate those dogs to other city parks. But what happens when 
hundreds of dogs are relocated? Or thousands? The potential for aggressive incidents increases dramatically if a large 
number of dogs are relocated to a smaller area. 

Response: If noncompliance is high and impacts to park resources occur from dog walking, primary and secondary 
management actions will be implemented through the Monitoring-Based Management Program. Primary management 
actions will include focused enforcement of regulations, proposed fine increases, increased outreach and education, a specific 
training certification program with dog tags for anyone walking or bringing off-leash dogs into the park, time of use 
restrictions, establishment of buffer zones, fencing, barriers or separations and special use permit (SUP) restrictions. These 
management actions would not exclude visitors from continuing to walk dogs within GGNRA. If non-compliance continues 
or additional impacts to park resources occur, secondary management actions would be implemented. These actions could 
include additional training certification program elements required for use of VSCA’s, limiting the number of dogs off-leash 
at any one time, short or long-term closures to dog walking areas, and/or increases in expansion of buffer zones or 
implementation of other landscape design solutions that include the adjustment of defined VSCA areas. Short- and long-term 
closures could be implemented in a worst case scenario where other means to stop unacceptable behavior has not been 
effective. For additional information on the redistributional impacts, please refer to chapter 4.  
 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53311) The monitoring-based monitoring strategy does not distinguish impacts 
from dogs and from other causes, such as other visitors or climate change. There are concerns that the monitoring-based 
management strategy would be based solely on compliance with leash laws rather than the actual impacts to the park's 
resources.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1011 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351427 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I oppose the Monitoring-Based Management Strategy that replaced the DEIS' Compliance-
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Based Management Strategy. The MBMS is still based largely on compliance with leash restrictions. Although the 
SEIS says the MBMS will consider impacts on resources from non-compliance, it still is primarily focused on mere 
compliance with leash laws and the GGNRA can consider changing off-leash status for non-compliance even if no 
impacts on resources or other visitors are reported.  
  
Corr. ID: 4005 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368804 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The Monitoring Program (summarized on page 63 of the SDEIS) is an important part of the 
plan. Thank you for working on improvements to the former version of this element. While improved, it needs more 
work. For example, it does not address identifying or distinguishing impacts from dogs and from other causes, such as 
human (e.g., disturbance) or natural impacts (e.g., climate change). This is fundamental to a scientifically valid 
monitoring and management program. For example, if there is more than one cause - such as people and dogs in a 
seasonally-restricted wildlife area - any proposed management action should deal with the relevant causes, rather than 
basing management actions on one cause that may not address the problem. The public should be able to comment on 
the appropriate response.  
 
An objective monitoring program - based on maintaining long-standing urban recreational uses per GGNRA's organic 
act - should respond to the data and should allow restoring and increasing dog walking areas, not simply restricting 
them. 
  
Corr. ID: 6101 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365415 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am opposed to the Monitoring-Based Management Strategy that replaced the previous 
Compliance-Based Management Strategy. The strategy is still based largely on compliance with leash restrictions and 
there are no thresholds for violations or other conditions that would trigger any change in status even if on a temporary 
basis.  

Response: NPS is aware that there are many factors impacting resources, including other visitors and climate change, but this 
plan is directly addressing dog management. The monitoring management program is primarily concerned with compliance 
concerning dog walking, which includes compliance with regulations designed to protect park resources and other visitors 
from impacts. NPS will further identify indicators (levels) of non-compliance, and identify a range of impacts that may 
approach unacceptable impacts. For more information please see chapter 2, monitoring management program. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53312) Some commenters are concerned the GGNRA managers would change 
regulations based on compliance without public input on the changes; however, other commenters recognize that the 
Monitoring-Based Management Strategy calls for public review and comments. Commenters do not feel that the Monitoring-
Based Management Strategy is a significant improvement over the Compliance-Based Management Strategy of the draft 
plan/EIS and that there should be a clearly defined compliance rate in place that triggers further review.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6101 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 403545 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The plan allows the GGNRA to unilaterally make additional closures without providing 
meaningful descriptions of the conditions and metrics that would warrant such actions; these changes in use would not 
be subject to a requirement that public review and input be obtained. Any compliance based plan needs to be adequately 
developed with sufficient detail to enable meaningful public comment.  
  
Corr. ID: 6689 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 369455 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The SEIS presents a "new and improved" Management Strategy which they euphemistically 
call "Monitoring Based Management Strategy". This new scheme purportedly addresses the comments/ concerns of the 
public regarding the DEIS. The DEIS plan is in italics above. The SEIS plan is essentially the same except that it 
modifies the portion of the Management Strategy  
 
First, the discussion of compliance rates has changed from 75% to "deemed unacceptable". Respectfully, this is even 
worse! We now have a measure of compliance that is totally subjective, with the GGNRA making all the decisions. 
This is unacceptable. 
 
Further, these short or long term closures could be triggered by any number of conditions totally under the purview of 
the GGNRA, all of which we have no ability to influence by our actions. 
The GGNRA could decide they want to make Fort Funston in its entirety a native plant restoration/habitat; and they can 
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do so, based upon this language. More erosion at Ocean Beach or the beach below Fort Funston, and surprise- -dogs are 
now banned. 
 
Worse, the language indicates a long term closure would likely require a special regulation.  
 
The entire concept of "compliance based management strategy" is one that has never before been utilized in any other 
National Park or National Recreation Area by the NPS. The Draft Plan/DEIS states (page 1725) that "the compliance-
based management strategy is an important and effective tool to manage uncertainty when proposing new action" and 
"has been created" to assure successful implementation and long-term sustainability. We argued this policy attempts to 
allow the implementation of future restrictions without public notice and comment. This is unlawful and should never 
have been included in the DEIS. We were correct - - so they changed the Management Strategy to include public notice 
and comment, but their intent has not changed. Because history has shown the GGNRA has their own agenda and cares 
little about the science or public comment, this SEIS version of a Management Strategy is every bit as much of a poison 
pill as the original version in the DEIS. 

Response: Chapter 2 has been revised to more clearly describe both the Monitoring-Based Management Program's Primary 
and Secondary responses, level of peer-review, and the compliance required for minor and major changes that could occur 
during plan implementation, including changes resulting from the Monitoring-Based Management Program. Please see 
chapter 2, Monitoring-Based Management Program, and chapter 2, Changes to Plan Implementation, for more details. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 57391) ROLAs should be closed if users are not adhering to the rules or if adverse 
impacts to natural resources occur.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6670 Organization: Sierra Club, San Francisco Bay Chapter Comment ID: 369550 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: The Draft SEIS fails to include the only remedy that will ensure that off leash dog users 
comply with rules for a ROLA which is closure of a ROLA when it is shown that the rules are not followed and that 
enforcement has not significantly reduced non-compliance with the rules or has resulted in adverse environmental 
impacts. 
 
The Draft SEIS fails to identify the mitigation measures that will be undertaken, including closure of ROLAs, from 
adverse environmental impacts. For example, if after a period of monitoring it is determined that off leash walking in a 
ROLA has caused damage to vegetation or to species in the ROLA, the plan should provide for closure of that ROLA 
and other measures to restore the habitat and species. The Draft SEIS is inadequate for failing to provide this simple and 
effective tool for dealing with environmental damage. 

Response: If non-compliance is high and impacts to park resources approach unacceptable levels from dog walking, primary 
and secondary management actions will be implemented through the monitoring management program. Please refer to 
chapter 2, “Monitoring-based management program” for more details. 
 
 
CF1400 - Crissy Field: Suggest Change in Alternative  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53223) ROLAs - Commenters suggested allowing ROLAs within the following 
areas at Crissy Field: East Beach, West Beach (year round, or April through October), middle portion of the airfield, entire 
airfield, Marina Green, and entire beach area west of the footbridge. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 364 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351265 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: We need East Beach to remain leash free! 
 
And re Crissy Field, East Beach - the only accessible beach for the elderly physically disabled w dogs needing off-
leash.  
  
Corr. ID: 1609 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353194 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Off leash space is so important to this San Francisco community!! 
You need to keep the beach at Chrissy Field, (west of the foot bridge) the open grass area, and Marina Green off leash. 
  
Corr. ID: 3309 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358120 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
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Representative Quote: I am writing as a responsible dog owner hoping to retain my ability to allow my dog to thrive, 
off lease, at Crissy Field. As with most complex issues, comprise seems the logical approach. At Crissy Field, dogs on 
leash on the path and East Beach so families and joggers are unmolested by off-lease dogs. On the West Beach, allow 
dogs off-lease to romp and play and give and experience joy. This is not too much to ask.  
  
Corr. ID: 6131 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365531 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Limiting the central beach at Crissy for off leash use is unacceptable. This is an established and 
well used off leash area. To provide for a consistent use of the area, some of Crissy could be off-leash, but no areas 
should be prohibited. Limiting only a portion of the airfield for a ROLA is also unacceptable. The entre airfield is 
entirely underutilized to begin with. Delineation of the ROLA and leash required areas would be difficult, and I oppose 
fences to surround or delineate any off-leash area in the GGNRA. 

Response: The VSCA in the middle portion of the airfield has been extended to the east to allow more area for voice and 
sight control dogwalking; and, the Central beach west of the pedestrain bridge would also be a VSCA. These will be signed 
and demarcated. Additional VSCAs, beyond Central Beach and the eastern portion of the Airfield, would not be established 
at Crissy Field given its multiple visitor uses and park resources. Marina Green is not within NPS lands, but instead the City 
and County of San Francisco. Fencing would be installed and maintained along the dunes at Crissy Field and at the eastern 
and western edges of the VSCA on Central Beach. Please see chapter 2, Preferred Alternative for Crissy Field for additional 
rationale.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53224) ROLAs - Commenters suggested ROLAs should be eliminated or reduced 
in size, with barriers, in the following areas: East Beach, eastern airfield, western airfield, and main airfield, in part due to 
their proximity to the wildlife protection area, picnic areas, the Warming Hut, and other user areas. Non-dog owners should 
not have to cross areas where dogs are allowed for access. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 3321 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358145 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Even though Alternative F prohibits dogs in the wildlife protection area it allows dogs, in some 
cases totally off leash, into areas adjacent to, and used by resident, migrating and vagrant birds. It also allows dogs onto 
beach areas where the potential for future interaction with marine mammals is high. ROLAs in the airfield area are too 
close to protected areas, and the airfield has already hosted a number of migrant and rare vagrant bird species that 
would be impacted by the numbers of dogs and owners drawn to designated ROLAs in that area. I would urge you to 
consider more restrictions on dogs at Crissy Field including the elimination of ROLAs along the main airfield. 
  
Corr. ID: 6191 Organization: Golden Gate Audubon Society Comment ID: 387544 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: Crissy Airfield - The Crissy airfield attracts a wide variety of grassland bird species, including 
rare vagrants, and is a popular venue for wildlife viewing. This fact is not adequately represented in the SEIS. The 
eastern portion of the airfield, in its proximity to the Crissy lagoon, is the most environmentally sensitive portion of the 
airfield. Establishing a ROLA on the eastern portion of the airfield will create a greater potential for conflict between 
dog walking activities and wildlife, wildlife viewing, and visitor experience.  
 
We prefer to have no off-leash dogs on the airfield. However, if a section is to be chosen as a ROLA, off-leash activity 
in the central portion of the airfield would have the least impact on wildlife and those engaged in wildlife viewing. Any 
ROLA should be fully enclosed with, at a minimum, post-and-cable fencing and clear signage.  
  
Corr. ID: 6408 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 402226 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Please modify the Crissy Field component of Alternative D and F to eliminate each 
alternative's ROLA, or at least limit the ROLA to solely the eastern portion of the airfield (area east of the easternmost 
north/south path). And make the western portion of the airfield a location where visitors will have the opportunity to 
experience a grassy section of Crissy Field without the presence of dogs  
  
Corr. ID: 6639 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368125 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Crissy Field: There is no map which is adequate. All examples are blatant examples of giving 
into the screaming of dog owners who currently believe that they own this prime location which is always crowded with 
residents and visitors. 
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Map 10 D can be adjusted. As currently shown... 
- . . . The designated dog area does not have hard barriers defining that space ' a mistake. The off-sand (inland) dog area 
crosses walkways and people must walk through the dogdominated area and become secondary to dog behavior ' a 
mistake. 
- The sandy beach area where unleashed dog may access the water's edge makes a right-hand turn to allow dogs to run 
along the long stretch of water's edge in front of where people may access the water ' a very big mistake. 
- If dogs are allowed to be at and in the Bay water, it must be only directly in front of and only as wide as the off-sand 
designated un-leashed dog area. A dog space must not be anywhere close to the Tidal Marsh as the smell and barking of 
dogs is threatening to birds. 
- This Dogs Off-Leashes Area is far too large. It must be reduced in size and situated between walkways so that others 
never have to walk through it or be forced to take longer walkway detours to go around it. 
- IF any waterfront access is allowed, it must be DIRECTLY IN FRONT OF and NO WIDER or longer than the inland 
area. It must be apparent where dogs would naturally be confined and intuitive that people would not want to wander 
into it with the use of natural barriers and signs. 
- Any dog space must always be away from picnic tables, food and grills, the Warming Hut, and where people are 
entering or exiting vehicles in parking areas. 
- Remember: Dogs are NOT the primary users or interest in our public play spaces.

Response: Additional no dog areas have been added to the preferred alternative in the final plan/EIS. East Beach, the 
Wildlife Protection Area (WPA), the West Bluff picnic area, and the westernmost portion of the airfield would be closed to 
both on-leash and off-leash dog walking. To further protect vegetation and wildlife within the WPA, a fence would be 
installed and maintained on the western and eastern edges of the VSCA on Central Beach. VSCAs will be demarcated and 
separated through landscape design solutions (including fencing where appropriate) that do not impede wildlife movement 
while separating off-leash areas from adjacent use areas. Buffer zones, demarcations and on-leash managed dog walking will 
create safer access in traversing these dog walking areas. Please see chapter 2, Preferred Alternative for Crissy Field for more 
information.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53225) Commenters suggested improvements to the parking lot near Middle 
Beach and the east end of the airfield including expansion of the parking lot, and the addition of safety features such as stop 
signs and crosswalks. Commenters also suggested the installation of bathrooms, showers, and water spigots near the airfield 
and tidal marsh to serve those visitors with dogs. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6410 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366972 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Another improvement to the Crissy Field Preferred Alternative I believe is vital is the 
installation of bathroom facilities and showers/water spigots near the border of the airfield and the tidal marsh. The East 
Beach has bathrooms both near the parking lot and in the Crissy Field Center. There is also easy access to water for 
hosing off dogs or children. The closest bathrooms for the Central Beach area are in the Warming Hut, which is both a 
great distance away from the proposed off-leash dog area and on the other side of a dog-restricted region of the beach. 
If the GGNRA demands that visitors to Crissy Field accompanied by dogs confine themselves to a particular section of 
the parklands, it is only fair to provide this segment of park patrons with the same level of access to facilities as other 
patrons. 
  
Corr. ID: 6410 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366971 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I believe there are several outstanding issues with the Preferred Alternative at Crissy Field that 
must be rectified before that option could represent a legitimate plan. If all visitors to Crissy Field that are accompanied 
by dogs, a number I estimate to be about half of all the visitors, are to be concentrated on the east end of the airfield and 
the Central Beach area, then improvements to the parking in that area need to be made. The parking lot near East Beach 
provides 400 spaces of free parking available seven days a week. The parking nearest to the proposed off-leash dog area 
consists of roughly 30 free-parking spots behind Sports Basement and street parking for a fee along Mason Street with 
fees enforced seven days a week. This strikes me as grossly unbalanced and unfair. Also, in contrast to the situation at 
the East beach parking lot, visitors parking in the central area of Crissy Field need to cross Mason Street to access the 
GGNRA lands. Additional pedestrian safety measures such as a crosswalk or stop sign accessing the airfield are needed 
to protect the influx of park visitors redirected to this area. Parking near the proposed off-leash dog area will become an 
even more pressing issue once the Presidio Trust settles on a development plan for the site currently occupied by Sports 
Basement. If this area becomes a citywide cultural destination, the volume of people visiting the Mid-Crissy Field area 
will increase even more dramatically, making parking virtually impossible without an equivalent increase in available 
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spots.  
Response: NPS will evaluate if additional safety features and amenities are needed, including crosswalks from Crissy Field 
parking lots as funding becomes available in its next round of Crissy field planning. Dogs are prohibited from public 
buildings, which includes restrooms and showers. East Beach, though, already has both a water spigot, as part of a joint 
venture with Crissy Dog group, and showers for visitors. No other water features are currently planned, recognizing we are in 
drought conditions; this may also occasionally result in these water features near East Beach parking being turned off. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53226) No Dog Areas - Commenters suggested that opportunities for a no dog 
experience should be increased and established in the following areas at Crissy Field: the entire site, western portion of 
airfield ROLA, the Promenade, east of the lagoon (the Freshwater Swale), all beaches, and all trails. A ROLA should not be 
sited next to the Wildlife Protection Area since NPS has noted that dogs get into that area now.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 311 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350560 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Crissy Field should have no off leash area, dogs should be banned from Crissy. People use it. 
Dogs attack joggers and walkers and I have seen the result of dog of attacks there- - even when 
the dog is on leash 
  
Corr. ID: 4007 Organization: Ca Native Plant Society Comment ID: 359580 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: Marin Headlands and Crissy Field shd not allow dogs on or off leash on trails and beaches in 
these areas to protect plants, wildlife and people; allowing them the freedom of some protected space.  
With protecting these areas you have welcomed the return of many wild visitors that shd not be disrupted from their 
feeding on migration by frolicking dogs and their owners. Dogs roam everywhere these days lets save some space 
where we are free from the effects of there presence.  
  
Corr. ID: 5093 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362170 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Walker along Crissy Field trail must be reserved for walker only - No Dogs. 
 
The sandy beach, next to the main parking lot must require that all dogs be on leash. 
  
Corr. ID: 6191 Organization: Golden Gate Audubon Society Comment ID: 387545 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: Crissy East of the Lagoon - The Freshwater Swale should be designated as a no dog zone 
  
Corr. ID: 6408 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366945 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: don't understand why, in the Environmentally Preferable Alternative (Alternative D) for Crissy 
Field, the NPS would locate a ROLA adjacent to the WPA, or in the NPS Preferred Alternative (Alternative F), the NPS 
would locate a ROLA adjacent to the Tidal Marsh and along Central Beach. As noted in the SEIS, "the park has 
installed fencing to restrict access by dogs and people to Crissy Field Tidal Marsh, and signage has been installed to 
educate visitors on the access restrictions." Yet, this has not been effective enough and "dogs gain access to the marsh 
through the tidal channel under the pedestrian bridge, and have been observed by park staff in the tidal marsh." Again, 
"NPS Management Policies 2006 require that NPS 'ensure that conservation will be predominant when there is a 
conflict between the protection of resources and their use.' A ROLA is inappropriate in areas where there is core habitat, 
including habitat for listed species and habitat, which can be harmed by off-leash dogs."  

Response: Additional dog free areas have been added to the preferred alternative in the final plan/EIS. East Beach, the 
Wildlife Protection Area (WPA), the West Bluff picnic area and the westernmost portion of the airfield would be closed to 
both on-leash and off-leash dog walking. In addition, all permitted dog walking of 4-6 dogs will be eliminated from all Crissy 
field picnic areas and the Crissy Field Promenade (except to directly access the Central beach from East beach parking or to 
directly access the Central beach from the Crissy airfield). To further protect vegetation and wildlife within the WPA, a wider 
buffer and fencing will be installed and maintained on the western and eastern edges of the VSCA on the Central Beach. 
Please see chapter 2, Preferred Alternative for Crissy Field for more information. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53227) On-Leash Areas - Commenters suggested establishing only on-leash dog 
walking areas on all beaches at Crissy Field.  

Representative Quote(s): 
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Corr. ID: 4514 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 360465 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I support the NPS preferred plan as a good compromise. However, in Crissy Field beaches I'd 
like to see more restrictions and would only allow dogs on leash. 

Response: Dog walking would not be allowed on East Beach, the Wildlife Protection Area, the West Bluff picnic area or in 
the westernmost portion of the airfield. On-leash dog walking would be allowed on the Promenade when walking 1-3 dogs, 
and also allowed on the eastern section of the Airfield, on the trails and grassy areas south of East Beach, in parking lots and 
the East beach picnic area. Voice and sight control would continue to be allowed on Central Beach and the central portion of 
the airfield VSCA to accommodate multiple visitor uses at the site. Please see chapter 2, Preferred Alternative for Crissy 
Field for rationale for on-leash dog walking areas. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53228) Fencing - Commenters suggested fencing the following areas within 
Crissy Field: airfield ROLA, central beach ROLA, lagoon outlet zone, and wildlife protection area. Fences at the west and 
east ends of the wildlife protection area should include an adequate buffer zone and should extend to the water at extreme low 
tide. A permit to enter fenced areas was also suggested. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 367 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351269 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In my view, the conclusions are 
outrageously slanted in favor of dogs and dog owners. Crissy Field is a heavily used urban park, closest 
to the largest concentration of the public. It naturally should favor use by pedestrians, who include 
small children, the elderly, disabled people. Your plan continues to put us at risk. I am outraged that 
dogs will be allowed in all areas and off-leash in some. The most sensible solution is to fence off a 
portion of the field for use by dogs .Crissy Field should have as is priority the enjoyment and safety of people not the 
absolute freedom of 
dogs.  
  
Corr. ID: 6191 Organization: Golden Gate Audubon Society Comment ID: 366106 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: Crissy Central Beach - The Central Beach ROLA should be fenced and gated. Fences at the 
west and east ends should extend to the water at extreme low tide. Adequate buffer zones (~300ft) should be included 
beyond the west and east boundary fences to protect the WPA and the lagoon outlet from the influences of excessive 
dog play activity. Access points from the promenade should be gated. Signs should be posted clearly identifying the 
area as an off-leash dog play area and stating the voice and sight control rules. 
 
Crissy East Beach - Fencing should be installed to protect the lagoon outlet zone. Outlet areas from bodies of water into 
bays or oceans are of high habitat value. The outlet zone should be included as part of the protected lagoon area and 
similarly fenced. 
  

Corr. ID: 6191 Organization: Golden Gate Audubon Society Comment ID: 366105 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: Crissy Field WPA - The language of the plan should allow the National Park Service flexibility 
in determining the exact location of the fence and consideration should be given to the visual penetration effect as well 
as the geographical conditions of the immediate area.  
 
Under the Preferred Alternative, off-leash dog activity directly adjacent to the east boundary fence will pose a visual 
threat that will penetrate into the Wildlife Protection Area, effectively rendering a portion of the eastern WPA as non-
viable habitat during daytime use hours. Given this concern, the fence should be placed a reasonable distance eastward, 
beyond the actual 900-foot border line, to allow for an adequate buffer zone. 
 
Additionally, the geography of the ROLA fence placement is somewhat complicated by non-uniform conditions which 
include a variety of substrates, varying elevations, several lobes of fenced dune habitat areas, and a variety of pedestrian 
pathways. Consideration should be given to all of these conditions and fence placement should accommodate ease of 
pedestrian traffic flow while maintaining adequate protection of the WPA. 
 
When installed, the fence should extend to the water at extreme low tide. 
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Response: Landscape design solutions will be used to demarcate areas on the central airfield including fencing that would not 
impede wildlife movement nor affect the national historic landmark. The central beach area will be fenced on both sides to at 
least the extreme, low-tide water mark with a buffer to protect adjourning wildlife species in the WPA and the tidal outlet and 
spit.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53229) Crissy Field Use Restrictions - Various dog management techniques at 
Crissy Field were suggested including: 
• During busy hours ROLAs should be restricted to Middle Beach and Airfield 
• 2 dog limit on East Beach 
• Parking for dog owners restricted to Warming Hut parking lot 
• Soft restrictions could ask, but not require, dog owners to restrict their use of areas during busy times. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6025 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364978 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Chrissey Field has more dog walkers now. Most have a.minimum of six dogs. They arrive 
around nine thirty. I believe very few people can control six to ten dogs off leash. Many of the dog walkers visit in the 
East Beach area and are not watching their dogs closely.. I believe that there should be a two dog limit at the East Beach 
so that residents can bring their children and dog. Dog walkers should have to park by the warming hut since there are 
fewer people and children in that area.  
  
Corr. ID: 6305 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365457 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Additional signage could be put up to ask dog owners and walkers to restrict their off leash 
usage on weekends during busy times. At Crissy, signage could be effectively used to recommend that off leash 
recreation at busy times (mid day/ afternoon on weekends) be restricted to Middle Beach or the Airfield. Most owners 
and walkers avoid very busy areas, bicyclists, etc. and have their dogs on leash during these times. During the week, 
early and late on weekends, these restrictions are not necessary as there is not a conflict.  

Response: VSCAs would be restricted to Central Beach and the middle portion of the airfield. NPS evaluated time of use 
restrictions, but felt it important to maintain at least one beach area at Crissy Field dog-free. Maintaining a beach area that is 
no dogs provides a clean and safe area for families while protecting wildlife in the tidal outlet and spit. Time of use 
restrictions can be difficult to enforce and confusing to park visitors. Time of use has also been suggested for times when 
visitor numbers are low (early am or late pm), but these are generally the times when wildlife numbers are higher. Time of 
use is being used as a permit condition because permits can be more specifically managed and restricted if permit conditions 
are not met. This management concept and tool, though, will remain an option for dog management in future decision-
making, including as an optional management response through the monitoring management program. Please see chapter 2, 
National Park Service Preferred Alternative and Alternative Elements Eliminated from Further Consideration for additional 
rationale for time of use restrictions. 
 
NPS has limited dogs to no more than 3 without a permit for all areas addressed by the dog management plan. Adjacent 
jurisdictions also limit dog walking, but none to only 2 dogs. Parking lots will not be restricted by type of use, as this is 
difficult to enforce; however, parking lots are on-leash only. 
 
CR2010 - Cultural Resources: Affected Environment  
 
CS1400 - Cattle/Sweeney: Suggest Change in Alternative  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53230) Commenters would like off-leash opportunities at Sweeney Ridge/Cattle 
Hill. Suggested ROLA areas include Baquiano Trail and Sneath Lane. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 185 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350001 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Currently, the Cattle Hill section is a de facto off-leash region that is enjoyed as such by many 
local residents. Would the NPS consider a revised version of Map 19-F that acknowledged the current usage by making 
at least the Baquiano Trail portion of Cattle Hill off leash?  
  
Corr. ID: 275 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350452 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: We also love hiking Sweeny Ridge from Sneath Road with our dogs, even though they need to 
be on leash. We wish that they were allowed off leash, since there is no danger of them disappearing away from the 
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trail, (as it is bordered sharply.) We really rely on that hike as a way to replenish ourselves mentally and physically, 
with our dogs.  

Response: VSCAs on trails and fire roads was considered but dismissed for all action alternatives in the final plan/EIS, with 
the exception of a portion of the Oakwood Valley Fire Road, an area of consensus from the Negotiated Rulemaking, and a 
small area within Ft. Funston. VSCAs would not be established on trails at Sweeney Ridge or Cattle Hill due to safety 
concerns, sensitive habitat and protection of core habitat. However, two trails would be made available for on-leash dog 
walking at Sweeney Ridge in order to provide this visitor use while still protecting natural resources. Please see chapter 2, 
Preferred Alternative for Sweeney Ridge/Cattle Hill for additional rationale.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53231) Commenters are opposed to changes to trail access that would segregate 
the trails from neighboring communities. On leash should be allowed within Sweeny Ridge and Cattle Hill, including the 
Notch Trail.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 535 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351879 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Problems with the proposed Sweeney Ridge/Cattle Hill revision: 
-cuts off trail access from all of Vallemar 
-forces people in Vallemar to get in a car and drive a really long way around the Vallemar Hill range just to walk their 
dogs for a couple of hours.  
  
Corr. ID: 1682 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353563 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The proposal for trails allowing leashed dogs in the Cattle Hill/Sweeney Ridge area is 
egregiously unacceptable. I strongly object to having to drive to San Bruno in order to hike to the Discovery Site with 
my dog. Portola came from the western side to first see the Bay and we should be able to make that same trek with our 
leashed dogs. I did not find any convincing evidence that leashed dogs on any of the trails in the Sweeney Ridge area 
would present a problem. Leashed dogs should be allowed on all these trails, including the Notch Trail. If horses are 
allowed, why not leashed dogs?. Most of the trails in the Sweeney Ridge area offer panoramic views and are more like 
roads than narrow trails. Dogs should not be excluded just on the off chance that someone will be on the trail who is 
afraid of dogs.  

Response: Dogs are currently not allowed on the Notch Trail, a highly-sensitive resource trail corridor; therefore no changes 
to use on this trail would occur. NPS evaluated the Mori Ridge Trail and Baquiano Trail for on-leash dog walking. However, 
the Baquiano Trail contains Mission blue butterfly habitat along the trail that could be impacted from on-leash dog walking. 
The Mori Ridge Trail is a fractured fire road that intersects with the Notch Trail. Concerns with the Mori Ridge trail include 
mission blue butterfly habitat along its edges, its intersection and access point to the even more sensitive Notch trail, and 
difficulties for enforcement. In addition, this area includes important contiguous habitat for native plant species and large 
mammals with the other adjacent public lands. These trails are not being segregated from these neighboring communities for 
their recreational trail use; dog walking is being restricted on these trails due to its potential impacts on park resources, and to 
provide areas that are dog free.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53232) Commenters prefer alternative A for the Sweeney Ridge/Cattle Hill with 
the addition of all of the Baquiano trail from the trailhead at Fassler Ave. in Pacifica to its conclusion at the Portola 
Discovery site. Commenters do not support the preferred alternative for Sweeney Ridge/Cattle Hill, which does not promote 
interconnectedness of the Sweeney Ridge Trail system. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6176 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365753 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Sweeny Ridge/Cattle Hill 
I support GGNRA Draft Dog Management Plan's Alternative A with the addition of the Baquiano Trail from the 
trailhead at Fassler Ave. in Pacifica. The adoption of Alternative A with the mentioned additions would allow continued 
multi use (including on-leash dog walking) throughout the Sweeney Ridge trail system. 
I do not support the current preferred alternative 19-F due to: 
 
Lack of interconnect-ability of all of the Sweeney Ridge Trail System. Many users of Sweeney Ridge live locally and 
access the trail system from three very different geographical trail access points.  
 
Over stating of damage caused by on-leash dog walking given the historical use of the area which once was an active 
military site. Most trails are existing 4x4 vehicle roads at least eight feet wide-if a dog is leashed it will not impact 
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sensitive habitat areas. Currently a gas, water and electrical right of way. Mountain biking and horse riding are 
permitted on Sweeney Ridge. These activities are just as destructive if not more so to sensitive habit areas and species.
 
No attempt to protect sensitive areas with signage or fencing. 
 
Visitor use of Sweeeny Ridge is relativity low compared to other GGNRA areas, making visitor and on-leash dog 
contacts very minimal. 
 
Consideration for ADA accessibility. 19-F would exclude the least steep, only switch backed trail into the Sweeney 
Ridge Trail System. 
 
Impact on other local parks. The San Mateo County Parks Department has a no pet policy making the GGNRA the only 
legal place to walk our dog in a rural park setting. 
 
Sweeney Ridge is surrounded by urban areas with direct access from many neighborhoods making the wilderness back 
country experience unattainable. 
 
Is enforcement realistic? I would rather have consistent on-leash enforcement rather than unregulated off-leash due to 
difficulty of enforcement. 
 
Failure of EIS to show specific scientific damage resulting from on-leash dog walking. 
Many rare and endangered species and plants have thrived and not adversely been effected by on-leash dog walking. 

Response: VSCAs on trails and fire roads was considered but dismissed for all action alternatives in the final plan/EIS, with 
the exception of a portion of the Oakwood Valley Fire Road, an area of consensus from the Negotiated Rulemaking, and a 
small area within Ft. Funston. VSCAs would not be established on trails at Sweeney Ridge or Cattle Hill due to safety 
concerns, sensitive habitat and protection of core habitat. However, two trails would be made available for on-leash dog 
walking at Sweeney Ridge in order to allow dog walking while still protecting natural resources. Please see chapter 2, 
Preferred Alternative for Sweeney Ridge/Cattle Hill for additional rationale. NPS evaluated the Mori Ridge Trail and 
Baquiano Trail for on-leash dog walking. However, the Baquiano Trail contains mission blue butterfly habitat along the trail 
that could be impacted from on-leash dog walking. The Mori Ridge Trail is a fractured fire road that intersects with the Notch 
Trail, a highly-sensitive resource trail corridor. Concerns with the Mori Ridge trail include mission blue butterfly habitat 
along its edges, its intersection with an even more sensitive trail, the Notch trail where dog walking has been prohibited 
previously, and difficulties for law enforcement. In addition, this area includes important contiguous habitat for native plant 
species and large mammals with the other adjacent public lands. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53233) Many commenters would like additional areas opened to dog walking 
including Baquiano Trail, the trails around Shelldance Nursery, and the trail east of the Sundance Nursery.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 2170 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 356093 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I also want to make a point about the detailed differences among trails on the Sweeney Ridge 
land. The trail east of the Sundance Nursery is VERY steep with crumbling footing. Hiking up from the end of Fassler 
Avenue is much better, especially with the new trail. Quality of walking makes a difference, so decisions should not be 
make simply looking at a map. Decision makers need to actually walk the trails and experience the terrain. In this case I 
see no reason why both these trails should not be open to leashed dogs. 
  
Corr. ID: 5252 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362816 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The trail by the Shelldance nursery (Sweeney Ridge) ought to be considered for on leash access 
as well. San Bruno seems to have a lot of trailhead access for dogs, while Pacifica has very little.  

Response: NPS evaluated the Mori Ridge Trail and Baquiano Trail for on-leash dog walking. However, the Baquiano Trail 
contains mission blue butterfly habitat along the trail that could be impacted from on-leash dog walking. The Mori Ridge 
Trail is a fractured fire road that intersects with the Notch Trail, a highly-sensitive resource trail corridor. Concerns with the 
Mori Ridge trail include mission blue butterfly habitat along its edges, its intersection with an even more sensitive trail, the 
Notch trail where dog walking has been prohibited previously, and difficulties for law enforcement. In addition, this area 
includes important contiguous habitat for native plant species and large mammals with the other adjacent public lands. 
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EJ2010 - Environmental Justice: Affected Environment  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53314) Commenters noted that there are a wide range of ages, ethnicities, and 
economic classes that visit the Golden Gate National Recreation Area to walk dogs. These commenters feel that NPS 
misrepresented some groups' feelings towards dogs by stating they avoid dogs or are afraid of them. Conversely, one 
commenter stated that elderly people currently avoid Golden Gate National Recreation Area because of the presence of the 
dogs.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 5224 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362695 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Off-leash recreation is currently enjoyed by a diversity of people, e.g. young & old, rich and 
poor, able-bodied and differently-abled. Additionally, unlike many other GGNRA/NPS activities, dog walkers include 
many people of color. Spend weekend at Fort Funston and you'll see a wide variety of folks. One might contrast this to 
the demographic of some other outdoor recreational activities. (Do not count student "volunteers" who are in weeding 
the park for community service credits.) Although some opponents of off-leash dog walking will say "*seniors & 
children & various ethnicities, etc. are afraid/avoid dogs," note there are hundreds of seniors & children and people of 
color who LIKE off-leash dogs.  
  
Corr. ID: 6204 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366007 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Many older people now avoid parks and the GGNRA because of all of the dogs, mostly off 
leash. Even on-leash dogs can jump on a person, especially when they are walked on the long expandable leashes. I 
think that you need to specify a maximum leash length of 6 feet. I get tired of having leashes wrap around my legs and 
that entrapment is also dangerous. 

Response: NPS stands by both the Roberts study and the 2002 NAU survey; chapter 4 of the EIS also states that “Without 
further information on visitation by minorities and low-income individuals and their preferences regarding off-leash dogs in 
the park, it is difficult to assess the impacts (adverse and beneficial) on this user group. Therefore, minorities and low-income 
individuals will be assumed to fall under one or more of the user groups (visitors who would prefer to walk dogs on GGNRA 
lands, visitors who would prefer not to have dog walking on GGNRA lands, and visitors who do not have a preference 
regarding dog walking in GGNRA) developed for assessing impacts to visitor use and experience.” NPS also finds public 
comments disclosing personal experiences, whether for or against the plan, to be important pieces of information to consider. 
  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53315) The 2002 phone survey and the NPS visitor survey both show general 
support of off-leash dog walking regardless of race. Commenters feel that the use of the survey data is contradictory and 
doesn't support the management plan.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 5227 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362709 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The NPS cites Environmental Justice as a reason for implementing the Plan, but the survey 
data presented by the NPS indicates that this rationale is not based in fact. Within the flawed 2002 phone survey, 
African-Americans, Asians, Caucasians, and Hispanics all show the same general support for off-leash walking (37-
44%, African-Americans showing the most support). A separate NPS visitor survey cited later in the report shows no 
measurable difference in the opinion between Caucasians and Asians on dogs, and no issues citied by Black/African 
Americans:  
  
Corr. ID: 6716 Organization: San Francisco Dog Owners Group Comment ID: 499766 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: THE SEIS CONTINUES TO MISREPRESENT A SF STATE STUDY ABOUT 
ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE 
 
On p. 330, the SEIS says about the Roberts 2007 study: "While not all participants were familiar with the GGNR, a 
common theme was identified, as related to dog management in the park: dogs were a problem mentioned by 
Hispanic/Latino and Asian/Pacific Islander groups. Hispanic/Latino people expressed the most concern with dog 
owners' lack of concern or control  
over their dogs. For example, participants in the survey noted that dog owners assume that other people will like the 
owners' dogs as much as they do; dog owners let their dogs approach other people without first asking their permission; 
and owners do not react to their dogs begging for other people's food. One participant stated, "Every time we go to 
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picnic the dogs come and eat our  
food, they wander around, and the owners don't do anything. The same with their bowel movements! The owners don't 
clean after them." Research found that Hispanic/Latino people and Asian/Pacific Islanders mentioned dogs, especially 
dog waste, as a barrier to park visitation and a constraint to enjoyment of the  
park." 
 
My criticism of the Roberts study still applies. The Roberts study was a series of focus groups of a small group of non-
randomly selected members of various minority groups intended to "realize the park goals of understanding how to 
improve 'connecting people to the parks' and how best to engage under-represented communities in plans and 
programs." The focus groups totaled less than 100 people, who were largely unfamiliar with the GGNRA (only 1/3 had 
visited at least one GGNRA site in the past year). There is nothing in the report to indicate how common a comment 
was - did only one person say it, or was it mentioned repeatedly. Thus the focus groups' opinions reflect only the 
opinions of the people who participated and cannot be extended to indicate opinions shared by all members of the 
minority groups represented. Yet that is what the DEIS does 
with the Roberts study. 
 
While dogs were mentioned, it is a misrepresentation of the study to claim dogs were a major factor keeping minorities 
out of the GGNRA. A major concern expressed was that there are not enough minorities represented in NPS staff. 
Common barriers to coming to the GGNRA included the lack of mass transit to get to the GGNRA, and fear of 
unknown plants and wildlife behavior. When asked to describe why they think San Francisco parks have become less 
safe, African Americans in the focus groups expressed concerns about finding used drug paraphernalia on the beaches, 
the danger of pedophiles/sexual predators at the park, and aggressive panhandling. Asians and Hispanics expressed 
concerns about cleanliness, defined as unclean bathrooms and dog feces. While Hispanics 
in the focus group did mention dogs as a constraint to park enjoyment, they also 
mentioned concern for personal safety, lack of mass transit, and fear of crime (fear of being raped, witnessing drug use, 
the presence of homeless people, and observing fights - "it is only safe if enough people are around"). Asians similarly 
mentioned dirty bathrooms and dog feces in the same context as a barrier for access to parks. Two focus groups of 
Asians reported dislike for "dog owners [who] do not clean up after their pets," but also for trails not being well kept. 
 
Out of the more than 30 recommendations at the end of the study, there is no mention of dogs. While dogs were 
mentioned in the focus groups, it is by no means the indictment of dogs - if only there were no dogs, Asians and Latinos 
would visit the GGNRA - that is implied in the SEIS.It is at best anecdotal accounts of a few people's opinions of parks 
in general, not necessarily the GGNRA, since most had never been to the GGNRA. 

Response: Additional studies have been reviewed and incorporated into the Environmental Justice analysis. Please see 
chapter 3, Visitor Use and Experience, Environmental Justice for additional information. 
 
EJ4000 - Environmental Justice: Impact of Proposal and Alternatives  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53316) Commenters expressed concern over those people who do not have cars or 
other means of access to parks outside of the city. Commenters stated that many residents of the city of San Francisco fall 
into this category, especially the elderly and people with low-income. Many commenters expressed the need for ROLAs for 
the elderly and disabled who may need to have off leash areas to properly exercise their dogs. Reducing off leash areas would
limit the areas where senior citizens and disabled people can exercise with their dogs. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 155 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 349884 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The elimination of major portions of National Park services for off leash dogs, particularly 
Crissy Field and Fort Funston, severely hampers my ability to keep fit as a senior citizen. Recreation is not about 
watching my dog run in a small enclosed area. I am 69 years old and walk vigorously at fort funston and crissy field 
along with my 22 lb schnauzer sally off leash. I can not put her on leash as it throws me off balance. Your new proposal 
virtually eliminates my ability to recreate and will make me go to local san francisco parks to get my workout. This is 
unfair to san francisco as we gave the land to you for fort funston and against my health interests as a senior citizen.  
  
Corr. ID: 238 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350168 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: For many urban dog guardians, especially seniors who find it difficult exercise their pets while 
on-leash, the GGNRA represents the only place where they can allow their dogs to play, romp around and release a lot 
of energy. Take away this haven for exercise, and guardians may be unable to meet the physical needs of their pets. 
Daily exercise, like food and water, is essential to a dog's proper health and well-being. 
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Corr. ID: 873 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353482 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: As a disabled person with a companion dog, I really value the ability I have to take my dog to 
places like Chrissy Field and Fort Funston where he can run off leash. I have Spina Bifida and use leg braces and a 
cane, as a result it is very difficult for me to walk my dog on leash. The loss of access to such places would be a great 
blow to both of us, and severely limit our options for outdoor recreation in the city. I find it very hard to use the existing 
enclosed dog parks in the city, as the dogs there tend to be very territorial and aggressive. In the past I have been 
knocked over by these animals, and so I am forced to sit on a bench. My dog is protective and will then sit beside me 
and thus not take advantage of being off-leash. This is not a problem that occurs at more open spaces such as Chrissy 
Field and Fort Funston, where I am able to walk more freely and he can accompany me.  
  
Corr. ID: 3840 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359963 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: This new regulation is going to substantially change the nature of Marin County and the area 
that so many animal owners cherish and have for so many years. It is too sweeping a change; unfair to so many people 
who count on those trails and beaches for their own health and exercise and that of their pets. This new regulation 
would put many people on the road to the few places left, leaving them overcrowded. It would prevent countless older 
people from going out for a walk with their pets.  
  
Corr. ID: 4596 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361120 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The SEIS also sites that the only off-leash area for all of Marins 60,000 dogs would be a small 
stretch of Rodeo Beach. That beach is only accessible via car. Right now, many people can walk to their favorite off-
leash trail including Oakwood, Miwok, Homestead and others. These federal lands are intertwined with our 
neighborhoods. Forcing people into their cars to exercise themselves and their dogs is not only horrible for the 
environment but also hard on the pocketbook. I also think its quite fiendish since the GGNRA has been in the process 
of downsizing the parking lot at Rodeo Beach and will begin encouraging people to take shuttles therefore making it 
increasingly impossible for Rodeo to become a full fledge ROLA in the future  
  
Corr. ID: 6681 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368267 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The proposed ROLO areas described in the SEIS are prejudicial to senior citizens 
and the disabled. It is very dangerous to attempt to navigate the paths to the beach with a dog on a leash in the event the 
owner falls/slips. The proposed ROLO areas will deny disabled people the ability to have their dogs off leash as much 
of the proposed ROLO areas will not be accessible as the dogs will not be within visual range of persons who must stay 
on the paved paths due to disability.  

Response: If funding becomes available, GGNRA would explore options that would allow for easier access for disabled and 
elderly visitors to VSCAs (formerly known as ROLAs), such as beach mats. At Fort Funston, the park intends to improve 
Federal Rehabilitation Act access on the Chip Trail with budget authorization in FY17-18. The impact analysis for minority 
populations has been revised. Please see chapter 4, Visitor Use and Experience, Environmental Justice for additional 
information.  
 

CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53318) Several commenters are offended by stereotypical statements in the 
document and feel that an environmental justice analysis is unwarranted as it lumps people into unnecessary categories. 
However, some commenters suggested that the NPS should incorporate the studies that show a decrease in park use by 
minorities with the availability of off-leash dog walking areas into the final EIS.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 4365 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368823 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I have carefully read the document provided in support of the proposed policy changes for dog 
walking in the GGNRA. I was astonished to find a section of the report on "Environmental Justice", and read this 
section carefully to try and understand the argument being made. 
 
This section presents data suggesting that minorities are especially concerned about the problems associated with off-
leash dog walking : "...Research found that these minority groups mentioned dogs, especially dog waste, as a barrier to 
park visitation, and overall, Latinos were the most concerned with dog owners' lack of concern or control of their dogs 
(Roberts 2007, iii)." 
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However, even throughout this section, the data presented frequently contradicts the conclusion offered by the report. 
For example, "...in the telephone survey conducted by Arizona University's Social Research Laboratory, 39.4 percent of 
respondents of Hispanic origin supported (strongly and somewhat) off-leash dog walking and 39.9 percent of 
respondents of non-Hispanic origin supported (strongly and somewhat) off-leash dog walking (NAU 2002b, 93)." Here, 
there is no detectable difference between the opinions of different groups. Basically, this "evidence" does not support 
any particular conclusion or policy. Why is this presented? A careful reading of this entire section of the report does not 
produce any evidence to support the GGNRA presumption that the current policies are "unjust".  
 
Even worse, I find this entire section offensive because of the way it presents stereotypes and racially-biased comments 
throughout the analysis. Furthermore, I am upset that the NPS would go to this trouble in attempting to manufacture a 
racial justice argument to support their objective. Is the goal of the NPS to divide and conquer? Is it so important to 
restrict off-leash dog walking that the NPS would try to divide us along racial lines in order to do so? 
 
Even more so, I was greatly surprised to see that the authors of this report are so intensely focused on presenting 
evidence to support their chosen conclusion that they would include such an offensive section in the report - 
ESPECIALLY because the information presented in this section does not even give any direct support for the proposed 
policy change. The only thing that could possibly be accomplished here is to generate a division along racial lines 
which could be exploited to justify a policy change. I just find this whole tactic offensive.  
  
Corr. ID: 6678 Organization: Wild Equity Institute Comment ID: 369613 Organization Type: Non-Governmental 
Representative Quote: Off-leash dogs and dog waste also create barriers for ethnic minorities who want to use the 
park. 
There are already disproportionate rates of general park use between white and ethnic minority 
users, as GGNRA visitors are still much more likely to be white than city or state residents. 7In 
addition, recreational opportunities for those with lower incomes have become increasingly more 
difficult as income inequality rises and income gaps between White citizens and Black and Latino 
citizens have also continued to increase(8). These economic constraints create even further barriers 
for ethnic minorities to use public parkland. Although some have argued, as noted in the SEIS, that 
park use by ethnic minority populations would increase with more available off-leash areas, 
several reports and studies show the opposite is true. (SEIS pg. 330). A 2007 study conducted by 
Nina Roberts of San Francisco State University found that Asian and Latino park users consider 
uncontrolled dogs and dog waste to be a barrier to visiting the Park(9). The Park Service 
acknowledged those findings in the SEIS; however, the Park Service also cited to a 2002 Northern 
Arizona University study(10) in an apparent effort to discount or downplay those findings(11). But a 
review of the 2002 studys relevant data in fact confirms the concerns regarding off-leash dogs 
discussed in this letter, and the Final EIS must reflect this. 
  
Corr. ID: 6710 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 369482 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The issue of Environmental Justice, as it is postulated in the DEIS/SEIS is offensive at best. To 
claim that ethnic minorities are dissuaded from visiting the park because dogs are present is a perversion of the data. 
None of the 20 or more recommendations in the study about what the GGNRA could do to increase accessibility by 
minorities includes banning or restricting dogs. 
The study was flawed in that it was a small sample of non-randomly selected people who were largely unfamiliar with 
the GGNRA (only 1/3 had visited at least one GGNRA site in the past year). This creates a situation where opinions 
about the GGNRA are obtained from people who have not experienced the GGNRA to any significant degree. It is 
more likely that the measurements only reflect their perception of the GGNRA, not what actually occurs there. The 
responses obtained from this study might be well suited to establishing a public relations campaign for the GGNRA, but 
not establishing park policy. If the GGNRA had complied with their legal requirement to have this "study" peer 
reviewed, maybe it would have been modified so as to actually produce results that could have been informative. 

Response: NPS stands by both the Roberts study and the 2002 NAU survey; chapter 4 of the EIS also states that “Without 
further information on visitation by minorities and low-income individuals and their preferences regarding off-leash dogs in 
the park, it is difficult to assess the impacts (adverse and beneficial) on this user group. Therefore, minorities and low-income 
individuals will be assumed to fall under one or more of the user groups (visitors who would prefer to walk dogs on GGNRA 
lands, visitors who would prefer not to have dog walking on GGNRA lands, and visitors who do not have a preference 
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regarding dog walking in GGNRA) developed for assessing impacts to visitor use and experience.” 
 
 
FB1400 - Fort Baker: Suggest Change in Alternative  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53234) Commenters would prefer to have some areas of Fort Baker other than the 
beach that are off limits to dogs, especially on unpaved trails. One commenter feels that Drown Fire Road should be closed to
dogs due to the presence of Mission Blue butterfly habitat. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6323 Organization: Marin Audubon Society Comment ID: 365573 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: Fort Baker  
Leashed dogs would be allowed basically everywhere except the beach area. We think there should be some trails, other 
than the beach, in this area where dogs are not allowed. It is important that dogs not be allowed on the beach to better 
ensure protection of the lagoon waters for aquatic birds.  
 
We continue to support our previous recommendation: to allow on Bay Trail and other paved roads/trails, but not on 
unpaved trails.  
  
Corr. ID: 6459 Organization: San Francisco League of Conservation Voters Comment ID: 368537 Organization 
Type: Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: Fort Baker - We generally support the preferred alternative, with the exception of Drown Fire 
Road. We believe the mission blue butterfly habitat should not be subjected to sacrifice for personal recreation. This 
also prevents visitors staying at the conference center from enjoying a nearby dog-free hiking experience in nature. 

Response: The Battery Yates Trail and Drown Fire Road would be available for a no dog experience. This preferred 
alternative would provide protection of the mission blue butterfly habitat and other natural resources along these trail edge 
areas. The new Vista Point trail would also provide an unpaved trail experience at Fort Baker without dogs. Please see 
chapter 2, Preferred Alternative for Fort Baker for additional rationale.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53235) Commenters suggest that a ROLA be established on the northern section 
of East Road as well as a segment of the Drown Fire Road.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6683 Organization: Marin Humane Scociety Comment ID: 369607 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: Fort Baker- We recommend the current status of this site be maintained and we support 
Alternative A. We would like to see segments of voice control on the northern section of East 
Road as well as a segment of the Drown Fire Road. Many residents of Sausalito can easily access 
this area on connecting trails. There is a need to be consistent with neighboring regulations in 
this area. 

Response: VSCAs on trails and fire roads was considered but dismissed for all action alternatives in the final plan/EIS, with 
the exception of a portion of the Oakwood Valley Fire Road, an area of consensus from the Negotiated Rulemaking, and a 
small area within Ft. Funston. Further information can be found in chapter 2, Alternative Elements Eliminated from Further 
Consideration. Allowing off-leash dog walking along the Drown Fire Road would not be suitable, as this area contains 
mission blue butterfly habitat. Allowing off-leash dog walking on the East Road presents safety concerns. Please see chapter 
2 of the final plan/EIS for additional rationale.  
 
FF1400 - Fort Funston: Suggest Change in Alternative  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53236) ROLAs - Commenters suggested increasing the number of ROLAs within 
Fort Funston at the following locations: the entire site, Environmental Science Center, main hang gliding area, South Funston
Beach Trail (sand ladder), Sunset Trail, social trail that goes through the bushes next to the parking area near the admin 
buildings, and the upland paved pedestrian pathway. In addition, commenters suggested increasing the size of the upland 
ROLA.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 336 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350613 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Ft. Fun - area by Environ Sci Center is where older dogs often go to have an off-leash, calmer 
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frolic. Very important for area bet Sci Center main hang glider area to remain off leash for fewer dogs experience 
  
Corr. ID: 447 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351384 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Still too limited for off leash at Fort Funston. Fort Funston is heaven on earth for dog people 
and their dogs. Alternative F gives no direct off leash access from parking lot next to admin buildings. If forces us to go 
up and around with dogs on leash to the Funston Beach Trail (south) There is a social trail that goes by bushes that 
could be FORMALIZED as an actual new trail "ROLA"! I go down to thebeach below the olympic club, because ladder 
trail dangerous  
  
Corr. ID: 524 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351864 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Fort Funston - sunset trail should remain off leash as it is now 
  
Corr. ID: 2220 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 356821 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Fort Funston should remain completely off-leash 
  
Corr. ID: 4816 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361584 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: After studying the Fort Funston ROLA proposals it seems clear that no dog behaviorists were 
included as DEIS advisors, because neither the on or off-leash areas have any shade!!! Also, as a senior, Id risk injury 
trying to get Penny to the beach (which as you know is often unusable because of high tides or bad weather) on-leash, 
and because the trails would be crowded Penny would be anxious, esp. on-leash, and more likely to be aggressive 
(evincing possible leash rage). The ROLA proposed next to the parking lot is completely inadequate for the number of 
dogs using Fort Fun and is an invitation to non-compliance which under the current proposal would eventually result in 
dogs being banned entirely.  
  
Corr. ID: 5627 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364028 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Most important regarding Fort Funston, it is imperative that any revision allow off-leash dog 
walking under voice control on the uplands paved pedestrian pathway. The vast majority of visitors stay on this path, 
and many are elderly or handicapped, preventing them from leaving the pavement.  
  
Corr. ID: 6391 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366077 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: At Fort Funston, the sand ladder should be off-leash and more fencing and enforcement should 
be provided.  

Response: NPS provided additional VSCA areas in the draft plan/SEIS in response to public comments. The VSCA was 
enlarged in the preferred alternative and included the beach access trail. The preferred alternative would provide multiple 
visitor experiences and protection of natural and cultural resources. Off-leash dog walking on trails and fire roads was 
considered but dismissed in the final plan/EIS. Please see chapter 2, Preferred Alternative for Fort Funston, and Alternative 
Elements Eliminated from Further Consideration for further rationale. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53237) Commenters suggested the following areas within Fort Funston should 
require dog walking to be on-leash: inland ROLA, area next to parking lot, and trails that do not have fencing. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6639 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368126 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Ft. Funston and all other Headlands: This cliff and beach area is more remote and more suited 
to less disturbing waterfront recreation, it still presents... trampling damage to native plants and chasing of bird life in 
fields and beaches, 
- places hikers and equestrian recreation in constant unwelcome and often volatile surprises on trails from dogs allowed 
to get ahead complacent owners, 
- expends too much public money to secure safety and rescue from falls off of cliffs 
- compromises sensitive cliffs from even more rapid erosion. 
 
Off Leash dog use must be confined to the most common sense remote areas of Ft. Funston and all other Headlands 
regardless of size. All trails whose sides cannot be fenced must be for Dogs On Leashes Only. Enforcement of beach 
and trail use must be strictly enforced. 
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Map 16-C closes illustrates an acceptable compromise with the EXCEPTION that the inland off-leashes area and next 
to the parking lot MUST BE REMOVED and allow for dogs to be released ONLY when they get to the beach. More 
sensitive trails must be removed and ON-leashes until they arrive completely down the trails to the beach is acceptable.
 
Map 16-D is preferred, but it would be hell frozen over to enforce.

Response: The inland VSCA gives visitors the opportunity to walk dogs under voice and sight control in a non-beach setting. 
This VSCA is also located north of the main parking area and is easily accessible to handicapped/elderly visitors who are 
unable to walk dogs on-leash. The area south of the parking lot will be a dog free area except the trail to parking which will 
be on-leash. On-leash dog walking will be required on the Coastal trail and the southern beach sand ladder. Parallel on and 
off-leash trails or junctions will be separated by either land forms, vegetative barriers, fencing, chicanes or other design 
solutions that we will be looking to different user communities to assist in further developing.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53238) Commenters suggested establishing a ROLA loop trail from the parking 
lot.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 432 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351359 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Fort Funston - I agree with some limitations on where dog-walking can occur but would like to 
see as much area as possible to continue to be open to off-leash dog-walking. And, it is very important that there be 
some kind of loop from the parking lot through the areas of the park that are allowed to be off-leash, rather than some 
very limited fenced-in area.  

Response: A VSCA loop has essentially been created for Fort Funston leading from the main parking area. The loop includes 
the upland VSCAs, the Battery Davis trail (west), the Funston trail, the Funston Beach Trail (north) and the beach back up to 
the main parking lot. The exception is the segment up or down the southern sand ladder to the beach which, for safety 
reasons, must be on-leash.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53239) Commenters suggested decreasing the number of ROLAs and restricting 
dog walking from the following areas at Fort Funston: beach access trails including the sand ladder and south of the main 
parking lot.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 4852 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361636 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: At Fort Funston, I think that the plan gives way too much space for off-leash dogs - I love Fort 
Funston, but it is essentially a dog park now and in the current plan. I suggest that the future plan should further reduce 
areas for off-leash dog use. Fort Funston should have a much smaller area for dogs (especially off-leash dogs), so that 
people who want a dog-free hike can also enjoy this beautiful area.  
  
Corr. ID: 6191 Organization: Golden Gate Audubon Society Comment ID: 366115 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: Ft. Funston - To the extent that NPS proceeds in allowing a ROLA at Ft. Funston, it must be 
fenced and fully marked to provide adequate notice to dog owners and other park users about where on- and off-leash 
dog activities are appropriate. 
 
GGAS strongly opposes the Preferred Alternative, which creates a ROLA along the beach south of the Funston Beach 
Trail access. Given the historic noncompliance by dog owners at Ft. Funston and the sensitivity of the habitat, GGAS 
has concluded that dog related recreation on the Ft. Funston beach is not an appropriate use of the park land. 
 
Because dogs should not be accessing the beach at Ft. Funston, GGAS further recommends that NPS not allow dogs on 
the beach access trails. The presence of dogs on the beach at Ft. Funston will adversely impact shorebirds. Additionally, 
the presence of dogs on the beach at Ft. Funston will adversely impact park visitors, including equestrians, some of 
whom have suffered attacks from dogs when riding at or near Ft. Funston. 
 
GGAS opposes permitting dog recreation south of the main parking lot. Dog-related recreation on the Ft. Funston beach 
is not an appropriate use of that park land, there is no need for dogs to be on the beach access trails, especially Sand 
Ladder Trail. GGAS recommends that this area be designated as a "no-dog" area. 
 
GGAS does not oppose the establishment of a ROLA north of the main lot at Ft. Funston provided (1) that the ROLA is 
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not established on sensitive habitat, (2) that the ROLA is fully contained by a natural or physical barrier with adequate 
signage, and (3) that the ROLA and surrounding areas are adequately patrolled and leash requirements are enforced. 

Response: Dog walking would be allowed on the southern sand ladder and Funston Beach Trail north to allow access to the 
Beach VSCA and to create a continuous corridor between the upland VSCAs and Beach VSCA. The area south of the main 
parking lot will be a dog free area except that part of the Sunset trail from the main parking lot to the southern auxiliary 
parking area which will be on-leash. On-leash dog walking will be required on the Coastal trail, the southern beach sand 
ladder and all parking areas. Further reducing VSCAs at Fort Funston would create greater adverse impacts to dog walkers 
since the site is heavily used for this type of recreation. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53240) Commenters stated that the ROLAs within Fort Funston should be fenced 
and clearly marked. In addition, fencing should be installed along the sand ladder to protect the dunes in this area. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6353 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365792 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: How can the NPS preferred option F be to concede to dog owners such a large and vital portion 
of this site to be designated ROLA? That would mean Ft Funston will effectively remain one large dog run, while 
continuing to be off limits to regular visitors. 
I would like to see any ROLA area at Ft Funston fenced off from the paths and kept to one or two clearly designated 
areas. Give people a chance to use the trails again, please. 
Why show greater preference to dogs than people? really. I would hope to see not only the number of dogs per person 
limited but the total number of dogs at this site brought under control. When visitors are outnumbered 10:1 by dogs, it's 
not a public recreation area anymore, it's a dog park.  
  
Corr. ID: 6391 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366065 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Furthermore, standard practices in land management, such as better fencing, signage, and 
enforcement of current rules, could demonstrably mitigate any negative impact of both human and dogs to many 
GGNRA sites, including Crissy Field and Fort Funston. The fencing between the beach and the dunes of Crissy Field is 
very effective at limiting both human and dog intrusions into this sensitive environment. Better fencing along the sand 
ladder at Fort Funston is all that is needed to preserve the dunes in this area. 

Response: The park will use design solutions including fencing or natural barriers to separate the VSCAs and adjacent on-
leash and dog free areas, as well as to protect dune areas. Because this is a coastal dune area always subject to erosion and 
climactic conditions, ongoing community support would be particularly helpful to ensure these areas can be kept viable. 
Please see chapter 2, Preferred Alternative for Fort Funston for additional information on fencing and natural barriers. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53241) Commenters suggested that NPS should install more trash cans and have 
volunteer opportunities for visitors to clean up Fort Funston. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1206 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351980 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I'm a frequent, almost daily, user of Fort Funston and weekly user of Chrisy Field. 
I believe that these areas should remain as "off leash" dog areas. I do understand the need to some "education" for all 
visitors (dog and no dog people). I'd recommend some more basic signage ie) restricted access areas, stay on trail, etc.... 
Plus more garbage cans, not only for doggy poop but human litter, also; start fine/ticketing people who don't pick up 
dog waste and who litter. Have some rangers present in and around the areas of concern. I can't even recall the last time 
I saw a Park Ranger!!! It would be nice to see some Volunteer efforts, sponsored by the GGNRA, to help in the 
maintenance these areas, help educate and maybe even sponsor a monthly/quarterly "work parties."  

Response: If it is determined that more trash cans are needed at Fort Funston, NPS will evaluate where they are needed and 
increase them where operationally feasible; however, the park has sought to instill a "pack in, pack out" philosophy due to the 
operational constraints of removing trash containers filled with dog waste (which can be over one hundred pounds and 
extremely difficult for park staff to empty) and to promote a "Leave No Trace ethic." In the past, volunteers have led clean up 
days at Fort Funston. These volunteer site opportunities would continue to both clean-up Fort Funston and provide on-going 
stewardship of that area.  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 57381) Off-leash dog walking should continue to occur at Fort Funston. Dog 
walkers should volunteer to help restore natural resources including native plantings and California quail.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 527 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351869 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Vision for Fort Funston (which includes continued off-leash dog walking): 
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Reintroduce California quail 
After 
Enlisting dog owners to clear iceplant 
Enlisting dog owners to plant native scrub plants under supervision of CA native plant society 
Explicitly ban feeding ravens @ Ft. Funston with signage explaining that surplus ravens (supported by feeding) prey on 
baby quail 
Note that presence of dogs keeps away feral cats, which also prey on baby quail 
Enlist dog owners to keep dogs off new plantings 
When scrub is mature enough to provide cover for quail, reintroduce!!! 

Response: Dog walking would continue to occur at Fort Funston within the designated on-leash areas and VSCAs. 
Opportunities for volunteers to assist in restoration are always available. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 57398) Commenters suggest allowing on-leash dog walking on the Funston Horse 
Trail in order to provide a complete walking loop for dog walkers. On-leash dog walking should also be available in areas 
north of the Funston Beach Trail. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6131 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365532 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Dogs should be permitted on more areas in Fort Funston. Dog walkers transformed this once 
dangerous area of the park into a safe and welcoming site. Opportunities are too limited. Please consider adding the 
Funston Horse Trail for on-lease dog access, so that we could have a loop trail to enjoy with our dogs, and as stated 
above, leashed access north of the Funston Beach Trail. 

Response: On-leash dog walking of 1-3 dogs will be allowed on the Coastal trail north of the Funston Beach (north) trail to 
the Great Highway. The Funston Horse trail is a dog free trail that affords both horseback riders and others an opportunity to 
enjoy traversing that park area without dogs. Equestrian users have stated in public comment that mixing dogs and horses can 
be unsafe, resulting in riders being thrown or dogs kicked by horses. These users have requested that horse trails be kept dog 
free.  
 
FM1400 - Fort Mason: Suggest Change in Alternative  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53242) Commenters suggested that for safety reasons the Laguna Green ROLA 
within Fort Mason should be relocated or fenced. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6242 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366178 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: For Fort Mason, I prefer maps 9-D or 9-F (I cannot see a difference between them), provided 
the ROLA is fenced to restrict off-leash dogs to that area. 
  
Corr. ID: 6420 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366981 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: At Fort Mason, the area has long been used for dog walking, both on leash and off. It is a 
convenient location for many SF residents who need to walk and recreate with their dogs before and after work. In 
order to separate the dog walkers, you have set aside the green space on the corner of Bay Street across from Safeway 
for off-leash walking. This land slopes directly into the street! If dogs are allowed to play here off-leash there will 
surely be balls and dogs going into the busy street, which would be disaster. I imagine the only way to rectify this 
would be to build a very tall, expensive and unwanted fence. This will block views and destroy the open space San 
Francisco have enjoyed for a very long time.

Response: Safety concerns associated with the VSCA adjacent to the road at Fort Mason would be mitigated through the use 
of fencing, gates and hedges to prevent unintended dog access out to the street. To increase safety for visitors and off-leash 
dogs, perimeter fencing, hedges, or a berm bordering the side of the site will be installed to create a large buffer from the 
street.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53243) Commenters suggested limiting dog walking to the Laguna Green area, in 
order to provide visitors an opportunity without the presence of dogs within the Great Meadow at Fort Mason. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6408 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366944 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Please modify the Upper Fort Mason component of Alternative D and F to provide visitors the 
opportunity to experience portions of the Great Meadow without the presence of dogs by limiting dogs to the 
southwestern section of Great Meadow, i.e., change Map 9-C so that the Great Meadow ROLA would be a Leash 
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Required area. Although it would be in contravention with NPS policies requiring pets be on leash at all times, the 
Laguna Green ROLA is one of a couple ROLAs proposed in this SEIS that could be deemed not irrational. It would 
provide an area in a dense neighborhood for those who want to let their dogs run amuck to do so. 

Response: On-leash dog walking would be allowed within the Great Meadow. Neither off-leash dogs, nor groups of more 
than 3 dogs with one walker, would be allowed in the Great Meadow lawn areas as that could increase conflicts with 
picnickers and other recreational users in that area. Behavioral standards, including not having physical contact with another 
visitor unless invited by that visitor, would be enforced. A no-dog experience also would be available on the parade ground in 
front of the youth hostel and on the lawns around the Officer's Club. The addition of the VSCA in the southwest corner away 
from the Great Meadow is expected to direct visitors intending to walk dogs off-leash to that VSCA; that may reduce the 
number of dogs, especially any off-leash dogs, in the remaining areas of the site, including the Great Meadow. Please see 
chapter 2, Preferred Alternative for Upper and Lower Fort Mason for additional rationale. 
 
FP1400 - Fort Point: Suggest Change in Alternative  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53244) Commenters stated that on-leash dog walking should only be allowed in 
non-sensitive areas within Fort Point.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 158 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 349903 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Fort Point - Only trails not in sensitive habitat should be open to leashed dogs.  

Response: Fort Point is a largely developed site, and there were no impacts to sensitive natural resources given their absence 
there. Cultural resources at Fort Point would be further protected by not allowing dogs in the fort, and keeping dogs on-leash 
outside the fort on trails. The preferred alternative in the final plan/EIS would provide protection to sensitive resources from 
impacts associated with dogs.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53245) Commenters stated that no dog walking should be allowed within Fort 
Point.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6639 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368127 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Ft. Point: There is no reason whatsoever for dogs to be in this area whose purpose if strictly for 
historical review by humans. 

Response: Dog walking is not allowed within Ft. Point itself. It is allowed under the preferred alternative along the coastal 
road shoulder as part of a continuous walk and experience from Crissy Field to under the GG bridge for dog walkers with 1-3 
dogs. This is not a permitted area for dog walkers walking 4-6 dogs to use. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53246) Commenters stated that no ROLAs should be established at Fort Point due 
to resources and the high number of tourists at this site. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6492 Organization: Nature in the City Comment ID: 367583 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Fort Point should not have a ROLA, both due to natural and historic resources, but also 
because of very high tourist visitation. Tourists come to see sweeping vistas and natural and cultural landscapes, not 
dogs running amok.  

Response: VSCAs would not be established at Fort Point under the Preferred Alternative due to safety hazards and the lack 
of a beach or other open area suitable for establishment of a VSCA. Please see chapter 2 of the final plan/EIS for additional 
rationale for providing only on-leash dog walking at this site and for additional rationale for dismissing VSCAs on trails. 
 
FT1400 - Fort Miley: Suggest Change in Alternative  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53247) Commenters stated that dogs should not be allowed within East Fort 
Miley.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6459 Organization: San Francisco League of Conservation Voters Comment ID: 368542 Organization 
Type: Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: Lands End and Fort Miley- We commend and strongly support the elimination of dog activity 
in East Fort Miley.  

Response: The preferred alternative at Fort Miley would allow on-leash dog walking fin the east side trail corridor between 
Clement Street and the NPS boundary at East Fort Miley. No dog walking would be allowed in West Fort Miley. Overall, the 
preferred alternative would provide additional safety for visitors with dogs, given the site's traffic due to both construction 
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and hospital workers and patients from the adjacent VA hospital. Overall, the preferred alternative would provide for a 
variety of visitor experiences, including on-leash dog walking, protect park resources, and would be easily explainable and 
enforceable by park law enforcement staff.  
 
GA1000 - Impact Analysis: General Comment  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53320) Commenters stated that the justifications for the actions outlined in the 
DMP seemed speculative or unscientific. Many commenters noted that impacts stated in the draft plan/SEIS were overstated, 
and the environmental degradation from dogs was insignificant, and worried that the plan would increase environmental 
impacts.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 2184 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 356677 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Reading through various reports, I see very little included in the impact reports from those who 
support dog walking in these areas and yet a great deal from those opposed. Many of the impacts sited were 'mights' or 
'cans' or 'coulds' - I find this lack of evidence along with the lack of site-specific studies to be disturbing. 
  
Corr. ID: 2529 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359028 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: As for other GGNRA locations, the NPS needs to provide substantial scientific evidence and 
measurements, instead of just speculation and exaggeration, before discouraging people from continuing our heritage of 
walking dogs in these areas. These same DEIS criteria for adverse impact levels would easily exclude all humans from 
the park without any evidence of real degradations to the environment.  
  
Corr. ID: 4244 Organization: Crissy Field Dog Group Comment ID: 362317 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: Contrary to Congressional intention, the current GGNRA plan restricts off leash dog walking 
without factual basis, relying instead on outdated data and undocumented assumptions. It does not demonstrate that 
problems within the GGNRA are actually attributable to dogs and not to other factors such as crowds for special events, 
wildlife, and even nature herself. And these restrictions will negatively impact the few remaining areas allowing off 
leash walking.  
  
Corr. ID: 6056 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365272 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I believe protecting our environment should be a high priority for our community, however, I 
encourage you to ensure that the policies implemented in the plan for the GGNRA don't overly rely on perceptions or 
assumptions about impacts of dogs on the GGNRA. Any decisions that would have a significant impact on the 
availability of this immense resource should be based on sound scientific evidence and process.  
  
Corr. ID: 6518 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 367646 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The SEIS has few scientific peer reviewed studies to show that dogs have a significant impact. 
They rely on the "best professional judgement of NPS staff." Anecdotal observations are not a scientific way to compile 
evidence. NPS staff have demonstrated a bias against dog walking, so their opinions cannot be trusted  
  
Corr. ID: 6687 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 369193 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The Draft Plan/DEIS/SEIS assumes, but fails to demonstrate, the "cause and effect" 
relationship that where dogs are present within GGNRA sites, there is a disturbance of natural resources or demonstrate 
that the disturbance of resources is attributable to dogs (versus other factors). 

Response: Chapter 4, Impacts Analysis was revised to include additional data and studies, based on draft plan/EIS comments, 
to refine the conclusions in the final plan/EIS and reduce uncertainty regarding the level of impact from dogs. All NEPA 
analysis - no matter the amount of supporting data - is based on a prediction of potential future conditions and contains 
elements of uncertainty. In lieu of site-specific data (when not available), research methods generally accepted in the 
scientific community and best professional judgment have been used to draw conclusions regarding expected impacts to 
resources, consistent with CEQ and DOI requirements. The park has also supplemented its literature review based on public 
comments, including additional studies, the majority of which are peer reviewed. Please see chapter 4 for more detail. The 
available data provides sufficient information to allow the decision-maker to make a reasoned choice among alternatives.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53321) Commenters stated that the management plan does not recognize dog 
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walking as a valid recreation activity and that the continuation of urban recreation is not included in the objectives of the 
plan. Commenters also stated that the dog management plan would impact air quality due to the increase in emissions from 
driving to walk dogs. Commenters felt that the impacts of each alternative should be evaluated for additional resources 
including air quality and recreation.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 3030 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357728 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: This Environmental Impact Statement is fatally flawed because it utterly fails to address the 
single most serious environmental issue of our generation: Carbon Dioxide releases 
 
This plan is an environmental disaster. How the NPS could have proposed this is crazy. At a time when we all are doing 
everything we can to curb CO2 emissions the NPS is requiring families to release millions of extra pounds a year. Yet 
the NPS chooses to totally ignore this in the Report.  
  
Corr. ID: 6588 Organization: San Francisco Dog Owners Group Comment ID: 403550 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: THE SEIS DOES NOT CORRECTLY ADDRESS THE VALUE OF 
RECREATION IN THE GGNRA 
 
The SETS contains a distinct bias against recreation in the GGNRA. The first two 
sentences in the legislation that created the GGNRA are: 
 
In order to preserve for public use and enjoyment certain areas of Mann and San 
Francisco Counties, California, possessing outstanding  
  
Corr. ID: 6588 Organization: San Francisco Dog Owners Group Comment ID: 405831 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: THE SEIS DOES NOT CORRECTLY ADDRESS THE VALUE OF 
RECREATION IN THE GGNRA 
 
The SETS contains a distinct bias against recreation in the GGNRA. The first two 
sentences in the legislation that created the GGNRA are: 
 
In order to preserve for public use and enjoyment certain areas of Mann and San 
Francisco Counties, California, possessing outstanding  
  
Corr. ID: 6596 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 369626 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: This DEIS and Plan doesn't recognize that environmental values include both 
recreation and nature. In many places, the DEIS treats the environment and 
recreation as opposing values, i.e., that recreation only harms natural 
resources. The document doesn't acknowledge that people care about both 
and that people with dogs are often also good stewards of our environment.  
  
Corr. ID: 6716 Organization: San Francisco Dog Owners Group Comment ID: 499764 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: Even if recreation was not so critical to the GGNRA's founding, NEPA rules require that 
agencies consider impacts of alternatives on recreation. This is especially crucial in the 
GGNRA because its location in the middle of an urban setting means that GGNRA lands serve as  
residents' backyards. Most of us who live in San Francisco do not have yards, and we rely on park  
open space for our recreational needs. The GGNRA is where people in San Francisco, and indeed in  
the entire Bay Area, come to play. For example, the only 
beaches available to the people in San Francisco are controlled by the GGNRA. 
Removing recreation from the GGNRA will have a significant negative impact on the 
quality of life of the people of the Bay Area, and that impact should have been included 
in the SEIS.  

Response: Dog walking is considered a recreation activity within GGNRA and has been included in the objectives for Visitor 
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Experience and Health and Safety. In addition, urban recreation and quality has been incorporated into the impact analysis for 
park operations and visitor experience. Please see chapter 4 for more details. Impacts to air quality was dismissed from the 
impact analysis. Vehicle miles traveled because of recreational dog walking in GGNRA are negligible in the context of 
regional travel. Please see chapter 1 for additional rationale.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53322) Commenters noted that site specific and peer-reviewed studies were 
lacking in the draft plan/SEIS and needed to be completed. Other commenters stated that the information presented in the 
impacts analysis was outdated or that staff input and anecdotes were used to prove impacts from dogs. Studies in the draft 
plan/SEIS should undergo a more rigorous peer review process to determine if the impacts presented were based on sound 
science. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 667 Organization: Ocean Beach Dog Walkers Comment ID: 352866 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: How can the GGNRA undertake a Dog Management Policy change as proposed in this SEIS 
without any evidence of monitoring or site specific studies (as required by federal law) as a means to identify the 
alleged impairment?! Anecdotal comments and the "potential" to damage the area just don't cut it. 
  
Corr. ID: 1011 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351428 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: SEIS admits there are few scientific, peer-reviewed studies that show impacts from dogs (e.g., 
on vegetation and soils, p. 375), so they cite anecdotal observations of impacts made by NPS staff. However these 
anecdotal claims have no context - how frequent were they, how serious, etc. - and cannot be used to set policy. An 
SEIS is supposed to be based on science, not anecdote. The SEIS also says it relies on the "best professional judgment 
of NPS staff" to determine impacts from dogs and their importance when there are no scientific studies of impacts in 
other parks available (e.g., p. 396). NPS staff have demonstrated a long-standing, strong bias against dog walking, and 
the SEIS should not depend largely on their biased judgment and anecdotes for "proof" that impacts from dogs are 
currently occurring  
  
Corr. ID: 2087 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 355678 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Health and social benefits aside, there hasnt been a single peer-reviewed, site-specific study (as 
required by law) that supports such a drastic restriction of dog-friendly areas. Both the DEIS and SEIS fail to prove 
negative impacts are not only occurring now but that dogs are causing them. We want real science not anecdotes. 
  
Corr. ID: 2378 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358450 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The plan admits there are few scientific, peer-reviewed studies that show impacts from dogs 
(e.g., on vegetation and soils, p. 375) so they cite anecdotal observations of impacts made by NPS staff. A supplemental 
environmental impact statement needs to be based on science, not anecdote.  
  
Corr. ID: 2826 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357572 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: SEIS says that, during the last six years, NPS staff did extensive literature searches to look for 
reports of impacts from dogs in other parks. In that same time, they could easily have conducted the site-specific studies 
that might have shown whether or not impacts are occurring in the GGNRA. Yet they chose not do them.  
  
Corr. ID: 5270 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362846 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In addition, the SEIS fails to link off-leash and on-leash dog walking with documented 
resource impacts. GGNRAs SEIS has failed to provide actual scientific data about dog walkings impact on natural 
resources in Rancho, such as wildlife and vegetation. Not only does GGNRA not have any peer-reviewed scientific data 
about resource impacts, all of the resource impact statements in the SEIS are purely speculative. Off-leash and on-leash 
dog walking has occurred in Rancho Corral de Tierra for decades, including during the past two years while it has been 
under the management of GGNRA (as acknowledged in the SEIS). Despite this history, Rancho continues to provide 
valuable habitat for wildlife.  
  
Corr. ID: 5271 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362856 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I feel strongly, as a working environmental scientist for the Federal government, that the 
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conclusions in this document are not science based and the SEIS should undergo peer review per the policy of the NPS 
(Interim Guidance Document Governing Code of Conduct, Peer Review, and Information Quality Correction for 
National Park Service Cultural and Natural Resource Disciplines, 2008).  
 
This document is essentially a programmatic EIS as there is insufficient information and analysis for each site to 
adequately inform science-based decision-making for such a large geographic area. The NPS should treat this document 
as a Programmatic EIS and tier off site-specific NEPA documents from it.  
  
Corr. ID: 5546 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 363930 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Regarding the process, the studies and information the GGNRA is relying on in its latest 
supplemental environmental impact statement are outdated - it hasn't updated the enforcement data since the last draft 
EIS was released.  
  
Corr. ID: 6101 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365416 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: After almost three years and two draft plans comprising a combined 4,300 pages ,where is the 
scientific study conducted at Fort Funston or any other recreational unit in the GGNRA? There are few, if any, 
scientific, peer-reviewed studies that show impacts from dogs (e.g., on vegetation and soils, p. 375), so the plan cites 
anecdotal observations of impacts made by National Park Service Staff. However these anecdotal claims have no 
context - how frequent were they, how serious, etc. - and cannot be used to set policy. An EIS is expected to be based 
on science, not anecdote.  
  
Corr. ID: 6404 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366216 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: A major flaw shared by both the 2011 DEIS and the 2013 SEIS is they provide no site-specific 
studies or evidence to support their strongly stated conclusions that allowing dogs access to limited areas in the 
GGNRA results in a negative impact on those areas. This process has been going on for more than eight years, giving 
the GGNRA ample time to gather data demonstrating a severe negative impact from off-leash dog walking, but they 
have chosen not to do so.  
  
Corr. ID: 6636 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368106 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: There hasnt been a single peer-reviewed, site-specific study (as required by law) that supports 
the proposed drastic restriction of dog-friendly areas. Both the DEIS and SEIS fail to prove negative impacts are not 
only occurring now but that dogs are causing them. Dogs and their walkers are not going off trail so how many dogs are 
in fact leaving these trails and invading critical wildlife habitat? The GGNRA should take a balanced, fact-based 
approach to its environmental analysis, provide the data and stop speaking hypothetically. We would ask the GGNRA 
to conduct the necessary site specific peer-reviewed studies before making any changes to the uses of our recreational 
land.  
  
Corr. ID: 6686 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 369061 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: this comment contains review of "studies" proffered by the GGNRA to substantiate restrictions 
designed to protect the Western snowy plover. These "studies" fail to adhere to the Code of Scientific and Scholarly 
conduct with respect to all three provisions listed above. We should point out that upon receiving these allegations in 
written form by way of our Comment on the DEIS, the NPS did not modify their planned restrictions but did remove 
the studies from the SEIS. Compliance with the law would have required withdrawal of the entire DMP. 

Response: Chapter 4, Impacts Analysis was revised to include additional data and studies, based on DEIS comments, to 
refine the conclusions in the final plan/EIS and reduce uncertainty regarding the level of impact from dogs. All NEPA 
analysis - no matter the amount of supporting data - is based on a prediction of potential future conditions and contains 
elements of uncertainty. In lieu of site-specific data (when not available), research methods generally accepted in the 
scientific community and best professional judgment have been used to draw conclusions regarding expected impacts to 
resources, consistent with CEQ and DOI requirements. The park has also supplemented its literature review based on public 
comments, including additional studies, the majority of which are peer reviewed. Please see chapter 4 for more detail. The 
available data provides sufficient information to allow the decision-maker to make a reasoned choice among alternatives.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53323) Many commenters expressed that the impacts analysis did not adequately 
compare the impacts of dogs in relationship to other factors, such as human impacts. 

Representative Quote(s): 
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Corr. ID: 930 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353783 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I do not see where in the SEIS there is conclusive scientific data showing that dog walkers and 
owners are causing damage to designated off-leash areas, which means there is no legitimate or legal foundation for 
these policy changes. The plan doesnt differentiate between impacts caused by humans or other animals. It just assumes
all the negative impacts are caused by dogs. 
  
Corr. ID: 4418 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365166 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The Park Service should revise the dog management plan 
to:Exclude speculative, exaggerated, biased, or misleading statements and studies. 
- Provide reasonable ways to address any significant adverse impacts from recreational activities. Use objective 
standards applicable to other recreational activities (e.g., equestrians, boaters, 
fishermen, surfers, bicyclists, beach-goers, joggers, walkers, etc.).  
  
Corr. ID: 6167 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365708 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The failure of the plan to distinguish between impacts on the GGNRA resources by people, or 
dogs, or by other causes is lacking in the document. Site specific observations such as 'high foot traffic' (both people 
and dogs) needs to be analyzed to determine whether off-leash areas differ form other areas of high traffic; and, where 
people need to be prohibited from these areas to protect natural resources. Yet the very area the GGNRA is trying to 
protect in Muir Beach - dunes riparian forest, lagoon - is abused by people every day.

Response: The scope of the EIS is limited to dog walking, thus the impacts of other uses are not analyzed as direct impacts, 
unless they are related to the proposed action (for example, redistribution or increases in visitation of non-dog walkers). NPS 
realizes that other park uses such as biking, hiking, beach driving, and special events (i.e. Fleet Week) create impacts to park 
resources; however, impacts described in the final plan/EIS focus on impacts related to dog-walking. Existing conditions 
includes ongoing effects from other park uses including but not limited to hiking, running, biking, picnicking, beach going, 
and equestrian riders.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53324) Commenters felt that the document should better describe the current 
setting and environment of the GGNRA in relation to its larger setting within a large urban area. Some commenters noted the 
need for the analysis of sites to take into account their location and condition. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 632 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352776 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The document failed to properly characterize the urban setting of the GGNRA; reading the 
document one is left with the impression that the GGNRA is a wilderness area, and not the urban parklands of the San 
Francisco Bay region. The document should better characterize the general setting of the GGNRA, and the level of 
visitation to the GGNRA.  
  
Corr. ID: 3404 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359142 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The proposal does not show what the true environmental problem is that we're trying to 
address. Nor does the proposal analyze the impact to the broader bay area / sf environment should the nps proposal be 
enacted. Consequently, this plan is unbalanced and unworthy of approval.  
  

Corr. ID: 6339 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365643 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Throughout this report, the authors provide arguments about policies and impacts that are 
reasonable for wilderness parks, but make no sense at all for a park located within the San Francisco city environment. 
Most importantly, there is no actual data showing how these regulations might or might not work in a city setting. 
Before imposing a huge change in policy on our entire city, I would like to see some real data showing what, if any, of 
the intended consequences are even possible within San Francisco. The report really has no data that is relevant to the 
situation in San Francisco  
  
Corr. ID: 6407 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366285 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I find a preponderance of unsupported statements about the impact of dogs on the areas of the 
Recreation Area. Many of these statements make no sense to me, given the spaces that are being considered for a 
dramatic change in use policy. 
I find many statements that could be true in a remote wilderness area, but make no sense at all when placed in the 
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context of park spaces in the middle of San Francisco. Fort Mason, for example, is within 50 meters of a Safeway, and 
is surrounded on 3 sides by Bay and Van Ness streets. There are fire engines, ambulances, cars, motorcycles and 
aircraft in the air and on the ground around Ft. Mason. . The Ft. Mason parking lot has food festivals, music festivals, a 
farmer's market, and many other uses. This is not a space where sensitive birds come to find undisturbed rest or where 
sensitive plants need to be protected from people and their pets. It is absurd to apply the standards and goals of the 
national parks to these areas, because there is simply no possibility of achieving the "preservation of natural habitats" 
that is the normal objective. 
  
Corr. ID: 6436 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 367499 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: To me, the flaw in this report is that the comments about goals and considerations are equally 
applied to these very different spaces, even though the benefits of public use are immensely greater in these SF city 
areas, and the potential improvements for habitat and wild animals are basically non-existent in these areas. Crissy Field 
East and West beach are mostly barren sand-scapes without any fragile vegetation, and no native wildlife. Aside from 
some very infrequent disturbance of the Plover habitat, these beaches are areas without any real opportunity for 
protection, which also provide an immense public recreational benefit. 
 
Unfortunately, the report fails to distinguish these areas from each other. In failing to do so, the report fails to provide 
any true appreciation for the benefits of public use - instead, preservation of habitat for plants and animals is treated s 
an absolute objective second to none. 
 
I think it is essential to understand that the mostly urban park circumstances of Crissy Field, Ft. Point, Ft. Mason and 
similar spaces MUST be considered in a different way than a trail at the top of the marin headlands, far from the noise 
and craziness of the city  
  
Corr. ID: 6540 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368709 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Related to this, the data collected was too limited. It did not take into account the broader urban 
area and what would happen in San Francisco, as a whole, if the GGNRA plan is adopted. An approach more similar to 
mediation of competing interests would lead to data collection that would support compromise. The present approach 
has been data collection in an attempt by one side to win an argument over another side.  

Response: The enabling legislation for GGNRA described in chapter 1 states the need for preserving recreation area within 
the urban environment. In addition, the current setting and environment is detailed throughout chapter 3, Affected 
Environment.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53325) Many commenters expressed frustration that allowing dogs on-leash on 
more trails or off-leash on trails was not sufficiently analyzed, and that the decision to remove dogs from many trails was not 
based on evidence.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1814 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354139 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: There is no evidence presented that off-leash dog walking on GGNRA trails has had any 
negative impacts. Despite this, the GGNRA decided not even to consider the possibility of off-leash dog walking on 
any trails at all.  
  
Corr. ID: 1919 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354550 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: There's no proposal for truly expanded dog use. If one is concerned about the effects of dogs on 
trails - then it should at least be considered that providing more acceptable trails would spread out the use and mitigate 
more severe effects on the currently acceptable areas. A rotation could also be considered. Limiting dogs o a small trail 
corridor (or a handful of trails of any mileage as proposed) will naturally increase the number of dogs on those trails 
and magnify the real or imagined damage. 

Response: Voice and sight control areas (VSCAs) is allowed on approximateliy 1/3 of all GGNRA park beach miles, and on 
leash dog walking is allowed on approximately 1/3 of all park trail miles. 
 
Establishing VSCAs on trails throughout some of the GGNRA sites was considered but dismissed (please see chapter 2 of the 
final plan/EIS, Alternative Elements Eliminated from Consideration). Establishing VSCAs on park trails would create safety 
concerns for other park users since many trails are relatively narrow and have limited line of sight, which could inhibit use of 
areas by some visitors due to having to travel through a ROLA when using any trails wholly, or even partly, designated as 
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ROLAs.There is also a higher likelihood of impacts to adjacent resources as off-leash dogs can more easily access habitat 
adjacent to trails than a dog walked on leash. Even if a trail is a wide, multi-use trail or fire road, a VSCA would still interfere 
with access by other users, and unless fenced, would allow impacts to adjacent habitat. For these reasons, VSCAs would not 
be established on park trails or fire roads. However, due to the consensus agreement by the Negotiated Rulemaking 
Committee, and the park's commitment to include the committee's consensus agreements in the range of alternative for 
analysis, a VSCA on a fire road/trail is being considered under alternatives C and E at Oakwood Valley (northern section of 
the Oakwood Valley Loop Trail). 
 
On-leash dogwalking was also considered on a range of trails, and as noted above, allowed on approximately 1/3 of all trail 
miles within GGNRA. GGNRA is not allowing on-leash dog walking on every trail, as the park wants to ensure a no dog 
experience on trails as well, based on public comment requests and noting that dog walkers make up only 10-12 percent of all 
park visitors. In addition, some trails are adjacent to or go through sensitive and/or contiguous habitat.  
 
Please see chapter 4 of the final plan/EIS for potential impacts from on and off leash dog walking to a range of impact topics. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53326) The draft plan/SEIS did not present reasons why on-leash dog walking 
provided additional protection.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 5020 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362018 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: it is unclear what additional protection "on leash" laws have over "sight and voice-control" 
laws which, if properly enforced, serve the same purpose - to ensure dogs are not destroying habitat and interfering with 
other recreational users' experiences.  

Response: On-leash dog walking provides additional protection to both park resources and visitors. Restraining dogs on a 6 
foot leash prevents dogs from going off trail or outside of VSCAs into sensitive wildlife habitat. Leashes also minimize the 
chance of dogs chasing wildlife. In addition, the opportunity for dogs to approach other visitors is also minimized as the dog 
owner is more aware of the dogs behavior and can therefore manage it effectively, reducing visitor conflicts. Dog owner / 
owner responsibility is underscored in the final plan/EIS. This is further discussed in chapter 4 of the final plan/EIS. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53327) Commenters noted that the NPS impacts analysis was thorough, and 
supported the analysis completed in the draft plan/SEIS. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 5089 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362167 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The review provided by NPS for GGNRA is very complete and educational. As a dog owner 
and supporter of environmental protection, I am happy that the analyses have been as expansive as they have been.  
  
Corr. ID: 6323 Organization: Marin Audubon Society Comment ID: 365535 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: We appreciate the extensive research that went into the preparation of the Draft SEIS, 
especially the 24 peer reviewed studies that confirm the impact of dogs on wildlife and habitats. The findings of these 
studies are applicable to impacts of dogs everywhere and provide ample support for recommendations to limit dog use 
to protect wildlife in sensitive habitats.  

Response: GGNRA has worked to make the environmental analysis as comprehensive as possible, and appreciates your 
comment.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53328) Commenters made suggestions about how data should be used in the draft 
plan/SEIS, including on the use of peer-reviewed sources, and addressing limitations in studies. Commenters felt that the 
studies and surveys used in the impact analysis were lacking scientific rigor and the conclusions or results from the studies 
were misrepresented or outdated. There is also a lack of monitoring data on resources or visitor use patterns. Commenters 
also stated that the impacts from dog walking are being weighted/compared to those impacts associated with restoration and 
enhancement projects at the park. Therefore, commenters did not agree with the impact analysis and suggested different 
impact levels for some of the alternatives.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6631 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368440 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The SEIS needs to relax its focus on only using peer-reviewed sources. The Department of 
Interior guidelines for the use of science are concerned with the integrity of the use of science. Over reliance and peer-
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reviewed sources that may not be relevant lacks integrity compared with judicious use of peer reviewed and other 
sources. There is a sufficient body of literature to describe and determine the probable level of impacts of off-leash dogs 
in much more detail than currently in the SEIS.  
  
Corr. ID: 6631 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368419 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Any use of the data must address the limitations of the survey methods and the fact that some 
species may have abandoned sites, especially smaller sites, due to off-leash dog activity over many years. The EIS 
needs to avoid such simplistic interpretations of the data. 

Response: Chapter 4, Impacts Analysis was revised to include additional data and studies, based on draft plan/EIS comments, 
to refine the conclusions in the final plan/EIS and reduce uncertainty regarding the level of impact from dogs. All NEPA 
analysis - no matter the amount of supporting data - is based on a prediction of potential future conditions and contains 
elements of uncertainty. In lieu of site-specific data (when not available), research methods generally accepted in the 
scientific community and best professional judgment have been used to draw conclusions regarding expected impacts to 
resources, consistent with CEQ and DOI requirements. The park has also supplemented its literature review based on public 
comments, including additional studies, the majority of which are peer reviewed. Please see chapter 4 for more detail. The 
available data provides sufficient information to allow the decision-maker to make a reasoned choice among alternatives.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53329) Some commenters noted that the impacts of increased visitor use were not 
considered.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6323 Organization: Marin Audubon Society Comment ID: 403548 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: Impacts of Increased Visitor Use Not Considered 
It should be recognized that, just as use of GGNRA lands has increased over the years, uses will undoubtedly continue 
to increase as our human population increases. 

Response: Future park visitation was considered in the final plan/EIS. Forecasts of the park visitation can be found in chapter 
3, Visitor Use and Experience, with impacts in chapter 4. Park visitation would range between 12.8 million to 15.8 million 
people annually, similar to how it has been operating over the previous 20 years. Visitation to GGNRA is not expected to 
experience a significant increase; therefore, no additional impacts are expected.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53330) Some commenters noted that mitigation should be presented to address the 
increased impacts on habitat and wildlife that would accompany the anticipated increased uses of some or all of the trails. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6323 Organization: Marin Audubon Society Comment ID: 403549 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: Mitigation should be presented to address the increased impacts on habitat and wildlife that 
would accompany the anticipated increased uses of some or all of the trails. 

Response: The final preferred alternative in the final plan/EIS is intended to reduce impacts on park resources and values. 
Where necessary, mitigation measures for dog walking have been described in the final plan/EIS. For example, the 
Monitoring Management Strategy describes primary and secondary management actions that would be implemented if dog 
walking activities approach an unacceptable impact to resources. Please see chapter 2 of the final plan/EIS for additional 
details.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53332) The impact analyses as well as the Environmentally Preferred Alternative 
rely on compliance to evaluate the impacts of the Plan as negligible. This is an unrealistic approach because many people will 
not comply and it overestimates benefits of requiring leashes or eliminating dog walking. The Plan, therefore, would be 
ineffective in achieving impact levels that are negligible. Commenters also had an issue with the comparison between the no 
action alternative under little enforcement, and the action alternatives with full enforcement. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6323 Organization: Marin Audubon Society Comment ID: 403547 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: The impact analyses as well as the Environmentally Preferred Alternative rely on compliance 
to evaluate the impacts of the Plan as negligible. This is an unrealistic approach because many people will not comply. 
The Plan, therefore, would be ineffective in achieving impact levels that are negligible.  
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The DSEIS acknowledges that even with "assuming compliance" the preferred alternative would result in localized 
impacts but these would be considered minor based on the assumption that dog users will comply with the regulations. 
Repeated observations of dog users over time, however, clearly demonstrate that this is not the case. Dog's users 
throughout Marin County violate dog restriction, ignore signs and sometimes destroy or steal them, and disregard 
policies and regulations with impunity. While many people do obey the law, particularly if they understand why, many 
will not. This cannot be ignored in evaluating the significance of the impacts. In addition, even localized impacts could 
be major when endangered species and their habitats are involved.  
 
Conclusions that the potential impacts will be negligible are unsubstantiated and invalid until and unless the NPS 
presents a dependable program that will ensure dog walkers will stay on trails and not harass wildlife or damage habitat. 
The only way this can be assured is through an effective monitoring and enforcement program. At minimum, there 
needs to be a strong enforcement program that ensures dogs are restricted from sensitive habitats. It would also be 
helpful if dogs were restricted on more trails. 
  
Corr. ID: 6717 Organization: K&L Gates LLP Comment ID: 499876 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The DSEIS is also internally inconsistent regarding enforcement and compliance assumptions. 
The NPS characterizes user conflict under the No Action Alternative based on incidents that are not currently 
acceptable or lawful behavior - - harassment or assault by a dog is already prohibited under the current rules. The 
DSEIS enforcement data, which is the basis for user conflict analysis, has not been updated since the 2011 DEIS. The 
Final EIS should either updates its analysis or explain why the information is unavailable. 40 C.F.R. 1502.22. 
 
But for the NPS preferred alternative (and all other action alternatives), the DSEIS assumes compliance. Given the 
NPS's position that compliance is impossible under the status quo (22) and its recognition that nearby dogwalking areas 
experience "major" noncompliance, (23) compliance is not a reasonable assumption for the action alternatives. This 
is especially true for an agency with such patently inadequate enforcement resources. No agency, especially not one 
with only nine enforcement personnel to cover 80,000 acres, (24) can 
guarantee perfect compliance. This assumption is unrealistic and inconsistent with baseline conditions, and ultimately 
skews the analysis by overestimating the benefits of requiring leashes or banning dogs. A realistic assessment should 
consider impacts from alternatives where noncompliance is comparable to current or reasonably anticipated rates of 
noncompliance. 
 
While the NPS's objective is to improve compliance, more strict restrictions may increase noncompliance if visitors are 
not aware of new regulations or committed to achieving compliance. The DSEIS should undertake a realistic 
assessment of community buy-in to its proposed plans, including more deference to commonly accepted policies 
resulting from the negotiated rulemaking process, which had achieved a greater degree of stakeholder support than any 
other management plan proposed to date.  

Response: Impacts from the preferred alternative range in effect, and are not solely negligible. However, the impact analysis 
does assume a higher rate of compliance with the regulation in evaluating impacts than under the current condition, based in 
part on forecasted increases in education and enforcement. If non-compliance occurs and impacts to resources approach an 
unacceptable level, primary and secondary management actions would be implemented through the Monitoring Management 
Strategy. Please see chapter 2 of the final plan/EIS for additional details.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 57424) At Homestead Valley, impacts from dog walking are analyzed for future 
trails where the exact location has not been identified. Commenters feel it is necessary to have detailed information on these 
trails in order to complete a sufficient impact analysis. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6323 Organization: Marin Audubon Society Comment ID: 365555 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: Need for Environmental Review for New Trails  
It appears that trails that are not presently in existence are being considered part of the Management Plan and evaluated 
in this DSEIS, such as new trails at Homestead Valley. It also appears that the trail locations may have not even been 
determined at this time.  
 
This DSEIS should provide sufficient information about these and any other trails that are not currently in place. This is 
necessary to enable evaluation of the potential adverse impacts on adjacent habitats and wildlife of human and dog use 
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and to evaluate whether there is a less environmentally damaging alternative location. If this information is not 
provided in this DSEIS, a separate environmental review for these non-existent trails should be conducted. 

Response: The exact locations for the neighborhood connecting trails at Homestead Valley have been identified and analyzed 
in the environmental impacts. The location of the connecting trails are shown on the map of the preferred alternative in Map 
3-F.  
 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 57438) Several commenters questioned how ROLAs would be defined, how 
mitigation would be completed, and if ROLAs would be completely enclosed. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 5151 Organization: International Urban Estuary Network/Save the Bay Comment ID: 362278 
Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The Preferred Alternative does not specify how the ROLAs will be achieved.  
The Preferred Alternative does not describe how park visitors will be adequately informed of the ROLA boundaries for 
the six sites in the Preferred Alternative F.  
Nor does it state that ROLAs will be fully enclosed, to guarantee that off-leash dogs are contained.  

Response: VSCAs would not be fully enclosed; however, dog walking areas in each location would be delineated and 
marked. Standard landscape design elements may be installed to aid in differentiation of dog walking areas provided that 
wildlife movement is protected. Landscape design elements may also be utilized to mitigate and to protect restoration areas, 
delineate areas that require closure or separation for safety purposes, and to reduce user conflicts, or to address other dog 
management needs.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 57439) Voice control should not be considered an option unless NPS can provide 
evidence that it is an effective off-leash dog management option. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 4256 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368466 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The SEIS fails to provide evidence that voice control is an effective off-leash dog management 
option. While the SEIS does loosely describe and discuss the concept of voice control, it does not evaluate voice control 
for its degree of effectiveness, nor does it demonstrate the abilities of the general dog walking public to employ such a 
method. Unless it is clearly demonstrated to be as effective as the use of a leash, voice control should not be considered 
as an option for use in any area of the GGNRA that is open to multiple visitor uses 

Response: NPS staff obtained dog management policies, information on visitor experience/conflict information, enforcement 
success, and other applicable information from a variety of state, regional, county, and city park and recreation agencies. This
information was used when determining appropriate dog walking areas and forms of dog walking (on-leash vs. VSCAs), and 
effective behavioral requirements. VSCAs were determined to be an effective and common form of dog walking management 
by both county and regional public agencies who allow off-leash. It is most effective when the dog owner and dog being 
walked are trained. For those walking 4-6 dogs, this is a requirement under an NPS permit; for all others walking 1-3 dogs, it 
will be encouraged. Under the Monitoring Management program, if non-compliance occurs and impacts to resources or other 
visitors approaches an unacceptable level, primary and secondary management actions would be implemented, including the 
possibility that off-leash dog walkers could be required to participate in and/or demonstrate such training before being able to 
walk their dog off-leash in the park. Details are described in chapter 2 of the final plan/EIS.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 57803) Commenters felt that the impacts analysis was inadequate because it did 
not consider the impacts of the current conditions (alternative A) with enforcement when comparing it to the preferred 
alternative, which has assumed enforcement and compliance. Additionally, one commenter mentioned that the impact 
analysis should consider the impact of lack of enforcement in the action alternatives, given the current inability of NPS to 
provide adequate enforcement.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 3100 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405836 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The proposed ban on dogs at Ocean Beach between Stairwell 21 and Sloat Blvd is 
inappropriate and unjustified. The NPS is proposing a complete ban on dogs without considering enforcing the current 
on-leash policy. In fact, the impacts analysis section of the document compares the impacts of the current on-leash 
policy with little-to-no enforcement to the preferred alternative of a dog ban with enforcement. To truly compare the 
impacts of an on-leash policy at Ocean Beach versus a ban on dogs, the NPS would need to compare both scenarios 
with similar levels of enforcement.  
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Corr. ID: 3143 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405837 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The SEIS compared on-leash impact with non-compliance in the SPPA to no dogs assuming 
compliance; however, the SEIS did not provide any justification for the assumption that enforcement of a no-dog policy 
in the SPPA would have any better rate of compliance. The GGNRA would need to compare a no-dog policy with non-
compliance to an on-leash dog policy with non-compliance in order to justify any claim of a beneficial impact. If the 
GGNRA intends to enforce a no-dog policy in the SPPA then it would need to compare a no-dog policy with 
enforcement and compliance to an on-leash dog policy with enforcement and compliance.  
  
Corr. ID: 4118 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362041 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Second, without effective enforcement, none of the Alternatives will be successful. The SEIS is 
silent on the current level of ineffective enforcement, and on any plans for increased and truly effective enforcement of 
current dog use regulations. This is a critical flaw of the SEIS, because like the issue of "voice control", the Alternatives
are purely theoretical in intended outcome if not backed up by effective enforcement. I urge the NPS to not be silent on 
this practical disconnect. The best Alternatives will be greatly diminished in their intended outcome without effective 
enforcement. To advance an Alternative under NEPA, but not have practical supporting actions by the responsible 
federal agency to make the intended outcomes reasonably achievable, is flawed policy making at best.  

Response: Please see the final plan/EIS, chapter 2, Alternatives Eliminated from Further Consideration, "No Action" 
(Alternative A) which Assumes Compliance, for information on why this alternative was not considered, and therefore not 
analyzed.  
 
GA2000 - Impact Analysis: Use Trends And Assumptions  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53333) Commenters questioned the levels of incidents with dogs presented in the 
draft plan/SEIS, and the validity of this data, including data collected from visitor studies. Some commenters felt the incident 
levels did not warrant greater restrictions, while other commenters felt these levels were low, due to unreported incidents. 
Many commenters reference the law enforcement citations, saying that humans are more dangerous through hostile and 
illegal behavior, as well as through recreational activities. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 488 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351775 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The law enforcement incident reports from 2008 through 2011 showed that there were 729 
incidents reported for having a dog off leash within the Ocean Beach SPPA during the period (July 1 through May15) 
when dogs must be leashed. 
 
1. This same data (Appendix G) shows the incidents of disturbing wildlife is very low or non-existent, most of the 
violations are related to leash law. 
2. This same data (Appendix G) shows decreasing number of dog incidents from 2001-2006 before the new leash law 
36 CFR 1.5, and then decreasing again From 2007-2011 after the new leash law 36 CFR 1.5 
3. If compliance to current law is poor, why do think a ban of dogs altogether will be well complied with? Most people 
are very used to walking there dogs there now and will probably continue to do so since there are no other open space 
alternatives in the area 
The document identifies SPPA as a moderate dog walking area. If thats that case than monitoring and citations could be 
used to enforce the leash laws.  
  
Corr. ID: 1236 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368761 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: SEIS data still does not support claims that there are major safety problems from dogs that 
require off-leash restrictions. The total number of dog bites or attacks from 2008 to 2011 (four years) was 95 (p. 21). 
Even if this number is undercounted and should be tripled or quadrupled, it still represents a miniscule portion of the 
millions of dog visits each year to GGNRA sites. Even the total number of dog-related incidents (nearly all of which 
were for having dogs off-leash where they werent supposed to be) from 2001 to 2011 - 4,932 - represent a tiny fraction 
of the million dog visits each year (p. 252). The vast majority of incidents (at least 89%) e GGNRA involve people 
without dogs, including murder, rape, robbery, drugs, and larceny. People are the safety problem in the GGNRA, not 
dogs  
  
Corr. ID: 1489 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352902 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: It sounds by all the information I have read that the studies that have been done in the past have 
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been skewed. If you look at the number of incidents with dogs (ei dog bites) it is unbelievably few as compared to 
crimes (violent and otherwise) by adults in these parks. Every way you look at it, adults are more dangerous to each 
other than dogs every have been or will be.  
  
Corr. ID: 1844 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354338 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Bicyclists and uncontrolled young children are a far worse safety risk in the GGNRA than dogs 
- particularly at Crissy Field. Bicyclists and unsupervised children routinely run uncomfortably close to pedestrians, 
cause collisions and ignore basic courtesy. If the GGNRA wants to increase safety at Crissy Field, it should: (1) either 
ban bicycles or begin strict ticketing of bicyclists who ride too fast and too close to pedestrians.  
  
Corr. ID: 4546 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 360534 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Incident reports from 2013 show a small number of dog-related incidents within the hundreds 
of thousands of visits to the GGNRA, much smaller than the number of reported incidents involving people; again, data 
that does not support the need for such a drastic change nor the request for a staggering $2 million for more rangers. 
  
Corr. ID: 5227 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362713 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: If there is a problem with dogs within the GGNRA, the NPS dog incident data should contain a 
record of the issues. Between 2001 and 2011, the GGNRA recorded 4,932 dog-related incidents, or 448/year or less 
than two per day across all 80,000 acres and 24 dog sites in the GGNRA. The GGNRA sees over 13,000,000 visitors 
per year and yet only records 448 incidents per year. This is hardly indicative of a problem, and in fact proves that the 
1979 Pet Policy works.  
  
Corr. ID: 5403 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 363171 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: It is apparent that the vast majority of violations of rules are never reported by visitors or 
observed by park staff. Naturally, many non-compliant owners change their illegal behaviors quickly upon noticing the 
presence of park staff. Due to the size of the parks compared to the parks small number of staff a visitor can hike for 
many hours, even days, without ever coming in contact with park staff. Therefore the incidents in this report should be 
considered as a small percentage of the overall violations that do occur within a year at the parks.  
 
The non-compliant dog owners listed in the majority (>90%) cidents in the 2009 Criminal Incident record are given a 
verbal or written warning. The reports indicate that their names are entered into a database and they will be cited for 
subsequent infractions.  
  
Corr. ID: 6178 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365757 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I carefully read the section of the report from pages 252-258, which describes many of the 
reported dog-related incidents. Over a 10-year period, there are reports of about 4000 events, which averages to 
400/year or about 30 each month - roughly one each day. 
 
This sounds terrible, but there is no data offered for comparison. What is the incidence of dog-related incidents in a 
comparably-sized park with comparable volume of visitors, and dogs either not allowed or only allowed on leash? Is it 
much lower, the same, or much higher? Without any comparative analysis, this data is absolutely meaningless, and is 
not useful as a basis for a massive change in policy. If the NPS wants to impose a policy change on the GGNRA, and 
wants to offer data to support this change, the NPS should offer enough data to show that the policy change will have 
the intended effect. This data does not indicate anything useful about the proposed policy change.  

Response: Additional data including visitation patterns and park law enforcement data has been incorporated in the final 
plan/EIS. Additional law enforcement data are presented in chapter 3, Visitor Use and Experience and Health and Safety. 
These data were used to update the impact analysis for these topics in chapter 4. While GGNRA cannot provide an exact 
number of incidents that go unreported, the park is aware that the law enforcement incidents represent only a portion of actual 
incidents, given that law enforcement is unable to respond to all incidents, and does not patrol every location constantly. In 
contrast, please see lifeguard data for Stinson Beach and Ocean Beach, where dog violations have been monitored more 
consistently, and are significantly higher than reported law enforcement data. Nonetheless, although law enforcement data 
undercounts incidents, the existing law enforcement data, as well as public comment, substantiate a need to regulate dog 
walking to protect resources, provide for a variety of visitor experiences, and ensure health and safety.  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53334) Commenters were concerned that the NPS did not adequately analyze 
where dog walkers would go in surrounding areas if the preferred alternative were selected. Some commenters stated that this 
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analysis was requested by the San Francisco Board of Supervisors in 2011. 
Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1250 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352069 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Have you done an impact analysis on where all the dogs will go if your proposed plan is in 
place? This could cause over concentration of dog use in dog parks and neighborhood/city parks.  
  
Corr. ID: 1261 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352191 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: And certainly insufficient study has been done to show the impact to lands from the 
displacement. These lands could include GGNRA lands were dogs are not being taken (legally or not), other state parks 
in the area, and of course city parks, which will then be the only remaining legal dog areas that will not be able to cope 
with increased load.  
  
Corr. ID: 1315 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352295 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The plan does not adequately analyze impacts on nearby parks of the Preferred Alternative. 
This analysis was requested by the public and by the San Francisco Board of Supervisors in 2011. The new plan claims 
that, because some off-leash space will still available in the GGNRA, even though much smaller, most people will 
continue to walk their dogs there and not move to nearby city parks. No evidence is given to support either assumption 
  
Corr. ID: 2873 Organization: SaveOffLeash.com Comment ID: 357704 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Any reduction to on or off-leash dog areas will require dog parents to travel greater distances, 
convening on fewer spots making the related traffic and parking more congested. Have these impacts been estimated, 
quantified, evaluated, considered, peer reviewed and publicly disclosed? If so, where is that analysis? 
  
Corr. ID: 3919 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 360011 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The plan lacks any acknowledgement of it's impact on other areas. The GGNRA plan has not 
adequately studied how dispersion will affect local communities, neighborhood parks, and their preferred dog 
recreation areas due to overcrowding. I myself do not frequent my city parks with my dog under voice command 
because they are too crowded, there's not enough room to exercise, and they're not at all relaxing.  

Response: NPS conducted a survey in the summer of 2012 to measure customer satisfaction related to dog walking at 
GGNRA (NPS 2012b). The GGNRA Dog Walking Satisfaction Visitor Study (NPS 2012b) evaluated the perception of and 
satisfaction with the current dog walking policies, and the potential for redistribution of use based on access changes. Results 
of this survey were used to determine what other parks (referred to as nearby dog walking areas) the visitors would choose to 
visit if on-leash or off-leash dog walking was limited as a result of this plan/EIS. Using the results of this survey, a more 
detailed evaluation of the potential impacts to alternative sites identified in the survey was completed for the draft plan/SEIS. 
Detailed information regarding natural resources, acreage of off-leash play, parking availability, etc. were incorporated into 
this analysis, including cumulative impacts as a result of the Significant Natural Resource Areas Management Plan 
(SNRAMP), which proposes to close/reduce some of the existing dog play areas (DPAs), such as the Lake Merced site, in 
San Francisco. Additional details on redistributional effects have been added to chapter 4 of the final plan/EIS. 
 
GA3000 - Impact Analysis: General Methodology For Establishing Impacts/Effects  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53340) Commenters felt that data provided for the impact analysis in the draft 
plan/SEIS was well cited and scientifically-based. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 5026 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362104 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Chapter 4 elaborates on these meaningful updates, and includes expanded analysis of park 
operations budget data. Crucially, Chapter 4 addresses operational issues such as additional fencing and financial 
impacts. Taken together, these additions provide robust support for both the feasibility and the benefits of implementing 
the SEIS.  
  
Corr. ID: 5026 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362103 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Chapter 3 includes updated law enforcement, visitor use and experience, health and safety 
impact data. Importantly, it cites authoritative, additional peer-reviewed studies on resource impacts. This science-based 
data shows the importance of ensuring the availability and health of the GGNRA for the long term. These changes 
reinforce the future orientation of the Park Services 2011 Draft SEIS as it addresses and balances the needs of people, 
pets and wildlife for the future.  
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Response: GGNRA has worked to make the environmental analysis accurate and scientifically-based, and appreciates your 
comment.  
 
GD1100 - Comments Concerning Guide Dogs  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53342) Commenters noted that many dogs were being falsely represented as guide 
dogs. One commenter mentioned that only guide dogs should be allowed in the GGNRA. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 156 Organization: Evogeneao Comment ID: 349888 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Also, the ADA is being grossly abused by dog owners who claim their dog is a 'service dog' 
and get away with avoiding restrictions everyone else follows for the general good. NPS should clamp down on this 
abuse.  
  
Corr. ID: 1332 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352332 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In addition, there is rampant abuse of the "service" dog license/medallion. I see it over and over 
again - people claim their pet is a "service" dog, but then do not follow any of the service dog requirements/rules  
  
Corr. ID: 1909 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354524 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: There is no place for dogs in our parks, except guide dogs. 

Response: Banning dogs except guide dogs from GGNRA would not meet the objectives of the dog management plan 
including providing a variety of safe, high-quality visitor use experiences. These visitor use experiences include having areas 
where dogs are allowed.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53343) Commenters who trained guide or service dogs noted that these dogs need 
places to run and release their energy in order to be successful working dogs; they noted that the GGNRA was an important 
place for this activity.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 3222 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357994 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Time with dogs is proven to reduce depression and add longevity as we age. Service dogs that 
provide comfort in hospitals enhance patient well-being. It is also proven that these type of service dogs need their 
recovery time, in order to serve another day. How do dogs recover? By running, playing and being free. That requires 
open trails, beaches and Off-Leash, controlled areas in nature - a dogs natural habitat  
  
Corr. ID: 3232 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358002 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I'm someone who walks twice daily with my designated service dog in the Rancho Corral de 
Tierra (Montara) section of GGNRA. When he is exercised, he is calm and can be in therapy mode/perform his service 
duties. But if he were forced to stay on leash, there is no way he'd get the exercise he needs - - and would therefore not 
be calm enough to perform the services he is trained for. I moved to Montara 12 years ago for the specific purpose of 
being able to exercise my therapy dog off leash within walking distance from my house.  
  
Corr. ID: 4538 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 360493 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: My service dog & I really need for our therapy 
Space to be available for us to continue our treatment  
  
Corr. ID: 5373 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354494 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I regularly take my service dog to many GGNRA trails and beaches here.  
 
This is the third dog that I am training for search and rescue work and she NEEDS to run while under control in areas 
that allow this. We simply cannot just train at Rodeo Beach! 

Response: The final plan/EIS includes designated areas at each site for on-leash dog walking. In addition, many sites include 
VSCAs for off-leash dog walking. Service dogs will still have the opportunity to run and release energy within GGNRA so 
that they can continue to be successful working dogs. Otherwise, actual guide or service dogs assisting their owner must 
already be able to perform a particular task to assist, not be considered 'in-training.'  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53344) Commenters mentioned the issues of guide dogs being attacked or 
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interfered with by off-leash dogs. One commenter stated that the GGNRA did not provide enough data on these attacks, and 
that therefore this did not warrant changes. Another commenter expressed concern with the number of guide dogs being 
attacked in the GGNRA.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 4359 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 363802 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The report includes a section that makes some statements about how the policy change is 
needed in order to reduce the incidence of unleashed dogs attacking guide dogs. This section does not include any data 
or evidence that there are an unusual number of unleashed dogs interfering with or attacking guide dogs. In the absence 
of any data or evidence, there is no basis for imposing a change in policy.  
  
Corr. ID: 6333 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365625 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am at Crissy Field multiple times a week at various times of the day and evening and almost 
never see Guide Dogs for the Blind training there. I know some people with guide dogs and also service dogs who need 
to let their dogs get off leash play time and exercise. So just because the (The Seeing Eye Guide 2011, 6) reference 
projects this fear, people with these working dogs need to be able to exercise their dogs and the GGNRA is a good place
for them. 
  
Corr. ID: 6678 Organization: Wild Equity Institute Comment ID: 369612 Organization Type: Non-Governmental 
Representative Quote: Off-leash dogs pose a particularly significant challenge to individuals who rely on service 
animals 
to help them enjoy the GGNRA. As stated in previous comments to the Park Service on this issue, a 
2003 survey conducted by a national guide dog user group indicated that 89% of individuals with 
service animals had their guide dogs interfered with by off-leash dogs, and 42% of graduates of 
the groups training programs had their guide dogs attacked by off-leash dogs(6). 
Thus, the failure to enforce the leash law in the GGNRA has exposed those with service animals to 
a high-risk of interference or attack, and in most cases has precluded these individuals from 
enjoying the park altogether. This is a disproportionate impact on accessibility for individuals who 
rely on guide dogs to traverse the park: and since dog management and accessibility planning will 
impact many of the same locations within the GGNRA, if this disproportionate impact isnt 
addressed the GGNRA may unwittingly exclude guide dog users from the very places that it is 
trying to make accessible.  

Response: The dog plan and final plan/EIS will address in several ways: it will clarify that dog walkers are responsible for 
ensuring that their dog does not have contact with another visitor or dog if not invited. There will also be more area 
separations as well as demarcated and signed on-leash areas, distinct from off-leash areas which will allow greater 
opportunities for guide dogs to not encounter or be interfered with by off-leash dogs. Any such interference would also be 
grounds for a citable violation under the new rule. 
 
GR2010 - Geologic/Soil Resources: Affected Environment  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53345) Some commenters stated that off-leash dogs are known to dig in sands and 
sensitive soils and trample the lands adjacent to trails, increasing erosion. Other commenters feel that nature (e.g., wind 
erosion, gophers) cause more damage to soils than dogs.

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 5000 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361906 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The accusation that dogs dig up the lawns is incorrect...actually they may dig at the holes that 
the gophers make, but I have never seen a dog dig a hole in a lawn that is not already dug up by gophers. 
  
Corr. ID: 6639 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405832 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Ft. Funston and all other Headlands: This cliff and beach area is more remote and more suited 
to less disturbing waterfront recreation, it still presents... trampling damage to native plants and chasing of bird life in 
fields and beaches, 
- places hikers and equestrian recreation in constant unwelcome and often volatile surprises on trails from dogs allowed 
to get ahead complacent owners, 
- expends too much public money to secure safety and rescue from falls off of cliffs 
- compromises sensitive cliffs from even more rapid erosion. 
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Off Leash dog use must be confined to the most common sense remote areas of Ft. Funston and all other Headlands 
regardless of size. All trails whose sides cannot be fenced must be for Dogs On Leashes Only. Enforcement of beach 
and trail use must be strictly enforced. 
 
Map 16-C closes illustrates an acceptable compromise with the EXCEPTION that the inland off-leashes area and next 
to the parking lot MUST BE REMOVED and allow for dogs to be released ONLY when they get to the beach. More 
sensitive trails must be removed and ON-leashes until they arrive completely down the trails to the beach is acceptable.
 
Map 16-D is preferred, but it would be hell frozen over to enforce.

Response: There are no scientific studies or monitoring studies that we have found which describe the impacts to soils, 
particularly as a result of dogs. There are general observations of such dog activities (digging, trampling) and an 
understanding that dog waste/nutrients affects soils, but this impact has been difficult to isolate or quantify without more 
specific studies. After further consideration, NPS determined an analysis of impacts to soils should be dismissed (please see 
chapter 1 for the complete discussion). Impacts from dog walking to soils can affect vegetation through compaction, etc. and 
these impacts are discussed in the vegetation section of chapter 4, as applicable (dunes, coastal scrub/chaparral). 
 
GR4000 - Geologic Resources: Impact Of Proposal And Alternatives  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53346) Commenters state that the management plan is contradictory in its 
rationale and allowances in specific areas, such as restrictions of on-leash dog walking on the compacted trail at Oakwood 
Valley and the allowance of off-leash dog walking at Little Beach hillside trails. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 223 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350139 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Your proposed policies are in contradiction to the conclusions you draw in the study. To whit, 
you conclude that dogs have minimal impact on compacted trails. On the south loop of the Oakwood Valley Trail, 
where the GGNRA plans to mitigate dogs off-leash, the park service built a compacted trail (built by the Conservation 
Corps.)  
  
Corr. ID: 369 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351274 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In the NPS's "preferred alternative" for Muir Beach, leashes would be required on Big Beach. 
The NPS's justification for the workability of such a change is that Little Beach is there for all who want to let their 
dogs run. From an environmental standpoint, we are concerned for the continued erosion of the hillside trails and the 
potential increase of dog waste left at these trailheads. 

Response: VSCAs on trails and fire roads was considered but dismissed for all action alternatives in the final plan/EIS, with 
the exception of a portion of the Oakwood Valley Fire Road, an area of consensus from the Negotiated Rulemaking, and a 
small area within Ft. Funston. Further information can be found in chapter 2, Alternative Elements Eliminated from Further 
Consideration. Little Beach is outside GGNRA's jurisdiction and not within the scope of the dog management plan  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 56079) Erosion occurs at Fort Funston due to weather and natural processes. The 
draft plan/SEIS states false claims that erosion is due to dog activity without scientific evidence that this is actually occurring. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6716 Organization: San Francisco Dog Owners Group Comment ID: 499770 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: On p. 1345, the SEIS says: "Portions of Fort Funston have been heavily impacted by intense 
dog use, particularly where there is accelerated erosion from natural forces of the geologic resources, At this site, the 
impacts of dog walking are exacerbating the ongoing erosion that is caused by the weather and natural coastal 
processes." However, the SEIS includes no site-specific evidence to back up this claim. 

Response: Erosion can be caused by many factors, chief among them weather and natural processes in a coastal environment. 
Such processes can be accelerated by human-caused factors, including the digging up or trampling of native plants which 
anchor a coastal area. There are no scientific studies or monitoring studies that we have found which describe the impacts to 
soils, particularly as a result of dogs. There are general observations of such dog activities (digging, trampling) and an 
understanding that dog waste/nutrients affects soils, but this impact has been difficult to isolate or quantify without more 
specific studies. After further consideration, NPS determined an analysis of impacts to soils should be dismissed (please see 
chapter 1 for the complete discussion). Impacts from dog walking to soils can affect vegetation through compaction, etc. and 
these impacts are discussed in the vegetation section of chapter 4, as applicable (dunes, coastal scrub/chaparral). 
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HS2010 - Health and Safety: Affected Environment  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53347) Many commenters recognize that there are many responsible dogs owners 
with well-behaved dogs that visit Golden Gate National Recreation Area; however, they are affected by off leash dogs that 
are not under voice control. Commenters are concerned about the affects the off-leash dogs have on wildlife and habitat, as 
well as other park visitors. Commenters noted that the behaviors of some dogs limit or prohibit the areas that other visitors 
can go to recreate, as they fear being harassed by off leash dogs. Additionally, many commenters reported confrontations 
from hostile dog owners and commercial dog walkers. Commenters argue that the park should be a place for people to 
recreate first and foremost without fear of being bothered by off leash dogs. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 3391 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358314 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: An important reason why people visit parks is the serenity and beauty there. Many dog owners 
are respectful of others and many dogs are well-trained. But San Francisco also has its share of irresponsible dog 
owners, and out-of-control dogs. This can be a threat, not only for our varied wildlife, but also for our citizens, 
especially children and seniors. Also the presence of too many dogs degrades the natural environment of the park. We 
all deserve a place where we can relax and enjoy our precious coastline without being disrupted by unruly dogs and 
their natural instincts to chase after wildlife - or people  
  
Corr. ID: 4118 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362044 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Improve visitor and employee safety, and Reduce user conflicts  
 
These two goals are closely related, and heavily impacted by the current dog use practices. We have witnesses 
numerous incidents of close calls where children and adults were put in harms way by reckless, out of control dogs that 
were clearly in sight of their owners, who chose to do nothing. We have been accosted by dogs while trying to sit and 
enjoy a snack on the beach, twice in just the last few weeks, once at Stinson and again at Muir, both under relatively 
uncrowded conditions, due to the obvious negligence of the dog owners. Maybe they had "voice control", and chose not 
to exert it, or maybe they really did not have control. Their owners were oblivious, taking no action, as is observed to be 
the case the majority of the time. A month ago, we witnessed a man carrying a baby being nearly knocked over by a 
dog running full speed back and forth across the bridge at Rodeo Beach, again to no reaction by the apparently 
oblivious owner of the dog. The lack of enforcement of rules and current practices are putting all users and the NPS at 
elevated risk of injury and conflict, and putting the NPS at greater risk of liability for fostering user conditions that have 
clear and preventable hazards like out of control dogs.  
  
Corr. ID: 5965 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364821 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: As a senior diagnosed with osteoporosis, I am constantly fearful of being knocked over by dogs 
running at large in areas where they are supposed to be leashed or are not allowed at all. So many of my favorite 
beaches and parklands are now areas I am forced to avoid due to the impacts of dogs off-leash. I fully understand why 
people like to run their dogs off-leash but it should not be at the expense of other parkland and beach users. 
  
Corr. ID: 6191 Organization: Golden Gate Audubon Society Comment ID: 366031 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: Notably, the American Veterinary Medical Association's Task Force on Canine Aggression and 
Human-Canine Interactions clearly states that dog bites represent a demonstrable threat to communities and that dog 
bite prevention requires (1) acknowledgement of the issue, (2) clear and deliberate action to prevent bites, and (3) a 
transparent and credible reporting process for interactions. The AVMA specifically concludes that "[r]easonable and 
enforceable laws or ordinances are required for good control of unrestrained or free-roaming animals..." in order to 
prevent bites.  
 
Moreover, as discussed above, non-dog owners should be given a choice before interacting with off-leash dogs. A non-
dog owner will have no legitimate grounds for complaint if he or she interacts with a dog in an appropriately enclosed 
ROLA. Complaints to this effect should decline considerable.  
  
Corr. ID: 6408 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366917 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: But it is not just park flora and fauna that are negatively impacted by pets. On several 
occasions as I have hiked in national parks or strolled along a park beach (more often than not where pets are 
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prohibited, but also frequently in areas where they are at least required to be on leash), I've encountered off-leash dogs 
running out-of-sight of and well ahead of their owners, and frequently out of earshot. A number of these dogs have 
charged me, and many have made contact. So far, I have been fortunate and have not been bitten or injured. The same 
cannot be said for many of my friends or their pets which were on-leash. When I politely try to inform the dog's owner 
of the park regulations pertaining to pets, the owner more often than not interrupts me and generally is downright rude, 
making comments such as "Mind your own business" or "Go home." My friends relate similar stories. Granted, many 
pet owners are responsible and do not take their dogs where they do not belong, but it seems as though many of the pet 
owners who take their dogs to national parks are not amongst the ranks of the responsible or courteous. I grew up with 
dogs and am therefore familiar with them and know how to react to the dogs charging at me, but it still is not a 
comfortable situation to be in- -not knowing whether the dog will actually attack or not. And for those who are 
unfamiliar with or afraid of dogs, such encounters are terrifying.

Response: The analysis of visitor use and experience includes impacts to visitors who may feel harassed by off-leash dogs. 
Please see chapter 3, Visitor Use and Experience for more details. The dog management plan and final plan/EIS also institute 
a Monitoring Management Program to better monitor and manage impacts from dog walking.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53348) Dog waste is a large issue about which many commenters are concerned. 
Feces that is not disposed of properly and urine can create odors and present health threats. The presence and smell lessen 
many commenters' experiences in Golden Gate National Recreation Area and reduce the area where many choose to recreate. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1002 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351023 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: It is too bad that dogs spread diseases, such as the recently reported outbreak of distemper in 
the Tam Valley neighborhood, and are generally hard on the environment.  
 
Some owners are good about cleaning up after their dogs, but others think that dog poop is biodegradable and so it is 
"OK" to leave or throw into the creek, with or without bags. They don't realize that not only diseases, but parasites and 
medications are spread throughout the environment every time a dog leaves poop behind. Not only that, but the scent 
will linger and encourage other dogs to mark the same area.  
  
Corr. ID: 5664 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364095 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Asking the public to share sandy beaches with dogs that are defacating and urinating on a 
constant basis goes against all of the historical norms of prudent public health and safety standards. No responsible 
parent would allow their child's school playground to be turned into a off leash dog park. In fact, state law prohibits 
this. Why should it be any different in public parks? People and their children use the sandy beaches for many activities 
that involve close contact with the sand on bare skin. In fact that is one of the joys of beach recreation, feeling the warm 
or cool sand on your body while you listen to the sounds of the surf or birds or nothing at all. Allowing dogs and their 
owners, whether leashed or unleashed, to freely cover the beaches with urine and excrement (some of which gets picked 
up and some that doesn't) flies in the face of commonly held public expectations for clean, safe and secure beaches. 

Response: The park recognizes this and the final plan and final plan/EIS will underscore and monitor dogwalker's 
responsibilities in this regard, as well as better demarcate dogwalking areas and increase dog free areas in the park. The 
health and safety section has been revised to include additional studies regarding dog feces and urine. Please see chapter 3, 
Human Health and Safety for more details. Comments noted on the presence and smell of dog waste in revised chapter 3, 
Visitor Use and Experience.  
 
HS4000 - Health and Safety: Impact of Proposal and Alternatives  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53350) Commenters are concerned about the repercussions of limiting the areas 
where off leash dogs are allowed. When dogs are forced into smaller spaces, especially fenced-in spaces, stress levels can 
increase due to confinement. Commenters feel that this could lead to a dog population in San Francisco that is less social, less 
exercised, and more aggressive, ultimately leading to more incidents between dogs and between dogs and people. 
Additionally, restricting dog owners to smaller spaces will degrade these areas and other community parks and would worsen 
the park experience for dog owners.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1007 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351414 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The SEIS does not adequately address the environmental and social impact of forcing large 
numbers of people and dogs into much smaller areas. Reducing the amount of area available for off-leash will 
significantly degrade the park experience for people with dogs. It will increase conflicts  
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Corr. ID: 2195 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353200 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I urge you to consider the long-term impacts of dramatically raising the activation energy of 
hundreds of families and individuals in the city in order to get them to go outside with their dogs. Increased traffic 
congestion, number of cars in the city, and a less fit, obese population are all obvious long term side effects of this 
excessive and poorly thought out plan.  
  
Corr. ID: 4788 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361533 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The plan lacks any acknowledgement of it's impact on other areas. The GGNRA plan has not 
adequately studied how dispersion will affect local communities, neighborhood parks, and their preferred dog 
recreation areas due to overcrowding. The need for open space areas for dogs is important not only for the health of the 
dog, but to maintain adequate space between dogs. Limiting this open space will therefore result in overcrowding of 
dogs in the dog parks - leading to unfortunate situations of more aggression and a less relaxed atmosphere.  
  
Corr. ID: 5511 Organization: SuperDog City, LLC Comment ID: 363889 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: Not to mention that dog outnumber children in San Francisco, the GGNRA is proposing that 
the other 90% o people essentially "stack" their dogs on top of one another at the specific parks that sanction. This will 
create FAR MORE PROBLEMS in the community. As a professional dog walker and business owner since 2005, the 
negative ramifications far outnumber the reasons to pass along their plan. The analogy can be made for people as it is 
for dogs, the less "space" in a park, the more agitated people and or dogs may become. Dogs do not have the same 
reasoning and decision making we do, and therefore dogs will become more territorial and dog fights will become 
epidemic. Not only dog fighting, and barking creating constant noise problems for local residents, but all fights may 
lead to humans be injured.  

Response: Six GGNRA sites would continue to provide a total of eight VSCAs, including a newly established VSCA at Fort 
Mason and Flat Top in Rancho Corral de Tierra. None of the 21 park areas in this final plan/EIS would prohibit dogs under 
the preferred alternative; and, commercial dog walking would be allowed, as previously discussed. The monitoring program 
will assist in identifying if/when an area is getting too crowded. The health and safety impact analysis includes an analysis of 
impacts to dog health. In addition, the final plan/EIS includes a detailed analysis of impacts to nearby dog walking areas 
including the potential for redistributive effects. Overall, approximately 1/3 of all beach and trail miles would still be 
available for dog walking.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53351) Commenters believe that off leash dogs should be separated from other 
visitors, especially children and the elderly, by barriers or fencing. There is a negative impact on children participating in 
urban environmental education programs in areas where there are many off leash dogs. Commenters are concerned about 
dogs under voice control not being responsive to their owners or walkers around other park visitors. Several of these 
commenters have refrained from going to certain areas of the park due to the high numbers of dogs. Several commenters 
were specifically concerned about the off leash area proposed near the Farallone Elementary School. Voice control should 
not be considered as an option for use in any area of the GGNRA that is open to multiple visitor uses.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 5 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 337956 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I would like to voice my support for Crissy Field maps 10f and 10c. These two maps achieve 
two important objectives: 1. It leaves a large area where dogs can run around off leash (ROLA) on both the field AND a 
long stretch of beach. Dog walkers should be able to enjoy sizable areas of the beach and field as ROLA. 2. It preserves 
East Beach for a place for young children and families free of dogs. East Beach is the most used area of Crissy field. 
My own daughter was run over and left with a bloody nose by a dog chasing a ball. Her twin sister had stepped in dog 
feces that same trip. The fact is that part of the beach is too heavily impacted as it is. Removing the dogs and creating a 
safe stretch of beach free of dogs is a fair thing to do for families.  
  
Corr. ID: 70 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 338959 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I very strongly oppose Alternative C. Frankly, I am shocked to see that an "off-leash" dog park 
is being proposed for the area between Tamarind and Le Conte streets. As noted in the plan, this area is right across the 
street from an elementary school!!! It would be quite dangerous for small school children to encounter off-leash dogs 
just across the street from their play ground! As voice control is ineffective for most dogs, there would be a high risk of 
injury to children. In addition, there are homes along Tamarind Street that would now have an "off-leash" dog park, 
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literally in their front yard!! Again, this seems untenable in terms of potential dog attacks to the people who live on this 
street. (I live on this street!). Also, it seems highly likely that off-leash dogs would easily run into and damage the yards 
of these homes and the grounds of the Farallone View Elementary School.  
  
Corr. ID: 108 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 343886 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Many years ago, I used to go regularly to Rodeo Beach. It was my favorite place of relaxation 
and recreation.  
 
At a certain point the number of dogs present increased dramatically. On one occasion, I arrived in the area near the 
cliffs on the southern end of the main section of beach, to find that the entire beach smelled like dog feces, something I 
had never noticed prior to this. I lay down where I usually did to relax in the sun. About 10 minutes later a large brown 
dog came running at high speed directly into me. One of the dogs sharp nails went into my leg, causing a wound which 
bled for minutes. The owner of the dog was a young man nearby who saw what happened and was very apologetic. In 
retrospect it made no difference whether the owner was nice or not - the over enthusiasm of a dog of this sort cannot be 
controlled. The bad smell and injury caused me to leave. I went to the ranger's office and spoke with a ranger, 
complaining that dogs were ruining the beach and that I had been injured. He said large numbers of dog owners brought 
their dogs there because it was one of the few beaches where they were allowed to do so, and he suggested I send a 
comment to the managers. 
 
I have never returned to Rodeo Beach, and as long as dogs are allowed there with their attendant dangers and stink, I 
will not return. I have recommended to others that they not go there - the place smells polluted with feces and the dogs 
are dangerous. THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM in these negotiations is that EVERYBODY, including dog owners, 
knows there is no way to have an arrangement of any type which is safe and sanitary for human visitors, as long as dogs 
and humans are allowed to be in the same place at the same time.  
  
Corr. ID: 359 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351133 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: am writing to you in much distress because of the ongoing dog situation at Crissy Field. Let the 
dogs have some portion of the field or designate some more remote park for their use. Crissy Field is a heavily used 
Park and it is insane and unsafe to allow the current situation to continue.  
  
Corr. ID: 724 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353051 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I would like to report that I was running on Ocean Beach this morning (at around 45th Ave). A 
dog, off leash, came up from behind me and jumped on my back. His owner was about a quarter of a block away. 
Frightened, it was a medium to large sized dog, I started screaming for her to get her dog away from me - the dog was 
continuing to jump on me and was growling. I turned my back to the dog and remained still(although I kept yelling at 
the lady to get her dog), as this is not the first time this has happened to me on this stretch of the beach, and experience 
has taught me not to continue running, to remain still and to turn my back to the dog.  
 
The owner proceeded to lash out at me - asking me why I was being so nasty while her dog continued to jump on my 
back and growl at me! Several unpleasant"French" words were exchanged, but the upshot was that she felt it was my 
fault. Luckily, I was not harmed, but just shaken up a bit by this encounter and certainly by her response. 
 
Human nature baffles me as her dog clearly ran after me and assaulted me on an area of Ocean Beach in which dogs are 
to be kept on leashes. Then to add insult to injury, the owner of the dog attributes the problem to be me! It's quite 
laughable, really. 
 
As I said this is not the first time this has happened to me, but I am certainly not going to stop running on the beach and 
so I hope that a dog plan will be put in place and enforced that will allow dogs the freedom to run off leash in certain 
areas while affording that same freedom to humans so that they can run unharmed.

Response: Dog free areas have been established throughout the park, including where there have been such conflicts in the 
past such as the Funston environmental education center, as well as picnic areas and specific beaches and trails. Visitors with 
children who are frightened by dogs can access these areas which will also be signed. Locations where dogs are not allowed 
at each site are depicted on the maps within the final plan/EIS, and will be at both visitor centers and each park area. The dog 
management plan requires dog walkers to demonstrate the ability to control their dog under voice and sight control when 
requested to do so by an authorized person. The VSCA proposed in the draft plan/SEIS adjacent to the Farallone View 
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School specifically was discouraged by multiple public commenters, including the school, due to potential impacts; therefore,
this VSCA is not moving forward in the preferred alternative. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53352) Several commenters are concerned about the leash requirements in certain 
areas that they see as unsafe for leashed dogs, such as Big Beach at Muir Beach and the sand ladder of Fort Funston. 
Commenters state that leashes in these areas could endanger the walkers who must control the dogs in unstable settings or 
could possibly strand the dogs and owners during high tide. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 369 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351273 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In the NPS's "preferred alternative" for Muir Beach, leashes would be required on Big Beach. 
The NPS's justification for the workability of such a change is that Little Beach is there for all who want to let their 
dogs run. From a safety standpoint, we are concerned that visitors will cross over to access Little Beach and become 
stranded during high tides, then try to unsafely cross over the rocks to get back to "Big Beach", creating more incidents 
for our emergency services.  
  
Corr. ID: 3930 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 360075 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: For example insisting to have dogs on leash on the steep slopes of Funston, including the 
southern sand stairs. This will be extremely dangerous for the feeble, the elderly and any one else who finds traversing 
such terrain difficult-even without being jerked around by a dog who traverses the stairway with four feet instead of 
two. Adding a LEASHED dog in such an environment is not only extremely dangerous, it lacks common sense, Falling 
down stairs as a result of being jerked from a dog on a leash is not only dangerous to the dog owner but to other people 
on the sand stairs. A stairway that often is overcrowded with families including small children.  

Response: Visitors who feel unsafe walking dogs on-leash within certain areas have the opportunity to walk dogs both on-
leash and off-leash in other designated areas. Although some visitors may feel it is unsafe having an on-leash dog on the Sand 
Ladder or Big Beach, other visitors may find it unsafe to recreate in these locations with off-leash dogs. Dog management 
training is encouraged for all dog walkers who have not had it to ensure that they not only manage their dogs effectively but 
also can safely walk them. Training from national associations such as Canine Good Citizen training, which was 
recommended by a GGNRA dog walker in public comment, is offered thru the AMC kennel club and an example of one such 
excellent training.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53353) Off leash dogs are a considerable concern for many commenters who 
expressed the desire to have dogs leashed in all areas of the park or banned entirely. Commenters are unhappy about unruly 
dog behavior, dog waste and bags, hostile dog owners, and disturbances to wildlife and habitat.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 192 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350075 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am a resident of the Homestead Valley area of Mill Valley for over 17 years. I leave next to 
the Homestead Fire Rd as drawn on MAP 3.  
 
I use the fire road on a weekly basis and STRONGLY BELIEVE THE DOGS NEED TO BE ON LEASH OR 
BANNED ALTOGETHER FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS: 
 
1. I have been bitten by a dog. The dog was not on a leash or under voice control. 
 
2. Dog walkers routinely walk 4 dogs who are rarely on leash. I see these dogs run wild disturbing hikers, families, bike 
riders, local wildlife (Rabbits,birds, etc.), digging/crush native vegetation, and defecating on the trail. 
 
3. I routinely see "plastic poop bags" on the trail unclaimed - unsightly and unsanitary. 
 
4. I have seen dog on dog clashes. I get concerned the dogs may then turn on a human - adult or child  
  
Corr. ID: 508 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351836 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: This comment is for the Homestead Fire Road in Homestead Valley. 
I support Preferred Alternative F - Dogs on Leash because: 
1. I am a resident of the area and use the trail frequently. I have been bitten by a dog on this trail and fear for my safety 
every time I see a dog on the trail. I have frequently been approached by barking/growling dogs not on-leash or under 
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voice control. 
2. Commercial dog walkers use this trail and typically have 3-6 dogs not on leash and not under voice control (dogs 
running loose and bothering people (other animals/vegetation). I have also been harassed by commercial dog walkers 
who feel they have control of the space and can do what ever they want.  
  
Corr. ID: 6474 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368829 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Off-leash dogs can be a serious safety risk and are a huge disturbance to the increasingly 
smaller numbers of wildlife that remain in the GGNRA. There is no easy way to balance human pets and wildlife in the 
GGNRA, but the scientific evidence presented by the National Park Service and independent experts clearly point to the 
conclusion that dogs must be on leash or excluded from any GGNRA area where endangered and threatened wildlife 
and their habitat, plus native plants, have been documented. 

Response: The dog management plan offers opportunities for a range of visitor uses and experiences throughout the park 
while protecting park resources. There are many areas designated for no dogs or on-leash dog walking for visitors who do not 
enjoy recreating around off-leash dogs. Most VSCAs will have established demarcated landforms and/or fencing separations 
that will reduce the number of off-leash dogs from entering into non-VSCAs. 
  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53355) Commenters, including those that do not own dogs, noted the constant 
presence of dogs and dog walkers as an enhanced safety measure. Many commenters, especially the elderly and women, feel 
safer when walking with their dogs, as the dogs provide protection from wildlife and potentially ill-intentioned people. 
Prohibiting dogs on trails may exclude people, especially women, from recreating in these areas because they do not feel safe 
on the trails by themselves.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 247 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350347 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I do not own a dog, I have never owned one. But I can remember when these areas were unsafe 
for women, Ft Funston at any time. It was the dog walkers who came and took back this park area from the bums and 
drug dealers, not the GGNRA police or park rangers. It has been the dog walkers who have kept this a safe place for me 
to walk. There is so much space in the GGNRA - I ask that you do the right thing and give the off leash dog walkers 
more land. There are more dogs than children in San Francisco. For many people these dogs are their family who keep 
them active and therefore mentally and physically healthy. Ideally, all GGNRA would be dog friendly. If you can allow 
guns and ATVs in Federal parks, dogs should be able to walk off leash.  
  
Corr. ID: 1429 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352535 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: As a woman who frequently hikes alone during the week, many times, the only other people I 
see on the trails are other folks walking their dogs. When you take that user group out of the mix, it feels LESS SAFE. 
This was the case when many former off leash sites in SF became leash only. Suddenly, no one was there. The regular 
folk disappeared who'd been daily walkers.  
  
Corr. ID: 1520 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352978 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Frequently, I visit a park to find only dog-people and maybe joggers. Joggers race by, often 
with ear-buds, internally focused. Dogs and their people walk slowly 
and pay attention. By doing this, they make the parks safer for everyone - especially lone older hikers like me.  
  
Corr. ID: 1682 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353557 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Dogs provide a sense of security to their companions. I like to run or walk alone with my dog. 
Many of the GGNRA trails (i.e. Sweeney Ridge) are in areas far away from neighborhoods and where normally there 
are few people.  
  
Corr. ID: 4081 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353606 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: It is also worth noting that parks that allow off-leash recreating make those parks safer for 
everyone. People with dogs visit these parks rain-or-shine, day-or-night, because dogs always need to be exercised. 
That means there's always someone in the parks and solo people out for walks or jogs are safer for it, because they 
aren't alone.  
  
Corr. ID: 4584 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 360983 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
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Representative Quote: It is also important to me that my wife and children have a safe place to go when I am 
traveling. The presence of other dog owners and professional dog walkers adds a critical element of safety to these 
areas. People walking their dogs are alert to things that do not look right and are always quick to help others at the park. 
  
Corr. ID: 4596 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361119 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The other safety argument is that women, in particular, feel safer when with a dog. I would not 
feel comfortable hiking on any trail alone without my canine companion for protection. By banning dogs on many of 
our trails here in Marin, you are virtually cutting off access to women, many of whom would stop using the trails if they 
couldnt bring their dog.  

Response: Safety is of paramount importance in GGNRA. Under the preferred alternative, a wide variety of recreational 
options exist, including areas for dog walkers (approximately 1/3 of all beach and trail miles). The analysis of the safety 
measures associated with walking dogs is included in chapter 4, Human Health and Safety. Please see this section for more 
details.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53356) Walking dogs off leash provides many people in San Francisco with 
opportunities to exercise, stay healthy, and socialize. In a crowded city such as San Francisco, dogs needs areas to exercise in 
order to release pent up energy. Commenters fear that a more restrictive area where dogs are permitted would cause a decline 
in their own health, as well as that of their dogs. In addition, dog owners and dog walkers feel a sense of community with 
others they meet on regular visits to exercise their dogs. Several commenters who do not own dogs relate that watching dogs 
run on the beaches is part of the enjoyment of California parks. Many commenters believe that these opportunities create 
stronger, safer communities and improve the lives of people and dogs. The discussion of the benefits to dog walking in the 
draft plan/SEIS are not sufficient.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1268 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352199 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Although we don't have a dog we find extreme relaxation and enjoyment from watching other 
people's dogs happily prancing along the beach. When we are stressed and see the dogs it helps lower our blood 
pressure and provides a medical benefit both physically and mentally for us.  
  
Corr. ID: 1613 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353204 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Many people (like me) depend on their dogs for their day to day companionship and exercise. 
There is ever-growing science that shows that these animals have a strong, positive influence on the health and well 
being of this population, and therefore of society as a whole.  
  
Corr. ID: 2366 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358399 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Dogs aid in the health and well being of all their owners, both young and old, providing 
exercise and companionship. They are the lifeline for many elderly people. Dog owners are not asking for anything 
more ..... we just want to keep what we have allowing us to utilize trails and beaches designated for dogs lovers, some 
allowing our dogs to play freely off leash and get the much needed exercise they also need.  
  
Corr. ID: 2866 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357688 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am a senior citizen and I attribute my relative good health to the fact that I walk with my dog 
at least twice a day every day. It keeps both me and my dog in excellent shape, both physically and mentally. It is a 
known fact that a well-exercised and socialized dog is a good dog, one that is friendly toward people and other dogs. A 
dog constantly kept on leash is not a well exercised dog.  
  
Corr. ID: 3129 Organization: DogPAC of San Francisco Comment ID: 355390 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: I oppose The Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) Draft Dog Management Plan 
because... people and their dogs need a safe place to exercise and socialize. Besides the obvious health benefits of 
outdoor exercise, these areas help bring people together, a chance to know their neighbors and feel connected to their 
com munity by sharing a simple and natural com mon interest.  
  
Corr. ID: 3193 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357962 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am not a dog owner, but I think that limiting dog walking to leash-only on trails and beaches 
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in Marin would significantly decrease quality of life in Marin. I hike extensively in Marin and I've never had an issue 
with off-leash dogs. To my mind, seeing dogs run off-leash on the beach is one of the great things about California, and 
I would be sad to see this freedom limited.  
  
Corr. ID: 3323 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358146 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: As a medical professional, I know how important it is - for both physical and emotional health 
- that people stay active and enjoy the outdoors. Dogs have been shown to improve physical fitness and provide 
multiple psychological benefits.* Dogs encourage people to get outside, be active, and enjoy this area of natural beauty 
that has been set aside expressly for that purpose.  
  
Corr. ID: 3930 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 360056 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: This is not good for me because I suffer from depression. I am veteran of the armed forces and 
find great comfort running with my dog, indeed my doctor insists that I continue to run and that my companionship 
with my dog is healthy and should be maintained. Not allowing me to recreate with my dog directly affects my well-
being in a negative way.  
  
Corr. ID: 4689 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361337 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: But beyond this, the fact is, *dogs foster neighborhood community in these spaces*. From the 
stiffest businessman to the most eccentric animal fanatic, we meet and talk and become friends and better neighbors in 
these off leash areas. These off-leash areas are the spontaneous town halls of San Francisco's pet owning community.  
  
Corr. ID: 4943 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361802 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Furthermore, these recreation areas are intended to function as social "steam release valves" to 
allow residents of a heavily populated Bay Area access to fresh air, quiet, undeveloped scenic land to relax, get 
exercise, spend time with friends, and enjoy some peace. I respect the National Park Service's commitment to 
ecological protection, but I know that the Golden Gate National Recreation Area was given over to National Park 
Service leadership with the agreement that these parks were to remain as recreation areas (which we know serve a 
different purpose from much-needed nature refuges). 
  
Corr. ID: 5958 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364794 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The Plan is missing giving appropriate weight to the benefits of dog walking on humans. Those 
benefits are stated in the report, but nowhere is there a calculation of the benefit thereof in weighing the four 
alternatives.  
  
Corr. ID: 6215 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366133 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Limiting access for dogs would also limit access for so many dog owners. For so many people 
dogs are a huge and enriching part of our lives. Dogs do so much for people with disabilities, people who may suffer 
from depression, people that may otherwie not make it out of their houses and into the parks. Dogs help people feel 
connected and can easy anxity. walking dogs daily can have great health benifits for dog owners. My dog has got me 
through some pretty rough times. Enjoying our parks is one of my favorite past times and is an enriching experience 
and great luxury that I do not want to loose. 

Response: The health and safety impact analysis includes how dog walking fosters the health of individuals and community. 
In addition to off-leash dog walking, on-leash dog walking also presents opportunities for exercising, promotes a healthy 
lifestyle, and socialization in the community. GGNRA would still provide sufficient areas for dog walkers (approximately 1/3 
of all beach and trail miles). Please see chapter 4, Human Health and Safety for more details.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53357) There are concerns about the health impacts from pet waste that is not 
disposed of properly to visitors and other animals. Exposure to contaminated water from dog waste can result in health 
concerns.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 663 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352857 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Lastly, health is a concern (Foster 2006). Fecal and urine waste can carry pathogens (bacterial, 
viral, parasitic) that may affect visitors and other animals. The leading cause of illness is from contaminated water. 
Exposure to contaminated water from dog waste can result in fever, nausea, gastroenteritis as well as flu-like 
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symptoms. It is well documented that areas with unmanaged and unleashed dogs show a poorer water quality than areas 
with strong leash laws. A state law already prohibits dogs on public swimming beaches for health reasons. A stricter 
policy will keep recreational areas even cleaner.  
Feral cats and cat colonies are also mentioned. The largest concern is feral cat and bird interactions (Winter; Wallace 
2006). However, the plan does not go into detail about what can be done to ensure nonissues with cats nor discuss 
further into cat colonies. Cat colonies should be kept clean for health reasons as well as the spread of rodents that can 
carry disease (mice species have been found feeding on food the cats do not eat) and insect pests (such as cockroaches) 
(Winter; Wallace 2006). 
Unmanaged and uncontrolled animals should be taken care of by animal control or park management accordingly 

Response: The health and safety section includes studies regarding dog feces and urine. Please see chapter 3 and 4, Human 
Health and Safety for more details and above actions that the park is taking.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53358) The draft plan/SEIS did not properly or adequately analyze human health 
and safety issues. The adverse impacts regarding health impacts from dog-related incidents are not representative of the 
actual conditions at Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Commenters feel that the adverse impacts are inflated, as the data
are not relevant to the actual condition and are biased against dogs. It was suggested to perform a risk assessment to 
determine the impacts off leash dogs have on the health and safety of other visitors. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6588 Organization: San Francisco Dog Owners Group Comment ID: 403958 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: The SEIS, like the DEIS, does not provide an honest evaluation of impacts of dogs on human 
health and safety. This is particularly true in the SEIS discussion of dog bites. 
On p. 35, the SEIS says: Data collected by the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention show that approximately 4.5 million Americans are bitten by dogs each 
year, and one in five dog bites results in injuries that require medical attention. 
This statement is repeated on p. 336, followed by additional information that: Small children are typically the most 
common victims of dog-related injuries because of their natural behaviors, such as running, yelling, grabbing, and 
hitting, which may 
threaten a dog. ... Elderly people are also considered at a higher risk of 
complications from dog-related injuries due to their increased susceptibility to 
bruising, lacerations, or broken/dislocated bones. On p. 1228, the SEIS adds to this 
expanded description of dog injuries that: In general, children are the most 
common victims of serious dog bites in the United States, with 70 percent of fatal 
dog attacks and more than half of serious bite wounds involving children... This is 
followed by an anecdotal quote from a DEIS comment from a parent whose small 
children were frightened by off-leash dogs. 
 
The perception created by these statistics, and in particular the way they are 
presented, is that dogs in the GGNRA present a significant health risk for people, 
especially children and seniors. Children are likely to be seriously bitten and even 
killed by off-leash dogs in the GGNRA. The problem is that the SETS presents only 
part of the story. 
 
The reality is that few dog bites happen in park settings like the GGNRA. In one of 
the most comprehensive analyses of injuries due to dog bites, Canadian researchers 
searched a national database of all reports of injuries throughout Canada in 1996 
Dog bites represented 1% of all injuries in the CHTRPP 
database. 
 
In other words, the chance of being bitten in a park like the GGNRA by a strange dog 
that you have not interacted with is pretty slim. Yet, that information is not included in 
the SEIS. Instead, the reports about dog bites are presented in a fairly alarming manner 
that gives the impression that dog bites are a significant safety issue in the GGNRA, 
when the reality is they are not.  
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Corr. ID: 6588 Organization: San Francisco Dog Owners Group Comment ID: 369656 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: THE SEIS DOES NOT ADEQUATELY ANALYZE HUMAN HEALTH AND 
SAFETY ISSUES 
 
The SEIS, like the DEIS, does not provide an honest evaluation of impacts of dogs on 
human health and safety. This is particularly true in the SEIS discussion of dog bites. 
On p. 35, the SEIS says: Data collected by the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention show that approximately 4.5 million Americans are bitten by dogs each 
year, and one in five dog bites results in injuries that require medical attention. 
This statement is repeated on p. 336, followed by additional information that: Small 
children are typically the most common victims of dog-related injuries because of 
their natural behaviors, such as running, yelling, grabbing, and hitting, which may 
threaten a dog. ... Elderly people are also considered at a higher risk of 
complications from dog-related injuries due to their increased susceptibility to 
bruising, lacerations, or broken/dislocated bones. On p. 1228, the SEIS adds to this 
expanded description of dog injuries that: In general, children are the most 
common victims of serious dog bites in the United States, with 70 percent of fatal 
dog attacks and more than half of serious bite wounds involving children... This is 
followed by an anecdotal quote from a DEIS comment from a parent whose small 
children were frightened by off-leash dogs. 
 
The perception created by these statistics, and in particular the way they are 
presented, is that dogs in the GGNRA present a significant health risk for people, 
especially children and seniors. Children are likely to be seriously bitten and even 
killed by off-leash dogs in the GGNRA. The problem is that the SETS presents only 
part of the story. 
 
The reality is that few dog bites happen in park settings like the GGNRA. In one of 
the most comprehensive analyses of injuries due to dog bites, Canadian researchers 
searched a national database of all reports of injuries throughout Canada in 1996 
(Canadian Hospitals Injury Reporting and Prevention Program, or CHIRPP; the 
study can be found at: http://www.phac-aspc.gc .calinjury-bles/chirpp/injrep 
rapbles/dogbit-eng.php). Dog bites represented 1% of all injuries in the CHTRPP 
database. 
  
Corr. ID: 6588 Organization: San Francisco Dog Owners Group Comment ID: 369660 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: So what about the second claim that conflicts between users have begun to rise? The 
SEIS offers no specific evidence to support this claim. However, it does discuss the total 
number of dog-related incidents, which is all we have available to consider. Table 5: 
Number and Types of Incident Reports Within GGNRA, 2001 -2011, on p. 253 of the 
SETS shows a total of 4,932 dog-related incidents, out of total number of incidents 
reported of 45,700; that is, dog-related incidents make up 11 of the total number of 
incidents. The non-dog-related incidents range from Drug Offences, to Trespassing, with 
nearly one-third listed as Other. Other clearly includes most violent crime in the 
GGNRA, from murder, to rape, to robbery, but the SEIS does not provide any 
information on how common such violent crime - the true safety risk for park visitors - 
is in the GGNRA. The first thing to notice is that the percentage of total incidents that are 
dog related hovers around ii % throughout the ten year period (ranging from a low of 6% 
6 to a high of 14% in 2004). This table does not show any significant increase in 
incidents, and by extension, in conflicts over the last ten years. Theres no indication in 
this data that there have been increasing problems with dogs over at least the last ten 
years. This contradicts the SETS stated reason on p. 6 for a new Dog Management Plan. 
 
A closer look at the data presented in Tables 11 through 28 (pp. 313 - 328) listing the 
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number and type of dog-related incidents at various GGNRA sites shows that the vast 
majority of incidents at each site were for leash violations or merely being in an closed 
area, without any wildlife disturbance or resource degradation. Clearly, there is no safety 
crisis or wildlife disturbance crisis or resource degradation crisis caused by dogs in the 
GGNRA. 
  
Corr. ID: 6631 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368404 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The SEIS seems to have completely avoided explicit discussion of risk assessment of off-leash 
dog activity that other entities have performed in relation to their determinations about how to manage the risk of off-
leash dog activity. The EIS should explicitly provide a risk assessment of off-leash dog activities in GGNRA and use 
such an assessment to determine how the risks can be eliminated. Where those risks cannot be eliminated, such as many 
parks have concluded cannot be done, then GGNRA should be explicit about which visitors and/or user groups cannot 
safety interact with off leash dogs without risk to their visitor experience or safety. 

Response: Additional law enforcement data, which includes dog incidents, has been analyzed and incorporated into the draft 
plan/SEIS. Please see chapter 3 Human Health and Safety for more details. 
 
HS4015 - Health and Safety: Impacts of Dog Related Incidents  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53359) Commenters presented detailed accounts of off-leash dog incidents, 
including knocking people over, biting, growling, barking, intimidating and harassing people, and attacking other dogs and 
horses.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 26 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 337985 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In referenced to unleashed areas in federal parks- Any area that allows dogs to be unleashed 
should not be patrolled by mounted park police officers. It is an accident waiting to happen to allow horses in parks 
designated for unleashed dogs AND dogs to be under voice control. For everyones safety,including 
dogs,people,mounted officers & horses,KEEP horses OUT of the parks where you allow off leashed dogs.  
  
Corr. ID: 112 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 345830 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: At Ocean Beach, I have been bitten by a dog running off leash. It approached me aggressively 
while I was jogging. I asked the owner, who was nearby, to get it under control, at which point it leapt at me and bit my 
arm. I still have a scar. The owner expressed zero regret and took zero responsibility. 
 
At Muir Beach, when I go there seeking peace and quiet, on a blanket off to one side, a steady parade of off-leash dogs 
bounds up, with no respect for the boundary of a blanket, sticking its snout in my face and/or food. Owners sometimes 
say "no" and the dogs sometimes respond, but there's another dog behaving like this every 5-10 minutes on weekends, 
making peaceful enjoyment of the beach impossible.  
  
Corr. ID: 707 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352992 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am greatly concerned about the environmental impacts of off-leash dogs roaming our natural 
parkland. I have witnessed off-leash dogs chasing birds and other wild animals along our beaches and trails. I have also 
seen off-leash dogs chase runners, jump up on children and attack other dogs.  
  
Corr. ID: 4694 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361346 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am a dog owner but am made to feel unsafe by other dogs that are off leash. My dog was 
attacked by three off leash Great Danes. The financial cost of seven surgeries required for her survival was $10,000. My 
anxiety remains. Off leash dogs are unsafe. They should all be leashed except for fenced dog run areas.  
  
Corr. ID: 5403 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 363175 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Off-leash dogs at the GGNRA have harmed park visitors. Off-leash dogs have been involved in 
many dog fights and dog bites at the GGNRA. Off-leash dogs have been injured at the GGNRA falling off steep cliffs. 
Charging and growling off-leash dogs frighten visitors and hamper their ability to enjoy the GGNRA. Running dogs 
off-leash at the GGNRA puts the welfare of wildlife at great risk. Off-leash dogs are more likely to leave behind dog 
feces in the park, reducing the recreational value of the GGNRA  
  
Corr. ID: 6548 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368850 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
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Representative Quote: I've written to you in the past detailing 2 injuries I sustained due to off 
leash dogs. One injury left me w / a labral tear of my hip, fractured 
hand and torn abdominal muscles and I was unable to work for 5 
months. The second injury happened when a "friendly" high spirited 
dog lunged at me and it's claw drew blood all the way down my leg. 
Over the past several years, I've watched as dog owners took over 
Crissy Field with little intervention by the Park Police to enforce 
existing leash laws because they are scared of confrontation w / dog 
owners. Active people like myself fear being hit by a pack of dogs 
running off leash at high rates of speed; I can't imagine what would 
happen to the elderly or the very young should they be caught in the 
path of such unrestrained force. The worst are the dog walkers who 
bring down 8-10 dogs at a time to run and somehow believe they are in 
control.  
  
Corr. ID: 6678 Organization: Wild Equity Institute Comment ID: 369611 Organization Type: Non-Governmental 
Representative Quote: Over the last few yeai-s there have been numerous accounts of dogs negatively impacting 
visitor experiences. A woman visiting Crissy Field reported that her five year old son was attacked 
by a dog, which also gouged the leg of another child, and complained that other dogs were 
harassing small children in the area(2); a park visitor at Ocean Beach reported a dog being attacked 
by three off leash dogs(3); a hang glider at Fort Funston was bitten by an off-leash dog (4); and an offleash 
dog harassed a guard on horse patrol to the point of having to be pepper sprayed(5). These are 
just a few examples of the conflicts that can occur with off-leash dogs. 

Response: Additional law enforcement data, which includes dog incidents, has been analyzed and incorporated into the draft 
plan/SEIS. Please see chapter 4 Human Health and Safety for more details. Dog management has been one of the top 
problems identified in park areas in visitor surveys. This plan and final plan/EIS seeks to address these issues.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53360) Many commenters described dog owners and commercial dog walkers as 
dismissive and argumentative. Commenters are concerned about the sense of entitlement that the dog walkers and owners 
show when their dogs are harassing other visitors. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 368 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351270 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: . Now I go to the beach at Fort Funston (of Pacifica Park, take your life at risk) to enjoy the 
sun, sand water I've some intense experiences where I feared my bare legs would be ripped apart. Most dog owners are 
responsible but there are enough that are surley, inattentive on their cell phones consider my fears cries for help an 
inconvenience at best. When a dog is aggressively coming forward, barking incessantly, showing his teeth nipping at 
my clothes - I have good reason to be afraid. Packs of dogs are the worst. But one horrible time a woman was there with 
her boyfriends dog for fifteen minutes the dog was running rapid circles around me with her between me the dog as he 
fiercely growled showed his teeth. Panicked I yelled he wants to bite she said No he just wants to harm me, I'm not sure 
what the difference is. Finally I took refuge in a tall hefty guy walking down the beach. Suddenly the dog calmed down. 
The woman told me this was a rescue dog with fierce instincts to protect her.  
  
Corr. ID: 795 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353302 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: To someone who has been attacked, being approached by a group of unleashed dogs and a 
single human (often off in the distance somewhere) can be a terrifying experience. Having been in this situation I can 
assure you that compassionate reactions from dog walkers are rare. Mocking amusement, scoffing at the person's fear, 
or outright anger and aggression are far more common. Add to this those who are not steady on their feet, such as the 
elderly, and others who are vulnerable, such as children, and we have a situation where dog owners demanding that all 
areas be off leash are being extremely selfish.  
  
Corr. ID: 4279 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362354 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Secondly, I have had large off leash dogs jump up on me and nearly knock me over while their 
owner laughs heartily in the distance. I have had dog walkers with 5 dogs, 4 off leash, watch as their growling dog 
cornered me near the stream on a hillside. When the dog walker called for the dog, he did not come, and I had to scream 
and pick up a stick, and the dog walker had to physically remove the dog. The trails are becoming dangerous to walk on 
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when owners do not keep their dogs on leash.
Response: GGNRA wants to ensure that it is welcoming to all, and that no one feels harassed by another visitor in the park. 
Similar to trail etiquette now being encouraged and reinforced in the Bay Area, we want to reinforce civility and cooperation 
amongst different user groups. However, verbal or physical harassment is unacceptable in the park experience and a citable 
offense; any such incidents should be reported immediately. NPS regulations prohibiting harassment will be enforced.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53361) Many commenters are concerned about the impact that unruly dogs will 
have on small children. Being jumped on or knocked over has instilled fear of dogs in the children of several commenters. 
Other commenters expressed concern over the amount of damage dogs can inflict if they were to bite a young child. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 54 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 338926 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I was a former dog owner - and though I love dogs; it just is not safe for young children. A 
large dog can run 15-40 mph chasing after a ball launcher. That's a large impact on a child, scratching them, running 
over them and hurting them. My children are now afraid of dogs; and they shouldnt be. The sanitation is also a large 
issue. When you have many dogs, how in the world will you be able to keep track of all the dog feces if your 6-8 dogs 
are running in every direction.  
  
Corr. ID: 957 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353828 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I have a 2-year-old who loves hiking on his own. We go to GGNRA areas frequently, but lately 
there have been several incidents where we were walking and without warning an off-leash dog has come bounding up 
to my son, jumping on him or stomping on him or just surprising him before I could make an appropriate doggy 
introduction or pick him up out of reach- -while the dog's owner has ineffectually shouted "he's very friendly!" from far 
away. I have tried to downplay the incidents in my son's mind, but the result is that now he is scared of all dogs and 
runs screaming from them. (I hate to think if any of these dogs had actually been unfriendly or aggressive toward him!)
 
If there is an area where off-leash dogs and children are both present, the dogs always win, and the children always lose 
(from incidents where dogs scare/injure children to dog poop that hasn't been picked up). There needs to be a balance of 
uses. 

Response: The dog management plan offers opportunities for a range of visitor uses and experiences throughout the park 
while protecting park resources. There are many areas designated for no dogs or on-leash dog walking for visitors who do not 
enjoy recreating around off-leash dogs. Most VSCAs will have established demarcated landforms and/or fencing separations 
that will reduce the number of off-leash dogs from entering into non-VSCAs. Dog walkers will also have the responsibility to 
ensure that their dog does not have contact with a visitor if uninvited by that visitor. Such behavior will be monitored and is a 
citable violation.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53362) Some commenters believe that the visitors of Golden Gate National 
Recreation Area have learned to coexist, stating that incidents are very rare. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 5312 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362950 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In all that time and on all those occasions there have been very few encounters (I can count 
them on the fingers of one hand) with other park users who have problems with off leash dogs. Instead all the different 
types of folks I've encountered on the trail seem to have learned to get along with one another, especially after it 
became evident that, due to funding cuts everywhere, there's no authority figure they can run to with their problems 

Response: Incidents reported are likely a small percentage of overall incidents given that park law enforcement staff are 
currently unable to focus exclusively on dog management. However, the park has received many public comments noting 
incidents, and we cannot ignore that dog incidents can be a problem. One objective of the dog management plan is to reduce 
user conflict and provide a clear, enforceable dog policy. We believe this will enhance various user groups' ability to use the 
park responsibly.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53363) Commenters feel that dogs can be the cause of introducing disease to 
wildlife.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 663 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 403959 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Lastly, health is a concern (Foster 2006). Fecal and urine waste can carry pathogens (bacterial, 
viral, parasitic) that may affect visitors and other animals. 
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Response: Chapter 4 provides an updated summary of the literature review that was conducted to document associations 
between dogs and wildlife. No studies have proven that dogs are the cause for introducing disease to wildlife. 
 
HV1400 - Homestead Valley: Suggest Change in Alternative  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53248) Commenters suggest keeping the area to the east of Four Corners 
including Homestead Hill available to off-leash dog walkers. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 545 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351900 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The area to the east of Four Corners including Homestead Hill is used extensively by local 
citizens to walk their dogs off leash. Please keep this open and available.

Response: Off-leash dog walking would not be permitted on trails at Homestead Valley due to the need for protection of 
native plant communities, wildlife and wildlife habitat. Off-leash trails would also attract more traffic onto very narrow 
community roadways with limited parking on the shoulders while increasing uses from outside the community onto 
adjourning Homestead Valley Trust lands, a concern expressed locally by members. Please see chapter 2, Preferred 
Alternative for Homestead Valley for additional rationale.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53249) Commenters suggest that the trails of Homestead Valley should be altered 
to include trails that loop into off-leash trails offered by the Homestead Valley Land Trust trails. These trails would begin at 
Amaranth at the west end and the fork before Waterview Drive in the East. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 3556 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359197 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: If you must require leashed dogs on Homestead Ridge, adjust the trails to include trails 
completing the loop into the off-leash-allowed Homestead Valley Land Trust trails that begin at Amaranth at the West 
end and the fork before Waterview Drive in the East.

Response: The network of social trails within NPS lands are not authorized NPS trails and therefore not addressed by the dog 
management plan. The authorized trails in GGNRA in Homestead Valley are for on-leash dog walking only (please see the 
dog management final plan/EIS chapter 4, Alternatives Eliminated from Further Consideration). The maps in the final 
plan/EIS appendix disclose where connections may be made to trails outside of GGNRA's jurisdiction.  
 
LE1400 - Lands End: Suggest Change in Alternative  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53250) Commenters stated that a ROLA should be established within Lands End. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 318 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350574 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: . I can see an effort at that at Ocean beach for instance, but Lands End needs a ROLA area, as 
does the East end of Ocean Beach. The middle beach section is too small, and not very accessible.  

Response: No VSCAs would be established at the site due to visitor safety. Lands End is a cliff side walk where both visitors 
and dogs have had to be rescued in the past; and, it is inappropriate for dogs off-leash both for safety of dog and walker as 
well as those visitors passing by on the trail. Please see chapter 2, Preferred Alternative for Lands End for additional 
rationale.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53251) Commenters stated that dogs should not be allowed on the trails within 
Lands End.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 2000 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354669 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Additionally, dogs should not be allowed in the nearby Lands End trails if they already invaded 
the Ocean Beach.  

Response: The preferred alternative would allow a no-dog experience in the area of Lands End on the Mile Rock Beach trail, 
the old roadway up to the octagon house, and below Lands End visitor center to the Sutro Baths. Otherwise, the main trail 
and access trails to it are for managed dog walking on-leash. Please see chapter 2, Preferred Alternative for Lands End for 
additional rationale.  
 
LP1000 - Laws and Policies: Impact of GGNRA actions on other NPS units' enforcement of servicewide policies and 
regulations  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53364) Commenters expressed concern that allowing the GGNRA to be open for 
off-leash dog use and commercial dog walking would encourage or justify having dogs in other NPS units. This could result 
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in adverse impacts in other sensitive areas of the national park system and set a bad precedent.  
Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1555 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353097 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Above all, if you permit rampant dog off leash areas in GGNRA, the dog owners will then ask 
that even more sensitive areas such as Yellowstone, Yosemite and other great national parks to be opened up, to the 
detriment of wildlife. Please maintain on leash rules for all national parks and recreation areas.  
  
Corr. ID: 5200 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362590 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Nearly all national parks strictly control the presence of dogs; it would be an extraordinarily 
bad precedent for the Park Service to sanction commercial dog walking in GGNRA, essentially turning a resource that 
belongs to all Americans over to a commercial enterprise that would damage park resources and make GGNRA a less 
desirable (and, for some, frightening) place to visit. 
  
Corr. ID: 5792 Organization: Napa-Solano Audubon Society Comment ID: 403960 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: So NSAS feels there should be NO area in the National Park that dogs should be allowed to go 
off leash to protect them, people, and some other dogs themselves. We are sorry to take such a tough stance on this, but 
wildlife, especially those rare and endangered species as stated above are in your charter to protect. Dogs and cats have 
an excellent sense of smell and can find and disturb nesting birds and loafing animals. So do those animals. If they get a 
whiff that there are predators, they will not use that habitat. It is very unfortunate that these pets have been surrogate 
children for some of adults that use GGNRA. And it is also irresponsible for those that unleash their dogs in a 
LEASHED zone. In our opinion they care more about themselves than anyone (wildlife, other people and other dogs). It 
is very understandable why they want their dog (who of course can do no harm) to go unleashed. However we think 
they truly do not understand the issue here. Responsible dog owner have alternatives to take their dogs to a place where 
they are allowed to roam unleashed, not a National Park where they are not allowed. If they want to enjoy this National 
Park, do it without your dog. It is disturbing to NSAS that the policy on dogs off leash can be made by your 
administration which would set a precedent to other parks, monuments, etal under the National Park Service 
jurisdiction. 
  
Corr. ID: 6323 Organization: Marin Audubon Society Comment ID: 365536 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: Precedent Setting Nature Not Addressed 
The DSEIS reports that GGNRA is the only facility in the entire national park system that allows off leash dogs. "Dogs 
that are not controlled by caging or a leash no longer than six feet are currently prohibited across the entire national 
park system (36 CFR 2.(a)(2))...." The DSEIS should address the nationwide implications of opening areas to off-leash 
dogs at GGNRA. It is a significant concern that allowing off-leashed dogs at GGNRA could be used to justify and 
encourage opening other parks to off-leash dogs. This would significantly broaden the adverse impacts of off-leash 
dogs on wildlife and natural habitats. This is a major potential impact that should be addressed. 
  
Corr. ID: 6408 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366918 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: GGNRA is also perpetuating a horrific precedent that will reverberate throughout the National 
Park system by having regulations pertaining to pets at odds with those at nearly every other NPS site. I already 
encounter many pet owners walking their dogs on the trails of PRNS who express surprise that pets aren't permitted on 
these trails given that they frequently walk their dogs in GGNRA...and aren't both PRNS and GGNRA NPS sites...and 
if they can walk their dogs on GGNRA trails, why not within PRNS?

Response: This issue is identified and discussed in the draft plan/SEIS in chapter 1, under the "Impacts of Dogs on Natural 
and Cultural Resources in the Park". The current regulations and management of other park units and the GGNRA are 
covered in the "National Park Service Organic Act and Management Policies" section of chapter 1, and the "Background of 
Dog Management at Golden Gate National Recreation Area" section of chapter 1. All other national park system units are 
governed by 36 CFR 2.15, which requires pets be on leash in all areas not otherwise closed to pets by the superintendent. 
 
LU1000 - Land Use: Policies and Historical Use  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53365) Commenters stated that people and dogs have been using the GGNRA 
lands responsibly for decades. Dog walking occurred in these areas long before the GGNRA was created. Many of these 
areas are former military lands, and dog walking is consistent with this history. Because GGNRA was created with off-leash 
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dog use as one of the original uses of the land; dog walking should continue. The new dog plan does not align with the 
historical use of the land or the recreational intent of why these areas were created. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 4996 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361902 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: But to restrict off-leash dog use in a recreational area that is part of a city like San Francisco, 
which has a long tradition of its people recreating with its dogs in many forms, goes completely against the grain of the 
use of these lands and is not what the City of San Francisco intended when they deeded you these lands.  
  
Corr. ID: 5235 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362744 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: National Park rules such as dogs in parkling lots do not apply. Furthermore there is legal 
precedent for off-leash recreation, especially up to the high-tide line on beaches where the land belong to all 
Californians. The historical use of these lands has been for military purposes for several centuries, so continued human 
and pet use is consistent with historical use. 
  
Corr. ID: 5280 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362869 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Dogs need off leash time to get adequate exercise. People and dogs have been enjoying the 
GGNRA for this purpose for decades, and off leash areas should be protected in the GGNRA.  
  
Corr. ID: 5289 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362887 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: When the GGNRA was created in 1972, dog walking was already a long-standing use of the 
lands that were turned over to the park. Dog walking was specifically referred to as a long-standing use for the newly 
created GGNRA in 1972, and as such this specific recreational use and part of the San Francisco Bay culture - and this 
use must continue indefinitely.  
  
Corr. ID: 5349 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362999 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Dogs and dog-walking, both on and off leash, existed in the lands now controlled by the 
GGNRA before the GGNRA was created.  
  
Corr. ID: 5530 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 363905 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am against this plan because it takes away the traditional uses that come with the land when it 
was transferred from the City of San Francisco to the GGNRA. The 1979 recreational uses included allowing people to 
throw a ball or a frisbee to their dogs on the beach or to go running with their dogs off leash or to simply allow their 
dog to play with another dog on the beach - one of the loveliest sights ever. 

Response: Dog walking that occurred on GGNRA lands prior to their acquisition by NPS is discussed in the "Land Use Prior 
to Park Acquisition" section of chapter 1. Once acquired by NPS, lands within the GGNRA are managed in accordance with 
NPS laws and policies. Both the NPS Organic Act and the park's enabling legislation allow for appropriate recreational uses. 
These laws do not require NPS to prioritize recreational use over resource protection, to favor one type of recreation over 
another, or to allow all uses that pre-dated NPS ownership to continue. The dog management plan/EIS has several objectives, 
including to "provide a variety of visitor experiences", "improve visitor and employee safety", "reduce user conflicts", and 
"preserve and protect natural and cultural resources and natural processes". These objectives are based in part on the 
Negotiated Rulemarking Committee's consensus agreement of what the dog management plan's "Guiding Principles" should 
be. While the GGNRA received many comments seeking expanded dog access, the GGNRA also received many comments 
from other recreational users requesting that dog walking be better managed and that the use be limited to specific areas of 
the park, in part because these recreational users feel they can no longer recreate in areas where dogs are present due to 
conflicts with dogs and dog walkers. The dog management plan continues to recognize dog walking as an appropriate 
recreational activity in the park and presents a range of alternatives that considers options for dog walking withinin the 
context of other recreational activities and resource management objectives. Under the preferred alternative, off-leash dog 
walking would continue, but in fewer areas. The NPS believes that the preferred alternative best accomplishes the plan's 
overall objectives.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53366) Commenters are troubled by the lack of recognition of Golden Gate 
National Recreation Area as an urban environment. The commenters believe that the national recreation area should be 
treated as such, not on the same level as national parks. GGNRA provides open space between urban neighborhoods, not a 
wilderness experience.  

Representative Quote(s): 
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Corr. ID: 4005 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368798 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: GGNRA has numerous features that have been designed and built by humans, from trails, to 
signage, to parking lots and buildings and other facilities, to habitat restoration projects. It includes many constructed 
environments, including former military installations and city parks. GGNRA is not a wilderness. GGNRA is in many 
respects a designed landscape. Even efforts to restore its natural values involve urban design components, such as 
vegetated berm separation and other design features to preserve its resources and values.  
 
It is hard to imagine how the SDEIS could dismiss "urban quality" as not relevant (page 24): 
 
"Consideration of this topic is required by 40 CFR 1502.16. The quality of urban areas is not a significant factor in 
determining a dog management policy for GGNRA. No new building construction or rehabilitation of existing 
structures is proposed under the alternatives presented in this draft plan/SEIS; therefore, this topic has been dismissed 
from further analysis. " (emp. added) 
 
This statement in the SDEIS misinterprets CEQ rules and results in basic noncompliance with NEPA. GGNRA is in an 
urban area; it was established to improve urban quality of life; the design of this urban parkland could not be more 
relevant. The design of urban parks is a recognized discipline. Good design is central to the ability to preserve park 
resources and values, including recreation, ecology, and cultural values.  
 
This one paragraph from the SDEIS, quoted above, dismissing urban quality and design of the urban environment, 
highlights the absence of rigorous expiration of alternatives, as required by NEPA, CEQ, DOI and NPA NEPA rules, 
procedures and guidance. It also demonstrates the document's bias in treating GGNRA like a traditional national park 
and not as an urban unit of the national park system. NPS/GGNRA seems out of its comfort zone here, but this doesn't 
excuse the omission.  
  
Corr. ID: 6430 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 367014 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: GGNRA should be a partner with the City of San Francisco and other communities, not act as 
an adversary. The DEIS doesnt recognize that many areas of the GGNRA are located in or next to urban 
neighborhoods. The DEIS excludes the quality of the urban environment from its scope, saying its not significant. The 
GGNRA provides much needed open space in a major urban area. This omission is disconcerting because the 
fundamental purpose of creating the GGNRA was to provide open space for recreation (including dog walking as a 
form of recreation) to serve the metropolitan Bay Area. The dynamic interrelationship between GGNRA and our 
neighborhoods is exactly the human environment that the EIS is required to study, but failed to do so. 

Response: The enabling legislation for GGNRA recognizes that GGNRA is located in an urban environment. The enabling 
legislation further states that the recreation area is to be preserved as far as possible in its natural setting and protected from 
uses that would destroy the scenic beauty and natural character of the area. Since the late 1970s and in response to 
Congressional amendments to the National Park Service Organic Act, all units of the national park system have been 
managed to the same high standard. The fact that GGNRA is designated as "recreation area" and not a "national park" does 
not change how the park is managed. The preferred alternative allows for more dog walking opportunities that any other 
national park unit in the United States. The restrictions on dog walking in the preferred alternative are reasonably designed to 
reduce conflicts with other types of recreational activities and to further natural and cultural resource management objectives. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53367) One commenter noted that the description of historical dog use at Rancho 
Corral de Tierra in the draft plan/SEIS was inaccurate, as it did not take into account the longer history of landowners 
allowing off-leash dogs on the property.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6547 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368661 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I bring to your attention this phrase regarding Rancho: "Historically, although off-leash dog 
walking was not officially sanctioned by the previous private owner, off-leash use occurred frequently." This statement 
is weak in its portrayal of historic use because l) POST (Peninsula Open Space Trust) was the landowner for only about 
13 of the past 32 years; their policies of dog walking were not clearly posted throughout that period. For the preceding 
20 years, there have be NO OBJECTIONS posted or otherwise by landowners to dog walking by voice control. This 
was not just negligence on the part of the previous landowners - I was in touch with each of them because of my 
sustained lease of pasture for horses. 
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My point: your premise of"Historically" is biased to a minor portion of our history, rather the majority of time 
supported voice-control dog walking. A more accurate portrayal our historic use would be "Historically, off leash dog 
walking was highly used and valued in two concentrated areas" 

Response: Rancho Corral de Tierra was managed by the Peninsula Open Space Trust (POST) prior to transfer to GGNRA in 
2011. Off-leash dog walking was not authorized by POST during its management of of the property. The final plan/EIS 
recognizes that off-leash dog walking occurred at the Rancho property prior to its acquisition by NPS. This past use is also 
discussed in the cumulative impacts section for Rancho Corral de Tierra. Upon transfer of the property to NPS in 2011, NPS 
regulations automatically went into effect, including the NPS servicewide pet regulation at 36 CFR 2.15, which requires all 
pets to be on leash.  
 
LU2000 - Other Agencies Policies and mandates Regarding Dog Management  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53368) Because of the restrictive dog policies systemwide in NPS, commenters 
spent more time in BLM lands, where regulations are less stringent. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 142 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 346307 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Additionally, I think it is sad that such strong limits are placed on dogs across the national park 
system. I am a strong advocate for the National Park System and a supporter of Wilderness areas as well as other 
natural resource designations. But sadly because of the strong restrictions on dogs I am unable to consider them as 
vacation options. We end up spending more time in national forest land or BLM lands where the restrictions are less 
stringent.  

Response: NPS's primary mandate is the preservation and protection of park resources and values, stricter than the BLM's 
multiple use mandate. So, uses can often be more accommodating within BLM lands. 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53369) Commenters stated that GGNRA should be managed in a way similar to 
East Bay Regional Park District due to their success in managing dog walkers. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 317 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350571 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In April of 2013 the perennially dog friendly East Bay Regional Park District's Board voted 
unanimously to amend Ordinance 38 adding significant controls and limitations for dogs and their owners accessing the 
EBRPD's system. The basis for this ruling was public safety and environmental preservation. I ask that the National 
Park Service at least rise to the level of EBRPD's action. 
  
Corr. ID: 2595 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359134 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Redwood Park in the East Bay Regional Park System and Carmel Beach (Carmel, CA) are very 
good examples that off-leash can work. It is important for dogs to have the freedom to run, play, and socialize. I 
understand that there are sensitive areas that need to be protected, but there also needs to be areas where the millions of 
dog owners, who are responsible, can enjoy the outdoors with their loved ones (dogs!). 
  
Corr. ID: 4224 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362234 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: On page 31 the SEIS cites the use of "Point Isabel Regional Shoreline, which is a state park 
area managed by East Bay Regional Park District and one of the most heavily used dog parks in the country." but fails 
to examine any of the successes that are so characteristic of this park, a potential framework for GGNRA dog 
management. 

Response: NPS consulted with both Boulder County Open Space and Mountain Parks as well as other public land agencies 
who manage dog walking such as Marin County Open Space District and East Bay Regional Parks. While these agencies do 
not share the same national park mandate to preserve and to protect park resources to the same degree as a primary mission, 
they understood NPS's proposal to better differentiate such behaviors, recognizing that our standards as such need to be 
higher in regard to resources  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53370) Commenters made suggestions on the analysis of adjacent areas addressed 
in the draft plan/SEIS. These included adding a better discussion of the areas and how these areas determined policies and 
warned visitors, a re-analysis of the alternatives given the problems of off-leash dogs in adjacent areas, and a correction of 
the language about policies in other areas.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 4005 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368801 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The survey of other areas ranges from sloppy to inaccurate. For example, on page 32, the 
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SDEIS states:  
 
"Seattle, Washington. Dogs are allowed to roam off leash at 11 of the 400 parks and recreation areas in the Seattle 
metro area. Although dogs are allowed on leash in most other park areas, they are not allowed on beaches, play areas, or 
organized athletic fields. Owners are responsible for waste removal. Fines are implemented for leash and waste-removal 
violations (Seattle Parks and Recreation 2009, 1, 3)." 
 
This statement is incorrect. In fact, Seattle does allow dogs on beaches (Magnuson Park), as does the City of Vancouver 
(there is a dog beach on False Creek/English Bay next to the Burrard Bridge). In fact, this information is readily 
available on both the City of Seattle's and City of Vancouver's websites. Vancouver parks' website starts with the 
statement: "Dogs are welcome in all of Vancouver's parks and must be on leash unless they are in a designated dog off-
leash area" and shows photos where dogs can be off-leash at various beaches and waterbodies.  
 
Although these areas are smaller than San Francisco's extensive saltwater beaches, if such easily obtained information is 
incorrect in the SDEIS, it raises serious questions of the accuracy - or more likely - bias and lack of objectivity in its 
preparation.  
  
Corr. ID: 6631 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368400 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The SEIS mentions the dog policies of National Parks, California State Parks, and other parks 
or open spaces of counties, municipalities, or other local entities. This section would be much more useful: 1) if there 
was some discussion about in what proportion of parks and other open space areas entities ban off-leash dog walking 
and what type of risk assessment led to those policies, and 2) if in those entities where off-leash activity is allowed, 
what warnings and rules for visitors entering off-leash areas are operative. Such a survey would provide a much better 
context to proposed dog management alternatives in relation to how the issue has been handled by other entities than by 
simply mentioning policies of those different entities.  
  
Corr. ID: 6631 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368401 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: My initial survey suggested that most parks that allow off-leash dogs have enclosed "'dog 
parks". Most parks that allow off-leash dog play activity provide specific warnings to visitors about the risks involved 
in entering an off-leash dog zone. There is frequently mention that the park or other entity cannot guarantee the safety 
of visitors. Since GGNRA is proposing to allow off-leash dogs on some GGNRA beaches and in mixed use areas, the 
EIS needs to explain how and why NPS thinks it can overcome the problems of off-leash dog activity cited by the other 
entities while attaining its stated goal of minimizing conflicts related to dog use by providing a variety of safe, high 
quality visitor use experiences.  

Response: NPS conducted a survey in the summer of 2012 to measure customer satisfaction related to dog walking at 
GGNRA (NPS 2012b). The GGNRA Dog Walking Satisfaction Visitor Study (NPS 2012b) evaluated the perception of and 
satisfaction with the current dog walking policies, and the potential for redistribution of use based on access changes. Results 
of this survey were used to determine what other parks (referred to as nearby dog walking areas) the visitors would choose to 
visit if on-leash or off-leash dog walking was limited as a result of this plan/EIS. Using the results of this survey, a more 
detailed evaluation of the potential impacts to alternative sites identified in the survey was completed for the draft plan/SEIS. 
Detailed information regarding natural resources, acreage of off-leash play, parking availability, etc. were incorporated into 
this analysis, including cumulative impacts as a result of the Significant Natural Resource Areas Management Plan 
(SNRAMP), which proposes to close/reduce some of the existing dog play areas (DPAs), such as the Lake Merced site, in 
San Francisco. Additional details on redistributional effects have been added to chapter 4 of the final plan/EIS. 
 
LU3000 - Land Use: Dog Parks Provided by San Francisco and Other Municipalities  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53371) San Francisco and surrounding municipalities provide adequate areas for 
off-leash dog recreation. Some commenters noted that there are many options for dogs, but there are not many other options 
for wildlife.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 68 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 338956 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: There are more off leash dog parks in San Francisco than several other major cities combined. 
There are many options for people who want to have their dogs off leash, but there are not many options for the 
endangered species which we must protect and preserve for future generations.  
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Corr. ID: 2332 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357807 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: There are two enormous dog parks that I know of in Southern Marin - - one in Mill Valley and 
another in Tiburon. People can throw balls for their dogs there. It's not like the GGNRA is the only place to recreate 
with a dog in this area-that argument is just nonsense. 
  
Corr. ID: 4256 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368472 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Municipalities adjacent to GGNRA lands have ample resources to provide and maintain 
dedicated off-leash dog play areas, as these are among the wealthiest counties in the nation. It is not difficult to imagine 
that if presented with an elimination of off-leash privileges within the GGNRA, local municipalities will realize their 
own resourcefulness and capability to meet the demands of their citizenry. 
  
Corr. ID: 5046 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362111 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: There are already over 300 acres of off-leash dog parks in San Francisco. This is according to a 
website operated by dog lovers. Most of the ones listed below do not require leashes, and the rule is not observed in the 
two that do say "leash required."  
  
Corr. ID: 5606 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364005 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: There are plenty of City parks in San Francisco that allow off-leash dogs. There is no need to 
turn the GGNRA into another dog run.  
  
Corr. ID: 5612 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364009 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: There are PLENTY of places for dogs to be off-leash in SF. There are much fewer places for 
native plants and animals to exist in relative peace, so I'm all for less off-leash dog areas in the GGNRA. While not a 
dog owner, I love dogs, but let's remember they are dogs. Not kids. Not people. And there are a large number of 
irresponsible dog owners out there who can't be trusted to maintain control of their dogs  

Response: One objective of the dog management plan/EIS is to "preserve and protect natural and cultural resources and 
natural processes." Areas identified as having sensitive resources do not allow on and/or off-leash dog walking, depending on 
the resource and site. Adjacent dog parks available for visitor use can be found within the discussion of impacts for resources 
in chapter 4.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53372) The dog management plan would cause adverse impacts on city dog parks 
and other parks used by dog walkers in the Bay Area, including the remaining ROLA and on-leash dog walking areas at 
GGNRA. Dog parks provided in San Francisco and other areas are not sufficient for the dog walking population. 
Commenters are specifically concerned about the impacts to areas such as Little Beach, Lake Merced, McLauren Park, Stern 
Grove, Alamo Square, DuBoce Park, Buena Vista Park, Pine Lake, Lafayette Park, Golden Gate Park, and Bernal Heights. 
Commenters felt that these dog parks are already overcrowded, worn down, and dangerous; fenced areas cause aggression 
and are not satisfying to dogs or dog walkers. Commenters believe that the draft plan/SEIS did not adequately address the 
impact of the influx of dogs in these areas.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 154 Organization: Seth Green Canine Care Comment ID: 349881 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: As it is well known, there are many dogs in and near San Francisco. One estimate I have heard 
is ~175,000 dogs in SF County alone. Further restricting where dog owners and commercial dog walking operations can 
(legally) take their dogs will promote further conflict in the few remaining off leash areas (your plan calls them 
ROLAs).  
  
Corr. ID: 322 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350584 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Do not direct public to the "Little Beach" adjacent Muir Beach. This beach cannot sustain the 
traffic, nor is access all year round as tides vary with the season. Coastal trail is currently open to dog walking. In 
preferred plan no dogs will be allowed. This will virtually cut the community of Muir Beach off from any dog walking 
other than on the busy Frank Valley Rd, Hwy 1 community roads.  
  
Corr. ID: 501 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351817 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: This new plan would essentially keep me restricted to dog parks such as Doboce, Dolores, 
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Alamo Square and Corona Heights. So whats the big deal right? Other than Corona, none of these are fenced in and are 
surrounded by traffic. Luckily our dog is old enough to understand the boundaries of these parks, however as a puppy 
we were reluctant to let her off leash and the times she did step out of bounds were terrifying. Also these parks tend to 
be over crowded with people other dogs and homeless encampments. They show the wear and tear of use which the 
parks of the ggnra do not. We have to keep an eye out for our wondering pup making sure she doesn't get into the mud 
which is full of giarida, peoples pick-nicks or mess with the homeless.  
  
Corr. ID: 852 Organization: Save McLaren Park Comment ID: 353418 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I'm writing to express my STRONG OPPOSITION to the proposed dog management plan for 
GGNRA. My concern stems from how this plan will negatively affect Bay Area parks that are not part of the GGNRA. 
By pushing most of the dogs out of the GGNRA, the most likely place for people to take their pets is regional and urban 
parks, such as McLaren Park in the south eastern portion of San Francisco. 
 
McLaren is a dog-friendly place, and already there's concern that heavy dog use is affecting the flora and fauna of the 
park, especially with the volume of dog walkers with their client's pets. If GGNRA properties are deemed off limits to 
dogs, parks like McLaren will be overwhelmed and the natural environment of this park could be severely damaged. 
 
By spreading dogs throughout all the open space in the bay area, including GGNRA properties, the damage to any one 
location will be minimized.  
  
Corr. ID: 1007 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351416 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: As further proof that the GGNRA did not consider impacts on city parks in San Francisco, the 
Preferred Alternative suggests the nearest legal off-leash area in San Francisco to Fort Funston is Lake Merced. That 
off-leash area has been closed to off-leash for years and has been turned into a native plant restoration area and habitat 
for the endangered red-legged frog among other animals. Yet this is where the SEIS suggests people with dogs go.  
  
Corr. ID: 1037 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351467 Organization Type: Recreational Groups 
Representative Quote: I live in Bernal Heights just blocks away from one of the few off leash city parks in San 
Francisco. The park is already very well frequented, and I dare not imagine the devastating environmental impact your 
plan would have on our park. Simply put, if you restrict dog access the way you outline it in Alternative F, the dogs that 
frequent GGRA land are not going to magically disappear, they are going to have to be walked somewhere, and the city 
simply doesnt have the infrastructure to handle that influx of dogs in its city parks. The parks would be ruined, and 
recreation really would become inaccessible to non-dog owners who werent frequenting GGRA sites anyways and are 
now unable to enjoy city parks. Not to mention the fuel emissions of those responsible dog owners who would decide to 
seek friendly trails in East Bay Regional Parks.  
  
Corr. ID: 1374 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352412 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I hope you will consider the impact on San Francisco and Marin if off leash dog walking is 
banned in the GGNRA. Banning or further limiting off leash dogs will have a significant negative impact on San 
Francisco and Marin parks. And recreation areas At least 10,000 dogs visit the GGNRA every day. San Francisco city 
parks are much, much smaller than the GGNRA and will be unable to absorb the impact of all those dogs if they are 
forced out of the GGNRA. The negative impact on parks and other recreation areas in San Francisco and Marin far 
outweighs any potential negative impacts in the GGNRA.  
  
Corr. ID: 1586 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353155 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: By restricting the use of these lands, you are forcing dog owners to flock to smaller urban 
parks, which will cause overcrowding and congestion in the neighborhoods these parks are in. We live in the outer 
sunset and during the federal furlough when Fort Funston was closed, we saw Pine Lake Park inside Stern Grove get 
jam-packed with dogs & people - - just awful.  
  
Corr. ID: 1893 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354483 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I also fear how crowded our dog parks will become. Our local parks are too small for proper 
exercise and, with more dogs pushed into them, may also cause further aggression due to crowded conditions. It will 
also undoubtedly lead to more spread of contagious diseases, such as giardia and parvo, which are already all too 
prevalent in San Francisco.  
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Corr. ID: 2402 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358899 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Just about one in every three households in San Francisco has a dog, and this is going to 
dramatically impact San Franciscans. It is also going to impact city parks, because if this proposal passes hundreds 
upon hundreds of people and their dogs are going to flood places like Maclaren Park and Golden Gate Park.  
  
Corr. ID: 2686 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357066 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The new plan does not adequately analyze the impact of the preferred alternative on nearby 
parks. The public and the San Francisco Board of Supervisors requested this analysis in 2011. The new plan claims that, 
because some off-leash space will still be available in the GGNRA, albeit much smaller, most people will continue to 
walk their dogs there and not move to nearby city parks. No evidence is given to support either assumption. The 
GGNRA has not adequately studied the dispersion effect of its plan on local communities, neighborhoods and 
residential areas. These include parking, traffic congestion, driving patterns and increased miles traveled to reach dog-
friendly areas  
  
Corr. ID: 5280 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362871 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Unfortunately, Lafayette Park can barely accommodate the high volume of dogs it receives 
daily, as evidenced by the grass being completely run down in the off leash dog area. I am certain that the situation at 
Lafayette Park would worsen if the off leash areas of the GGNRA were further restricted. 

Response: NPS conducted a survey in the summer of 2012 to measure customer satisfaction related to dog walking at 
GGNRA (NPS 2012b). The GGNRA Dog Walking Satisfaction Visitor Study (NPS 2012b) evaluated the potential for 
redistribution of use based on access changes. The survey was completed in response to public comments received on the 
draft plan/EIS. The results of this survey were used to determine what other parks (referred to as nearby dog walking areas) 
the visitors would choose to visit if on-leash or off-leash dog walking was limited as a result of this plan/EIS. Using the 
results of this survey, a more detailed evaluation of the potential impacts (to natural resources and visitor experience) at 
nearby dog walking areas identified in the survey was completed and is described in chapter 4 of the final plan/EIS. 
Specifically, overcrowding of the dog play areas at nearby dog walking areas leading to the possibility of a reduced overall 
visitor experience was considered as well as impacts to the existing natural habitats at these areas. However, it should be 
noted that none of the GGNRA sites included in the draft plan/SEIS would prohibit dog walking, and that although the total 
area open to dog walking under voice control in the preferred alternative would be less than in alternative A, eight (8) VSCAs
in six (6) park areas would provide areas open to voice & sight control dog walking, and those areas would include beaches 
and large grassy or open areas.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53373) The implementation of the dog management plan would not impact dog 
walking within city parks, as these areas are being used by both off-leash and on-leash dog walkers. Commenters noted that 
non-compliance with dog walking regulations occur within the public city parks and that city parks are already overrun with 
off-leash dog walkers. Commenters also noted that this makes the opportunity to find recreational activities without dogs in 
these areas difficult.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 141 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 346304 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Many dog fanatics have argued that the new ggnra dog walking proposed rules would have an 
impact on the city lands however this was far from true. 
During the government shutdown with park lands being not or less accessible, there were increases in problems in the 
SF city parks. There were still a lot of dogs but not there really was no appreciable change. I think the government shut 
down proved that the new ggnra rules (which would provide more dog areas than during the government shut down) 
would not adversely affect the city lands.  
  
Corr. ID: 1848 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354347 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I strongly agree with the idea of this plan. However, from what I can see, there is no mention of 
Stern Grove Park anywhere. I live in the area, and I cannot take my kid to Stern Grove, because, despite the fact that 
this park has its own dog play area, the off-leash dogs are everywhere - kids playground included. This is not safe.  
 
My concern is that after the other city parks become more restricted towards the off-leash dogs, there would be even 
more off-leash dogs in Stern Grove, which would basically turn it into one huge dog park, neighborhood children be 
damned. So my suggestion is to try to make off-leash/on-leash restrictions and clear markings a citywide project, to 
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save other parks, and especially Stern Grove, from becoming exclusively dogs playgrounds.  
  
Corr. ID: 6631 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368438 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: This section is written with apparently zero knowledge of the actual situation of off-leash dog 
use of San Francisco City Parks. Although official policy limits off-leash dog use to certain designated areas within 
specific parks, in actual fact there is almost no enforcement of this policy. For example, Pine Lake/Stern Grove is 
essentially a dog park. All of the negative consequences discussed in the SEIS in the event of dog management in 
GGNRA more restrictive to off-leash dog walking are already occurring in Pine Lake/Stern Grove, for example. The 
authors of the EIS need to be informed that most off-leash dog walkers in San Francisco ignore restrictions on off-leash 
dog walking in City parks. 
 
In addition, this section also needs to cover the impact of various alternatives on other user groups, comprising 
approximately 90% of GGNRA visitors, who might need to seek alternative areas outside of GGNRA based on dog 
management alternatives that fail to protect their safety or visitor experience from off-leash dog activity.  
  
Corr. ID: 6631 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368397 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In San Francisco, leash laws are almost never enforced in any of the City parks, and many 
parks, such as Pine Lake Park, are defacto dog parks. For San Francisco residents wishing to pursue an outdoor activity 
outside the presence of off-leash dogs, there are extremely limited possibilities for enjoying the outdoor environment. 
The EIS should discuss the limited options for outdoor space not just for dog walkers but for all visitor groups, 
especially visitor groups especially vulnerable to safety risk from off leash dogs, including: children; the elderly; the 
physically disabled; equestrians; hand gliders; joggers; etc.; and those who wish to have an outdoor experience without 
being harassed or disturbed by off leash dogs, such as hikers and naturalists. 
  
Corr. ID: 6639 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368116 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The idea that dogs will crowd interior parks when the GGNRA restricts off-leashes use is 
LUDICRIOUS! Dog's owners already dominate public parks, fields, courts, slopes; this practice will not change. 
Owners go to beaches and to parks with their dogs strictly at the CONVENIENCE to owners, not the preferences of 
dogs. Parks are convenient for the daily toileting of dogs... beaches are a nice but not necessary ventures. Parks have 
always and will always take the brunt of this misuse.

Response: The dog management plan will add education and enforcement to ensure that dog walkers are in compliance with 
the rule. In addition, multiple dog free areas have been established throughout the park to ensure a variety of visitor 
experiences are available in GGNRA.  
 
MB1400 - Muir Beach: Suggest Change in Alternative  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53252) Many commenters believe that dogs should be allowed off leash at Muir 
Beach. Several commenters offered suggestions for making off-leash access for dogs a more feasible option, such as seasonal 
closures when coho salmon and steelhead trout are present in the area; allowing off leash dogs on the beach while restricting 
more environmentally sensitive areas; restricting dogs only at high-volume times; limiting the number of dogs per walker; 
restricting a ROLA to the southern end of the beach to protect sensitive resources; and fencing the lagoon to protect it from 
dogs and humans. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 324 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350586 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Muir Beach - Dogs should be allowed off-leash seasonally when coho, steelhead are not in the 
seasonal creek/lagoon area.  
  
Corr. ID: 989 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354362 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am writing to urge you to allow dogs to continue to use Muir Beach off-leash.  
I respectively request that the beach area itself at Muir Beach be made a ROLA. Please, please, allow dogs to continue 
to play off-leash on the beach itself, while restricting their access to other, more sensitive areas as necessary. 
  
Corr. ID: 2751 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357185 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I support allowing off-leash dog(s) at Muir Beach. I believe that it is appropriate to limit the 
number of off-lease dogs to perhaps 1- or 2-dogs per adult; while a higher limit of leashed dogs per adult may be 
considered. I propose that at all times; dogs shall be under voice control by the owner/adult and any dogs not exhibiting 
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control shall be immediately leashed. 
  
Corr. ID: 3556 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359196 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: If you must regulate dogs on Muir Beach, do so only at high volume times, not the vast 
majority of the time when the beach is practically empty.  
  
Corr. ID: 3938 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 360094 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: If alternative E is still felt to be too restrictive, at least a hybrid between alternatives E and F 
might work. ROLA for the south main beach, leash control for the north part up to the creek. However, this allows dog 
walkers easier access to Little Beach during low and moderate tides, which alternative E would not. And of course, 
leashed dogs flush birds also. 
  
Corr. ID: 6392 Organization: Marin Conservation League Comment ID: 366083 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: Under Alternate F, the NPS Preferred Alternative for Muir Beach is generally appropriate for 
that site to protect the restored habitat at the mouth of Redwood Creek and several sensitive species. The Preferred 
Alternative in the Draft Supplemental EIS allows access for dogs on leash on the beach. MCL believes that an unfenced 
ROLA should be designated on the southern portion of the beach. This provision would still ensure protection of 
sensitive resources and at the same time offer a practical solution to dog-owning residents of Muir Beach who have 
long-frequented the beach. The large expanse of Rodeo Beach provides that opportunity, but it is distant from Muir 
Beach. 

Response: VSCAs would not be established at Muir Beach due to the small size of the site and sensitive resources. Dividing 
the beach to allow off-leash only on the southern portion of the beach would not be feasible to maintain and it introduces 
issues with visitor experience. It isn't feasible to fence the entire creek outlet due to inlet shifts and sand movement; and, the 
fence gets buried. Please see chapter 2, Preferred Alternative for Muir Beach for additional rationale.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53254) Commenters suggested banning dogs from Muir Beach or having a large 
area at the beach where no dogs would be allowed. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 3876 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 360006 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: re Muir Beach, I'd like to see dogs banned because it's such a small beach. But I think on long 
beaches, such as Limantour beach in west Marin, they should be allowed on certain sections  
  
Corr. ID: 5304 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362929 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: At Muir Beach, I would like to enjoy the beach without being surrounded by dogs. As it is 
now, I do not go to Muir Beach nearly as often as I would if dogs were more restricted on the beach. The dogs are 
barking, running fast and wild, and seem to outnumber human beings. There should be a large area at the beach where 
no dogs are allowed and people could rest, nap or picnic without staying on a constant vigilant watch for dogs running 
over their blankets or getting into their food, fighting, etc. I love the beach, and Muir Beach is the closest to my house 
but it seems so unfair that I just can't enjoy it without the never ending hyper activity of dogs.  

Response: Alternative D was originally chosen as the preferred alternative for Muir Beach in the draft plan/EIS; however, 
after considering public comments, the preferred alternative was modified to allow on-leash dog walking along the 
connecting bridge, on the beach, and the proposed Muir Beach Trail and Kaashi Way. Allowing on-leash dog walking on the 
beach would provide dog walkers a coastal beach experience while improving visitor safety and better protecting the native 
wildlife. For more information please see chapter 2 of the final plan/EIS, preferred alternative for Muir Beach.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53256) Commenters expressed the need for access with their dogs out of Muir 
Beach to the nearest town of Mill Valley. This would encourage visitors to walk to the recreation area and provide a safe 
route to do so. Suggested trail connections include Muir Beach-Coastal Trail and Fire Road-Coyote Ridge Fire Road-Miwok 
Fire Road and Muir Beach-Diaz Ridge-Miwok Fire Road. In addition commenters would like a loop trail from Muir Beach - 
Coastal - Coyote Ridge - Middle Green Gulch or Green Gulch Fire Road - Muir Beach. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 5005 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361996 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Trail/Fire road access from Muir Beach to nearest town  
Residents and their dogs need access on foot out of Muir Beach to Mill Valley (the nearest town) for recreation and 
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safety. Two trail suggestions: 
 
A) Muir Beach - Coastal trail & Coastal Fire Road - Coyote Ridge  
Fire Road - Miwok Fire Road.  
 
B) Muir Beach - Diaz Ridge - Miwok Fire Road.  
 
Both would connect to Homestead trails and allow access to Mill Valley. 
 
Create On-leash Loop Trail 
Provide a loop trail as opposed to dead end trails to allow for a recreational experience for the user. We desperately 
need a loop from Muir Beach and a suggested loop is:  
Muir Beach - Coastal - Coyote Ridge - Middle Green Gulch or  
Green Gulch Fire Road - Muir Beach 
This loop is about 3 miles and would provide excellent exercise for both owner and dogs. Green Gulch fire road or 
middle Green Gulch trail would be the link required to make the loop. 
 
Fire Road Access  
The GGNRA fire roads are on average 12 feet wide allowing for a variety of users, including those with dogs, to safely 
share the road and are accessible from many neighborhoods and locations outside the GGNRA, encouraging people to 
walk directly into the recreation area instead of driving to the GGNRA or to other park spaces. 

Response: The trails suggested by commenters for dog walking transect contiguous native habitat for wildlife and include 
native plants. They are open to hiking to local destinations, just not with a dog. Kaashi Way, however, will be added for on-
leash dog walking, providing both a loop trail as well as a more accessible trail from Muir Beach and the local community. 
 
MH1400 - Marin Headlands: Suggest Change in Alternative  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53257) Some commenters believe dogs should be completely banned from Marin 
Headlands, noting the uniqueness of the natural resources in this area, especially so close to a major city. One commenter 
requests that the areas where dogs are allowed be reduced to provide some recreation areas free of dogs.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 3321 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358144 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The Marin Headlands trails have a diverse mix of plant and animal species that should be 
protected from the presence of dogs. It is uniquely possible at the Headlands to experience complex ecosystem diversity 
including chance encounters with animals unusually near a major city. The presence and/or recent presence of dogs 
whether on or off leash seriously limits those opportunities and degrades the visitor experience, to say nothing of the 
potential harmful influence of the presence of dogs on these plants and animals. I would urge you to consider a no dogs 
policy on Marin Headlands trails. Under Alternative F dog walkers would be free to let dogs off leash along the beach 
there, and that seems compromise enough.  
  
Corr. ID: 4007 Organization: Ca Native Plant Society Comment ID: 405810 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: Marin Headlands and Crissy Field shd not allow dogs on or off leash on trails and beaches in 
these areas to protect plants, wildlife and people; allowing them the freedom of some protected space. With protecting 
these areas you have welcomed the return of many wild visitors that shd not be disrupted from their feeding on 
migration by frolicking dogs and their owners. Dogs roam everywhere these days lets save some space where we are 
free from the effects of there presence.  
  
Corr. ID: 5304 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362932 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In Mill Valley, dogs are on every trail except Tennessee Valley main trail. I'd like to be able to 
hike or run Miwok and Coyote Ridge and Coastal trails without dogs running free.  
  
Corr. ID: 5689 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 520330 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: So, I was hiking Miwok to Coyote Ridge Trail yesterday, in Tennessee Valley, and there were 
so many dogs. Wildlife viewing is nil. Just a few brave little sparrows. One woman got way ahead of her dog on the 
trail, and the dog was digging into some little creatures' burrow just off the trail. You can not depend upon owners to 
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control their dogs. These places are special because they are wild. Don't let them become devoid of all wildlife, thanks 
to the proliferation of dogs.  

Response: The preferred alternative allows both an on-leash dog walking and no-dog experience while still protecting 
sensitive resources. Please see chapter 2, Preferred Alternative for Marin Headlands for additional rationale. Recreational 
opportunities for a no dog experience abound in the Marin Headlands, including in areas of sensitive and contiguous 
resources where dog walking is restricted.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53259) Commenters expressed a desire for loop trails where dogs would be 
allowed, as opposed to dead end trails.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6173 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365724 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Make more trails and access!!!! Provide a loop trail as opposed to dead end trails to allow for a 
recreational experience for the user.  

Response: Additional trails to create loops would not be feasible in order to meet a plan objective of preservation natural 
resources. The Marin Headlands contains contiguous habitat and mission blue butterfly habitat that would be impacted by 
dog walking. Please see chapter 4 of the dog management final plan/EIS, which broadly describes the environmental studies 
used, as well as their applicability per site.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53260) Commenters feel that a variety of visitors are able to use Marin Headlands 
without issue and wish to have on-leash dog walking areas include all of Coyote Ridge, the Coastal Trail between Rodeo 
Beach and Muir Beach, the Bobcat Trail and the Tennessee Valley Trail. Commenters also desire more trails open to dogs to 
accommodate walking from neighboring communities to recreation areas, instead of driving to these areas.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 545 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351901 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The Coastal Trail between Rodeo Beach and Muir Beach is the only extensive rigorous hiking 
trail open to dogs in GGNRA. Please keep it available.  
  
Corr. ID: 545 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351899 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The Miwok fire road between Panoramic Highway and Coyote Ridge. This trail is used 
extensively by hikers, bikers and dogs and everyone just seems to get along. I would suggest extending the area allowed 
by dogs to include the small steep stretch up to the top of Coyote Ridge on the Coyote Ridge Trail. 
  
Corr. ID: 2420 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368492 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I can't take my dog overland because the hiking trails don't permit dogs. Plus, I think the 
Coastal Trail and/or fire roads should be open to dog owners so we can visit places like Pirates Cove. I used to go there 
and picnic and pick up trash. But now I don't go because I cannot take my dog there. I can't believe that if a person were 
hiking the coastal trail that he/she couldn't walk the entire length with their dog companion-because it would be against 
the law. Why? I've been on trails in Marin that are so overgrown that the path is barely visible through the vegetation. 
Animals and their owners help keep these trails open and groomed. If anything, the ticks and poison oak are the greatest 
hazards. Why don't you consider other solutions (e.g., permits for dogs to be on trails)? I don't see the harm that animals 
have on the trails. For example, Tennessee Valley to Tennessee Cove: if a dog is on leash, it's not going to spook a 
horse or scare off animals any more than a bunch of kids running around. In the past, I used the area often, but now that 
it doesn't permit dogs, I have stopped using it. It doesn't sit well with me. I find it troubling that my dog cannot 
accompany me on this route.  
  
Corr. ID: 3372 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358270 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The Marin Headlands is easy. Put an off leash time at Rodeo Beach. There are student groups 
there during the week. Off leash should be allowed until they would be going down, say 9:00 or 10:00. The only other 
change would be to allow dogs on leash on the Bobcat Trail so you could go from Fort Cronkite to the Alta trailhead. . 
  
Corr. ID: 5221 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362655 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Ideally, the GGNRA should be ADDING dog-friendly trail access from the Miwok, down 
Coyote Ridge to the Coastal Fire Road, so that people can come and go between Mill Valley and Muir Beach without 
using a car! This is just common sense, and better for the environment, and would truly serve the needs of communities 
adjacent to the GGNRA!  
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Corr. ID: 6683 Organization: Marin Humane Scociety Comment ID: 369606 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: Mann Headlands Trail- We recommend the current status of this site be maintained and we 
support Alternative A. We would like to see on-leash access considered on the Tennessee Valley 
Trail. 

Response: The preferred alternative was modified to include additional on-leash dog walking opportunities within the Marin 
Headlands while still protecting sensitive resources. Please see chapter 2, Preferred Alternative for Marin Headlands for 
additional rationale.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53261) Commenters are concerned with the reduction of trail access under 
alternative E when compared to current conditions. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1965 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354628 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Lastly with regards to this area, the alternative E map shows a significant reduction in dog-
available land vs. the status quo. The document states that maps labeled E are supposed to provide for the maximum of 
dog access. In this case the maximum access would be access to all trails - and not a substantially reduced area. 

Response: A reduction in the area for on-leash dog walking is necessary in order to meet project objectives of protecting 
native wildlife and their habitats. The Marin Headlands contains contiguous habitat and mission blue butterfly habitat that 
would be impacted by dog walking.  
 
MP1400 - Mori Point: Suggest Change in Alternative  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53262) Several commenters suggested allowing on-leash dog walking on the 
Bootlegger Steps, as the steps allow for a continuous loop walk at Mori Point. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 336 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350612 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Allow dogs on Bootlegger steps at Mori Pt - healthy for visitors and dogs. Completes a loop of 
4 miles.  
  
Corr. ID: 6211 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366124 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: We are dog owners and are very saddened to learn of the planned severe restrictions for on-
leash dog walking in the GGNRA in Pacifica. We would be very happy if you will allow leashed dogs on the 
Bootlegger Steps at Mori Point. We always liked to go down a different trail - the road going east should be fine for 
dogs since it's very wide. If these are not kept open for dogs we won't be walking there as we won't go without our dog 
and we need uphill walking. 

Response: Dogs will not be allowed on Bootlegger Steps since the steepness of the steps presents a safety concern, and this 
would offer the only dog free trail experience up to the Mori Point bluff from the north, the most popular access point of 
origin for hiking. However, from that same access point, the Coastal trail will provide dog walking trail access to the bluff. 
And, the preferred alternative was modified to include an additional on-leash dog walking opportunity on the bluff, the Mori 
Headlands trail.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53263) Commenter would like to see dogs eliminated from the Bootlegger Steps 
to provide better safety for other visitors.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 8 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 337963 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: My comment is on dog use plans for Mori Point.  
If all dog owners were walking docile pets, then perhaps this would not be important. However, some dogs are 
excitable and may behave in ways that are upsetting or frightening to human users, particularly cyclists or those with 
small children. Most dog owners will self-police, and choose the higher-ground bypass trails if they know their dogs 
tend to bark at children or lunge at other dogs or cyclists.  
 
There are other possibilities that could further protect and preserve use for everyone. For example, there is no need for 
dogs to be allowed on Bootleggers Steps (dogs don't need stairs) - - but you don't have any proposed maps that appear 
to differentiate between areas designed for the comfort of humans and areas likely to be popular among dog walkers. 

Response: Dogs will not be allowed on Bootlegger Steps since the steepness of the steps presents a safety concern, and this 
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would offer the only dog free trail experience up to the Mori Point bluff from the north, the most popular access point of 
origin for hiking.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53264) Several commenters would like to see off-leash areas established at Mori 
Point, including Upper Mori Trail.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 333 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350601 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Upper Mori Trail - Dirt path used by dog walkers and bicyclists. No strollers, few kids 
(generally, kids with dogs). Excellent candidate for off-leash as well as on-leash area up to Headlands  
  
Corr. ID: 1460 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352820 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I love to let my dog go off leash because I know that my dog(s) is very friendly and does not 
bother anybody that ride bicycle or jogging. I have a chance to meet lots of friendly people that do not mind my dog or 
any other dogs that go off leash. Most of the time the dog's owner know whether their dogs are good enough to go on 
without leashes. They have freedom in their own way without bothering any one. Please, I will appreciate very much if 
you will consider have Mori Point for OFF-LEASH dogs. 

Response: No off-leash areas would be established at Mori Point in order to protect sensitive resources and for safety 
concerns. However, dog walking use at that .02 acre portion of Sharp Park Beach under NPS may be considered for a change 
in use if other agencies with broader beach jurisdiction change their current management and use designations.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53265) Many commenters requested keeping the trails of Mori Point open to 
access with dogs, with emphasis on Mori Point Trail and Upper Mori Trail. Several commenters expressed a desire for trails 
that form loops as opposed to dead end trails. One commenter recommended altering Mori Bluff Trail to form a loop.

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 2564 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359089 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: PLEASE keep on leash dog access on Upper Mori trail to Sweeny Ridge. This is a wide trail 
with very few hikers - and those that I do encounter usually also have a dog. In urban areas, an important reason to 
conserve of open space is to provide residents like me a place to hike/exercise. PLEASE keep on leash dog access on 
the wide but steep trails near Mori point: While my usual hike with my dog (on leash) is upper Mori trail to Sweeny 
Ridge, at times when it has been very rainy this trail is too muddy and slippery to use safely, so I then like to hike to 
Mori Point.  
  
Corr. ID: 5252 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362814 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Mori Point: At Mori Point, I think it would be important to be able to have a "loop" trail. At 
this time, there are only trails that allow for one way in and out when walking dogs. The Mori Headlands trail should be 
open to leashed dogs as well. The Mori Bluff trail, if possible, could provide a loop trail in the area for leashed dogs. 
Dogs on leash would not disturb habitat in these areas. 
  
Corr. ID: 6645 Organization: Pacifica City Council Comment ID: 368198 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: Mori Point: 
We suggest that the Mori Point Headlands Trail be modified to allow on-leash dog access. We also recommend 
connecting the Mori Point Bluff Trail to provide a loop. We believe the likelihood of either the redlegged frog or the 
San Francisco garter snake being harmed or negatively affected is extremely remote 

Response: The preferred alternative would allow on-leash dog walking on some of the trails at Moir Point. Trails in areas 
with sensitive resources would not allow dog walking. The Upper Mori Trail was considered for on-leash dogs to complete 
an on-leash option for dog walkers, but it would create a cross-over opportunity for visitors to the Lishumsha Trail resulting 
in an enforcement and compliance issue, something the park does not want to risk given the sensitive resources along the 
Lishumsha Trail. The Upper Mori Trail also contains many sensitive resources and currently provides one of the few no-dog 
experiences at Mori Point. The Lishumsha Trail was evaluated for on-leash dog walking to create a loop but this trail 
traverses SF garter snake and RLF habitat and is a place where species move between habitats; and, it is the most sensitive 
trail at Mori Point. The Timigtac Trail is an unmaintained trail and would require significant work to bring it up to standards, 
so it is not considered herein.  
 
MR1400 - Milagra Ridge: Suggest Change in Alternative  
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CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53266) Commenters believe that on-leash dog walking should continue at Milagra 
Ridge, although some commenters feel dogs should be restricted to Milagra Ridge Road, Fire Road, and the North Spur to 
allow for a no dog experience and to protect resources. Other commenters feel that on-leash dog walking should be allowed 
throughout the site.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 561 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352640 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I would maintain that continued walking on leash on all Milagra ridge trails would be advisable 
and not detrimental to anything I have seen over the years.  
  
Corr. ID: 2291 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 520320 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I live between Sweeney Ridge and Milagra Ridge in Pacifica and hike there often. I have had 
dogs run at me and have seen large dogs chase coyote, deer and rabbits. Wildlife cannot be protected without some 
restrictions on dogs. Unleashed dogs invite conflicts with people and coyotes. I also volunteer in a Wildlife Rehab 
program and see the effects on birds, skunks, opossums injured because of contact with dogs. I realize that dog owners 
need a place to walk their pets, but strongly enforcing leash laws and making some sensitive areas no dogs will help 
wildlife, plants to thrive.  
  
Corr. ID: 2623 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 356919 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In the upper area of Milagra Ridge, I suggest keeping on leash only to Milagra Ridge Road and 
Fire Road on the upper section and the North Spur, everything else no dogs at all. 

Response: On-leash dog walking will be allowed on the Milagra Ridge road and Milagra Battery trail, not through sensitive 
species habitat on single track trails. This would also allow for a dog free experience on those single track trails. Please see 
chapter 2, Preferred Alternative for Milagra Ridge, for additional rationale.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53267) Commenters also feel that ROLAs should be established at Milagra Ridge. 
Suggested ROLA areas include the Fire Trail and the lower, westernmost side of the site below the overlook. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 561 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 402265 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In fact, during the day, off leash along the fire trail and road from the ridge to the High School 
would not seem to be a problem as I rarely (perhaps once per year) see any wildlife anytime later than 2 hours after 
dawn or two before dusk.  
  
Corr. ID: 2623 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 402266 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Milagra Ridge - Then the lower, most western side below the overlook and below the cable 
fence, dogs off leash. This keeps the dogs in an area where there will be little impact and limits traffic in the areas of the 
restoration.  

Response: VSCAs would not be established at Milagra Ridge primarily to protect sensitive resources at the site; safety 
concerns would be an additional concern on trails. Please see chapter 2, Preferred Alternative for Milagra Ridge for 
additional rationale.  
 
MT1000 - Miscellaneous Topics: General Comments  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53375) One commenter believes that the high usage of the park by dog owners 
and dog walkers helps to reduce the presence of marijuana growers, which is a large problem in national parks. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1014 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351435 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: One of the most pervasive problems in national parks is the presence of marijuana growers. 
High traffic keeps these guys at bay. Dogs have to be walked every day. Which means that they are in a park evey 
single day, creating safety zones wherever they go. The trade off is a little poop, trash cleanup and the occasional dust 
up. Weighed against pollution from fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, water theft from streams and dangerous heavily 
armed criminals wandering around, it seems like a relatively inexpensive means of protecting an area.  

Response: That alone would not be a reason to allow a particular use in a national park area. And, marijuana growing is more 
of a problem in densely-vegetated areas on public lands than typical areas that visitors seek to enjoy the park along the coast. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53376) Many commenters expressed concern about the increased traffic that the 
new restrictions would cause. Dog owners would be traveling longer distances to take their dogs to off leash areas, increasing 
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congestion, emissions, and impacts on the off leash areas. One commenter stated that current traffic conditions are already a 
concern.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1896 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354498 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: And finally, this will impact not only my dogs quality of life but mine as well. With less places 
to walk my dog, I will have to drive farther which impacts emissions. More fuel burned, more cars on the roads per dog 
owner. Consider the number of people with dogs, how many added cars that is to the streets because we have to drive 
daily to give our dogs exercise.  
  
Corr. ID: 6167 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365706 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The plan reduces Marin Headlands Trails by 14.73 miles, specifically it proposes to REMOVE 
ALL trails leading out of Muir Beach for dogs. This will force our community into their cars to drive a minimum of 20 
minutes to access this experience. The highway to/from Muir Beach is already choked and congested on weekends, 
holidays and sunny days with traffic and tour buses to/from Muir Woods National Monument and the GGNRA. 

Response: Following the public comment period for the draft plan/EIS, the preferred alternative was adjusted at some sites to 
allow additional, geographically logical, dog walking access. Please see chapter 2, preferred alternative, for additional details 
on access.  
 
As discussed in chapters 3 and 4, NPS conducted a survey in 2012 to measure visitor satisfaction related to dog walking at 
the GGNRA sites to gather information regarding visitor use of the park by dog owners, This survey, GGNRA Dog Walking 
Satisfaction Visitor Study (NPS 2012b), evaluated the potential for redistribution of use based on access changes resulting 
from implementation of this plan/EIS. Nearly half of the respondents indicated that their current round trip travel to their 
favorite GGNRA sites is up to 10 miles (NPS 2012b, 7). Results of this survey were used to determine what other parks 
(referred to as nearby dog walking areas) the visitors might choose to visit if on-leash or off-leash dog walking was limited as 
a result of this plan/EIS. The majority of nearby dog walking areas that visitors would choose to visit are located less than 10 
driving miles away from the closest GGNRA site. Impacts to these nearby dog walking areas as well as mileage traveled to 
these areas is discussed in further detail in chapter 4.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53377) Restricting off leash dog walking has the potential to adversely impact 
local businesses, real estate, and the local economy. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1504 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352933 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I also worry about the unintended economic and environmental impacts of these decisions. 
There are thousands of dog owners who use the GGRA every day. If they are no longer able to use this space, they may 
move to locations that do, which will negatively affect both real estate prices and local business. This is especially true 
given the fact that many pet owners are high income and highly mobile individuals or couples. Even if they dont move, 
they will likely drive to locations where their dogs can freely play, increasing both congestion and air pollution.  
  
Corr. ID: 2170 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 356094 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In closing, I want to emphasize that the GGNRA land within Pacifica is adjacent to areas of 
high population density. Since the incorporation of the City in 1957, the citizens of Pacifica have fought hard to defend 
keeping their hillsides as open space. It is because of the vigilance of Pacifica's citizens that these tracts of land exist at 
all to become part of the GGNRA. Historically, Sweeney Ridge was used for cattle grazing and was later proposed for 
residential housing. Mori Point and Pedro Headlands were badly torn up and eroded because of use by motorcyclists. 
Over the years, Pacificans have worked hard to help restore native vegetation in these heavily impacted areas. Pacifica 
does not have a strong commercial tax base. It has been proposed that "Our Ecology is our Economy". If Pacifica is 
known to tourists as a "dog friendly" town, we will be able to attract many more visitors to enjoy our trails and open 
space, adding to our economic prosperity. The economic consequences of severely limiting dog access to GGNRA 
trails are potentially profound to our fiscally fragile community.  
  
Corr. ID: 4562 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 360654 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The impact of your plan on my industry will be huge. Many people will no longer have work. 
Businesses will fold, debts will go unpaid. people who contribute to society now will find themselves unable to do so 
anymore.  

Response: The final dog management plan/EIS, more broadly, is not expected to have adverse impacts to the economy. Dog 
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walking both on-leash and off-leash would still occur throughout GGNRA with approximately 1/3 of the miles of beaches 
and trails available still for dog walking. The final plan/EIS allows dog walkers, both private and commercial, to walk 3 dogs 
at one time; any dog walker - private or commercial - could also apply for an NPS permit to walk up to 6 dogs. Permits 
would be issued for up to seven GGNRA park areas. Please see chapter 1, Issues and Impact Topics dismissed for further 
information on this impact topic dismissed from further analysis.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53378) One commenter considers the requirement of a 6-foot leash to be an issue, 
stating that retractable leashes can provide a better experience for the dog while still allowing the owner to control the dog. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1682 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353569 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: My last point has to do with the definition of leashed. When hiking or running, it is MUCH 
easier on both the dog and human to use a retractable leash of about 12. We have hiked/run hundreds of miles with our 
dog and we know. He does not wander off the trail to any extent that the habitat would be damaged any more than if he 
were on a 6 leash, and he is perfectly under control when meeting other people or dogs o the trail because we just pull 
up on the length of the leash. Am I really going to be ticketed on these trails using my retractable leash, when my dog 
NEVER strays more than a foot to either side of the trail/road?  
  
Corr. ID: 1682 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353556 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I also want to say something about leash specifications. We have an adjustable leash for our 
dog that works VERY well. We make it short when we are passing strange dogs and people, and let it out long when we 
are away from others. It is unacceptable and narrow-minded to limit leashes to a single (short) length. A responsible 
dog walker can do perfectly well around both unfriendly humans and dogs with an adjustable leash.  

Response: Dog walkers are required to have a six foot leash for every dog under their care, as outlined in chapter 2 under the 
"Elements Common to Action Alternatives" section, to minimize or to avoid impacts to park resources and other visitors. 
This requirement is consistent with most other regional and county jurisdictional leash requirements. The use of other types 
of leashes is also discussed in this chapter under the "Alternative Elements Eliminated from Further Consideration" section.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53379) One commenter is concerned about the impact of increased noise at 
community dog parks from dogs barking and owners calling for their dogs. Conversely, other commenters do not believe that 
noise from people recreating with their dogs can be distinguished from the other noises associated with a large city setting 
such as San Francisco.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 3994 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 360399 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Sound pollution from barking dogs? Maybe, if you can hear over the crashing waves, the 
steady stream of planes departing SFO, and the constant gunfire from The Pacific Rod and Gun Club at Lake Merced.  
  
Corr. ID: 6135 Organization: Tamarind Street Resident Comment ID: 365580 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: For a large concentration of dogs to collect in the middle of a residential area would lead to a 
dramatically noisy situations in which barking dogs would disturb all nearby residents. If unacquainted dogs of different 
breeds, size and sexes mix in this small area, there will be many dog conflicts and much barking. If dogs are under 
"voice command" and not a leash, that means owners will have to be shouting commands. This will be a major 
disturbance to the quiet of the street.  

Response: Barking repeatedly or howling will be citable violations, under the final plan/EIS, as it is a disturbance of both the 
visitor experience and of wildlife. This will be an element that is monitored in the park's monitoring management program, 
which should result in some reduction of noise in dog walking areas. 
 
ND1100 - Non Dog Related Impacts to Park Resources  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53382) Commenters noted that the impacts of other visitors on resources are 
greater than or equal to those of dogs, including the impacts of the following park visitors: hikers, bikers (mountain and 
motorbike users), horses and horseback riders, kite boarders, skateboarders, young people, homeless people, picnickers, 
families, and children, among other user groups. These groups were reported to leave trash, disturb visitors, cause graffiti, 
impact sensitive resources, and cause safety concerns. In addition, commenters noted that the impacts of human-based 
development and events, including NPS management of the GGNRA, on resources within the GGNRA are greater than or 
equal to the impacts of dogs, including the impacts from the following: races and runs, concerts, construction of parking lots 
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and other amenities, nearby development, light pollution, fireworks, and NPS vehicle patrols, pollution, and past military 
uses. Commenters expressed concern with the analysis presented in the draft plan/SEIS regarding the impacts of dogs when 
compared to other sources of impacts.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 276 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350455 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Don't even get me started about the amount of horse poop that's left along the running trails. I 
get police officers on horses help protect us but there are many other non-police horses that roam our trails and they 
don't appear to be under any mandate that they clean up after themselves. And the trash that people leave ALL OVER 
THE CITY and PARKS is a real issue, hazard to our health and unsightly mess.  
  
Corr. ID: 719 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353037 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I was told by a ranger that it's not the chasing that's a problem but the trampling of their nests.
If that is the case, then why don't we close the beach to people, with their careless children 
and their blankets and coolers and footballs. We have beach patrol in 4x4 trucks, cops on motorcycles, 
horses, wind pulled carts, tractors moving sand, thousands of walkers, runners and every  
possible type of beach goer imaginable.  
If this is really about saving birds then lets do it right and close the entire beach to everything and 
everyone. Why are we singling out a mostly harmless factor without any formal studies showing 
that dogs are responsible for a decline in bird population.  
  
Corr. ID: 812 Organization: Dog Adventures Comment ID: 353349 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I also find it fascinating that you are so worried about dog walking ruining the environment 
when I continually find used condums, human feces, used tampons and sanitary napkins as well as beer bottles, wine 
bottles and toilet paper all over the Presidio, Baker Beach, and even in the headlands on Alta trail. It is really disgusting 
and actually unsanitary. I take my kids walking with me and I worry about them touching some of the garbage I find out 
there.  
  
Corr. ID: 962 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354166 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In addition, at the same time GGNRA uses "preserving the environment" as a reason for not 
allowing dogs off leash (without any scientific evidence that dogs have actually harmed anything), the park service 
continues to greatly disturb the environment with paved parking lots, proposals for more paved parking lots, concrete 
restrooms, and by finding ways to bring more and more people into the park.  
  
Corr. ID: 1008 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351417 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: But if we're doing our homework on this, I think you would find that hikers and other users of 
our trails within GGNRA have more complaints about the bike riders as they are always more aggressive and rude than 
any dog or dog owner.  
  
Corr. ID: 1755 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353738 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Bikers, birders, hikers all go off trail and there are many more of them but they keep being 
allowed on more land, while we are losing some of our most wonderful walkie places. I am a birder and can also attest 
to birders going off-path en masse to peer into nests and pishing to lure birds into the open  
  
Corr. ID: 2691 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357080 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Humans, on the other hand, who come for recreation, make a huge amount of trash, which is 
left not only in the trash bins, but all over the beach. I find bottles, toys, pieces of broken things, along with an array of 
food packaging. They start fires, let their kids run and scream, chasing birds and ciimbing all over the cliffs, and after 
all that, leave garbage on the beach.  
  
Corr. ID: 3253 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358031 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I think you should focus your energy and efforts on the people riding dirt bikes up and down 
the hills, ruining the trails, frightening the equine and dog population, 
and scarring the hills. Dogs do not create the long lasting damage and havoc that dirt bikers do.  
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Corr. ID: 3783 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359691 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Vegetation near trails is impacted as much if not more by maintenance 
than dog incidents. For example, routine mowing along trails, creeks and fence lines may hurt bunch grasses more than 
all dog incidents. Perspective of impacts of dog walking in comparison to hiking, horseback riding and bicycling 
impacts seems to be missing in the SEIS, nor is there perspective offered on dog wastes in comparison to the wastes left 
behind by trail horses or wildlife.  
  
Corr. ID: 3994 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 360391 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Hazardous and offensive dog waste from a handful of irresponsible dog owners? Possibly, but 
never mind the beach littered with horse waste and human trash, several homeless encampments, and storm water 
outflows that are covered top to bottom in graffiti.  
  
Corr. ID: 4584 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 360990 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The SEIS seems to select dog walking as a single threat to the GGNRA. What about the 
negative impact of very large groups that use the spaces (and take over large areas and roadway access) for events, what 
about the terrible light pollution emitted from the sports facilities at the west end of Crissy Field ?  
  
Corr. ID: 4799 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361559 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Conversely, there are people with children that disrupt public space and wildlife. They chase 
birds. They throw things. They have uncontrolled temper tantrums. Their actions are offensive to parents everywhere. 
Fortunately it's a small group. There are fishermen who station themselves at Ocean beach, blocking the water for for 
vast stretches from people and wildlife. Fortunately it's only a few most of the time. Groups of people discard trash 
carelessly, ruining parks and beaches for an overwhelming majority who don't behave so carelessly. I could go on citing 
any number of people behaving in a manner that is less than helpful.  
  
Corr. ID: 5822 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 367538 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The year round special events at Crissy Field present the most significant environmental impact 
as many as several million people impact this area. It is not the dogs that have a significant impact here; it is the people 
and the heavily attended events such as Fleet Week, Americas Cup, corporate fundraisers, etc. that have a deeper and 
lasting impact on the environment. Additionally, the biggest safety concern at Crissy Field is the bicyclists, primarily 
tourists who blindly run into people along the promenade. The dogs and their owners are not a safety issue- -there isnt 
any empirical data in the DSEIS that supports that. I am not saying that there arent any situations that need attention, 
but the DSEIS is so biased against off leash dog walking you would think dogs present a daily hazard, which they do 
not.  

Response: The scope of the EIS is limited to dog walking, thus the impacts of other uses are not analyzed as direct impacts, 
unless they are related to the proposed action (for example, redistribution or increases in visitation of non-dog walkers). NPS 
realizes that other park uses such as biking, hiking, beach driving, and special events (i.e. Fleet Week) create impacts to park 
resources; however, impacts described in the final plan/EIS focus on impacts related to dog-walking. Existing conditions 
includes ongoing effects from other park uses including but not limited to hiking, running, biking, picnicking, beach going, 
equestrian riders, and special events.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53383) Commenters noted that the impacts of other wildlife, both native and non-
native, on resources within the GGNRA are greater than or equal to the impacts of dogs, including impacts from coyotes, 
ravens, gulls, feral cats, mountain lions, and gophers. Commenters noted that the impacts of natural forces on resources 
within the GGNRA are greater than or equal to the impacts of dogs, including the impacts from wind, storms, erosion, and 
invasive species. Commenters felt these resources altered the habitat and impacted resources.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1384 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352424 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The impact of humans and dogs at Fort Funston as I've observed appears to be less than that of 
the ravens and the wind. 
 
There used to be several bird species there: sparrows, swallows, gulls, hawks, even a pair of great horned owls. It was 
the ravens that impacted those species, not dogs.  
 
If not for the ravens pulling things out of the dustbins, there would be less paper and plastic on the ground as well. 
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Corr. ID: 2420 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368486 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: It's my belief that people, natural erosion, rising sea level, man-made pollution, and urban 
sprawl are the greater factors at play (in terms of threatening our natural resources). I think the GGNRA should focus its 
concern with reducing pollution, maintaining trails, restoring native vegetation, providing community education and 
outreach, and monitoring (and fining) litterbugs who trash our resources.  
  
Corr. ID: 2462 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358964 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am so tired of the Audubon Society blaming the dogs for everything. What about the coyotes, 
raccoons, skunks and  
crows that eat the eggs of shorebirds in the nesting areas. Should they have leashes?  
  
Corr. ID: 5289 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362892 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In my many days at Crissy, I have never seen dogs chasing birds. They leave each other alone. 
There is a large group of geese that visit the big lawn regularly and this provides an environmental concern greater than 
the very rare and occasional dog (or even human!) poop. When our son was exposed to goose poop, he suffered serious 
diahrea that required antibiotic treatment. 
  
Corr. ID: 5830 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364376 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The coyotes are more damaging to the birds than any dog I've ever seen in 20 years of going to 
Ocean Beach or Chrissy Field. The birds can fly away when anything goes near them.  
  
Corr. ID: 5852 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364405 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Feral cats are far more damaging to bird populations in the Bay Area than dogs walking on the 
beach. Controlling feral cat populations would be a more effective way to help ensure healthy bird populations in the 
Bay Area. 
  
Corr. ID: 5958 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364792 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Mountain lions: My dog has found enough parts of adult deer to make it clear that a large 
predator forages in this area. The S.F. Chronicle has reported mountain lion sightings in this area, and the local paper 
again on Nov. 13th  
  
Corr. ID: 6287 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366430 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In fact I believe - and submit the same 'proof' - that both wind and natural erosion have 
changed the area around Fort Funston more so than any humans and their canine companions. Also seen over 2 decades 
is the unacceptable, illegal and rude behavior of weekend and holiday visitors and young school age children who 
swarm after school over the dunes through and into the existing fenced off areas of habitat recovery and dune ridge 
protection. Also the weekends and holidays leave more food-related trash than any amount of unclaimed dog poop 
during the rest of the year.  
  
Corr. ID: 6622 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 367474 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Gophers cause more damage to plants than dogs do. 
  
Corr. ID: 6689 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 369405 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Beyond this, the California Gull is noted as being present. This is of interest because a recent 
study using surveillance cameras at plover nesting sites in San Francisco Bay documented California Gulls as being 
responsible for 25% of all predation of plover nests . (Robinson-Nilsen, Caitlin1, Jill Bluso Demers1, Cheryl Strong2, 
and Scott Demers 3; 1San Francisco Bay Bird Observatory, crobinson@sfbbo.org; 2 U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Don Edwards San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge; 3 HT Harvey and Associates DETERMINING THE 
EFFECTS OF HABITAT ENHANCEMENTS AND PREDATORS FOR WESTERN SNOWY PLOVER). California 
Gulls are new to some of these areas-could the decline in the number of plovers at Crissy Field be related to an increase 
in the presence of California Gulls? This study makes no attempt to ascertain if there is any such correlation. 

Response: The park serves as a refuge for wildlife; and has taken measures to curb its feral populations. The GGNRA Dog 
Management Plan/EIS is intended to analyze impacts to park resources from dog walking activities, not other wildlife or 
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animals, which, generally speaking, NPS is required to protect. Therefore, impacts to resources related to other native and 
non-native species will not be analyzed in this document as direct impacts. Existing conditions includes ongoing effects from 
other wildlife and natural processes.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53386) Two commenters stated that Golden Gate National Recreation Area does 
not have the right to dictate management of the tidewaters, as they are under California State law, which does not have leash 
laws.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 4993 Organization: Stephen S. Sayad, Attorney at Law Comment ID: 361897 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: The GGNRA has no power to regulate the tidelands it manages in the GGNRA. The GGNRA 
does not own these tidelands; they are held in trust by the State of California for the recreational uses of the citizenry. 
The management permit between the GGNRA and the California State Lands Commission only allows imposition of 
federal law to the extent it does not conflict with State law. There have never been any on-leash laws on the tidelands in 
the Bay Area managed by the GGNRA. Accordingly, State and federal law conflict on this issue and, pursuant to the 
management permit, the GGNRA must follow State law in attempting to change the historical uses of these tidelands. 
The California Administrative Procedures Act is far more exacting than federal law when it comes to changes in land 
management that are significant or highly controversial. As a result, the GGNRA, in following federal law, has violated 
the management permit and forfeited management over the tidelands it manages. 

Response: The NPS has the authority to manage tide and submerged lands along the Pacific coast and in San Francisco Bay 
that are addressed in the plan. The GGNRA boundary extends 1/4 mile offshore into the Pacific Ocean. In 2009, the 
California State Lands Commission issued a lease to the NPS for tide and submerged lands along the Pacific coast. The lease 
area begins at the San Francisco//San Mateo County line and extends through the Marin Headlands. The lease allows NPS to 
enforce its regulations in these areas. Tide and submerged lands off shore from Crissy Field are owned by the United States 
and are subject to NPS jurisdiction. The NPS has similar ownership of and jurisdiction over tide and submerged lands at Fort 
Baker and in several other areas of San Francisco Bay.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53387) Delete 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6191 Organization: Golden Gate Audubon Society Comment ID: 366033 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: The SEIS does not justify why commercial dog walking (CDW) is included as a component of 
the Preferred Alternative. A proper evaluation should examine whether commercial dog walking is consistent with 
applicable laws, executive orders, regulations, and policies, which in this case include the Organic Act, the GGNRA 
enabling legislation, the National Parks Omnibus Management Act of 1998, the National Environmental Policy Act, 
NPS Management Policies 2006, and Director's Order #53.  
 
While some may argue that dog walking is part of the mission of the GGNRA and was intrinsic in the "values or 
purposes for which the park was established", no one can credibly argue that the commercial enterprise of dog walking-
i.e., walking a dog that you do not own for financial gain-can in any way be considered part of the GGNRA's mission or 
core values or purposes. 
 
Commercial dog walking does not meet the criteria to be authorized as an appropriate activity for national parklands. It 
constitutes a commercial exploitation of park resources (both in environmental impacts and personnel to manage the 
activity). To our knowledge, commercial dog walking is not allowed in any other unit of the National Park System. 
Rather, where commercial activities are allowed, they are permitted only to the extent that they provide for or enhance 
park visitor experiences. Commercial dog walking does not provide any park enhancement benefit. At a minimum, the 
SEIS must be revised to demonstrate how this commercial activity complies with applicable laws and regulations.

 
OB1400 - Ocean Beach: Suggest Change in Alternative  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53268) Commenters stated that areas for a no dog experience should be 
established in the following areas at Ocean Beach: the entire beach, ¾ of the beach, and the entire site (ban dogs in all areas). 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1948 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354596 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
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Representative Quote: I strongly support the proposed ban of all dogs from three-quarters of Ocean Beach year-round. 
  
Corr. ID: 2000 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 518949 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: If the pets are allowed roaming in the Ocean Beach only, why they are running around the side 
walk along the beach ? They should be banned from the location.  
  
Corr. ID: 6408 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405815 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The DMP is also inadequate for protecting Snowy Plover habitat because it does not include 
the entire portion of Crissy Field and Ocean Beach. It draws imaginary boundaries that do not comport with typical 
visitor's understanding of GGNRA, and the plovers are not, to the best of my knowledge, able to discern where these 
boundaries are either. A typical visitor with a dog will not always know if he or she is entering an area where pets are 
restricted, especially if the regulatory signs are vandalized or torn down by individuals who disagree with the rules, as 
too frequently happens. This, again, will invite violations of pet regulations as people claim ignorance or confusion over 
the exact boundary. A closure prohibiting pets- -on- or off-leash- -should apply to all of Ocean Beach and Crissy Field. 

Response: Dogs will be prohibited in the Snowy Plover Protection Area (SPPA) which is from Stairwell 21 to Sloat 
Boulevard, and from Stairwells 21 to 28 at Lincoln to provide a better buffer zone for this federally-threatened species.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53269) Commenters stated that areas for on-leash dog walking should be 
established in the following areas at Ocean Beach: the entire beach, on beach between Irving and Taraval St in the Snowy 
Plover Protection Area, on the beach from Cliff House to Lincoln St, and the entire Snowy Plover Protection Area. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 178 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405813 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Please modify the play areas to allow at least on leash dogs at Baker Beach, all areas of Ocean 
Beach, and East Beach at Crissy Field.  
  
Corr. ID: 199 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350099 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Please continue to allow LEASHED dogs on Ocean Beach between Irving and Taraval in the 
Snowy Plover Protected area.  
 
We live here and walk our dog leashed.  
  
Corr. ID: 224 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350143 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I'm suggesting a modification to Map-E. The tourist heavy area from Cliff House to Lincoln 
should be leash required at all times. The area south of Lincoln should have seasonal off leash (Nov - May). 
  
Corr. ID: 3143 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357931 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I suggest an alternative option to allow on-leash dog walking year-round in this section with 
off-leash access north of Stairwell 21. 
 
My primary comment is that a year-round leash requirement in the SPPA with off-leash access north of Stairwell 21 
would allow most of the uses of visitors and the community to compatibly occur, while protecting the snowy plover. 
Those that prefer an off-leash dog experience could walk, jog, or even drive (if needed) to the area north of Stairwell 21 
to accommodate that need. Many people walk/jog the length of the beach to exercise themselves and their dogs - this is 
only possible if dogs are allowed south of Stairwell 21. 

Response: Ocean Beach supports high diversity and abundance of shorebirds and serves as a regionally important site for 
shorebirds along the central California coast. The central and southern portions of Ocean Beach have a high abundance of 
shorebirds and the federally threatened western snowy plover, precluding establishment of VSCAs (voice and sight control 
areas - formerly referred to as regulated off leash areas, or ROLAs) there. Shorebirds use the entire beach all the way to the 
cliffs below the Cliff House; shorebirds are in lower abundance in the northern sector of the beach, and snowy plovers have 
only rarely been observed north of Lincoln Way. This southern area is highly important to migrating and wintering 
shorebirds and the NPS has documented incidents of dogs chasing plovers and other shorebirds there. NPS is aware that there 
are many factors impacting plovers, but this plan is directly addressing dog management. NPS has documented high levels of 
non-compliance with the existing Snowy Plover Protection Area by dog walkers under the no action alternative. Under the 
preferred alternative, a large portion of Ocean Beach would provide a no-dog experience. Please see chapter 2, Preferred 
Alternative for Ocean Beach for additional rationale. 
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CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53270) Commenters stated that ROLAs should be established in the following 
areas at Ocean Beach: beach south of Lincoln St. (seasonal), east end of Ocean Beach, all of Ocean Beach, north of Lincoln 
St., and both the north and south ends of the beach. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 224 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405811 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I'm suggesting a modification to Map-E. The tourist heavy area from Cliff House to Lincoln 
should be leash required at all times. The area south of Lincoln should have seasonal off leash (Nov - May).  
  
Corr. ID: 318 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405812 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I can see an effort at that at Ocean beach for instance, but Lands End needs a ROLA area, as 
does the East end of Ocean Beach. The middle beach section is too small, and not very accessible.  
  
Corr. ID: 2335 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357818 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: My comments are specific to the Ocean Beach proposal. Though I suspect my comment will 
we heard like a candle in a dog lobby tempest, I support Plan C or F or one of the all leash all the time proposals. At 
minimum, I would like to see a regulated zone at the north and extreme south ends of the beach where dog owners can 
let their dogs run amok as they are inclined to do.  
  
Corr. ID: 2853 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357644 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: It would make more sense to allow a smaller area like North of Lincoln to be off leash, and 
then allow leashed dogs for the rest of the beach.  
  
Corr. ID: 4789 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361535 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I have been walking my dogs on Ocean Beach for nearly 20 years. It is vital for you to 
understand that everyone needs this beach to be off leash year round. 
 
This beach has historically been off-leash, and your draconian efforts to thwart the canines is very short sighted. Please 
allow dogs to run free on the entirety of Ocean Beach - it is the right thing to do. 

Response: Ocean Beach supports high diversity and abundance of shorebirds and serves as a regionally important site for 
shorebirds along the central California coast. The central and southern portions of Ocean Beach have a high abundance of 
shorebirds and the federally threatened western snowy plover, precluding establishment of VSCAs (voice and sight control 
areas - formerly referred to as regulated off leash areas, or ROLAs) there. Shorebirds use the entire beach all the way to the 
cliffs below the Cliff House; shorebirds are in lower abundance in the northern sector of the beach, and snowy plovers have 
only rarely been observed north of Lincoln Way. This southern area is highly important to migrating and wintering 
shorebirds and the NPS has documented incidents of dogs chasing plovers and other shorebirds there. NPS is aware that there 
are many factors impacting plovers, but this plan is directly addressing dog management. NPS has documented high levels of 
non-compliance with the existing Snowy Plover Protection Area by dog walkers under the no action alternative. Under the 
preferred alternative, a large portion of Ocean Beach would provide a no-dog experience. Please see chapter 2, Preferred 
Alternative for Ocean Beach for additional rationale.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53271) Commenters suggested moving the ROLA from the north section of Ocean 
Beach to the south section due to the popularity of the northern section of the beach. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 444 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351379 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am a resident of the outer Richmond and a regular jogger on Ocean Beach. I am disappointed 
to see you have proposed allowing off leash dogs on the northern end of the beach. I personally have stopped using this 
part of the beach because of off leash Pitt Bulls. It is also now more than ever difficult to jog ocean beach without 
stepping in dog poop. The off leash area should not be in the northern area which is more heavily used by city dwellers 
and tourist. Off leash should be limited to the southern end. 

Response: Ocean Beach is primarily a shorebird beach and has been called out as such by Beach Watch. The central and 
southern portions of Ocean Beach have a high abundance of shorebirds. Shorebirds have been observed right up to Lincoln 
Way. This area is highly important to migrating shorebirds and the NPS has documented incidents of dogs chasing plovers 
and shorebirds. This is an area where the public goes and the NPS is aware that there are many factors impacting plovers; as 
this is a dog management plan, their impact is being addressed herein in the principal shorebird areas south of Lincoln Blvd. 
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VSCAs would not be established within other areas than between Stairwell 1-21 of Ocean Beach due to the narrowness of the 
beach which creates safety concerns and protection for the federally threatened western snowy plover and other shorebirds. 
Please see chapter 2, Preferred Alternative for Ocean Beach for additional rationale.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53272) Commenters suggested dividing Ocean Beach into two segments - a 
section for on and off-leash dog walking and a section for a no dog experience. Locations included no dog walking from 
stairwell 1 to 11 and dog walking from stairwell 12-22 (or vice versa) or dog walking between the zoo and Judah Ave with 
remaining areas no dog walking.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1187 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351944 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Divide Ocean Beach into two segments: stair well 1 to 11 no dogs; stair well 12-22 dogs 
permitted (or vice versa).  
  
Corr. ID: 1268 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352200 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: One solution would be to designate one half the beach for people only and the other half for 
people with dogs. It would be best to make the dog section that part of the ocean beach that runs between the zoo and 
Judah Avenue. Since people need to walk their dogs they should not mind having to park and walk quite a distance to 
get to the beach therefore allowing the people that need to park right near the beach to be able to have dog free Areas. 
Also there should be more doggy bag stations at all the stairway entrances to the And fines can be issued to pet owners 
who do not pick up their doggie waste.  

Response: Ocean Beach supports high diversity and abundance of shorebirds and serves as a regionally important site for 
shorebirds along the central California coast. The central and southern portions of Ocean Beach have a high abundance of 
shorebirds and the federally threatened western snowy plover, precluding establishment of VSCAs (voice and sight control 
areas - formerly referred to as regulated off leash areas, or ROLAs) there. Shorebirds use the entire beach all the way to the 
cliffs below the Cliff House; shorebirds are in lower abundance in the northern sector of the beach, and snowy plovers have 
only rarely been observed north of Lincoln Way. This southern area is highly important to migrating and wintering 
shorebirds and the NPS has documented incidents of dogs chasing plovers and other shorebirds there. NPS is aware that there 
are many factors impacting plovers, but this plan is directly addressing dog management. NPS has documented high levels of 
non-compliance with the existing Snowy Plover Protection Area by dog walkers under the no action alternative. Under the 
preferred alternative, a large portion of Ocean Beach would provide a no-dog experience. Please see chapter 2, Preferred 
Alternative for Ocean Beach for additional rationale.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53273) Commenters suggested changing the name of the Snowy Plover Protection 
Area to Wildlife Protection Area to be more inclusive of other species using the habitat. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6191 Organization: Golden Gate Audubon Society Comment ID: 366112 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: Ocean Beach - GGAS supports the Preferred Alternative for Ocean Beach. To improve upon 
the Preferred Alternative, it is suggested that symbolic fencing and adequate signage is used to delineate the south 
border of the ROLA. A simple post and cable fence could be placed along the border from the sea wall to the plover 
sculpture. A well-defined border will help to reduce compliance problems and visitor conflict. Additionally, GGAS 
suggests changing the name Snowy Plover Protection Area to Wildlife Protection Area. A designation of Wildlife 
Protection Area would be inclusive of all wildlife species that use the beach habitat area. 

Response: GGNRA staff discussed the appropriate names of these two areas; the current names are a result of special 
regulations for those two areas. Ultimately, GGNRA wants to ensure that all its natural resources are protected and reinforce 
the importance of that with the public, rather than just areas with such names, especially given that there are other sensitive 
areas with no current special names. Educational and interpretive signage is meant to further the understanding of higher 
level protected species which may occur inside and outside of such areas. Because the final plan/EIS will also be a special 
regulation, this is an opportunity to revisit special naming of sensitive areas to forge a consistent approach.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53274) Commenters stated that instead of banning dogs from the Snowy Plover 
Protection Area, additional education and signage or a seasonal restriction should be implemented.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 2420 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368495 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Ocean Beach: Alternative A.  
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However, it's frustrating that I can't walk or run the length of the beach with my dog off leash. I understand there's a 
season snowy plover habitat/hatching issue, and I agree with limiting off-leash access during those times of the year. 
But I don't think there should be year-round closure of the area between Sloat and the Beach Chalet (where the snowy 
plover sign is located).  
  
Corr. ID: 2853 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357647 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Instead of enforcing a complete ban, I feel that more education about the endangered/protected 
wildlife could be useful. Additional signs on the beach with information about why the area is leash only, etc. 
Additional installations of poop bag stations and trash cans would also help to keep the entire beach area clean. 
Also, the signage about the rules should direct people to different areas, so if they are in a leashed only area, they can 
easily find an off-leash area.  

Response: Seasonal restrictions & signage have not been found to be effective enough in areas frequented by dog walkers. 
Compliance rates are low, for example, in the areas south of Lincoln Blvd on Ocean Beach for keeping dogs on-leash when 
law enforcement is not continually present and dog walkers are out of immediate sight.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53275) Commenters suggested placing a fence around the ROLA and increase 
signage to reduce compliance issues and visitor conflicts. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6191 Organization: Golden Gate Audubon Society Comment ID: 405814 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: Ocean Beach - GGAS supports the Preferred Alternative for Ocean Beach. To improve upon 
the Preferred Alternative, it is suggested that symbolic fencing and adequate signage is used to delineate the south 
border of the ROLA. A simple post and cable fence could be placed along the border from the sea wall to the plover 
sculpture. A well-defined border will help to reduce compliance problems and visitor conflict. Additionally, GGAS 
suggests changing the name Snowy Plover Protection Area to Wildlife Protection Area. A designation of Wildlife 
Protection Area would be inclusive of all wildlife species that use the beach habitat area.  

Response: Fencing and natural vegetative barriers are discussed in chapter 2 of the final plan/EIS for the alternatives. 
Signage is also discussed in chapter 2. Both signage and fencing impacts have been discussed in chapter 4. Demarcation at 
Stairwell 21 along the beach will be implemented to better delineate those different areas visually along with signage at 
Stairwells.  
 
OV1400 - Oakwood Valley: Suggest Change in Alternative  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53276) Commenters disagree with requiring dogs to be on leash in Oakwood 
Valley and would prefer to establish a ROLA. One commenter suggested that Oakwood Valley Trail remain available as an 
off leash trail, while other commenters prefer the entire site be under voice control.

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 42 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 338008 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am responding to the policy to close the Oakwood Valley Trail to dogs under voice control 
and to require them to be on-leash. I am a steward of Oakwood Valley and I have walked my dog on the trail for the 37 
years I have lived in Tam Valley. Problems have been extremely rare with dogs under voice control. There is no habitat 
damage when owners keep there dogs on the trails. Fragile habitat areas, such as that of the mission blue butterfly, are 
not on the valley floor where the fire road and trail are. Where habitat restoration and fragile areas do exist, fence and 
signage should take care of the problem.  
  
Corr. ID: 2433 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405816 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Oakwood Valley, Alta Trail Map 4-A Yes/In favor:  
Comment: This is the best but still unreasonable. The entire area should be voice control since it is all one loop. Having 
areas where your dog has to be on leash in one spot and then on leash half way in creates artificial areas of conflict and 
harassment by park officials.  

Response: The final plan/EIS considered but dismissed ROLAs on trails, except for a high use corridor at Ft. Funston, and a 
1 mile section of fire road in Oakwood Valley (assuming installation of fencing and double gates), which was agreed upon by 
the Negotiated Rulemaking committee. This alternative element for Oakwood Valley was not adopted as part of the preferred 
alternative based on later public comment from dog walkers noting it was only worthwhile if more of Oakwood Valley could 
be maintained as off leash. In general, off leash on trails can create greater impacts to both natural resources and other visitors 
than dogs on leash. In Oakwood Valley in particular, the habitat is not seasonal; spotted owls occur there year-round. There 
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have also been issues near this site with dogs and coyotes in the past; keeping dogs on leash under the preferred alternative 
decreases impacts due to the physical restraint of dogs on leash.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53277) Commenters are opposed to closing a portion of Oakwood Valley Trail to 
dog walking as this trail to the fire road creates a desirable short-loop walk for dogs on leash.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 325 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350588 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Oakwood Valley - Existing Trail and Fire Road make an excellent short loop on leash. What 
are the resource issues in closing the trail? It is generally well designed, in good condition  

Response: Oakwood Valley is a distinct experience for a range of visitors, not just dog walkers; and, the NPS wants to 
provide a no dog experience in addition to a dog experience at this site. The narrowness of the Oakwood Meadow trail makes 
it less suitable for dog use - visitors having to step off of the trail to avoid dogs creates an issue for natural resources. NPS has 
observed wildlife in the trees and shrubs that are very close to the trail, and has documented dog / coyote encounters nearby. 
Even dogs on leash can displace wildlife, a concern in this narrow trail corridor. The more dense vegetation also provides 
much better quality of habitat than the former fire road, now called Oakwood Valley trail, on the other side of the creek. In 
addition, the Oakwood Meadow trail passes through the wet meadow, also valuable habitat that does not occur along the fire 
road.  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53278) Several commenters are concerned about the effects of dogs on Mission 
Blue butterfly and its habitat at Oakwood Valley. One commenter suggested that dogs be allowed on the Fire Road while on 
leash only. While one commenter preferred to limit dogs to Alta only, another suggested fencing Mission Blue butterfly areas 
so that dogs would be allowed within Oakwood Valley. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 606 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352708 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I believe one of the options is to have part of Oak Valley off leash. This seems strange to me as 
there is so much wildlife in that valley. I understand that there is the endangered butterfly on Alta but not ALL of Alta. 
Is there a way to fence off the areas that are particularly vulnerable? Also is there proof that dogs on Alta are 
endangering the butterfly? That is such a large area - keep dogs just on Alta and not on the surrounding hills.  
  
Corr. ID: 6323 Organization: Marin Audubon Society Comment ID: 365561 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: Oakwood Valley Trail  
The preferred alternative for this site has been modified to allow on-leash dog walking on the fire road and on a portion 
of the Oakwood Valley Trail to the junction with Alta Trail. Dogs would no longer be allowed on social trails that 
meander through Mission Blue habitat. We support on-leash dogs on the fire road only. People without dogs also 
should be restricted from the social trails to protect Mission Blue Butterfly habitat. We strongly support not including a 
ROLA because it its impact on wildlife movement. 
 
As with the Alta Trails above, for this Alternative to be effective frequent monitoring and effective enforcement will be 
required to ensure people do not go off designated trails. 
  
Corr. ID: 6408 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366935 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am concerned that Alternative F would not adequately provide protection for contiguous 
habitat beyond the Oakwood trail and fire road junction and would increase the potential for dog/coyote interaction. 
Nor would Alternative F provide protection for potential habitat for species of concern, such as the mission blue 
butterfly habitat nearby and possible habitat for the northern spotted owl.  
  
Corr. ID: 6507 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 367610 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In talking with one of your Ecologist Rangers at a recent meeting on these issues at Tamalpais 
High School, we discussed that in above Oakwood Valley and along the Alta Trail, there has been identified some 
Mission Blue butterfly habitat that needs restoration work. I applaud that work and am sure that a way to do that 
without banning dogs from those trails is very possible. Perhaps the limited sections where that work is taking place 
could be fenced, or posted with "dogs on leash in this area" signage. Trails could be re-routed to avoid these areas. 

Response: On-leash dog walking would be allowed along the Oakwood Valley Trail. On-leash dog walking would provide a 
dog walking experience without fencing to ensure the protection of the sensitive species, like the Mission Blue butterfly, and 
habitat located above this trail. It would also better protect native plant species and the stream corridor from roaming dogs 
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off-leash. Fencing is a developed protection that intrudes in the natural landscape and should be used sparingly in national 
parks rather than as a primary tool to protect habitat from adverse use impacts. It may be used more often in developed 
landscapes, such as in former military areas, beaches and county or city parks rather than national park natural areas where it 
detracts from the natural landscape. An exception is on well-traveled trails where safety is primary concern, and even then it 
is to be used sparingly to remind visitors of the risk of being too close to edges or of newly-planted and restored areas. 
 
PN7000 - Purpose and Need: Adequacy of EIS Purpose and Need  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53389) Many commenters expressed concern that the NPS does not provide solid 
evidence for the need of the dog management plan. Commenters do not agree that just because GGNRA is a park of the 
national parks system it should follow the same management rules as other units. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 5227 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362705 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The NPS does not demonstrate a need for action. In the Plans pre-amble, the Plan argues for 
action because the parks resources and values, as defined by the parks enabling legislation, could be compromised 
without action. NPS does not make a compelling case that the existing 1979 Pet Policy is at odds with the recreational 
mandate of the GGNRA.  
  
Corr. ID: 5336 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362978 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Finally, we do not believe that the fact that the GGNRA is part of the National Parks System - -
with its own history of leash-laws and rules - - is a sufficient reason for changing those in the GGNRA. In general, the 
NPS was created in order to both maintain existing natural beauty and eco-systems, and allow the public to experience 
them pristinely.  
  
Corr. ID: 6595 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 369588 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The basis for the SEIS - the Purpose and Need for Action - needs to be completely revised to 
address two fundamental inadequacies" 
i. The first part of the need statement asserts the resources/values could be impacted ("A draft plan/SEIS is needed 
because GGNRA resources and values, as defined by the park's enabling legislation with the NPS Organic Act, could 
be compromised to the extent that, without action, those resources and values in some areas of the park might not be 
available for enjoyment by future generations.") The document continues to describe possible impacts, biological and 
health-safety, that are not backed by credible studies, observations, or science in the GGNRA. The issues raised arwe 
conjecture rather than real issues based on solid data. 
ii. The second part of the need statement implies that all NPS areas need to be regulated in a consistent manner 
("Additionally, a dog management policy inconsistent with NPS regulations and increased public expectations for use 
of the park for dog recreation has resulted in controversy, litigation, and compromised visitor experience and resulting 
in resource degredation. The conflicts will likely escalate if not addressed in a comprehensive draft plan/SEIS." Parks 
have different values and resources and should be managed accordingly. Adaptive management is very much an 
accepted principle, and the Park Service should consider this in the management of its different resources. Recreation 
has long been an important value of the urban GGNRA. The "need" statement implies the NPS doesn't want the 
headache of inconsistent management - this is a woeful and un-compelling reason to remove dog access that so many 
people and dogs have come to depend on and enjoy for their quality of life. Sometimes our jobs are difficult, but 
worthwhile to uphold the values we set out for ourselves. 

Response: The need for the dog management plan is described in chapter 1 under the "Purpose and Need for Action" section. 
The current situation and issues with current dog walking status in GGNRA are also outlined in the "Current Dog 
Management Issues and Impact Topics" section of chapter 1. NPS Management Policies, which apply to all units of the NPS, 
provide that the fundamental purpose of the national park system, established by the Organic Act and reaffirmed by the 
General Authorities Act, as amended, begins with a mandate to conserve park resources and values. This mandate is 
independent of the separate prohibition on impairment and applies all the time with respect to all park resources and values, 
even when there is no risk that any park resources or values may be impaired. NPS managers must always seek ways to 
avoid, or to minimize to the greatest extent practicable, adverse impacts on park resources and values. Congress has directed 
that when there is a conflict between conserving resources and values and providing for enjoyment of them, conservation is 
to be predominant. (NPS Management Policies § 1.4.3, 54 USC 100101(a), 100301 et seq.). GGNRA's enabling legislation 
reflects this dual mission - to "preserve public use and enjoyment" and "provide for the maintenance of needed recreational 
open space" while at the same time managing it "consistent with sound principles of land use planning" and "preserv[ing] the 
recreation area, as far as possible, in its natural setting...". 
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PN8000 - Purpose And Need: Objectives In Taking Action  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53391) Commenters feel that several of the objectives will not be met by the 
management plan, such as consistent visitor experience throughout the park, minimizing conflicts involving dogs, and 
achieving a sufficient level of management. Some commenters questioned the objectives, specifically those on protecting 
cultural resources, maximizing education, and putting greatest emphasis on resources as opposed to human use. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 5017 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362011 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Page 43 of the SEIS refers to "Management objectives in the draft 2011 General Management 
Plan that are relevant to dog management include the following: The park has significantly expanded in size and 
includes many new lands in San Mateo County. This planning process takes a comprehensive parkwide approach that 
will help ensure that the management of the natural and cultural resources and visitor experiences are consistent 
throughout all park areas." The SEIS does not meet this objective because Marin County and San Francisco County 
both have off-leash dog walking areas, while GGNRA's preferred alternatives for San Mateo County have none. Off-
leash dog walking areas should be provided by GGNRA in San Mateo County as well as the other two counties.  
  
Corr. ID: 6124 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365509 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The report cites as an objective "Protect cultural resources from the detrimental effects of dog 
use." I have read this entire report carefully, and found no reference to any "cultural resources" of any substantial value 
that are being degraded by dog use. This objective is not altered under any of the proposed plans, and is of no use in 
justifying any of the plans. 
  
Corr. ID: 6124 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365511 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Under "Education", the report has an objective of "Build community support for the plan to 
maximize management of dog walking use." Exactly - The goal is to "maximize management". Who decided that the 
Goal of the NPS should be to MAXIMIZE MANAGEMENT of anything?  
  
Corr. ID: 6124 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365500 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: There is an inherent conflict between "minimizing conflicts" and "including areas where dogs 
are allowed", and the report says nothing about how these conflicting goals are weighted or balanced. At present, the 
number of conflicts is exceedingly low (only 95 reports in 4 years, compared against 4.5 million incidents nationwide), 
and the present arrangement provides for a tremendous quantity of high-value experiences, as any visitor to the 
GGNRA can plainly see. The proposed plans will dramatically curtail experiences related to dog walking while 
providing no obvious reduction in the number of dog-attacks. Therefore, I do not believe that this objective is met by 
any of the new proposals, and is in fact, worsened by each of them.  
  
Corr. ID: 6140 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365599 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I disagree that the goal of the NPS should be to absolutely minimize impacts without concern 
for public use. In the case of the GGNRA which is a public park situated in the middle of a dense urban population, the 
value of public use is MUCH HIGHER than in a remote park. The NPS wants to use exactly the same analysis on 
Crissy Field as it would use on a beach in the Alaska National Wildlife Refuge. However, it should be obvious that the 
potential benefits associated with public use at Crissy Field are immensely different than they would be on a remote 
beach in a wilderness. Therefore, a different analysis, based on the obviously different value opportunity, should be 
used. 
  
Corr. ID: 6678 Organization: Wild Equity Institute Comment ID: 369609 Organization Type: Non-Governmental 
Representative Quote: The Park Service has presented several objectives, including 
providing a clear, enforceable dog management policy; preserving and protecting natural and 
cultural resources and natural processes; improving visitor safety; and reducing user conflicts.(1) 
However, the SEIS still does not achieve the level of management necessary for the Park Service to 
meet its stated objectives.  

Response: The objectives of the dog management plan/EIS are based on the Guiding Principles developed under consensus 
agreement by the Negotiated Rulemaking Committee, which itself was constituted by a diverse range of stakeholder groups 
interested in dog management. The draft plan/SEIS includes a reasonable range of alternatives allowing a diverse range of 
visitor experiences while still protecting resources at the park. NPS has found that the preferred alternative best meets these 
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objectives.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 56083) Objectives concerning water quality should be removed since there is no 
evidence that dogs impact this resource.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6717 Organization: K&L Gates LLP Comment ID: 499843 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The purpose and need statement also continues to reflect the NPS' s unsupported determination 
that the mere presence of dogs has negative water quality impacts. Due to a lack of reliable information, the NPS 
eliminated its analysis of water quality impacts (9). These considerations therefore should not form the basis of NPS's 
decision with respect to dog management in the GGNRA . Nevertheless, the "Objectives" continue to describe the 
purpose of the Plan as "[m]inimiz[ing] degradation of vegetation, soil and water resources by dog use." DSEIS at 2. The 
NPS should revise the purpose and need statement and all relevant alternatives accordingly.  

Response: Although no site-specific, peer- reviewed studies have been conducted at the GGNRA sites to document impacts 
to water quality specifically from dogs, minimizing degradation to water quality from dog use and dog waste is still an 
objective of the dog management plan. Compliance with regulations to pick up dog waste and organized pet waste clean-up 
days would minimize the threat to water quality, specifically for example, in the VSCA near Crissy Marsh. Additional 
information on water quality can be found in chapter 2, Issues and Impact Topics Eliminated From Further Consideration in 
the draft plan/SEIS.  
 
PO1100 - Comments Regarding Enforcement of Dog Walkers  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53392) Commenters expressed doubt or concern about the ability of the NPS to 
enforce the proposed restrictions as not enough detail on the enforcement of the proposed regulations were included in the 
draft plan/SEIS. Commenters expressed strongly that the new regulations would only be successful with strong enforcement. 
The areas that should be allowed for off-leash dog walking should reflect the actual ability of the NPS to enforce regulations. 
Many commenters noted that the enforcement of current regulations was inconsistent or not present. Current regulations 
regarding dogs should be enforced rather than new restrictions. Many commenters noted that a majority of dog owners are 
compliant, and enforcing the rules for the non-compliant dog walkers would be successful. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 219 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350133 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Simply stating a trail is leash only does not make it so. It must be enforced. The NPS does not 
have the enforcement capacity now to enforce that rule. And the future strongly suggests that NPS capacity will be cut 
rather than enhanced. As a consequence, stating a leash only rule has the effect of allowing unleashed dogs on trails in 
many instances. 
  
Corr. ID: 648 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352816 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am in support of the NPS preferred alternative for Ocean Beach, but I would like to stress the 
importance of enforcing the law. Without enforcement there is no law, and that is the current state of Ocean Beach. 
I have walked the full length of Ocean Beach 72 times over the past year. I observed egregious amounts of non-
compliance with the current laws, and I have never once seen a Park Ranger doing anything about it. Any changes in 
the law will be purely symbolic unless they are actually enforced. Whether the current laws stay in place, or the 
preferred alternative is initiated, I urge the NPS to actually enforce the laws to protect natural resources and visitor 
experience.  
  
Corr. ID: 1400 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352445 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: And in my 13 years of frequenting Mori Point, I have yet to see one enforcement officer, hence 
the low number of reported incidents in the most recent report. If there are not enough resources to enforce on-leash and 
excrement pick-up policies, the proposed alternative of on-leash is useless. We are back to the status quo of lack of 
safety, damaged ecology for the animals that do belong in the area, as well as the unhygienic waste ubiquitous to Mori 
Point.  
  
Corr. ID: 2246 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 356874 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The newly restrictive dog management plan makes no sense. If the problem is that people have 
not been adhering to the existing plan, the solution is to enforce the existing plan, not to make it even more restrictive. 
This only punishes the people who HAVE been following the plan, and those who flout them will simply continue 
doing so. 
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Corr. ID: 2363 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358390 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The obvious solution to the problem, which annoys the majority of dog owners as well, is 
enforcement of the current rules. 
And let's not be naive about the power of rule-making to stop the improper conduct of this small majority- -they will 
simply break these new rules and run their dogs off leash regardless. The only way to stop them: enforcement. So 
seeing as how enforcement is the only way to stop the inconsiderate conduct that we all deplore, let's not punish the 
majority of dog owners who respect the rights of everyone to enjoy our natural environment.  
  
Corr. ID: 3834 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405838 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Enforcement Policy 
The policies must be vigorously enforced; otherwise this initiative is doomed to fail. Must make it clear how enforced. 
The only way to effectively enforce issued citations is to have the rules state that by using the park, dog owners accept 
the rules and responsibilities, and enforcement procedures. Appropriate staff must be provided and tasked to enforce 
these rules at all times. Either existing staff or new dedicated staff needs to be hired to patrol and enforce these areas. 
Enforcement fines should be easily enough to cover the associated personnel expenses.  
  
Corr. ID: 3938 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 360095 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Both will require a new level of management by NPS which even now does not really exist 
with regard to trails or access paths to the beach. There is essentially no enforcement now of the leash rules. Vehicle-
based enforcement will not be adequate for any of the alternatives  
  
Corr. ID: 4722 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361389 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Most importantly, whatever mix of restrictions are implemented, I urge you to vigorously 
enforce the new regulations by issuing citations from Day 1. Many dog owners are proud scofflaws. Enforcement is the 
only way for the new regulations to be successful. Please install clear signage at trailheads and beach access that clearly 
states "Dogs on-leash only. Citations issued. No warnings given." Robust enforcement, issuing citations, not warnings, 
is the only way that the new regulations will be followed. Please issue citations to violators.  
  
Corr. ID: 4932 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361793 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Having witnessed countless violations of posted NPS policies and flagrant disregard for the 
park environment by dog owners, it is most imperative that the NPS not only implement a strong Dog Management 
Plan, but also ensure appropriate resources for its monitoring and enforcement.  
  
Corr. ID: 6323 Organization: Marin Audubon Society Comment ID: 365547 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: Enforcement not Adequately Addressed 
Enforcement is key to successful implementation, to compliance and to protection of wildlife and habitats. Too many 
people seem to feel that they will never get caught, don't care, or feel that they are somehow different and entitled to 
behave as they wish. The description of the enforcement program or management activities is vague and leaves many 
components poorly defined.  
 
There should be a more comprehensive description of the planned enforcement program. What are the anticipated 
threshold levels for implementing management actions and would they differ among sites? What thresholds or triggers 
would be used to decide when to take enforcement actions management actions such as to close a trail? What specific 
enforcement actions would be initiated, besides issuing warrants to violators and or closing trails, and for what non-
compliance activities would they be initiated?  
 
GGNRA is in the process of developing a warrant process. Information should be provided about the warrants: how 
they would be issued; for what infractions; how many times would offenses have to be repeated before warrants would 
be issued?  
  
Corr. ID: 6408 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366294 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Leash requirements must be strictly enforced throughout the life of the policy. Otherwise 
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proposed on-leash areas will become de facto off-leash areas, as has already happened under the old rules. Any DMP or 
EIS Alternative must also include funding for thorough enforcement. As it is, dog owners recognize that there is little 
chance that they will encounter a law enforcement ranger, so they readily let their dogs off-leash and/or take their dogs 
into closed areas without fear of negative repercussions. 

Response: Chapter 3, Park Operations was revised to include examples of public comments on law enforcement and park 
operations, and a discussion of law enforcement incidents in GGNRA. Additional staff are being hired to implement the dog 
management plan to increase law enforcement presence throughout the park and conduct outreach and education efforts. An 
intensive outreach and education effort will be instituted as part of the implementation effort which would provide additional 
communication options and a monitoring program begun to document compliance with regulations and resource impacts. The 
results of the monitoring would also increase park awareness of situations requiring more targeted law enforcement 
responses. GGNRA is reinforcing a community policing and cooperative effort in all its enforcement and outreach training 
and work in the field.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53393) Commenters made suggestions about enforcement of the new regulations. 
Some suggestions include not using mounted police in off-leash dog areas, more ranger training and education, using random 
checks to issue citations, a violation reporting system for the public to report offenders, relaxed enforcement of rules with 
tickets as a last resort, and a system to report rangers who acted inappropriately towards dog owners.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 26 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405834 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In referenced to unleashed areas in federal parks- Any area that allows dogs to be unleashed 
should not be patrolled by mounted park police officers. It is an accident waiting to happen to allow horses in parks 
designated for unleashed dogs AND dogs to be under voice control. For everyones safety,including 
dogs,people,mounted officers & horses,KEEP horses OUT of the parks where you allow off leashed dogs.  
  
Corr. ID: 80 Organization: Libertarian Party of San Francisco Comment ID: 405835 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: GGNRA rules should also provide penalties for overzealous enforcement by park rangers or 
other government employees who may be tempted to engage in petty power trips when dealing with members of the 
public. These penalties should be *heavier* than any imposed on dog owners for violations of the rules, since 
government employees are entrusted by the public with special authorities and responsibilities and therefore must be 
held to higher standards.  
 
When someone files a complaint regarding a particular employee, there should be an investigation into the behavior 
described in the complaint, and the person who filed the complaint should be informed as to how that investigation was 
conducted, what penalties were imposed or corrective actions taken if any, and how to further appeal the issue if 
desired. 
 
Too many individuals in positions of authority think that wearing a uniform or having a shiny badge gives them carte 
blanche to order people around, take on an arrogant attitude, or refuse to answer legitimate questions. Public servants 
should act like public *servants*, and if they are unable to do their jobs with an appropriately humble and service-
oriented attitude, then they should be sent to remedial sensitivity training or removed from their positions. 
 
Complaint procedures should also be clear, simple, and transparent to media and members of the public. Complaint 
forms should be available on-site, and should also be public. No one should have to rely on simply taking the word of a 
government employee when asking questions such as what opinions have been voiced by members of the public with 
regard to a specific policy <redacted> they should be given free access to view, copy, listen to, etc., the original 
documents, emails, voicemail messages, etc. 
  
Corr. ID: 1179 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351920 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: We would hope that you would instruct officers to talk to offenders and only issue tickets as a 
last resort to repeat offenders. Signage needs to indicate an enforceable standard for "voice control" such as 30 or 60 
seconds. If the NPS wants the off leash area to be successful for us dog owners I would hope that tickets would only be 
issued on very rare occasions and the rules be loosely enforced, especially at the Central Beach and early mornings or 
late afternoons at the East Beach.  
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Corr. ID: 1493 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352909 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Just like the CHP puts out sobriety checkpoints, I would love to see rangers do regular, 
unannounced citations of off leash dog walkers. Let the word get around that one will get cited for breaking the rules  
  
Corr. ID: 1916 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354542 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: How about signs at the trails with a number to call and report bad behavior? How about rangers 
doing spot checks for bad behavior? Rather than poop on the hundreds of responsible park users and their dogs, how 
about rangers and deputies investigate and respond to calls and reports on a case by case basis of bad behavior rather 
than spend their time scouting for random violations of leash law that weren't reported by a complainant?  
  
Corr. ID: 2401 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358897 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: However and more important, stronger compliance should be a high priority when it comes to 
off-leach areas for dogs that are not under voice command. Pets that run free, that do not respond to owners voice 
commands should cited and multiple violation should come with an eventual banishment from open space in GGNRA. 
  

Corr. ID: 5151 Organization: International Urban Estuary Network/Save the Bay Comment ID: 362282 
Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: A simple and effective violation reporting system should be established.  
The dog management plan should include a method by which park visitors can easily and effectively report non-
compliant behavior. Perhaps a smart phone app that directly connects to the Park Police or to a reporting system could 
be devised. At a minimum signs could be posted at entrance points, (ie., Ocean Beach) with a phone number to call and 
report forms/information. 

Response: Chapter 4 discusses implementation of the draft plan/SEIS and the initial education and enforcement period. 
During this period, park outreach and LE staff would increase contact with park visitors walking dogs in all areas in this draft 
plan/SEIS. The new regulations would be explained, and after the initial education period, and signing, warnings or citations 
would be issued by the LE staff. Regarding horses used for patrol purposes, the park does use horse patrol, and has since the 
early years of the park. It is an effective method of patrol and will continue to be utilized. Additionally, the dog walking 
group at Fort Funston worked with the local equestrian organization and the park to develop FAQs on how to manage their 
dogs around horses to ensure safety of all involved. The resulting information is now posted on the Fort Funston Dog web 
site. Regarding a violations reporting system, the park's dispatch is the central hub for communicating both an incident and 
assigning patrol enforcement officers to the area. Part of the problem in the past has been that violators leave the site before 
an officer can get there; while the park will increase its enforcement staff, a witness to an altercation or other citable offense 
can relay relevant information to law enforcement, including where a license or permit number. Any dog walker whose dog is 
involved in a biting or attack is required to remain at the site and provide identifying information when asked for it or face 
risk of citation. Likewise, if any ranger is involved in seemingly inappropriate behavior, such behavior should be reported 
immediately to the park Superintendent's office.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53394) Commenters felt that the dog walking community is successful at 
enforcing the current regulations. The use of more signage or education about the existing regulations and working with the 
dog walking community to educate about unwanted behavior would further help this community self-regulate.

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 489 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351785 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Better posting of existing regulations is all that's needed to educate visitors with dogs and 
overwhelmingly responsible vast majority of dog owners will happily assist in politely enforcing the rules.  
  
Corr. ID: 568 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352651 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: If there are concerns about enforcement of existing policies, then a reasonable first step is to 
make sure those policies are clearly communicated. I have been very confused about which areas of Ft. Funston are 
considered "off path" for humans (who are heavier and more disruptive to their environment than any almost any other 
animal). If there are concerns about protecting the park, then enforcement of existing restrictions is a reasonable first 
step. Instead of spending money on a plan, the GGNRA could be making money by fining violators to existing 
restrictions.  
  
Corr. ID: 1807 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354121 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
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Representative Quote: Rules are needed, not exclusions, and the dog-owner community is exceptional in its 
enforcement of responsible behavior among itself.  
  
Corr. ID: 5312 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405839 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In all that time and on all those occasions there have been very few encounters (I can count 
them on the fingers of one hand) with other park users who have problems with off leash dogs. Instead all the different 
types of folks I've encountered on the trail seem to have learned to get along with one another, especially after it 
became evident that, due to funding cuts everywhere, there's no authority figure they can run to with their problems  
  
Corr. ID: 5822 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 367540 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: It would be helpful if the GGNRA would place signs about where people can walk their dogs 
under the 1979 Pet Policy now so everyone can understand the boundaries. This would also give the US Park Police and 
NPS Park Rangers an idea about where to enforce or not on GGNRA lands. These immediate possible mitigation 
measures should be given a chance to work before the GGNRA implements any significant restrictions as are proposed 
in the DSEIS.  
  
Corr. ID: 6040 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365019 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In my time as a Dog Walker I've NEVER had a problem with another dog or their walker, in 
fact just the opposite - I feel overall we police the area ourselves very well & in no way do I feel $2,000,000 should be 
used in support of more rangers. There are certainly many other areas that would benefit from those funds like MORE 
parking!  

Response: New signage, education and outreach are important elements of the implementation plan. The park will encourage 
community groups, as part of its implementation efforts and outreach, to assist in this transition to new norms and the final 
plan/EIS. Please see chapter 2, Elements Common to Action Alternatives for information on outreach, education, and 
additional signage.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53395) Some commenters expressed that they would continue to be non-compliant 
to any new regulations and stated that they would resist and attempt at enforcement of the regulations despite the 
consequences.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 7 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 337960 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Currently there is a leash requirement, yet there are off leash dogs running free in that area all 
of the time. If your team isn't able to enforce the leash laws, how do you expect to enforce the ban - especially with 
hundreds of angry protesters showing up with their dogs just to show you we won't let you take our beach from us.  
  
Corr. ID: 1459 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352817 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Just because you walk a dog off lease doesn't mean you're subject to stop & seziure... what that 
means is I HAVE EVERY RIGHT TO WITHHOLD NAME & ADDRESS if I get confronted by a ranger... so how do 
you plan to enforce it?  
  
Corr. ID: 5198 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362575 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: You know what if you continue these leash laws/ no dogs allowed, perhaps we could still go to 
those no dogs allowed and let are dogs go off leash going against the leash laws. If rangers come we will refuse to obey 
just like Rosa Parks did on that buss in 1958.  
  
Corr. ID: 5205 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362599 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: If you pass this we will continue to walk our dogs. The rangers who will be ticketing will be 
foreigners on our land. College grads from Michigan etc.  
This is not right. You will have to ticket, taze, arrest on repeat because we will continue our life style.  
  
Corr. ID: 5224 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362693 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Packing off-leash recreation into small spaces will create unpleasant, crowded "dog runs." 
Many people, me included, will simply stop going to legal off-leash areas. Will people simply stop walking their dog 
off-leash? Some may, but many others will probably crowd into city parks. And some will simply walk in areas of the 
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GGNRA where they are not likely to encounter a ranger/citation.
  
Corr. ID: 6536 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368844 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The policy changes will be very difficult to enforce. Some civil disobedience is likely. 

Response: During the initial phase of implementation of the dog management plan, there will be an intense outreach and 
education phase which would involve additional park staff as well as enforcement personnel throughout the park. This 
increase in staffing during the initial phase, with its emphasis on education, is intended to increase compliance by increasing 
understanding of the purpose and reducing misunderstanding about the new regulation. This is intended to help reduce both 
the number of violators and negative interactions. A monitoring program that is implemented will also gauge compliance and 
provide input to the Superintendent on further actions that may be necessary.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53396) Commenters noted that enforcement of the proposed regulation would be 
costly and impossible due to current funding. Instead, funding to implement the proposal would be better spent on enforcing 
the existing policy and on new educational and dog-friendly programs. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1208 Organization: Citizens for Progress and Sanity Comment ID: 351983 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: Lastly, I would like to address the economic sense of further restricting parks from dog friendly 
space. Any tightening of dog restrictions would naturally require additional resources for policing and enforcing said 
policies. With our park systems already under intense financial pressures (park closers, etc), could our park dollars not 
be better spent reopening and maintaining our parks system instead of degrading the experience of some the parks 
systems biggest advocates and supporters? 
  
Corr. ID: 1919 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354554 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The notion that increasing regulations won't lead to increased enforcement costs is obviously 
flawed. Restrictions are meaningless if not enforced and that takes ranger hours and money. I imagine it would take a 
lot of money to keep a resident of muir beach from taking their dog onto the beach or the coastal trail. 
  
Corr. ID: 2943 Organization: DogPAC of San Francisco Comment ID: 355250 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: Not to mention enforcing will be impossible given current funding. 
  
Corr. ID: 6079 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365368 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The request for $2,000,000 for more rangers to implement the dog management plan would be 
much better spent on simply enforcing the existing 1979 Pet Policy and on new educational and dog-friendly park 
programs, as well as supporting the existing infrastructure used by all park visitors. 
  
Corr. ID: 6155 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365652 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Enforcement of the existing policy will be far more economical (instead of the $2 million 
dollars requested to implement the proposed Dog Management Plan) as well as solving any problems currently 
perceived or existing. 

Response: Chapter 4, Park Operations discusses implementation of the final plan/EIS and the initial education and 
enforcement period. The proposed rule will require a transition increase in funding to first inform visitors about the new rule 
and create the awareness of changes in use in the 21 park areas; and, then the monitoring management program will provide 
ongoing input into park management regarding compliance. The Superintendent will have the authority to initiate primary 
and secondary management actions to improve compliance. Finally, increased patrols will assist in outreach and enforcement 
efforts to reinforce these new norms for dog walking in the park. The existing practice, despite enforcement efforts, does not 
meet the objectives as noted in the draft plan/SEIS. 
 
PO2010 - Park Operations: Affected Environment  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53399) Many commenters noted that the ranger/enforcement presence in the park 
was very low. A few commenters felt that rangers were sometimes threatening or rude, and felt that the attitude of some 
rangers was not good, while others felt that rangers were constantly working to try to enforce compliance, and that dog 
owners sometimes threatened rangers.  

Representative Quote(s): 
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Corr. ID: 45 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 344093 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I have never seen any rangers or enforcement ever present in all the years I've lived here and 
enjoyed the beach. Rangers ignore the stretch near Daly City south if funston. I love dogs but the place is overrun now, 
and it shows.  
  
Corr. ID: 1059 Organization: Dog owner. (Murphy) Comment ID: 351499 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: While some service members have been courteous often personnel have bee rude and surly if 
not physically threatening when I was exercising my dog. Quite frankly as a well manned older woman I posed no 
threat and their bullying behavior and attitude toward a city resident was not necessary.  
  
Corr. ID: 3280 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358040 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am sure that the National Park Service is tired of having to discipline dog owners, I see them 
writing tickets here all the time to owners who have their dogs off leash the next day again in leashed area, educated 
individuals that cannot understand why their dog must be on leash and I am certain the Park Service is concerned about 
the welfare of fragile hillsides and indigenous flora and fauna that is being destroyed by off leash dogs. 
  
Corr. ID: 5403 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 363176 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Non-compliant, aggressive and/or abusive dog owners interfere and endanger Federal Officers 
and Rangers  
  
Corr. ID: 5971 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364840 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Equally important is educated, aware, responsible, reasonable and cooperative enforcement 
personnel. The NPS has some distance to travel before attaining this status. NPS' goal must not be perceived as the 
eradication of dogs and their owners.  

Response: Chapter 3, Park Operations was revised in the draft plan/SEIS to include examples of public comments on law 
enforcement and park operations, and a discussion of law enforcement incidents in GGNRA has been updated in the final 
plan/EIS. Additional staff are being hired to implement the dog management plan to increase law enforcement presence 
throughout the park and conduct outreach and education efforts. An intensive outreach and education effort will be 
implemented which would provide additional communication options as well as a monitoring management program to 
document compliance with regulations and resource impacts. The results of the monitoring would also increase park 
awareness of situations requiring more targeted law enforcement responses. GGNRA is reinforcing a community policing 
and cooperative effort in all its enforcement and outreach training and work in the field. This training will continue and be a 
key component in developing a cooperation.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53400) Commenters noted that many areas of the GGNRA were not well 
maintained by park staff, including restrooms, trash collection, sand on paths and walkways, and signage. Some commenters 
felt that noted behaviors, such as driving along fire roads, appeared to be more detrimental to the environment and special 
status species than walking dogs on leash.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1275 Organization: Ocean Beach Dog Walkers at Fort Funston Comment ID: 352215 Organization Type:
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: The GGNRA is an absentee custodian of the GGNRA parks in San Francisco. There are 
insufficient restrooms, garbage cans and the roads and paths are poorly maintained. While it was two members of 
Ocean Beach Dog Walkers just the other day witnessed a man defecating on the Stairs of Ocean Beach just south of the 
Cliff House. There are no Public Restrooms in the area and refuse cans are in short supply.  
  
Corr. ID: 1785 Organization: Muir Beach Community Services District Comment ID: 353851 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: In all my years of hiking on these trails I can't recall ever seeing any Park Service people out on 
foot on the trails either south of Muir Beach or North on the Owl Trail or the old Banducci Farm Rd. I've only seen 
them in NPS vehicles driving on the fire roads and creating large ruts when muddy. Certainly that is far more 
destructive of the environment than a few isolated people with dogs on leash. If you folks hardly ever walk these trails I 
don't see how you can justify prohibitng people like me from hiking with my dogs on leash. You can't possibly know 
what the conditions are or even if they affect the environment at all. 
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Corr. ID: 5002 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361916 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: If GGNRA is truly concerned about environmental impact,why have I never seen them stop to 
pick up trash? Why do I see them driving on the beach just to hand out tickets/warnings to dog owners? Why are they 
allowed to drive motorcycles on the beach disturbing the wildlife just to give tickets to dog owners? Don't these 
practices alone cause a detrimental impact?  
  
Corr. ID: 5221 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362667 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Try putting actual dog waste bags in the empty dispenser in the lot. And try making better 
signage letting people know all the rules. Inform and educate people, and then enforce the rules. The NPS has not 
provided a single ranger or staffer on the beach to make sure the restored wetland is properly cared for since the beach 
re-opened.  
  
Corr. ID: 5627 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364030 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Fort Funston has essentially been abandoned for the past few YEARS by the GGNRA, leaving 
large portions of the trails in this beautiful area inaccessible for the elderly, the handicapped, families with strollers, and 
others. While the concrete trails used to be cleared after high winds have caused sand to build up, this has not occurred 
in the past few years. In fact, a very large sand berm has formed at the northern end that makes it the end point for many 
walkers who are able to and choose to go that far. Where have the workers been??  
 
Some of the garbage bins along the trails have been removed so that the GGNRA doesn't have to do the work required 
to empty them. 
 
The water fountain just off the parking area is a disgusting, malfunctioning mud puddle that needs attention. Necessary 
minor fixes to allow drainage have been ignored by GGNRA my our understanding that the GGNRA personnel 
involved in this project includes a number of inherently anti-dog people, which in and of itself demonstrates undue bias. 
  
Corr. ID: 6710 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 369488 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: These conditions are present for months on end. The sand overflows from the beach on to and 
across the promenade path. Imagine a disabled person trying to make their way through 
mounds of sand on the walkway. And the planters on the left were stripped of their ice plant and native plants were 
planted, surrounded by red pea gravel. The plants died, the pea gravel became dislodged and flows on to the walkway to 
provide yet another hazard for the walker. The one photo where there appears to be a ridge running through the sand is 
actually the seawall. On the beach side the sand is up to the top of the seawall, and on the promenade side the sand has 
piled up so high the walkway has been obliterated. Yet in this SEIS the GGNRA complains about spending 1.5 hours a 
day picking up trash at Ocean Beach which is over 3 miles long. From these photos it does not appear 1.5 hours a day is 
enough, and it also appears that people are bringing their trash up off the beach and often placing it next to overflowing 
trash receptacles. You cannot put the responsibility for this mess on dogs. The GGNRAs poor performance in 
maintenance of Ocean Beach should preclude them from holding the property- - it certainly does not meet the 
requirements as stated above in the documents of transfer. 

Response: While the park does have a backlog of maintenance, similar to other national parks, it prioritizes where its funding 
is allocated, and relies on both philanthropic and volunteer stewardship to augment its Congressional appropriations. In its 
most recent visitor satisfaction surveys in 2015, the park received a 93% overall rating on its facilities by the public, while 
noting that it needs improvement in restrooms and signage that has been taken down or damaged. The park looks to improve 
in these areas; and, it will be improving its restrooms and signage as part of a parkwide program. Staff maintenance and 
enforcement often requires driving along former fire roads to address an issue; and, park staff are cognizant of park resources 
in those areas when they do. Where feasible, park staff walk or bike trails to perform their duties.  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 57427) The draft plan/SEIS should include the current revenue generated from 
issuing citations for leash and litter violations. The draft plan/SEIS should also include GGNRA budget information 
including the costs of administration and employees. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 3824 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359917 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Please provide a revenue statement showing how much money in leash and litter violations you 
have historically collected versus the cost of your administration and employees so that I might respectfully consider a 
change of opinion.  
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Response: Please see chapter 4, Park Operations, which includes details on park funding for the final plan/EIS. Revenue 
from citations does not come back to the park, but is deposited directly to the Federal Treasury. Funding for the dog 
management plan implementation is a much smaller subset as summarized in chapter 4, Park Operations.  
 
PO4000 - Park Operations: Impact Of Proposal And Alternatives  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53402) Commenters stated that the presence of dogs and dog walkers is a benefit 
to GGNRA, as dog walkers often provide waste receptacles and clean up waste, benefiting park operations. The dog 
management plan would reduce the number of people who use the park, which would decrease support for the parks as well 
as impact visitors. Implementation of the dog management plan would result in increasing issues in the park, including 
homelessness, crime, and increased trash on the beaches, which would present a larger issue for park operations. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1520 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352982 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The users of the parks are its potential allies - the people who vote to support, who fund-raise, 
who come to the defense of the National Park system when it's threatened. Making policies that turn them off is bad not 
just for those with dogs, but for all of us who care about the environment and want others to care about it too. Many 
people feel their comments earlier were not considered in preparing this SEIS.  
  
Corr. ID: 2075 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 355661 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Further, if you continue to restrict access to the most active people within this county, you will 
find that these parks slowly fall from the public eye and when the next 'budget crisis' comes up, no one will be there to 
champion the cause to keep them open.  
  
Corr. ID: 4250 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353608 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: It will also discourage use of Fort Funston, which will only increase existing problems with 
vandalism and drug use by reducing the numbers of law-abiding and considerate citizens there. This ill-advised new 
policy will almost certainly increase the costs of maintaining Fort Funston at a time of severe budget challenges for the 
Park Service.  
  
Corr. ID: 4824 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361602 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: If Funston dog activity is limited, that place will likely see a crime spike as it is isolated and 
has many hidden nooks and crannies. In addition, dog walkers voluntarily have monthly cleanups of the park. People 
really care about and love the fort, and this cleanup is pure volunteer work that costs taxpayers nothing.  
  
Corr. ID: 4828 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353850 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Without the people walking their dogs, many of the beaches would not be as clean. I regularly 
pick up all sorts of trash when picking up after my dog as do most of my friends.  
  
Corr. ID: 5002 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361917 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: If these areas are closed the impact on the rest of the city will take a toll. Dogs walkers walk 
their dogs at all times, in the morning, late at night. They have been one to report crimes, deaths, and other potential 
hazards on the beach. Dog walkers move out, homeless, vagrants,increased crime and gangs move in. Dog walkers act 
as a no cost preventive measure against these.  
  
Corr. ID: 5676 Organization: Montara Comment ID: 364111 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: People have been responsibly walking their dogs both on and off leash in this area for decades. 
Dog walking, and being out enjoying the Rancho, has brought our community together and has actually been beneficial 
to the area by providing waste cans and bags, and facilitated communication and resolving of issues that arise in the 
open space (fallen trees, lost dogs or people, illegal dirt biking, etc)  
  
Corr. ID: 6136 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365591 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The parks in our city are important to we who pay the bills (taxes), it is how we have our 
downtime, and if you tell me certain members of my family are no longer welcome, ie my dog, we will stop going and 
our parks will go unappreciated and could fall into the hands of droves of vagrant's encampments, trash,human feces, 
illegal activity, and even more used needles. 
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Corr. ID: 6649 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368228 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The communities of Montara, Moss Beach and El Granada have a long history of responsible 
off-leash dog walking in Rancho. The Montara Dog Group (MDG), which has over 400 members and represents over 
600 dogs from Half Moon Bay to Pacifica, have been good stewards to the area, providing waste bins, promoting 
responsible dog guardianship and caring for an area the GGNRA, presently, does not have the infrastructure or 
resources to maintain.  

Response: A clear, enforceable dog management policy and one that protects the park resources and reduces conflicts 
amongst users will contribute significantly toward the overall enjoyment of the park by all. Both dog walkers and non-dog 
walkers that help in general clean-up at particular park sites may also deter increased crime through their park activity and 
presence in certain park areas. Decreased park visitation is a hypothetical given the overall trending increase in visitation, 
although GGNRA does acknowledge that some users may change their visitation pattern or no longer visit. GGNRA has also 
received public comments from non-dog walkers stating they have been displaced, but would visit again if they could be 
assured of dog free areas. Thus, while there could be changes in visitation patterns, NPS has received no compelling studies 
or information suggesting that homelessness, crime, and increased trash on beaches would result from implementation of a 
dog management plan; furthermore, dog walking is still allowed in each of the 21 current NPS sites addressed by the plan (22 
sites when including Cattle Hill), with eight areas within the 21 sites allowing off-leash dog walking.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53403) One commenter noted that reducing the areas where dogs are allowed 
would decrease the burden on enforcement staff, while another felt that this burden would not be decreased as officers would 
still need to patrol other areas. Some commenters noted that park staff would have to deal with the anger of individuals no 
longer allowed to walk their dogs in areas of the GGNRA. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1035 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351461 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: This is a public park paid for using tax funds. Like many other public service, the rising costs 
of labor, lawsuits, and the increased bureaucracy create a budget deficit. However, the cost of the above will not be 
affected by eliminating off leash access. Rangers will still have to patrol/service the park, lawsuits will still occur, and 
the bureaucracy will still exist.  
  
Corr. ID: 1450 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352580 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: These regulations will create countless negative interactions between dogs and their owners 
and the legal enforcement of it will be an unwarranted expenditure of time and effort that should be spent elsewhere 
where real safety concerns exist. 
  
Corr. ID: 5403 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 363174 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The burden on the patrolling officers could be greatly reduced by reducing the area that 
domestic animals are allowed. While on-leash will always be the preferance for naturalists the burden of cat and mouse 
game of on-leash/off leash game that is repeatedly played by irresponsible pet owners in the mnay areas of sensitive 
habitat could be virtually eliminated by making these changes.  
  
Corr. ID: 5752 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364238 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Moreover, if you limit the areas where dogs can be off leash, you will have to increase the time 
and attention of your excellent personnel devoting themselves to enforcement. I would rather they use thier time and 
resources for more interesting activities such as park promotion and nature conservancy. Perhaps, more aggressive 
enforcement in areas that are designated on-leash needs to be done, thereby setting some clear boundaries.  
  
Corr. ID: 6082 Organization: Dog owner Comment ID: 365378 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: This plan isn't reasonable. Our dogs need space to run. This plan will only cause angry 
conflicts in parks where people should be doing healthy things. The people working in these areas will take the brunt of 
the publics' anger if this enforced. Everybody loses under this plan.  
  
Corr. ID: 6387 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365820 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: A change in the policies governing these areas will cause confusion and anger, and will require 
a huge increase in staff to enforce, explain, and deal with all of the unhappiness that will be caused. I think this would 
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be doomed to failure.  
Response: Additional staff would be hired when the dog management plan is implemented to increase law enforcement 
presence throughout the park and conduct outreach and education efforts. An intensive outreach and education effort will be 
instituted as part of the implementation effort which would provide additional communication options and a monitoring 
management program begun to document compliance with regulations and resource impacts. The results of the monitoring 
would also increase park awareness of situations requiring law enforcement response. The park recognizes that creating a 
new norm for certain park areas with a different history of use will take extra effort including signage, facility improvements, 
outreach and education as well as enforcement and community support.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 56082) The Preferred Alternative is too expensive. NPS proposes to spend 
approximately $2.5 million on implementing the Preferred Alternative, but does not have funding for increasing site 
accessibility for elderly and disabled or maintaining current infrastructure at the park. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6716 Organization: San Francisco Dog Owners Group Comment ID: 499778 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE IS JUST TOO EXPENSIVE 
 
The SEIS quotes the cost of the No Action Alternative as $470,317 (p.1209). It quotes the cost of the Preferred 
Alternative as $2,587,194 (p.1219). On p. 1053, the SEIS says: "If funding is available, the park would explore options 
that would allow improved access for disabled and elderly visitors to ROLAs, such as beach mats or improved trail 
surfaces." The GGNRA has budgeted $2.5 million to deny people dogs access to 90% of the places where they can go 
now with their dog, but it cannot promise that there will be any money to allow elderly and disabled dog walkers to 
access what little off-leash space is left. 
 
A January 2014 report by Environment California, titled "Death by a Thousand Cuts," describes how budget cuts in the 
GGNRA has led to significant downgrades in services, including closures of visitor centers, delays in repairs to 
buildings, roads, and trails. The GGNRA has cut back on garbage collection in recent months. Yet they plan to budget 
an additional $2.5 million to hire little more than glorified dogcatchers. The GGNRA's priorities are skewed. Because 
the SEIS endorses this costly and misguided spending plan, it and the Dog Management Plan it supports cannot be 
accepted.  

Response: Chapter 4, Park Operations discusses implementation of the final plan/EIS and funding, and identifies funding 
requirements to implement the dog management plan. Regarding accessibility, the park has identified areas for increased 
accessibility concerns from disabled visitors, both dog walkers seeking such improvements for on or off-leash, and non-dog 
walkers who believe their own access is at risk without dog free areas. Dog walking areas such as at Ft. Funston will have 
increased on and off-leash accessibility paths, such as the Coastal trail (on-leash) and the Chip Trail (off-leash) segments 
from main parking area to water fountain; and an accessible ramp to Baker beach for on-leash dogwalking. Beach mats have 
not proven to be sustainable and we are looking at different options for beaches like Central Beach and Rodeo Beach. 
 
PP1400 - Pedro Point: Suggest Change in Alternative  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53279) Commenters request that trails be opened to dog walking at Pedro Point as 
there would be no impacts to special status species as stated in the draft plan/SEIS. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 435 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351366 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Comments specific to Pedro Point Headlands: There is also multiple hiking parks managed by 
the county within the city of Pacifica (i.e. San Pedro Valley County Park) where dogs are not allowed at all so an 
alternative is needed where people can walk their dogs on longer trails as reported overwhelmingly by previous public 
comments. 
  
Corr. ID: 435 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351364 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Comments specific to Pedro Point Headlands: This plan's preferred alternative B is not the best 
option. NPS draws its conclusions by stating that dogs on leash in areas other than Multi use coastal trail would have an 
impact on red legged frogs, garter snakes and Mission blue Butterflies. None of these species exist in this area and there 
are no bodies of water anywhere on the site as mentioned in the plan. The NPS analysis of the preferred alternative is 
highly flawed due to this non-existent impact on these endangered species.  
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Corr. ID: 2490 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358993 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Concerning Rancho Corral De Tierra, where I live near Montara. For years and years the 
community has enjoyed this area as dog-accessible. Very few, if any, problems were reported before NPS took over. 
 
Now NPS is in charge and the community of dog-owners (who are very close to the majority of Montara residents) are 
all but excluded. Not only that, but NPS is showing an aggressive attitude and the use of potentially lethal force again 
those dog walkers who dare to use the land in the fashion that they are accustomed to, and have be allowed to, for 
decades. 
 
These plans are a huge overreach and a draconian burden on all dog-owners, especially those in San Mateo County 
where so much open land in GGNRA. There is no effort for a fair balance at all; and all the exclusions seem clearly 
based on politics, not science. 
 
I can only ask that you please please reconsider these plans. Allow more dog walking in GGNRA San Mateo County 
lands - - most especially in those areas like Rancho Corral De Tierra and Pedro Point Highlands that have been 
available to dog walkers for generations (and are no small reason why we live here). 
  
Corr. ID: 5252 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362815 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Pedro Point Headlands: The trails that are currently maintained by the Pacifica Land Trust 
(South Ridge, Middle Ridge and Arroyo Trail should be considered as on leash areas. The habitat does not include areas 
of concern for red-legged frogs and SF garter snakes. 
  
Corr. ID: 6645 Organization: Pacifica City Council Comment ID: 368199 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: Pedro Point: 
We suggest opening up the South Middle and Valley Ridge Trails to on-leash dog access. These Trails would connect 
to the Devils Slide Trail slated to open on March 22, 2014 to on-leash access making Pacifica a destination for multiple 
visitor experiences. 

Response: Pedro Point is no longer being considered for dog walking in the Dog Management Plan because NPS will not 
acquire management control over Pedro Point. This area will instead to conveyed to San Mateo County under a separate 
process. The County will be responsible for planning for future use of this area. 
 
PS1000 - Comment Regarding Public Scoping Process  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53404) Commenters stated that despite overwhelming public comments against 
the draft plan/EIS or suggesting changes to the draft plan/EIS, no significant changes were made in the draft plan/SEIS. As a 
result, many commenters expressed the belief that the public comment process was simply for show. One commenter noted 
that the NPS must not consider fewer comments received on the draft plan/SEIS as representative of satisfaction with the 
document.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 82 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 339916 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I had hoped that this new plan would be significantly different from the original GGNRA dog 
management plan, because thousands of people-the overwhelming majority-submitted substantive comments in 
opposition to the plan. But the GGNRA did not make significant changes. They ignored what people want, and are 
moving forward with an extremely unpopular plan no matter what we say. 
  
Corr. ID: 1488 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352898 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: However, if we can, I would like to make the point that GGNRA should not be allowed to 
make the argument if the number of comments decrease on this second SEIS, this indicates any less dissatisfaction. You 
must consider several other reasons why the number of comments may decrease, e.g,.: 
* The 2nd draft (SEIS) clearly ignored the comments from the 1st, so many are disenchanted with the process and 
believe it is a waste of time. 
* In general, it is hard enough to get people to find time to make a comment. To ask them to make multiple is 
exponentially more difficult. 
* Some now want to boycott this process by refusing to participate.  
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Corr. ID: 2738 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357155 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Over the years, I have participated in the planning process for the Dog Management Plan, have 
testified at many meetings about it, sat on the rule making committee, and written many comments letters. During this 
entire process I feel my point of view, as well as those of tens of thousands of other dog owners, have been completely 
ignored by the GGNRA. 
  
Corr. ID: 2933 Organization: DogPAC of San Francisco Comment ID: 355235 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: This plan was put together with minimal input and feedback from the general public. Only 
special interest groups who are already skilled at this type of process really got to give input fairly.  
  
Corr. ID: 2964 Organization: DogPAC of San Francisco Comment ID: 355275 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: The policies that are being set forth are too restrictive and the GGNRA is not listening to the 
vast majority of people who are responding to this who are against their restrictions. This is recreational land, not Mt. 
Rushmore or The Grand Canyon. 
  
Corr. ID: 4549 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 360560 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I believe the supporters of this effort are not going to be as loud as the opposition so I sincerely 
hope that the NPS take into consideration the years of formalized complaints filed by families of children who have 
been bitten, elderly who cannot safely walk down the street, beach-goers who cannot find a clean spot to lay their 
blanket, and cannot sit without fear that a dog is going to charge at their children.  
  
Corr. ID: 6638 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 367565 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The entire process has been so disheartening that I almost decided to forgo this last ditch 
comment period because it's increasingly clear that support for pets has continued to relentlessly gnaw away at any 
semblance of wildlife protection in the GGNRA. There's no question that Mike Lynes' statement is absolutely accurate ' 
wildlife continues to be pushed aside by the alarmingly boisterous and well-organized dog booster groups, as well as 
most politicians and newspaper publishers who all seem to confuse affection for pets with concern for wildlife. 

Response: Following the public comment period on the draft plan/EIS and draft plan/SEIS, NPS staff reviewed all public 
comments and discussed which proposed changes were feasible within the context of the plan objectives. Changes to the 
alternatives were made both in the draft plan/SEIS and in the final plan/EIS and rule as a result of public comment. 
Comments received have been responded to, including suggestions for new or different alternative elements, with a rationale 
provided as to why NPS did or did not adopt an alternative element.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53405) Commenters cited issues with public notification, ease of access and 
availability of the document and comment forms, the size of the document, and other issues. Many commenters mentioned 
either support or dislike of the extension of the public comment process. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 204 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350107 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The comment period runs from September to January, how come the announcement poster was 
posted only for one day? Are you afraid to let people know what is going on?  
  
Corr. ID: 439 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351372 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: You have done a poor job of informing Fort Funston users of your proposed changes. 
  
Corr. ID: 893 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353603 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: My main observation, however, is that the Dog Management Plan document is simply 
overwhelming. I can't imagine how anyone has the bandwidth to really take in all this information. Unless one is an 
attorney and used to dealing with such massive documents, I don't think the average person can absorb it all. Perhaps a 
summary document with the important points and summarized options would be useful. 
  
Corr. ID: 1171 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351885 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I was also confused by the email I received a couple weeks ago stating it contained a PDF link 
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to the new proposed plan. I tried to find it, but only found that the plan is in public libraries? Really, is that true? In this 
time of technological wonder you can't send out the plan? One has to go to the library. This seems like a very bad idea 
and a decision that will keep many people from reading the long-awaited plan.  
  
Corr. ID: 1182 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351930 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: When you refer to "continued concern" of some stakeholders for the reason to again extend the 
comment period I hope you realize how that comes off as less then credible. Shame on you for caving into the 
"progressive" politics of the city and the bully tactics of the dog community by giving them even more time to ruin the 
experience for the rest of us in the GGNRA.  
  
Corr. ID: 2509 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359009 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Suggestion: Can you make the link to this Comments page easier to locate on your website? 
Currently, it is necessary to follow links or drill down to find the comment page. Perhaps you can make the link stand 
out somehow with bold text in a different size or color?  
  
Corr. ID: 2877 Organization: DogPAC of San Francisco Comment ID: 354890 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: Additionally, the public com ment period is ineffective because it requires citizens to make 
com ments in a cumbersome and time-consuming manner.  
  
Corr. ID: 4373 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364129 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Lastly, Little if anything has been done to make the public aware of this plan, when so many 
will be negatively effected.  
If it were not for the email I received from friends with pets that are aware of the GGNRAs actions and intents. I have 
seen ZERO information regarding this plan. So how many other pet owners do not even know to respond or comment. 
Please consider this when you are counting the responses you receive.. 
  
Corr. ID: 5020 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362023 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: it is nearly impossible to wade through the 2,200 page document to make sense of it or find any 
of the required foundation or support for decisions  
  
Corr. ID: 5751 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364234 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I would also like to see a real public notification process, with posting at trails that are affected 
or having a mailing list so that the public can stay up to date on the changes. 

Response: Public meetings for the draft plan/EIS and draft plan/SEIS were announced through the Federal Register website, 
on the park website, in a newsletter sent to approximately 7,000 individuals and/or organizations on the dog management 
mailing list, in an email to the general park contact list, and in local newspapers. Extensive outreach was provided to dog 
groups, environmental organizations, local governments, and other interested parties. The public meetings were held over a 
two week period from mid-afternoon to late-evening, in each county surrounding the park. Online commenting on the draft 
plan/EIS and draft plan/SEIS was available on the park's planning website for over 120 days on both the draft plan/EIS and 
draft plan/SEIS (due to several public comment extensions), and by mailing hard copy letters to the Superintendent. Public 
meeting materials were also posted on the park's website and around the park at dog walking locations. Copies of the draft 
plan/EIS and draft plan/SEIS were also made available at multiple public libraries in each county.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53406) Commenters discussed issues with the public meetings held by NPS. 
Several commenters were afraid to attend meetings for their safety; some commenters noted that the times meetings were 
held were not convenient; some had comments on the meeting materials and format. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1171 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351884 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The fact is I am afraid to attend your meetings, anyway, because of how aggressive dog-owners 
are in shouting people down whose ideas they don't like.I would come to your meeting if I could find a copy of your 
policy and if you could assure my safety if I expressed these opinions. Can you guarantee the safety of a non dog 
owner? Let me know.  
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Corr. ID: 1181 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351927 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Trying to attend dog meetings to put forth my point of views is too scary. I have been to the 
dog policy meetings in San Francisco and they boo and hiss at you. They call you names and are out of control. It is a 
mob mentality.  
  
Corr. ID: 1352 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352386 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: It is truly astonishing after all of this time developing the DOG MANAGEMENT PLAN that 
GGNRA has made the decision to hold an informational meeting about the Plan in San Francisco during working 
hours! Not on the coast during the evening when the people who are affected by the Plan can actually attend and have 
input.  
  
Corr. ID: 1910 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354528 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The NPS say they are open for comments and suggestions - - but I'm not so sure. The Open 
House held on Jan 30th 2014 was supposed to run until 12:30 pm. But by 11:45 am is was all packed-up and in boxes! 
Another example of the NPS pay lip-service to listening to comments, but really just pushing through their preferred 
plans at the expense of all dog owners and dog lovers.  
  
Corr. ID: 2420 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368514 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I have to say, I've been to several public information meetings. And one thing I don't like about 
the GGNRA's presentation is that the diagrams you had at your public meetings did not show before and after 
representations of the areas you are seeking to change. So it's difficult to imagine the entirety of what is potentially 
changing. But it's clear that I will be losing public-access areas to recreate  
  
Corr. ID: 5308 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362944 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: On a rainy night in January of 2001 I was among 2000 Bay Area citizens who came to protest 
the GGNRA/NPAs decision to rescind the 1979 Pet Policy which would end off leash dog walking recreation 
throughout the GGNRA. Many of us were standing outside in the rain because the venue you selected for this event was 
too small to accommodate all of us inside. It was not a good night to be stuck outside. But this meeting was so 
important to each one of us that despite the rain, cold and darkness, we did not leave. 

Response: Public meetings for the draft plan/EIS and draft plan/SEIS were announced through the Federal Register website, 
on the park website, in a newsletter sent to approximately 7,000 individuals and/or organizations on the dog management 
mailing list, in an email to the general park contact list, and in local newspapers. Extensive outreach was provided to dog 
groups, environmental organizations, local governments, and other interested parties. The public meetings were held over a 
two week period from mid-afternoon to late-evening, in each county surrounding the park. Online commenting on the draft 
plan/EIS and draft plan/SEIS was available on the park's planning website for over 120 days on both the draft plan/EIS and 
draft plan/SEIS (due to several public comment extensions), and by mailing hard copy letters to the Superintendent. Public 
meeting materials were also posted on the park's website and around the park at dog walking locations. Copies of the draft 
plan/EIS and draft plan/SEIS were also made available at multiple public libraries in each county. Law enforcement 
personnel were posted at each public meeting to ensure public safety.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53407) Commenters made suggestions for the public comment period. 
Suggestions included holding a vote, and creating a forum for groups to discuss recreation management. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1413 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352505 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: How about you put this to a vote (this IS America, isn't it?) instead of imposing your authority 
on the public? Does ANYTHING that we (the dog-loving public) say even matter at this point? Surely does not feel like 
it.  
  
Corr. ID: 1566 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353113 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: If this is truly a democratic society than let the people vote and then stick with that decision. If 
the people of Marin actually vote to accept less space for off-leash play for their dogs than I'll eat my words and move 
to a more dog-friendly location. But I think the GGNRA will be eating dog biscuits instead. Take it to the people!  
  
Corr. ID: 2686 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405840 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
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Representative Quote: A proper forum should be set up to review recreation management and should include dog 
walkers and other park users such as cyclists, equestrians, hikers, and surfers and sail boarders. This type of committee 
would be valuable for the GGNRA in order to hear directly from their users and to engender their support in 
maintaining the GGNRA lands through volunteer opportunities supporting collective access.  
  
Corr. ID: 5711 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364181 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I strongly urge the NPS staff hold an *actual* public collaborative process to balance the needs 
of the local population with regards to the use of these areas.  
  
Corr. ID: 5958 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364805 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Take a poll or vote of local residents on whether your proposed dog restrictions are merited. 
Posting signs and websites is not sufficient outreach for a change this impactful on the lives and health benefits to local 
residents. I submit the local users of Rancho will deny the need for dog restrictions - but might heartily endorse 
restrictions on mountain bikes  

Response: Please see the final plan/EIS, chapter 1, Scoping Process and Public Participation, and chapter 5 for additional 
information regarding public involvement in the planning effort. Significant public involvement on dog walking in GGNRA 
has occurred since 2001, including establishment of a Negotiated Rulemaking Committee, which was unable to reach a 
consensus agreement on the majority of issues related to dog walking within GGNRA. Due to restrictions in the Federal 
Advisory Committee Act and the inability of the previously chartered advisory group to reach consensus, the NPS would 
likely not seek to establish another advisory group. As NPS moves forward with plan implementation, the NPS will seek 
ways to engage key stakeholders and the broader public in providing input on future implementation issues. The NPS will 
also engage the public on the Monitoring Management Strategy. 
 
The NPS does not manage national parks by popular vote. The NPS solicits and carefully considers public comments, such as 
those submitted on the Dog Management Plan, and makes management decisions that conform to NPS's legal and policy 
mandates.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53408) Commenters were satisfied with the public comment process. They felt 
that the comment period was extensive, and that the meeting format was successful. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 3621 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359263 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The Special Rule that the park has devised for these lands is intended to meet some of the 
traditional needs of one group of park users. It cannot meet all of their desires. The Special Rule has had extensive 
public process. The park's administration has worked with the public for 13 years to craft regulations for dog owners 
that will give them opportunities not granted elsewhere in the National Park System.  
  
Corr. ID: 5677 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364114 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I have attended several of the open houses and found your staff helpful and the general tone of 
the conversation to be positive and constructive even among folks with differing opinions. 

Response: NPS agrees with this comment.  
 
PS1200 - Park Response to Public Comments on January 2011 Draft Plan/EIS  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53409) Many commenters felt that the comments on the draft plan/EIS were 
largely ignored, particularly those of the dog walking community. They also feel that NPS is not working with the 
neighboring communities to resolve the dog management plan. The draft plan/SEIS did not include a summary of draft 
plan/EIS comments.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 286 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350474 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: As far as I can see reading the proposed documentation for the NPS Dog Plan, the NPS has 
ignored the majority opinion in resisting the curtailment of people walking their dogs and enjoying a healthy activity. 
The NPS can't have failed to grasp, after the last round of scoping, that the majority of people want to be able to walk 
their dogs off leash in more areas than the NPS currently propose. Further this latest round of recommended legislation 
is even more restrictive than the NPS's initial scope. What is the point of spending the government's money to seek 
opinion if that opinion is to be utterly ignored? What is the point of seeking our opinion a second and third time to only 
ignore the majority will?  
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Corr. ID: 1621 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353214 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The proposed changes you outline in your dog management plan seem to ignore the concerns 
and suggestions of a large number of public commentators.  
I do not see the comments of dog owners adequately reflected in your proposed use plans.  
 
Because your plans do not include balanced options for the public to vote on, including options that increase access to 
the area by all segments of the community, I do not believe the issue has been adequately evaluated. I do not support 
any change to the current use rule, mandated and set out at the time of the grant of lands in 1979.  

Corr. ID: 2902 Organization: DogPAC of San Francisco Comment ID: 355183 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: I oppose The Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) Draft Dog Management Plan 
because... 
SEIS did not adequately consider com ments to the DEIS from dog walkers and appears to have dismissed nearly all of 
them. There is no information in the SEIS about why these com ments (e.g., negative impacts on com munity and 
human health from off-leash restrictions) were dismissed and not considered in the development of the preferred 
a.lter.native. The SEIS lists many, many com ments from people opposed to dog walking and very few from people 
who support dog walking. The SEIS copies, without change, entire sentences and text from the DEIS about studies of 
dog impacts, especially on wildlife and birds, even though DEIS com ment showed that this text was inaccurate, 
misleading, and misrepresented what the studies actually said. Yet the SEIS copied it word for word. Com ments 
supporting dog walking were not used.  
  
Corr. ID: 4122 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362050 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The new dog management plan did not adequately consider comments to the earlier version of 
the plan from people who support dog walking and appears to have dismissed nearly all of them. There is no 
explanation why these comments from 2011 about issues such as negative impacts on the community and human health 
from off-leash restrictions were not considered in the development of the preferred alternative. 
  
Corr. ID: 6716 Organization: San Francisco Dog Owners Group Comment ID: 499775 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: THE GGNRA IS NOT FOLLOWING INTERIOR SECRETARY SALLY JEWELL'S LEAD 
ON WORKING WITH NEIGHBORING COMMUNITIES 
 
As San Francisco Supervisor Scott Weiner noted at a Town Hall Forum on the GGNRA's Dog Management Plan 
sponsored by U.S. Representative Jackie Speier on January 30, 2014, "The entire political leadership of San Francisco 
is expressing concerns" with the GGNRA Preferred Alternative for a Dog Management Plan. Since the SEIS was 
released, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors, San Francisco Mayor Ed Lee, US Representatives Jackie Speier and 
Nancy Pelosi, the Marin County Board of Supervisors, and then-President of the San Mateo County Board of 
Supervisors Don Horsley have all passed resolutions or written letters to the GGNRA expressing concerns about the 
proposed Dog Management Plan. 
 
At a November 7, 2013 appearance before the Commonwealth Club in San Francisco, Interior Secretary Sally Jewell 
said that the National Park Service should work closely with neighboring cities like San Francisco. Unfortunately, as 
evidenced by the previous paragraph, the GGNRA is not working with the surrounding communities on a Dog 
management plan, and, instead is pushing ahead with a highly unpopular plan no matter what the neighbors say. 
 
Secretary Jewell also talked about the need for the National Park Service to "welcome young people on our public 
lands." Ironically, many young people who currently walk their dogs in the GGNRA will no longer be welcome to 
enjoy this recreation on GGNRA land if the Preferred Alternative is adopted. Because it goes against what the Secretary 
of the Interior has said should be goals of the National Park Service, the SEIS and the Dog Management Plan it 
supports cannot be accepted.  

Response: Following the public comment period on the draft plan/EIS, NPS staff reviewed all public comments and 
considered whether changes requested by the public were appropriate and feasible within the context of the plan's purpose, 
need and objectives. Changes to the alternatives and modifications to the plan's impact analysis section were made in the 
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draft plan/SEIS in response to public comments received on the draft plan/EIS, including the following: 
• addition of conditions for walking four to six dogs under an NPS permit  
• changes to two Voice and Sight Control Areas (formerly known as Regulated Off-Leash Areas, ROLAs) - Crissy Airfield 
and upper Fort Funston  
• addition of four new trail segments for on-leash dog walking (Rancho Corral de Tierra)  
• addition of clarifying definitions  
• a few minor adjustments to dog walking areas based on new information or public suggestions  
• clarified considerations for the Monitoring Management Program 
 
The NPS solicited another round of public comments following release of the draft plan/SEIS. This final plan/EIS appendix 
responds to all substantive comment types received on the draft plan/EIS and draft plan/SEIS. Depending on the comment, 
the NPS either made changes to the text of the draft plan/EIS or draft plan/SEIS, or a response to the comment is provided in 
this appendix.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53410) Commenters on the 2011 draft plan/EIS provided many viewpoints, 
including the viewpoints of those who did not own dogs. Some commenters noted areas where comments on the draft 
plan/EIS were addressed in the draft plan/SEIS through changes to the preferred alternative. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 111 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 345827 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: If you read through the comments of the previous EIR, you will notice a lot of different 
viewpoints. Though the dog lobby often yells the loudest, there are others that want to use and enjoy these resources as 
well. They have made very logical and compelling arguments for some sort of balance between different users. 
  
Corr. ID: 6645 Organization: Pacifica City Council Comment ID: 368192 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: The City of Pacifica had previously provided comments on the Draft Dog Management 
PIan/EIS in 2011 (copy attached). Thank you for modifying the preferred alternative for Mori Point by adding the 
Pollywog Trail as an on-leash trail. We also appreciate the modification of the preferred alternative for Sweeney 
Ridge/Cattle Hill to add on-leash dog walking at Sweeney Ridge on Sneath Lane and on the Baquiano Trail from 
Fassler Avenue to, and including, the Farallon View Trail. 

Response: Comment Noted  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53411) An analysis of the impacts to nearby parks was requested in 2011 by the 
San Francisco Board of Supervisors, but this has not been completed by the NPS. Commenters also noted issues with the 
NPS addressing comments from the USEPA.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1100 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351637 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The plan does not adequately analyze impacts on nearby parks of the Preferred Alternative. 
This analysis was requested by the public and by the San Francisco Board of Supervisors in 2011. The new plan claims 
that, because some off-leash space will still available in the GGNRA, even though much smaller, most people will 
continue to walk their dogs there and not move to nearby city parks. No evidence is given to support either assumption. 
I am sure that places like Stern Grove will be inundated with dogs if the preferred alternative is implemented.  
  
Corr. ID: 1315 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405841 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The plan does not adequately analyze impacts on nearby parks of the Preferred Alternative. 
This analysis was requested by the public and by the San Francisco Board of Supervisors in 2011. The new plan claims 
that, because some off-leash space will still available in the GGNRA, even though much smaller, most people will 
continue to walk their dogs there and not move to nearby city parks. No evidence is given to support either assumption 
  
Corr. ID: 1636 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353231 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: It also does not adequately analyze the impact of the preferred alternative on nearby parks. This 
analysis was requested by the public and by the San Francisco Board of Supervisors in 2011.  
  
Corr. ID: 4373 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364126 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The SEIS has failed to respond to all comments submitted by the US EPA.  
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Response: Please see chapter 4, Impacts on Nearby Dog Walking Areas Outside of GGNRA by Alternative for an analysis of 
impacts to surrounding areas. The EPA also issued a letter, following changes from the draft plan/EIS to the draft plan/SEIS, 
acknowledging NPS had addressed this issue by issuing a letter noting "Lack of Objection" to the draft plan/SEIS.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53412) Commenters noted that the draft plan/SEIS used comments against dog 
walking to implement more restrictions, but did not use comments supporting dog walking. One commenter suggested that 
the comments from commenters on the previous process should be considered in the draft plan/SEIS 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1414 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405842 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Comments supporting dog walking were not used to argue that there should be more off-leash 
restrictions, while comments opposing dog walking were used to argue for more restrictions.  
  
Corr. ID: 5552 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 363938 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am dismayed that the SEIS contained only very minor changes from the DEIS, despite the 
significant number of public comments which opposed the plan. It appears that the GGNRA intended to severely limit 
off-leash dog access all along and has not operated in good faith to represent both sides.  
 
Of the 4,700 public comments the GGNRA says they received, they do not say how many opposed restrictions on dog 
walking and how many supported them. An independent analysis of the DEIS comments showed that the vast majority 
(at least 3:1) supported off-leash dog walking. However, the SEIS over-represents comments from people who oppose 
off-leash dog walking and under-represents comments from those who support off-leash dog walking.  
  
Corr. ID: 6261 Organization: Dogpatch Dogs Comment ID: 366313 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Thousands of Bay Area citizens responded in prior Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
comment periods. To be fair, their numbers should also be counted in the tally of respondees for this current comment 
period.  
  
Corr. ID: 6588 Organization: San Francisco Dog Owners Group Comment ID: 369638 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: THE SEIS DOES NOT INCLUDE A SUMMARY OF THE DEIS COMMENTS 
 
Both the SEIS and the DEIS Comment Response Report mention the total number of 
comments about the DEIS that they received (over 4,700 pieces of correspondence). 
Neither document gives an overall summary of the comments - how many 
comments opposed the GGNRAs Dog Management Plan? How many supported it? 
How many supported off-leash dog walking? How many opposed it? The DEIS 
Comment Response Report does include a list of sample comments to give a flavor 
of the overall comments, but there is no tally of how common those comment 
were. 
 
The description of public comments on the ANPR on p. 9 of the SEIS indicates that 
71% of the respondents favored off-leash dog walking at selected sites in the 
GGNRA. This allows you to get an overall sense of the public comment and to put it 
in some kind of context. There is no similar overall summary of the public comment 
on the DEIS. 
 
An independent analysis of the DEIS comments showed that they were 
overwhelmingly opposed to the GGNRAs proposed Dog Management Plan and 
overwhelmingly supportive of dog walking, including off-leash. You would never 
know that, however, from reading either the SETS or the DEIS Comment Response 
Report. Every time there has been public comment (the ANPR, the DEIS), it favors 
dog walking, yet the GGNRA continues to push to restrict access for people with 
dogs against the will of the people. 

Response: Following the public comment period on the draft plan/EIS and draft plan/SEIS, NPS staff reviewed all public 
comments and discussed which proposed changes were feasible within the context of the plan objectives. Changes to the 
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alternatives were made both in the draft plan/SEIS and in the final plan/EIS and rule as a result of public comment. Because 
the draft plan/SEIS was a comprehensive reissuance of the draft plan/EIS, it did not include draft plan/EIS comment 
responses as NPS did not want to prejudice comments made on the draft plan/SEIS; comment responses to public comments 
received are included in the final plan/EIS.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53413) The NPS did not provide the numbers of commenters who supported and 
opposed the plan in the draft plan/SEIS.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 4898 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361731 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: It is a disappointment to me that this anti-dog agenda has extended to the inadequate response 
of the SEIS to comments made by those in favor of dog walking.  
 
What is incredible is that of the 4700 comments obtained on the DEIS, there has been no disclosure of how many were 
for and how many against. What is the purpose of seeking opinions when they are not released and have no chance of 
impacting the policy or impacting public opinion? Is it merely to give window dressing to prescribed process?  
  
Corr. ID: 4975 Organization: Sierra Club Comment ID: 361883 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I also object to the lack of accounting of and response to the extensive comments that were 
made to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. Of the 4700 comments how many supported off leash use? How 
many support restrictions? Such extraordinary restrictions require extraordinary proof. None of the comments and 
suggestions (such as time restrictions at Baker Beach) were mentioned.  
  
Corr. ID: 6142 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365604 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) does not adequately consider 
comments to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) from dog walkers and appears to have dismissed nearly 
all of them. There is no information in the SEIS about why these comments (e.g., negative impacts on community and 
human health from off-leash restrictions) were dismissed and not considered in the development of the preferred 
alternative. 
 
SEIS never gives results of public comment on the DEIS. It reports more than 4,700 comments were received, but says 
nothing about how many comments were in support or opposition. Shouldn't public sentiment be reported and 
considered?  
  
Corr. ID: 6629 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 367970 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: You encourage us to "focus [our] comments on the changes in the draft planJSEIS that were 
made as a result of comments on the 2011 draft EIS" (1), but these changes are so minimal, compared to the 
extraordinary destruction of dog-walking access in both the draft and supplemental EIS, that one must focus on the fact 
that you have disregarded the overwhelming opposition to your "Preferred Alternative", reflected in thousands of 
responses to the DEIS. 
 
It is instructive that the SEIS never explicitly states the numbers opposed to the DEIS or the reasons for that opposition 
in clear qualitative or quantitative form. One is given "sample comments", whether they are representative of many, few 
or one. From the data that are available, one may posit that you are disregarding the profound negative response to your 
"preferred alternative". For example, of the respondents who made what you consider "substantive" comments 
regarding Fort Funston, only 33 supported your plan. On the other hand, 522 substantive responses opposed the plan. 
Another 271 responses suggested other alternatives, or changes in proposed alternatives 2. These figures alone should 
have sent the GGNRA back to the drawing board for a rethink of the importance and value of dog walking in the 
GGNRA. but instead resulted in only minor changes to that same benighted and disastrous "preferred alternative". 

Response: The public comment period is not intended to be a vote. Comments stating support or opposition to the dog 
management plan were considered non substantive. 
 
RA1400 - Rancho Corral de Tierra: Suggest Change in Alternative  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53280) Many commenters are opposed to the ROLA between LeConte and 
Tamarind streets in the Rancho Corral de Tierra area. This site is adjacent to an elementary school and commenters feel that 
the presence of dogs will endanger the children. In addition, the site is in a quiet neighborhood with narrow, poorly paved 
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streets. Commenters are concerned about the effects of heavier traffic and barking dogs in the neighborhood. One commenter 
stated that the ROLA would be too small to provide any benefit to dogs and dog owners. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 4488 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365397 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am writing specifically to protest Alternative C. It proposes an off-leash fenced area between 
LeConte and Tamarind Streets, Montara, CA. (See text at bottom of letter from page 489. It is also mentioned on pp. 
79, 489, 548, 699, and other pages throughout the SEIS.) 
 
My reasons for protesting a dog park in a residential area near an elementary school are: 
 
1. Tamarind Street is very narrow street and lacks sidewalks. Currently, cars often have to take turns passing through 
the narrowest parts, because there is not room enough for two cars to pass. The street is not equipped to support more 
traffic and more parking.  
 
2. Le Conte Street on which the Farallone Elementary School is located is not a public street, but a privately owned 
street. (There are some of those in Montara.) The street is in a dreadful state of disrepair. 
 
3. There is no public street lighting on either Le Conte Street or Tamarind Street.  
 
4. It is unwise to put a public dog park immediately adjacent to an elementary school where children could be exposed 
to possible predators. This proposed park could put our children at risk. 
 
5. For a large concentration of dogs to collect in the middle of our small residential area would lead to a dramatically 
noisy situation. Barking dogs and owners shouting commands would disturb nearby residents. Neighboring dogs will 
join in the barking. We residents will experience both a decrease in our quality of life and our property values. We 
would lose our quiet neighborhood. 
 
ALTERNATIVES:  
 
1. Why not put the dog park near the large planned parking lot to be constructed off Highway 1. With the planned 
central parking area, there would be a place to distribute plastic bags for poop-pickup and a place to dispose of those 
poop bags. 
 
2. A fenced area close to Highway 1 is more logical than in a tiny residential neighborhood by an elementary school. It 
would enable easy access for other neighborhoods, such as Moss Beach, and in general easy access for more people. 
 
3. By Highway 1 parking, the barking of dogs will not disturb local residents. Children will not be put at risk from 
predators. A quiet peaceful neighborhood will be maintained, and our property values will not be lessened.  
  
Corr. ID: 5491 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 363363 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I'm writing to you to express my deep concern about the alternative to create a Regulated Off-
Leash Area for dogs between Le Conte and Tamarind streets in Montara, CA. I am STRONGLY OPPOSED to this. 
 
Both Le Conte and Tamarind streets are very narrow, and will not accommodate parking for dog owners' cars. In 
addition, the surface on these streets, especially Tamarind, is marginal and is patched continually. Additional traffic on 
this normally quiet street will cause more rapid deterioration and increased cost for maintenance, which San Mateo 
County can ill afford. 
 
This is a quiet, peaceful neighborhood and numerous barking dogs and shouting owners in a concentrated area will be 
disruptive to everyone in the area, including those in the adjacent Farallon School. I don't believe it is right to construct 
fences and change the nature of an entire neighborhood for the sake of only the dog owners. This is supposed to be 
OPEN space for everyone, not fenced-in space for dog owners created artificially in a quiet residential area. 
 
Rancho Corral de Tierra is a large space. Please find a more suitable location with adequate access and parking for this. 
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Corr. ID: 5736 Organization: Cabrillo Unified School District Comment ID: 364201 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: I am the Superintendent of the Cabrillo Unified School District and I have just learned of plans 
to construct an off-leash dog walk area adjacent to Farallone View Elementary School in Montara. The proposed 
location is adjacent to this school. The location is on a private road that is very narrow and is not suited for additional 
traffic or parking. In addition, locating off-leash dogs is problematic adjacent to an elementary school. Care needs to be 
taken to ensure dogs and their owners have no way of interacting with our students If the Park Service is to move 
forward, then I request a meeting to discuss how to mitigate our concerns.  
  
Corr. ID: 6619 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 367261 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Unfortunately, the Regulated Off-Leash Area (ROLA) suggested for Rancho (SEIS Alternative 
C) does not support the off-leash usage patterns similar to other GGNRA sites (e.g., Fort Funston or Crissy Field). The 
SEIS proposes a ROLA between Tamarind and LeConte in Montara that is too small for an off-leash hike. Over 80% of 
the perimeter of this ROLA is adjacent to Montara land, instead of Rancho land. Rancho maps from the Montara Dog 
Group for proposed off-leash areas were delivered to the NPS at an open house meeting during the original EIS 
comment period. it is unfortunate that the NPS failed to work seriously with local groups when determining the location 
and composition of the Rancho ROLA analyzed in the SEIS. 

Response: The draft plan/SEIS presented the opportunity for a VSCA across from the elementary school under two action 
alternatives, but it was not part of the preferred alternative, and the school and local residents were opposed to this option as 
noted in the comment. This option has not been identified in the preferred alternative in the final plan/EIS for the same 
reasons.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53281) Commenters are concerned about the changes in dog walking restrictions 
at Rancho Corral de Tierra, stating that dog walkers in this area have a history of responsibly walking dogs both on leash and 
under voice control. Commenters assert that the majority of visitors at Rancho Corral de Tierra are residents of the 
surrounding communities, and these visitors value the current use of the area. Many commenters would like to have more 
options for walking their dogs at Rancho Corral de Tierra. Commenters included specific sites, including the trails at Vicente 
Ridge, the flat area between Farallone Avenue to the south and the horse ranch to the north, the trail that runs directly behind 
and around Farallone View School, and Moss Beach. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 706 Organization: volunteer Comment ID: 352991 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Rancho Corral de Tierra . 
The lands above Seton hospital,all the way up above Park st, referred to as Vicente Ridge on NPS maps should be all be 
open for dog walking friendly trails. 
The parcel consists of ranch roads multiple loops walking options are in existence. 
Lines of sight are ample,leash enforcement is complimented by these trails being easily accessed from multiple 
locations by NPS service vehicles.  
  
Corr. ID: 1199 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351962 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Please allow dog walking to continue throughout the entire Rancho Corral del Tierra property. 
There is a long history of sustainable and responsible dog walking in the area. Please do not ban dogs from most of the 
property when there has been no environmental damage requiring restrictive provisions on dog walking.  
  
Corr. ID: 2490 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405817 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Concerning Rancho Corral De Tierra, where I live near Montara. For years and years the 
community has enjoyed this area as dog-accessible. Very few, if any, problems were reported before NPS took over. 
 
Now NPS is in charge and the community of dog-owners (who are very close to the majority of Montara residents) are 
all but excluded. Not only that, but NPS is showing an aggressive attitude and the use of potentially lethal force again 
those dog walkers who dare to use the land in the fashion that they are accustomed to, and have be allowed to, for 
decades. 
  
Corr. ID: 3783 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359661 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Since upland areas of the Rancho are dense chaparral and inaccessible due to poison oak except 
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by trail, the available area beyond the two fields for dog walking is limited to a few trails including those extending 
over the Montara Mountains through a variety of lands near the Field and the furthest reaches of the San Vicente Ridge 
trails above the Hayfield. It seems unreasonable to bar leashed dogs from this handful trails, as the SEIS identifies no 
major impacts from dog walking.  
  
Corr. ID: 6356 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365794 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I strongly advocate for Plan A, under which current dog walking practices would continue. 
There are very few places for dogs and their owners to enjoy public spaces together in the Bay Area and there is an 
historic precedent, for several decades, of homeowners and the general public walking their dogs at Rancho Corral de 
Tierra. I would especially argue for the flat area between Montara's Farallone Ave. to the south and the horse ranch to 
the north, just before the North Peak Access Road, to continue to be accessible to dogs, as this is the most-used area for 
local dog walkers and not as utilized by horses or mountain bikers.  
  
Corr. ID: 6528 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368836 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: There are site-specific considerations that need to be included in the evaluation, and part of that 
is the pre-existing tradition of voice-command dog walking on the Rancho Corral de Tierra parcel.  
-The GGNRAs goal of preserving and restoring the Rancho Corral de Tierra parcel CAN be accomplished even while 
permitting off-leash dog walking. Allowing off-leash dog walking would actually still be consistent with the 
fundamental values for which GGNRA was established. With a parcel the large size of Rancho Corral de Tierra, 
certainly the GGNRA can find SOME small area - even 0.01% o the size of the parcel - that could be used for off-leash 
dog walking. Please continue that tradition, and continue the existing management policies that would enable voice-
command dog walking on Rancho Corral de Tierra. 
  
Corr. ID: 6556 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368852 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am writing in expressing my desires that as much of the park land bordering Moss Beac and 
Montata be left as they were before the park came into existence. I would also like to point out an honest observation. 
First of all there are alot of dog owners that walk their dogs in the Moss Beach - Montara area. Secondly, believe it or 
not, you are more likely to encounter a dog walker on these trails than any other kind of recreational user. Also dog 
walking is a legitimate form of recreation. Walking is healthy for the dog as well as the owne 
It is my hope that dog walkers and ordinary visitors can co-exist peacefully on the trails of the GGNRA area of Moss 
Beach and Montara  
Please give the dogs as much area as you possibly can here. 
  
Corr. ID: 6649 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368239 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Regarding trails within Rancho please include in the trails maps the trail that runs directly 
behind and around Farallone View School and continues West parallel to 2nd street on the South side of the creek to 
connect at Kanoff Street. Also include where the same trail branches off at the Southwest corner behind the school, to 
connect with the end of 2nd and East Streets for residents access to Rancho across the drainage ditch.  

Response: NPS considered allowing on-leash dog walking on additional trails through Rancho. Trails included an extension 
of the Farallone Trail, Deer Creek Trail, Alta Vista Trail, San Vincente Trail, and Etheldore Trail. Core habitat runs along the 
Alta Vista Trail and Deer Creek Trail and is not appropriate for dog walking. Most of the Etheldore trail is privately owned 
and therefore NPS cannot make the trail connection on the land. The San Vicente Trail has been included as an on-leash dog 
walking trail, as have the Almeria, San Carlos and Ranchette trails. NPS considered but dismissed off-leash dog walking on 
trails, with limited exceptions. Please see the final plan/EIS, chapter 2, Alternative Elements Eliminated from Further 
Consideration for more information.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53282) Many commenters prefer the no-action alternative; however, these 
commenters also suggested additional ROLAs in the following areas because these areas have been traditionally used as off 
leash areas by visitors to Rancho Coral de Tierra or the area has been previously disturbed by trails, construction, and 
agriculture: 
• Montara north 
• El Granada 
• West of Farallone View School 
• Former "Hayfield" near Park Street adjoining Montara and Moss Beach parallel to Sunshine Valley Road  

Representative Quote(s): 
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Corr. ID: 341 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350626 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: ROLA - Montara from southern boundary up to San Pedro Mtn Rd. (x2 comments). Current 
ROLA too small. Off leash near Vicente Ridge Trail. (continued loop).  
  
Corr. ID: 1443 Organization: Montara Dog Group Comment ID: 352565 Organization Type: Recreational Groups 
Representative Quote: The Montara Dog Group's "preferred alternative" for Rancho is Alternative A, the "No Action" 
alternative, with the addition of two off-leash dog walking areas, one near Montara and the other near El Granada (See 
Attachment 2). Dogs would be allowed on-leash throughout the remainder of Rancho as indicated in Alternative A in 
the SETS (See Attachment 3). There is a fundamental error in the status quo assumed for GGNRA's No Action 
alternative in the SEIS. As acknowledged on page 60 of the SETS, there has been a long history of off-leash dog 
walking at Rancho, although not officially sanctioned. As such, off-leash dog walking should be the status quo or 
baseline for GGNRA's No Action alternative, not on-leash dog walking  
  
Corr. ID: 2561 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359087 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Continued policies regarding Rancho Corral de Tierra makes land use more restrictive than use 
prior to GGNR acquisition and continues to negatively impact the residences of Montara and surrounding areas, along 
with their companion animals. 
 
The No Action Alternative needs additional provisions to allow off-leash dog walking in the the areas near Montara and 
El Granada where the practice has been going on for decades.  
  
Corr. ID: 3783 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359637 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: If it is found to be impossible to normalize most of the present activities in the "Field" north of 
Montara near Farallone cutoff and Old San Pedro Mountain Rd, Farallone View School and Second St (multi-use, 
hiking with unrestricted dog walking, bicycle and equestrian access), then reasonable alternatives might be identified in 
the SEIS as the best way to improve compliance when implemented. One alternative location that was overlooked or 
rejected is the former "Hayfield" near Park Street adjoining Montara and Moss Beach parallel to Sunshine Valley Rd.  
  
Corr. ID: 6574 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 369501 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Our walks generally were confined to that portion of Rancho located north and west of 
Farallone View School. This parcel of Rancho is crossed by many trails and has been greatly altered by agricultural 
uses, construction of the Ocean Shore Railroad, San Pedro Mountain Road, and Highway 1, and most recently by 
CalTrans' construction of the "Montara Mosquito Ponds" as mitigation for its construction of the northern approach to 
the Lantos Tunnel. Within this area the terrain varies greatly from flat to fairly steep hills. The vegetation also varies 
from grassland and shrub to impenetrable thicket to stands of trees which tend force adherence to the trails. It is for 
these reasons I have recommended to you and your staff previously that this area be considered as one that dogs would 
be permitted off-leash. Within this area off-leash dogs can easily be contained from the suburban neighborhoods to the 
south and east, by fences and terrain from Highway I to the west, and by the trees and higher terrain to the north. There 
is enough variety of land and vegetation to allow bigger dogs to run and get the kind of exercise they require  
 

Response: NPS considered a VSCA to provide off-leash dog walking within different areas in Rancho. The draft plan/SEIS 
presented the opportunity for a VSCA by the elementary school under two alternatives, but the school and surrounding 
residents were opposed to this option. A VSCA was also considered north of Farallone Elementary, but this area contains 
habitat for threatened and endangered species. A site west of Coral Reef in El Granada was also considered, but this site 
contains wetland plants, has seasonal standing water, and a high likelihood of threatened and endangered species. The 'fallow
field' was also considered for a VSCA. This site contains California red-legged frogs; and, the property is on the Peninsula 
Open Space Trust (POST) lands. The Flat Top area was previously considered but dismissed as an alternative as well, due in 
part to the steepness of the access trail, and its potential for a future restoration site. GGNRA received many public comments 
on both the draft plan/SEIS and proposed rule requesting off leash areas in San Mateo county. GGNRA is generally unable to 
allow off leash on trails, as discussed in chapter 2 of the EIS, which leaves most areas in San Mateo county off limits to a 
voice and sight control area. Flat Top, an approximately 3 acre bowl, is one of the only remaining areas that would meet 
basic voice and sight control requirements (not a trail; area is already disturbed as a former quarry site; and, sensitive species 
have not been found in this area despite it being part of a broad critical habitat designation covering much of coastal 
California, and FWS consultation on this site as an off-leash area is occurring to confirm no adverse effects before off-leash 
dog use is allowed there). For these reasons, and in an effort to provide an off leash opportunity in San Mateo county in 
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regards to off-leash, GGNRA removed this alternative from considered but dismissed and into the final plan/EIS preferred 
alternative and final plan/EIS, with identification of possible parking restrictions for the county to consider.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53283) Several commenters expressed a desire for trails that form loops as 
opposed to dead end trails. One commenter stated that the Vicente Ridge area would be ideal for dog walking. Commenters 
expressed the need to spread users out at Rancho Corral de Tierra via looped trails. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 348 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350658 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: support 21-A Alternative A for Rancho Corral de Tierra. 
The value of loop options is paramount in spreading out user groups. 
Spreading out user groups is key to ensure a pleasant park experience for all including dog walkers. 
Providing expansive dog walking within the Rancho will engage a valuable new segment of trails users in protecting 
these remote coastal lands. 
  
Corr. ID: 506 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351833 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Comment specific to Rancho Corral de tierra. 
Regarding the "Vicente Ridge" area. 
This area would be perfectly appropriate for Dog walking. 
The Looped trails are very desirable for spreading people out should seriously be considered for Dog walking 

Response: NPS considered allowing on-leash dog walking on additional trails through Rancho. Trails included an extension 
of the Farallone Trail, Deer Creek Trail, Alta Vista Trail, San Vincente Trail, and Etheldore Trail. Core habitat runs along the 
Alta Vista Trail and Deer Creek Trail and is not appropriate for dog walking. The lower and upper San Vicente Trail has been
included as an on-leash dog walking trail loop, as have the Almeria and San Carlos trails to complete a new loop as well as 
the Ranchette trail. Within the Rancho Master plan slotted to be begun by NPS in 2017, new trails may be designated and 
considered for on-leash dog walking by the Superintendent as part of that planning with the adjacent communities and the 
broader public.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53284) Commenters request that the NPS work with the community to create a 
dog walking plan that would benefit both the agency and the user community. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6547 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368665 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: This COULD be done with the use of buffer zones or buffer times* that accommodate privacy 
and the local, historic values of your neighbors. My point: seek methods, places, and ways to accommodate the dog-
walking community in ways that are expansive and protective of their interests. Ask them to embrace your plan and 
partner with you in regulating it. This would require your reconsidering your current "preferred alternative" - give us 
some room, opportunity, circumstance to allow voice-control walking. As a minimum, do this in places that operate 
voice-control historically (where you have indicated leash only on your maps) 
 
A workable concept might be *buffer times, in which you allow voice-control dog walking within an hour or two of 
sunrise and sunset, thereby allowing a controlled opportunity for locals. I suggest this because it recognizes a basic 
respect for neighbors' burden and opportunity.  
  
Corr. ID: 6623 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 367478 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Before implementing onerous rules that restrict my ability to enjoy all of the trails in the 
Rancho with my well controlled dogs please at least consider working with the local community in deriving a science 
based approach to on and off leash dog use.

Response: NPS has engaged the public for their input throughout the extensive planning process, including dozens of public 
meetings, and over one year of sustained public comment during the NEPA process and rulemaking. See chapter 1 of the 
final plan/EIS, Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for details on the public comment period in 2002, for details of the 
GGNRA negotiated rulemaking process, for information on the scoping process and public participation during development 
of the draft plan/EIS and draft plan/SEIS, as well as public comment on the proposed rule. Public comments on the draft 
plan/EIS and draft plan/SEIS were analyzed and resulted in changes to the alternatives analyzed.  
 
RB1400 - Rodeo Beach: Suggest Change in Alternative  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53285) Several commenters are concerned with the proposed area that will be 
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used for the ROLA at Rodeo Beach. These commenters feel that other visitors that prefer a dog-free experience should have 
more area to do so. One commenter suggested that the proposed fence around the west end of the lagoon be a double fence 
between the north and south sections of the Lagoon Loop Trail to ensure a dog-free experience.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 4436 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365259 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: By making Rodeo Beach completely off leash, you have changed the nature of the beach from 
general use to a special use zone. I do not support this and recommend you reduce the amount of off leash space to 
enable a wide variety of park users to continue to use the beach as they have in the past without having to accommodate 
dogs first.  
  
Corr. ID: 6459 Organization: San Francisco League of Conservation Voters Comment ID: 368536 Organization 
Type: Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: Rodeo Beach - we feel that many visitors who may desire a no-dog experience at Rodeo Beach 
will be disappointed. This is especially true of park visitors taking advantage of bus transit from San Francisco that only 
brings people as far as the Marin Headlands and Rodeo Beach. We appreciate the proposed improved access and no-
dog status of South Rodeo Beach. We support the construction of the proposed fence around the west end of the lagoon, 
and propose a double fence to create a connection between the North and South sections of the Lagoon Loop Trail, to 
protect hikers from unwanted dog interactions.  
  
Corr. ID: 6492 Organization: Nature in the City Comment ID: 367574 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I believe you should have left Rodeo Beach the way it was in the first EIS. Visitors who want a 
dog free experience should not have to go so far away for that. They already had to go most of the length of the beach, 
and now they must go even further.  

Response: Following the public comment period for the draft plan/EIS, the size of the VSCA area was reduced to allow a no 
dog experience. In evaluating a suitable area for voice and sight control in Marin county, Rodeo Beach was identified as a 
suitable location given its size and ability to keep dogs away from sensitive resource areas, while other beaches in Marin 
county were deemed best suited for either on leash or no dogs (see for example chapter 2 of the final plan/EIS, rationale for 
Muir Beach and Stinson Beach). Fencing and natural vegetative barriers are also discussed in chapter 2 of the draft final 
plan/EIS. Installing a double fence at Rodeo Beach may impact wildlife movement; however, design solutions in sandy 
terrain will be evaluated and improvements made to further protect the lagoon on the western side between the bridge and its 
outlet to the ocean.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53286) Commenters suggested imposing time limits in the ROLA at Rodeo Beach 
to avoid conflicts between dogs and student groups.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 3372 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405818 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The Marin Headlands is easy. Put an off leash time at Rodeo Beach. There are student groups 
there during the week. Off leash should be allowed until they would be going down, say 9:00 or 10:00. The only other 
change would be to allow dogs on leash on the Bobcat Trail so you could go from Fort Cronkite to the Alta trailhead. 

Response: Time of use restrictions can be difficult to enforce and confusing to park visitors. Time of use has also been 
suggested for times when visitor numbers are low (early am or late pm), but these are generally the times when wildlife 
numbers are higher. Time of use is being used as a permit condition because permits can be more specifically managed and 
restricted if permit conditions are not met. This management concept and tool, though, will remain an option for dog 
management in future decision-making, including as an optional management response through the monitoring management 
program. Please see chapter 2, National Park Service Preferred Alternative and Alternative Elements Eliminated from Further 
Consideration for additional rationale for time of use restrictions. 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53287) Commenters believe that dog walking should be permitted on the Cliff 
Trail north of Rodeo Beach.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 5914 Organization: Yosemite Conservancy Comment ID: 364618 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: I'm not sure of the distinction between off-leash under voice control and ROLA. They sound 
very similar, so I'll treat them as such. The present red status of Rodeo Beach (6-A) is fine with me and fellow dog 
owners. Your preference (6-F), changing the red area to yellow, seems okay, although the yellow ends before South 
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Rodeo Beach. Does colorless mean no designation, so off-leash is permissible? Similarly, the cliff trail to the north of 
Rodeo Beach that I walk with the dogs every morning - usually entirely on our own - has no color or text designation. I 
hope it remains that way.  

Response: Dog walking on-leash will be permitted on the Coastal trail north of Rodeo beach to, and including the Old 
Bunker road loop; the Tennessee trail, a narrower cliffside trail which diverts off the Coastal trail will be a dog-free trail 
experience both to offer a diverse trail experience and for safety reasons. 
 
SA1100 - Site Accessibility Issues  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53414) Commenters expressed that the dog management plan does not provide 
suitable alternatives that allow accessibility for all users and visitors. Commenters noted that sand was difficult to walk in for 
some visitors, who needed paved paths to access areas. These commenters felt that the plan would limit the ability of visitors 
to recreate/exercise with their dogs. Other commenters noted that walking with dogs on-leash would limit the ability of some 
visitors to recreate with their dogs, as some visitors are not able to walk with their dogs on-leash. Commenters expressed 
more specific concerns with the accessibility of the preferred alternative at several sites, including Crissy Field, Fort Funston, 
Rodeo Beach, and Mori Point.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 8 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 337962 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: My comment is on dog use plans for Mori Point.  
 
Your current preferred draft plan (E/F) is unrealistic and potentially impedes use and comfort of visitors with limited 
mobility who do not have dogs. Here is why: 
 
Mori Point has only one path that is accessible to human pedestrians with limited mobility and has any area defined for 
human comfort (i.e. benches to sit on). That is Old Mori trail and the pedestrian boardwalk by the ponds and protected 
habitat. The "limited mobility" group would include the elderly, parents of infants and toddlers transported in strollers, 
and anyone with a physical disability affecting their ability to walk up hills. It might also include many cyclists, as the 
hiking trails at Mori point are not suitable for cycling.  
 
Some park users with limited mobility have dogs, but many do not. The only way for a dog walker to bypass Old Mori 
trail and/or the pedestrian boardwalk (where human users might rest to enjoy the natural scenery) is via Lishumasha 
trail and Upper Mori trail. The only plan that depicts that trail as being open to leashed dogs is Map 17-A (current 
usage) - - therefore, of the plans you have presented,that is the only one that will protect the interests of all current 
users.  
  
Corr. ID: 39 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 338005 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: It is difficult enough for senior citizens to walk the sand, let alone with a leashed dog which 
thinks it's going to run and chase balls.  
  
Corr. ID: 428 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351355 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Off-Leash Benefits 
For the Two-Legged Companions: 
- Access for the Elderly and Disabled- For some, walking a dog on leash is an impossibility. The availability of off-
leash areas enables such people to have dogs and experience all of the benefits of dog ownership.  
  
Corr. ID: 502 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351819 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: My comments are restricted to the Crissy Field Area because that is where I go with my dog. 
 
With the exception of the "no change" map/plan, no other alternatives adequately accommodate the elderly or people 
with disabilities to walk and exercise their dogs off-leash: 
 
1. Exclusion from all hard services to walk dogs off-leash - - the path. 
 
2. Lack of convenient parking to access permitted off-leash areas. 
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3 Distance to walk to gain access to off-leash area. 
 
4. The inclusion of areas that are either grass or soft sand - - surfaces which are difficult/impossible for handicapped or 
elderly to walk on. 
  
Corr. ID: 873 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405844 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: As a disabled person with a companion dog, I really value the ability I have to take my dog to 
places like Chrissy Field and Fort Funston where he can run off leash. I have Spina Bifida and use leg braces and a 
cane, as a result it is very difficult for me to walk my dog on leash. The loss of access to such places would be a great 
blow to both of us, and severely limit our options for outdoor recreation in the city. I find it very hard to use the existing 
enclosed dog parks in the city, as the dogs there tend to be very territorial and aggressive. In the past I have been 
knocked over by these animals, and so I am forced to sit on a bench. My dog is protective and will then sit beside me 
and thus not take advantage of being off-leash. This is not a problem that occurs at more open spaces such as Chrissy 
Field and Fort Funston, where I am able to walk more freely and he can accompany me.  
  
Corr. ID: 2008 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354678 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I like to walk at Fort Funston with my son and daughter-in-law and their two dogs, Pancho and 
Marisa. Because I have some problems walking, I can't get down the steep path to the beach. So we walk together 
around the trails in the upper area of Fort Funston. But if your preferred alternative goes into effect, the off-leash part of 
the upper area will be so small that we really won't be able to exercise the dogs there. And I won't be able to get down 
to the beach with my son and daughter-in-law. 
 
I oppose your preferred alternative because it would prevent me from being able to spend time walking with my family. 
I'm sure this will also affect other people who are elderly or disabled. 
  
Corr. ID: 2564 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359090 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Upper and Lower Mori Point:  
1) PLEASE keep on leash dog access on Upper Mori trail to Sweeny Ridge: I have a back issue which prevents me 
from running and briskly walking up the steep upper Mori trail has a level of difficulty that I need to maintain my 
health and is one of the only exercises of this intensity that I can do with my back condition. Hiking these trails is so 
important to me that I purchased my house in Pacifica to live next to Mori point trail. These hikes have maintained my 
back health and helped reduce my high blood pressure and stress level. This is a wide trail with very few hikers - and 
those that I do encounter usually also have a dog. In urban areas, an important reason to conserve of open space is to 
provide residents like me a place to hike/exercise. 
2) PLEASE keep on leash dog access on the wide but steep trails near Mori point: While my usual hike with my dog 
(on leash) is upper Mori trail to Sweeny Ridge, at times when it has been very rainy this trail is too muddy and slippery 
to use safely, so I then like to hike to Mori Point. This access is very important to my health as I have a back issue 
which prevents running but briskly hiking up bootlegger stairs and the upper trails of Mori provide me much needed 
exercise (only speed walking on the flat coastal trail next Mori point does not supply the same level of intensity).  
  
Corr. ID: 3930 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405843 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: For example insisting to have dogs on leash on the steep slopes of Funston, including the 
southern sand stairs. This will be extremely dangerous for the feeble, the elderly and any one else who finds traversing 
such terrain difficult-even without being jerked around by a dog who traverses the stairway with four feet instead of 
two. Adding a LEASHED dog in such an environment is not only extremely dangerous, it lacks common sense, Falling 
down stairs as a result of being jerked from a dog on a leash is not only dangerous to the dog owner but to other people 
on the sand stairs. A stairway that often is overcrowded with families including small children.  
  
Corr. ID: 4403 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364140 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The NPS claims to be a champion of seniors and disabled. Your plans to make the asphalt 
trails, which BTW have not had the sand removed for a very long time, on leash only means that the many seniors who 
might be a bit unsteady, or use canes, a walker, a wheelchair - not to mention the families with strollers - will be unable 
to walk with their dogs at FF.  
  
Corr. ID: 4851 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361632 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
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Representative Quote: The needs of people with handicaps has not been addressed. Some of us can't walk dogs on 
leashes.  
  
Corr. ID: 6580 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 369516 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The GGNRA"s "preferred alternative" is definitely not our preferred alternative. 
It would greatly limit where Lucy and I could walk freely, together. I have 
walked so much on the sand, that I have actually injured my hip. It would be 
terrible if I could no longer walk freely with Lucy on the paths at Crissy, and had 
to be limited to the sand. I can't take her all the way to Ft. Funston and, even if I 
could, it's too dangerous for her because shes had two surgeries on her legs and 
the cliffs are difficult for her to navigate. I dont know what we'd do.  
  
Corr. ID: 6681 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405845 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The proposed ROLO areas described in the SEIS are prejudicial to senior citizens 
and the disabled. It is very dangerous to attempt to navigate the paths to the beach with a dog on a leash in the event the 
owner falls/slips. The proposed ROLO areas will deny disabled people the ability to have their dogs off leash as much 
of the proposed ROLO areas will not be accessible as the dogs will not be within visual range of persons who must stay 
on the paved paths due to disability.  

Response: The preferred alternative for some sites has been adjusted in order to provide more dog walking opportunities for 
visitors with disabilities. Changes include adjusting the upland VSCA to include an accessible, off-leash hardened surface at 
Ft. Funston and installing accessible beach mats where feasible and subject to the availability of funds. Additionally, there 
are accessible on-leash areas in the plan for disabled visitors who wish to visit the parks without encountering off-leash dogs, 
such as the newly-developed Coastal trail segment from the main parking lot to the water fountain at Fort Funston and a new 
ramp for beach access at Baker beach.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53415) Parking areas should have easy access to off-leash areas for those visitors 
who cannot walk farther distances. Commenters also expressed issues with parking accessibility or chosen areas for parking 
in the dog management plan, or ability to get to locations under the new plan. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 350 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350661 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The off leash areas have to be somewhat close to parking for people who can not walk too far, 
and both open field and beach frontage should be included. 
  
Corr. ID: 6135 Organization: Tamarind Street Resident Comment ID: 365585 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: The narrowness of Tamarind Street. The undeveloped street of Tamarind is very narrow and 
lacks sidewalks. Currently, cars often have to take turns passing through the narrowest part, because in places there is 
not room enough for two cars to pass. The street is not equipped to support more traffic and more parking.

Response: In response to public comments concerning site accessibility, some VSCAs were identified that support better 
access opportunities for elderly/handicapped visitors who wish to recreate in the park with their dogs. In addition, as funding 
allows, handicapped accessible beach mats may be installed where feasible.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 57810) Commenters noted that the reduction in dog walking areas at Golden Gate 
National Recreation Area would require dog walkers to drive further distances to exercise dogs.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 2635 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 356941 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The only off-leash area in all of Marin County would be a remote stretch of Rodeo Beach, 
which is only accessible by car. Dog owners, who normally walk or drive a short distance to their trails, would be 
forced into cars to drive miles away in order to exercise their pets.  
  
Corr. ID: 5221 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362643 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: And, the Coastal Fire Road and Trail is the ONLY GGNRA trail from Muir Beach accessible 
to a person with a dog, and is therefor the ONLY option for people in Muir Beach to use without getting in a car and 
driving over the hill and out of area completely. Having to leave Muir Beach and get in to a car just to walk a dog is 
UNREASONABLE. Tam Valley doesn't need more cars, and neither does Mill Valley. Traffic is already a nightmare, 
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and leaving Muir Beach via car on a busy weekend is just not practical or wise. 
Response: Dog walking opportunities are provided throughout the park's 21 areas. Exercise for both the visitor and their dog 
is available in those areas, at a minimum on-leash, and in eight areas, off-leash. Driving distances to park areas may increase 
in some instances, although the park's own outreach and survey to dog walkers did not clarify whether dog walkers would be 
displaced, many noting they did not know if they would change their dog walking location (please see chapter 4 for 
additional redistributional analysis). The park is not able to provide off-leash opportunities, for example, in all park areas, 
especially where an activity may threaten park resources, or increase user conflicts, two important objectives of this new park 
dog management plan.  
 
SB1400 - Stinson Beach: Suggest Change in Alternative  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53288) Commenters believe that a ROLA should be established on a portion of 
the beach to accommodate dog owners and other visitors. One commenter suggested that the ROLA should be established at 
the north end of the beach, directly in front of the parking area. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 967 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354171 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Stinson Beach - again, need area on the beach for voice control or regulated off-leash area. 
Need an additional alternative. 
  
Corr. ID: 2433 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358932 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Stinson Beach: Map 2-F Yes/In Favor: 
Comment: It shows the alternative for a dog corridor to the north end of the beach - - the corridor should be more 
generous. This corridor should be provided free of fear or harassment by park officials. It is a long standing solution at 
Stinson Beach with years of precedent. Dog owners willing comply and move to the north end of the beach. The map 
should include most of the area directly in front of that parking lot entrance at the north end as the dog corridor.

Response: A VSCA would not be established at Stinson Beach since dogs are prohibited on swimming beaches in the NPS 
and dog walking has historically not been allowed on the beach at Stinson, either by the NPS or previous land manager, 
California State Parks. However, the preferred alternative was modified to allow an on-leash dog walking path or corridor on 
the north end of the beach to give access to the adjacent county beach there- Upton Beach. Please see chapter 2, Preferred 
Alternative for Stinson Beach for additional rationale.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53289) Commenters support restricting dogs entirely from Stinson Beach, as it is a 
swimming beach. One commenter suggested that a barrier be constructed next to the Upton Beach access trail to keep dogs 
from entering Stinson Beach.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6323 Organization: Marin Audubon Society Comment ID: 365557 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: Stinson Beach  
We continue to support Alternative D which complies with federal regulation that dogs not be allowed on swimming 
beaches. We question whether it is the responsibility of GGNRA, or any jurisdiction for that matter, to provide access 
to property owned by others. Should GGNRA continue to allow their land to be use to reach Upton Beach, an effective 
barrier should be constructed. The nature of this barrier should be more thoroughly discussed in this DSEIS. Whatever 
kind of barrier is used, it must be designed to not impede wildlife movement.  
  
Corr. ID: 6408 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366929 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I strongly support prohibiting dogs in the picnic areas and parking lots at Stinson Beach 
(Alternative D) to remove the potential for conflicts between dogs and visitors and to provide visitors the opportunity to 
experience Stinson Beach without the presence of dogs. 

Response: Dogs are prohibited on swimming beaches in the NPS. Dog walking has historically not been allowed on the 
beach at Stinson, either by the NPS or previous land manager, California State Parks. The preferred alternative was modified 
to allow an on-leash dog walking path or corridor from the northern most parking lot through and along the dunes at the north 
end of the beach to provide access to the adjacent county beach in the north called Upton Beach. This provides parking and a 
controlled access point that otherwise is difficult for visitors to Upton beach; and, a design solution will provide for 
controlled access to Upton along a defined path, helping to keep dogs from Stinson Beach proper.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53290) One commenter suggested restricting dogs to the northernmost picnic area 
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and leaving the middle and southernmost picnic areas free of dogs. 
Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6408 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 387928 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: If the NPS does not choose Alternative D, but instead chooses Alternative F, I hope that dogs 
would be restricted to the northernmost Picnic Area and that the southernmost and middle Picnic Areas would provide 
visitors the opportunity to picnic at Stinson Beach without the presence of dogs.

Response: As a swimming beach, dogs have historically and currently been prohibited by NPS on the beach, even on leash, 
for health and safety reasons. As the northern parking area is a main access point to Upton beach, the county beach, dog 
walking with 1-3 dogs will be allowed in the northern and central picnic areas but they must be on-leash to minimize conflict 
with visitors and to reduce the concern for health and safety issues associated with dogs in the picnic areas. The southern 
picnic area will be a dog free picnic area. Should the southern picnic area be unavailable due to flooding or other work, the 
central beach picnic area will be so designated a dog free picnic area during the interim. NPS will have the discretion to make 
such changes due to park resource, event, infrastructure work, or other management requirements.  
 
SH1400 - Sutro Heights: Suggest Change in Alternative  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53291) Commenters stated that on-leash dog walking should be allowed within 
the following areas at Sutro Heights Park: throughout the entire site, social trails in the southeast corner of the site, and near 
the paraphet. Dog walking should also be limited to on-leash to protect wildlife in the area. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 270 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350394 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I suggest that Sutro Park and Ocean Beach be entirely open to dog owners walking their own 
dogs, but restricted to on-leash only, everywhere and all year long. This would include the stretch of Ocean Beach 
currently protected for snowy plovers, since leashed dogs can be controlled at all times. This would also include the 
current off-leash areas of Ocean Beach, where I suggest this be changed to on-leash only with the following exception:
 
In the non-protected areas of Ocean Beach, and in Sutro Park, I suggest that dogs should be allowed off-leash IF (and 
only if) their owner can show physical evidence (ie the test certificate) of that dog having passed the AKC Canine Good 
Citizen Test, when asked by any park police officer.  
  
Corr. ID: 529 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351872 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Sutro Heights Park 
1. check accuracy of alt F map - area not shaded as on-leash near parapet - could be included as on-leash (not a formal 
garden) 
2. Social trails (?) - SE corner - are there additional trails that should be considered designated? (G. Durgerian working 
with neighbors to improve trails)  
  
Corr. ID: 3397 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 520322 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I have been a GGNRA supporter for many years, and probably visit each of the parks at least 
once a year. I am also an avid birder. I visited the Sutro Baths last year when the vagrant river otter was there. I was 
shocked when I saw some visitors let their dog tromp along the waters edge, following the movements of the otter 
without regard to causing stress upon the terrain or the animal. My point is that I think with our increased density of 
recreational multi-use areas, we have to limit dogs, especially off lease. Dogs running wild can knock over the elderly 
and small children, they trash habitat for birds and small mammals. 

Response: The preferred alternative allows only on-leash dog walking on the paths, parapet, and lawns at Sutro Heights. 
Social trails in general are not authorized trails, and therefore dog walking is not allowed on them as they create added 
impacts by creating new trail networks. 
  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53292) Commenters stated that a ROLA should be established throughout Sutro 
Heights Park.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 460 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351398 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Sutro Heights Park -  
Please allow dogs off leash and on leash in all areas of this small park - this is a neighborhood park and is well 
maintained by the public neighbors - we need this area for neighborliness 

Response: VSCAs would not be established at Sutro Heights Park. Historically this site has been designated as an on-leash 
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dog walking area, initially by NPS regulations and also by the 1979 Pet Policy. Please see chapter 2, Preferred Alternative for 
Sutro Heights Park for additional rationale  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53293) Commenters stated that more no dog experiences should be provided 
within Sutro Heights Park.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6459 Organization: San Francisco League of Conservation Voters Comment ID: 368543 Organization 
Type: Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: Sutro Heights Park - We continue to prefer seeing a greater accommodation to those visitors 
who would prefer a no dog experience, which here could include a number of people with physical challenges that 
would find it more difficult to visit other units of the GGNRA. 

Response: Alternative D was not selected as the preferred alternative for Sutro Heights Park. The preferred alternative would 
allow only on-leash dog walking in areas except for the gardens where no dogs would be allowed. Please see chapter 2, 
Preferred Alternative for Sutro Heights Park for additional rationale. 
 
TE2010 - Threatened and Endangered Species: Affected Environment  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53417) Commenters questioned the presence of resources related to special status 
species in areas of the GGNRA. Commenters felt that special status species and habitat were not found in areas where dogs 
were allowed, and that dogs are kept under voice control along trails, limiting impacts. Commenters also noted other factors 
that may be currently influencing these species. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 42 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405846 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am responding to the policy to close the Oakwood Valley Trail to dogs under voice control 
and to require them to be on-leash. I am a steward of Oakwood Valley and I have walked my dog on the trail for the 37 
years I have lived in Tam Valley. Problems have been extremely rare with dogs under voice control. There is no habitat 
damage when owners keep there dogs on the trails. Fragile habitat areas, such as that of the mission blue butterfly, are 
not on the valley floor where the fire road and trail are. Where habitat restoration and fragile areas do exist, fence and 
signage should take care of the problem.  
  
Corr. ID: 510 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351838 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: GGNRA DOG MANAGEMENT AT MUIR BEACH It seems that the salmon have not 
returned to the creek, at least not yet. I was told by a park employee that it was doubtful that the salmon would ever 
return because they had been gone so long and because the creek still dries up in the winter. In any case, people 
represent a much greater hazard to the salmon than dogs do.  
  
Corr. ID: 1159 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351798 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The Ranger said they probably weren't snowy plovers since they are really hard to find and 
hiding out in the dunes. If I can't find them when I am looking for them, how is my leashed dog going to even have the 
opportunity to disturb them? If they are hiding out in the dunes, then just ban dogs from the dunes. I never see any dogs 
up there anyway (I do see lots of people hanging out on the dunes).  
  
Corr. ID: 1389 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352433 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I have no problem changing the snowy plover beach to no dogs allowed. I do want to note, 
however, that I frequently see small children racing through this area, disturbing nesting areas and frightening birds. I 
also see this behavior on a regular basis on all the beaches and closed off sensitive areas. Parents need to educate their 
children that it is not OK to harass wildlife. I see this behavior far more in children while it is extremely unusual to see 
dogs chasing wildlife.  
  
Corr. ID: 2786 Organization: Dog City Tours Comment ID: 405847 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The claims regarding bird habitat & nesting (Snowy Plover, Bank Swallow, etc.) are inaccurate 
and have been repeatedly disputed. They are not based on scientific observation. Similarly, the impact of dogs on plant 
life has been exaggerated and not substantiated by any standard or scientific means.  
  
Corr. ID: 6622 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 367476 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Snowy Plovers? There is a lot of vacant coastline and how many dogs are dedicated bird 
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chasers anyway? Fishing and crabbing from shore doesn't drive these birds away also. 
  
Corr. ID: 6637 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 367564 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Lastly, the dogs have never been a threat to the bank swallows over these many years. I've been 
walking my dogs off leash at Ft. Funston for at least 20 years. I 
ask why do the swallows return, year after year, despite the incursion of humans, 
dune buggies, horses, dogs, hang gliders, heavy equipment and attempts 
to alter their ecosystem.  
  
Corr. ID: 6681 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368265 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The EIS/SEIS fails to establish that Lessingia ever populated Fort Funston. In fact, the 
EIS/SEIS relates to Lessingnia previously having been located in the Lake Merced area (page 986) but admits that there 
is no documentation that Lessignia ever populated Fort Funston. There are numerous differences in the natural 
conditions between Lake Merced and Fort Funston and the EIS/SEIS fails to establish any basis for Lessignia ever 
having been present at Fort Funston.  
  
Corr. ID: 6681 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368263 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Dogs are an insignificant issue related to the Bank Swallows (page 276). Currently the 
crows/ravens are a menace to any small bird in the Fort Funston vicinity. The EIS/ SEIS refers to a report by Black 
1996 (page 325). Black's report predates the invasion of Fort Funston by the crows/ravens.  
  
Corr. ID: 6687 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 369192 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: If you read the Affected Environment section carefully, you will learn that there are no plant 
species which are endangered or threatened on Federal or State registers that have designated "critical habitat" in the 
GGNRA. If we look at the ESA and the enabling legislation for the GGNRA, there is no reason to displace recreation to 
enhance the growth of any of these listed plants in the GGNRA. However, we see that GGNRA management has 
displaced recreational access to plant these plants with regularity, the most egregious location being Fort Funston. 

Response: Special status species occur throughout the park. These areas are discussed in chapter 3 of the final plan/EIS. A 
central focus of the plan has been to relocate dog walking away from areas of core, contiguous habitat, and other areas with 
sensitive habitat and sensitive species. NPS acknowledges in the final plan/EIS that "dogs are viewed as a contributing factor 
to impacts associated with wildlife, and the total elimination of dogs in the park would not eliminate effects on wildlife, 
because visitors without dogs would continue to visit the park and use the trails/roads at GGNRA. Disturbance by all manner 
of visitors and any associated recreation equipment as well as by dogs has occurred and currently occurs in GGNRA as an 
existing condition." In recreational/park settings, domestic dogs and people are generally not mutually exclusive and it is 
therefore difficult to isolate the impacts and effects of dogs alone on wildlife.  
 
However, visitors with dogs could impact natural resources to a greater extent than visitors without dogs. Even if direct 
harassment, injury, or death do not occur, wildlife can still be affected by dogs. The final plan/EIS states that dog presence at 
a site and on-leash dogs can disturb wildlife and/or cause a flight response through their presence on the beach or other 
habitats and by lunging/barking at roosting, resting, and feeding wildlife. For shorebirds (such as the western snowy plover), 
dogs could interrupt roosting or foraging, which causes the expenditure of energy; frequent disturbance of this type affects fat 
reserves needed for migration and breeding. Chronic disturbance during the nonbreeding season could indirectly affect 
breeding behavior. As stated in Sime (1999, 8.4): "If dogs chase or pursue wildlife, injuries to wildlife could be sustained 
directly or indirectly as a result of accidents that occur during the chase rather than direct contact with the dog. Injuries 
sustained may result in death or may compromise the animal's ability to carry on other necessary life functions resulting in 
eventual death, or reduced reproductive success. Even if dogs do not catch, but only chase birds and other wildlife, the 
modification of normal behaviors such as feeding, nesting, grooming, and resting can occur through repeated disturbance and 
wildlife may relocate from preferred habitat to other areas to avoid harassment, including the displacement of wildlife from 
public to private lands." It is also important to note that an alternative site may not necessarily be preferred habitat or suitable 
nearby habitat may not be available. The response of animals to predation risk is exactly the same as the response to 
disturbance; a species with suitable habitat nearby may avoid disturbance simply because there are alternative sites available 
(Gill et al. 2001, 266). By contrast, animals with no suitable habitat nearby will be forced to remain despite the disturbance, 
regardless of whether or not this will affect survival or reproductive success (Gill et al. 2001, 266). Please see chapter 4 of the 
final plan/EIS for a detailed summary of the existing credible scientific literature. 
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TE4000 - Threatened And Endangered Species: Impact Of Proposal And Alternatives  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53419) Commenters felt that dogs disturbed and harassed special status species, 
were concerned about the impacts of dogs on special status species, and felt that protecting species and species habitat from 
dogs was important. Many commenters desired regulations that would support the protection of special status species; islands 
of species diversity such as the GGNRA are the best hope for the survival of what remains of the planet's rich and varied 
ecosystems.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 165 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 349917 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Natural areas need protection from dogs. There are plenty of accessible parks in the area 
already; protecting our beaches for endangered species like the Western Snowy Plover are crucial.  
  
Corr. ID: 769 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353256 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The number of dogs running off leash in park areas continues to increase every year. I am an 
animal lover and I live with a small dog. I feel there are plenty of places to take a dog off leash and that we need to set 
aside park areas to help protect animals such as the Snowy Plover. Additionally, there is a Burrowing Owl atop the 
rocks at south Ocean Beach, just north of Fort Funston. Dogs pose the largest threat to birds and other wildlife. Dog 
owners who insist that, "My dog doesn't chase _____," are part of the problem. They believe they maintain control of 
their dogs while they are off leash, but evidence has shown time and again that dogs on the hunt will not respond to 
their owner's voices. A Burrowing Owl was killed in Berkeley last year, and it likely was the victim of an off-leash dog. 
Please consider that dogs should not be allowed in some sensitive wildlife habitats, and they should be required to be on 
a leash in other areas.  
  
Corr. ID: 1025 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351448 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am concerned that the Draft Management Plan does not adequately address the problems 
created by the rapid growth in dog walking within the GGNRA. This is particularly a problem at Ocean Beach where 
dogs interfere with the nesting Snowy Plover. Simply requiring dog owners to keep their dogs on leash will be 
ineffective without enforcement. Dog owners already routinely ignore leash requirements because of inadequate 
enforcement. Without increased enforcement they will also ignore leash requirements at the Snowy Plover habitat.  
  
Corr. ID: 3426 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359207 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Please allow protections for endangered and threatened animals and plants where people, 
dogs/horses can not enter. There are ways to allow beaches to be shared without damaging the future of small 
defenseless birds whose limited energy is easily compromised by running/barking/sniffing dogs or jogging/walking 
people ... Certain areas must indeed to set aside to protect the animals who have no one feeding, walking, protecting 
them. PROTECT THE SNOWY PLOVERS.  
  
Corr. ID: 5793 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405848 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: As a CA Species of Special Concern, the NPS is will within its authority and is, frankly, duty-
bound to afford the highest possible protection for the plovers. Not only will the plovers benefit from strictly limiting 
access for dogs, rare plants, amphibians, and microhabitats well benefit, too. 

Response: The final plan/EIS includes several recorded instances of dogs disturbing and harassing special status species. 
Changes from the draft plan/EIS to the draft plan/SEIS and the final plan were made in part to provide better resource 
protection of special -status species.  
 
Protection of natural resources, including threatened and endangered species, is an objective of the dog management plan, 
and areas where dogs are allowed and where they are prohibited was guided in part by these objectives. The final plan/EIS 
also includes the monitoring management program, which ensures continued protection of park resources. Please see chapter 
2 in the final plan/EIS for more information on this program.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53420) Commenters questioned the impacts analysis of special status species and 
felt the studies used to support the impacts analysis were not sound. Many commenters suggested that the impacts of dogs 
were not as high as suggested in the analysis and in some cases believed that the presence of dogs may be beneficial to 
species.  

Representative Quote(s): 
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Corr. ID: 289 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350483 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The whole explanation that dogs need to be banned or leashed to save some birds is a 
ridiculous canard. Over the last twenty years I've owned two, very active Australian Shepherds, and not once has either 
of them ever caught a bird. Perhaps, this has been overlooked, but you might note that they have wings and can fly. 
Catching a bird is unquestionably a very rare event that I cannot ever recall having seen. I would further note that these 
precious birds whose wellbeing evidently trumps the interest of every other living being have rest of the California 
coast enjoy, where days if not weeks no doubt go by between their being disturbed by a human, much less a dog.  
  
Corr. ID: 550 Organization: Ocean Beach Dog Walkers Comment ID: 368320 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: There are no plant species which are endangered or threatened on Federal or State registers that 
have designated "critical habitat" in the GGNRA. Displacing recreation to enhance the growth of any of these listed 
plants is not required by the ESA and violates the enabling legislation for the GGNRA. However, we see that GGNRA 
management has displaced recreational access to plant these plants with regularity, the most egregious location being 
Fort Funston  
  
Corr. ID: 1275 Organization: Ocean Beach Dog Walkers at Fort Funston Comment ID: 352223 Organization Type:
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: There are no plant species which are endangered or threatened on Federal or State registers that 
have designated "critical habitat" in the GGNRA. Displacing recreation to enhance the growth of any of these listed 
plants is not required by the ESA and violates the enabling legislation for the GGNRA.  
  
Corr. ID: 3100 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357904 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: There is evidence in the scientific literature that off-leash dogs can have negative impacts on 
breeding and overwintering Western Snowy Plovers in other locations. However, nowhere in the SEIS is evidence 
provided that leashed dogs impact the Western Snowy Plover. Throughout the SEIS, the NPS cites a 2001 article by 
Lafferty to infer that on-leash dogs disturb plovers. The data in this article includes only two events of leashed dogs 
disturbing shorebirds and there is no evidence that these birds were plovers. This article actually states, "Leashing 
reduces both the probability that a dog disturbed birds and numbers of birds per disturbance." To use this as evidence 
that plover disturbance by leashed dogs is a problem is disingenuous.  
  
Corr. ID: 4192 Organization: DogPAC of San Francisco Comment ID: 355964 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: If there were any peer reviewed, scientific studies that actually show the dogs are causing 
harm, I would support changes that would actually help the environment, unlike NPS's fencing off acres to the public 
which not only did NOT protect the bank swallows, it gave birds of prey posts on which to sit and pick off the birds. 
The birds that were not eaten, left. 
  
Corr. ID: 6246 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366196 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Specifically regarding Fort Funston, per the SEIS there is just one native plant species that is 
federally endangered, the lessingia. The locations of this plant and damage to this plant by dogs is not documented in 
the SEIS. Substantially restricting dog-walking access in order to potentially protect a single plant species is an 
imbalanced response that places one plant above the recreating needs of SF residents. The vast majority of the upper 
Funston dunes and trails have been covered by non-native species since the military used this area decades ago. 
Contrary to the SEIS, these upper Funston dunes are not "denuded" but rather the ice-plant and other plants routinely 
rejuvenate, and the dunes shift with the weather over the paved trails. 

Response: NPS disagrees with this comment and refers the reader to chapter 4 of the final plan/EIS for additional 
information. The impact analysis for special status species was based on peer-reviewed studies.  
 
TE5000 - Threatened And Endangered Species: Cumulative Impacts  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53421) Commenters noted that in the cumulative impacts analysis various projects 
are noted to restore mission blue butterfly habitat. Commenters stated that is unclear if these projects would be used to 
mitigate for impacts from dog walkers and if the additional mission blue butterfly habitat would be available for dog walking. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6323 Organization: Marin Audubon Society Comment ID: 376544 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
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Individual  
Representative Quote: Various actions are mentioned to benefit Mission Blue Butterfly: protecting habitat outside the 
Headlands and Fort Baker; several past projects, and "Additional acreage of mission blue butterfly habitat that will be 
restored under an agreement with the USFWS." The success of the two completed projects (1984 and 2007) is not 
stated, nor is it clear how they would offset or render negligible impacts from dog use. They could simply be providing 
more habitat for dogs to impact. Also, it is not clear what additional acreage would be restored, where and when, and 
whether or how these projects would minimize of offset impacts from continued and increased dog use. It is not 
demonstrated that the projects described would offset or mitigation the impacts of dogs on the species, but at least the 
impacts would largely be confined to the perimeter. 

Response: One of the objectives of the dog management plan is to protect sensitive species and their habitat from detrimental 
effects of dog use. When selecting appropriate areas for dog walking, areas being restored or supporting mission blue 
butterfly habitat were avoided.  
 
VR2010 - Vegetation and Riparian Areas: Affected Environment  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53422) Commenters noted that areas within the GGNRA where dogs are allowed 
are often composed of areas of non-native or invasive vegetation, and are not impacted by dog use. Some commenters noted 
that plants are already adapted to dog use, and felt that if dogs were damaging vegetation it would be more apparent.

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 252 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350357 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Fort Funston is, and has been the pre eminent dog exercise area in the Bay Area. The dominant 
plant species there is Iceplant, and the dominant soil there is sand. The wildlife is birds, and none of these three is 
damaged or disturbed by off leash dog activities.  
  
Corr. ID: 1035 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351460 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I understand that part of the concern is the impact on flora and fauna at the park. There are 
many areas in the park that are marked off for multiple reasons and access is blocked off. My experience has been that 
people are respectful of those boundaries.I suspect that the flora and fauna are doing just fine in those areas.  
  
Corr. ID: 1643 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353242 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I have been around Funston for years. I just don't see dogs ruining the greenery like some 
suggest as an ecological concern.  
  
Corr. ID: 1689 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353631 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In Marin County, different rules - a different philosophy - should apply; off-leash dogs are 
extremely unlikely to pose a substantive threat to the plants or animals which are already adapted both to a) the 
presence of dogs in the environment, and b) the relatively harsh conditions which exist specifically because the 
surrounding environment is a harsh one.  
  
Corr. ID: 2820 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357556 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Dogs have been in the GGNRA - well - basically forever! But wildlife, plants, wild animals 
flourish in the park, if dogs were causing irreparable damage to the wilderness aspects of the park, would we not have 
seen effects by now?  
  
Corr. ID: 5727 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364190 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I was particularly suprised to hear about some of these access-threatened locations, because 
there is very little wildlife in them to protect. Crissy field is a lawn, not wilderness. Fort Funston and Ocean Beach have 
no plant life. These restrictions feel very arbitrary in the public eye and do not seem to serve the greater good. 

Response: Potential impacts to diverse types of vegetation have also been described in the draft plan/SEIS using the law 
enforcement (LE) data (includes leash law violations and warnings, citations, and pet waste removal violations) in 
combination with "best professional judgment of park staff, experts in the field, ongoing data collection for other projects, 
and other supporting literature (as cited in the text)." NPS observational evidence at GGNRA is also included and described 
by site, when available, and used in the impacts analysis. Data on frequency of disturbance of closed areas (specific habitat 
types, such as creeks, lagoons, and cliffs) in a particular park site, if available, have been incorporated with relevant scientific 
literature to predict the impact of dog management activities on vegetation. Where data on the frequency of disturbance are 
not available, information from park staff on the relative intensity of use by visitors and the relative number of dogs both on 
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and off leash as well as data on visitor use has been used to predict impacts.  
 
Note that areas of non-native or invasive vegetation are targeted as part of a broader NPS policy and program to address the 
threat to park biodiversity and intended for eventual restoration where feasible. Dogs may serve as carriers of invasive 
species seeds, which increases such biodiversity threats in the park's ecosystems.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53423) Many commenters recounted experiences of dogs impacting vegetation, or 
noted that dogs have degraded natural areas of the GGNRA. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 685 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352942 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am a volunteer with the Golden Gate Parks and work both at Crissy Field and in the Crissy 
Wildife Protection Area (WPA). I've seen firsthand the problems of bad dog owners (the dogs are fine, it's the people, 
of course!) letting their dogs harass wildlife, tear up the ground, transmit invasive plant seeds and bother people. 
  
Corr. ID: 796 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353304 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: As wildflower photographers we see the effects of so many dogs on special wildflower areas 
and the plant life where these large numbers of dogs are allowed to run off leash off trail in GGNRA on daily basis. It 
seems that individual dog owners don't always see the cumulative effect of so many dogs in the Bay Area.  
  
Corr. ID: 878 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353544 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Some dog owners are responsible for cleaning up their dog feces while others are not. The 
urine that dogs produce cannot be removed and produces foul odors that accumulate during the dry season. I believe 
that the buildup of nitrogenous wastes from dogs is harmful to the soil and the plants that grow within the GGNR. A 
number of these plants and the animals that depend on them are endemic to the area.  
  
Corr. ID: 3332 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358159 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Sasha was always on a leash. That dog would obey every command I gave her, and would 
come when called, but I always left her on leash because the wildlife in the GGNRA was more important. In Sasha's 
later years we avoided Fort Funston; off-leash dogs have spoiled what was once a beautiful dunes habitat. Off-leash 
dogs are a menace at Crissy Field, Ocean Beach and a dozen other locations - - none of which I have been comfortable 
bringing my children to.  
 
Please treat our parks, or lands, our flora and our fauna, and yes please treat our dogs, with respect, and ban all off-leash 
dogs in the GGNRA.  
  
Corr. ID: 5137 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362265 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I watched over the course of a few years as more and more dogs trampled that huge coffeeberry 
into oblivion. The Park Service stood by and did nothing to save the plant or even to collect berries so the gene pool of 
that remarkable plant could be preserved. Too late now. Not only is that plant gone, so too are most of the shrubs that 
provided habitat around the Y grove, Battery Davis and the Skyline grove. The smaller shrubs were stomped down, the 
larger ones seem to have succumbed to the constant flow of dog urine inflicted upon them. The ground dwelling 
animals are gone too. Jackrabbits, California Quail and Spotted Towhees are all gone. It is likely they were chased to 
the point they could no longer reproduce, so either left for other places or just lived out their lives until their species 
were extirpated. I do not know the fate of the brush rabbits, but I haven't seen any in many years.  
  
Corr. ID: 5476 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 363340 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: When I go to Fort Funston and see the denuded landscape north of the parking lot due to off 
leash dog activity, I have to wonder how the National Park Service is meeting it's legal requirement 
 
All one has to do is look at the southeast corner of the site to see what the landscape should look like since few dogs run 
free in that area.  

Response: As stated in the draft plan/SEIS, impacts to vegetation could occur as a result of disturbance by dogs through 
trampling, digging, or dog waste, and nutrient addition. The preferred alternative eliminates most dog walking off-leash on 
trails, reducing impacts off-trail to vegetation, and reduces dog walking in other than landscaped areas, which would likely 
reduce impacts to the vegetation. It is assumed that future management would be complied with, including leash control and 
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specific, enforceable guidelines for the proposed VSCAs where voice and sight control would be allowed. This will be 
monitored under the management and monitoring program and adjusted if need be to ensure native plants and other sensitive 
species are protected. It would also reduce physical disturbance by dogs in comparison to current off-leash use because 
owners would be in closer contact with their dogs and presumably would be more likely to comply with regulations. 
 
VR4000 - Vegetation And Riparian Areas: Impact Of Proposal And Alternatives  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53426) Commenters felt the impacts on vegetation from dogs stated in the draft 
plan/SEIS are small, particularly in light of other factors, such as human impacts, and that impacts were not well studied or 
quantified. Commenters felt the mention of poison oak as a species for protection from dogs was not appropriate given its 
negative impact on humans and dogs. Some commenters noted that in many areas natural factors would prevent dogs from 
leaving trail areas, resulting in almost no impacts on vegetation. In addition, commenters found the draft plan/SEIS to be 
biased against dogs as studies that showed minimal impacts from dogs such as the Bekoff and Meaney study were removed 
from the draft plan/SEIS.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 360 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351144 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Im stunned that the SEIS makes a dramatic case about habitat destruction and the 
environmental impact of dogs within these parks, but fails to quantify that their impact is an 
extremely minor rounding error vs. other factors (including human impact) that are many ordersof- 
magnitude more significant.  
  
Corr. ID: 435 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351365 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Comments specific to Pedro Point Headlands: Additionally, the vegetation is very dense on this 
site so it is almost impossible for dogs to wander off trail if not on leash (which they would be)on all the proposed trails 
thus they would have virtually no impact on vegetation and would have no access to the restoration areas which are 
very steep areas.  
  
Corr. ID: 2567 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359098 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I also note in the latest draft of the plan that there are citations to publications that support the 
general theory that dogs can harm vegetation, yet I did not see an indication that the actual adverse impact of dogs off-
leash in these specific parks has been quantified. This is disappointing since it seems to be used as a basis for action 
throughout much of the document.  
  
Corr. ID: 2794 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368783 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Soils and Vegetation 
SEIS spends a lot of space making the case that dogs damage soils and vegetation. Nowhere does SEIS attempt to 
quantify that damage, though they acknowledge that there are many other forces that alter soils and vegetation within 
the GGNRA. So, even though there is no evidence that the effect of dogs in the GGNRA is significant, SEIS devotes 
considerable pseudo-scientific effort to prove the effect exists. Discussed as follows: 
 
2. SEIS, page 374, uses Shulzitski and Russell 2004 to say, heavy off-leash dog use increases deterioration of native 
plant communities. 
 
Shulzitsky said this in his prestudy introduction to the unpublished version of the paper. He offered no evidence 
because he didnt study dogs or their impact on plant communities. Shulzitski 2004 is simply not a scientific citation 
about dogs and plant communities. Note that Shulzitski did not make the claim in the version of his paper submitted to 
a peer reviewed journal (Ecological Restoration Vol. 27, No. 4, 2009.) I conclude that he gave GGNRA what GGNRA 
wanted with this off-hand remark, but declined to make a statement to scientific peers for which he had no evidence. 
  
Corr. ID: 4215 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362219 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I read the section of the report that discusses the impact of dogs on vegetation, which is offered 
as part of the explanation for reducing the number of areas where dogs would be allowed off leash. The section on page 
15 of the introduction to the report relies on a number of old studies (dating to 1935), which state that breaking 
branches and bending limbs can be harmful to vegetation. I understand that off-leash dogs might cause such damage to 
vegetation, but the same would be true for deer, coyotes, and other large mammals. I know of other research that 
actually cites the beneficial effects of such interactions between large mammals and the surrounding vegetation.  
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To me, the most disappointing aspect of this section is that it makes no mention of the fact that the overwhelming 
majority of off-leash dog use in the GGNRA is on grown lawns and on beaches, where none of the cited problems can 
occur. The evidence offered does not in any way prove that a change in policy will reduce the number of broken 
branches in the GGNRA. By citing these studies in the way this report cites them, the NPS seems to be reaching far 
outside of any known impact of dogs in the GGNRA in order to make a case for very broad restrictions. I would prefer 
that the NPS rely on arguments that make a connection between the actual effects of dogs in the GGNRA and the policy 
recommendations.  
  
Corr. ID: 4371 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364122 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The 2013 Environmental Impact Statement appears to be biased against dogs. Studies which 
have found minimal impact from dogs have been suppressed.  
 
For example, in the GGNRA's own Draft Dog Management Plan/EIS of January 2011, it cites a study by Bekoff, M., 
and C.A. Meaney, saying "off-leash dogs generally travelled less than 6 to 15 feet off trail, for less than 1 to 2 minutes. 
They further noted that dogs traveling farther off trail were often lured there by the people responsible for them 
(throwing sticks, balls, or Frisbees, or going off trail and calling their dogs to follow)." The same study found that "off 
leash dogs generally did not travel far off-trail and rarely were observed to chase other dogs, disturb people, chase 
wildlife, destroy vegetation or enter bodies of water." 
 
This study by Bekoff and Meaney is nowhere to be found in the 2013 DGMP/Supplemental EIS. 
  
Corr. ID: 5584 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 363966 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I take issue with a park plan for an urban park adjacent to a large population to put protection 
of poison oak (toxicodendron is its name) as a value above the people of the area. There is probably no human who 
would not have a negative reaction to this plant. It therefore is a danger for humans. For a plan to want to protect this 
toxic plant in this busy area of recreation for so many people is unconscionable. This plan reeks of a value system that 
needs revisiting. It seems the "native plant society" has too much control over this plan.  

Response: Potential impacts to vegetation have been described in the draft plan/SEIS using the law enforcement (LE) data 
(includes leash law violations and warnings, citations, and pet waste removal violations) in combination with "best 
professional judgment of park staff, experts in the field, ongoing data collection for other projects, and other supporting 
literature (as cited in the text)." NPS observational evidence at GGNRA is also included and described by site, when 
available, and used in the impacts analysis. Data on frequency of disturbance of closed areas (specific habitat types, such as 
creeks, lagoons, and cliffs) in a particular park site, if available, have been incorporated with relevant scientific literature to 
predict the impact of dog management activities on vegetation. Where data on the frequency of disturbance are not available, 
information from park staff on the relative intensity of use by visitors and the relative number of dogs both on and off leash 
as well as data on visitor use has been used to predict impacts. NPS realizes that other park uses such as biking, hiking, beach 
driving, and special events (i.e. Fleet Week) create impacts to vegetation; however, impacts described in the final plan/EIS 
focus on impacts related to dog-walking. Existing conditions includes ongoing effects from other park uses. The potential 
disturbance from dogs to vegetation at GGNRA in the final plan/EIS was based upon the review and extrapolation of results 
from published and peer-reviewed studies. The Bekoff and Meaney studies were removed from the draft plan/SEIS because 
these studies were not peer reviewed.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53428) Commenters were concerned about the impacts of dogs and dog waste on 
vegetation, including in restoration areas, and invasive species introduction in the GGNRA. In addition, overcrowding dogs 
in smaller off-leash areas would cause a greater impact to vegetation in these areas. Some commenters noted that they would 
prefer to see no dogs in areas with fragile vegetation. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 192 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350076 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I use the fire road on a weekly basis and STRONGLY BELIEVE THE DOGS NEED TO BE 
ON LEASH OR BANNED ALTOGETHER FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS: 
 
Dog walkers routinely walk 4 dogs who are rarely on leash. I see these dogs run wild disturbing hikers, families, bike 
riders, local wildlife (Rabbits,birds, etc.), digging/crush native vegetation, and defecating on the trail. 
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Corr. ID: 663 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352856 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Plants can also become affected by the presence of unmanaged dogs. Dog fur can carry seeds 
for great distances. This can bring in invasive species. When travelling with a dog across state lines, no one thinks to 
brush the animal for seeds. Keeping the dog in certain areas and controlled by the owner lowers the risk of the spread of 
invasive plants (Parks and Rec. of Oregon). Also, dogs cause excessive damage to the top soil and plants with 
behavioral digging or running. Sensitive plants and plants with shallow roots may become uprooted due to this form of 
damage.  
  
Corr. ID: 988 Organization: San Francisco Resident and Crissy Field Dog Group Comment ID: 354360 
Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I have walked my dog at Crissy Field for 9 years and think most dog walkers are responsible 
and considerate of the environment and fellow park users. I think the further reduction in designated dog access areas 
proposed in other options including the preferred Option F could result in overcrowding of dogs in designated areas and 
thus could possibly cause more impact to vegetation in those areas.  
  
Corr. ID: 1245 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352057 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I worry about the environmental impact of poop on the trails and how those dogs affect other 
wildlife and plants in the area.  
  
Corr. ID: 1787 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353856 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Being a Geologist (I know some information about environmental issues) there is no reason 
that the dogs should not be allowed. I understand that dogs trample the vegetation, however, if were talking about the 
amount of area the dogs trample versus the entire area of the parks their destruction of vegetation is almost negligible. 
Our government has already ruined the natural vegetation by planting the non-native ice plant and the Pampas grasses 
thinking it would prevent erosion.  
  
Corr. ID: 5631 Organization: Marin Conservation League Comment ID: 364035 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: We are fully aware of the potential for adverse effects of large numbers of dogs caused by 
trampling vegetation, depositing dog waste, and adding nutrients. Such degradation of high quality habitat can result in 
displacing wildlife from preferred habitats, with eventual loss of species from the area. For each of the seven sites in 
Marin, the Draft SEIS identifies sensitive species, habitats, and/or cultural resources that may be threatened by dogs and 
has recommended an appropriate response. Therefore, where a choice must be made between allowing dog access and 
protecting native wildlife, endangered species or sensitive vegetation, the Draft SEIS tips the balance toward protecting 
the resource.  
  
Corr. ID: 6121 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405849 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: If nothing else, give us more of Fort Funston for off-leash use. Reducing the available off-leash 
areas as much as you propose will mean more dogs in a smaller space, putting greater stress on the existing vegetation 
and soil, and likely producing an increase in dog feces per square foot. Most of us clean up, but not everyone does or 
will - with more dogs in less space, it won't be pretty.  
  
Corr. ID: 6217 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366134 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: A worthy undertaking, to try to manage the already excessive population in beaches and parks. 
They represent, by their numbers, a large and negative impact on plants and birds and non-dog toting humans. 

Response: The preferred alternative provides some limits on dog walking access at the park, which would likely reduce dog 
waste and nutrient additions to the soil and vegetation. It is assumed that future management alternatives would be complied 
with, including leash control and specific, enforceable guidelines for the proposed VSCAs where voice and sight control 
would be allowed. This would help to reduce physical disturbance by dogs as well as dog waste and nutrient addition in 
comparison to current off-leash use because owners would be in closer contact with their dogs and presumably would be 
more likely to comply with regulations, including clean-up of dog waste. The draft plan/SEIS located VSCAs specifically in 
areas that have already been disturbed, are in areas with low wildlife activity, and are not located in habitat restoration areas. 
However, in response to this concern, in the more heavily used VSCAs, the concept of occasional closures to allow regrowth 
of vegetation has been added as an element common to all of the action alternatives. The draft plan/SEIS's monitoring-based 
management strategy will also monitor for impacts to resources, as well as visitors, to determine if additional mitigation 
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measures should be employed to reduce impacts to resources or visitors. 
 
VU2010 - Visitor Use and Experience: Affected Environment  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53430) Commenters noted their negative encounters with dogs while recreating at 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Dogs have jumped on, scratched, growled, and knocked over visitors. Dogs have also 
been seen chasing birds and other wildlife. A complaint among many commenters is the harsh reaction they receive when 
asking dog owners to leash their dogs. Commenters stated that dog owners often admonish other visitors when asked to leash 
their dogs, even when the dog owners are not abiding by the rules. Many commenters feel that dog owners are disrespectful 
of other visitors.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 337958 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: At Ocean Beach, where I live, huge numbers of dogs run off leash in the on leash areas on a 
daily basis. Today (Friday) is a sunny day at the beach, and I can guarantee you that there will be DOZENS of dogs 
down there - - and their owners - - who will be violating the CURRENT regulations. The dogs crap all over the beach 
(and owners dont' scoop), chase birds (including threatened species), jump up on people that want nothing to do with 
them (and have destroyed my headset for my iphone on one occasion when a dog jumped up and clawed my chest), and 
generally create havoc. Many dog owners are responsible with their pets, but many are not. When I have (courteously) 
informed some dog owners that their dog was off leash in an on leash area, I have been physically threatened, verbally 
abused and harassed.  
  
Corr. ID: 1153 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351780 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I regularly hike GGNRA trails around Tennessee Valley and Mill Valley. In the past year or so 
the increase in the number of people on the trails with dogs off leash is tremendous. I see 5 to 20 of them on almost 
every hike I take. All the trails I hike are either completely off limits to dogs or the dogs must be on a leash. I have 
pointed this out to dog owners many times, and not a single one has put their dog on the leash as a result of "learning" 
that their dog is required to be on a leash. Many times the owners feign ignorance or treat me as if I'm doing something 
wrong by pointing out their disregard of the regulations. I've called dog dispatch a few times, but they never seem to be 
available to come give out citations. If there isn't any way to enforce the current leash regulations then no dogs should 
be permitted on the trails at all.  
  
Corr. ID: 3330 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358157 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: As an avid devotee of the GGNRA trails and beaches, I can say without reservation that my 
dog and dog-owner encounters as a runner, hiker, biker, and beach comber are overwhelmingly negative. From getting 
rushed by dogs both on and off leash, invariably jumped on, scratched (to the point of bleeding), and having my clothes 
torn, my picnics absconded with, my little kids growled at and pounced, and my trail shoes more often than not 
besmirched with dog poop, I am awash in major dog vexation. The trails are sullied, the environs trampled, the wildlife 
and people barraged with bad behavior - - both canine and human - - and anyone enjoying the GGNRA must constantly 
remain on the defensive, lest an "Oh, he's really friendly" dog seemingly leap out of nowhere to rattle the quiescence 
and beauty of the trails.  
  
Corr. ID: 4597 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361124 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am a dog lover, dog, owner, and dog advocate, yet I feel that the dogs off leash at Fort 
Funston really interfere with the teaching program that is on-going between the SFUSD and the National Parks service. 
As a teacher, I was there on an overnight trip with my students. The proximity of the off leash area really interfered 
with our learning experience. We had some children who are extremely phobic. Many of the dog owners did not have 
command verbal of their pets. I believe there should be space for off-leash opportunities, but it should be limited to an 
area where educational goals are not being jeopardized.  
  
Corr. ID: 5403 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 363162 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: There are a high percentage of non-compliant dog owners and professional dog walkers who 
provide false information or are rude and verbally abusive to the U.S. Park Officers. We are saddened to read about 
these incidents but not surprised based on our own experiences with non-compliant dog owners in the GGNRA.  
  
Corr. ID: 5415 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 363185 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Unfortunately, although there are many dog owners who respect the laws, there is a visible and 
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vocal minority of dog owners who do not respect laws or the rights of other citizens. These people ruin the park 
experience for all users - dog owners and non-dog owners alike. They give other dog owners a bad name, and honestly 
if all dog owners were respectful and aware of the needs of wildlife and other people, perhaps there would be less need 
for stringent dog laws. Unfortunately, too many of our San Francisco citizens will not respect these laws unless they are 
effectively enforced.  
  
Corr. ID: 5885 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364462 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: As a regular volunteer who not only enjoys working nearly 200 hours a year restoring and 
enhancing natural areas of the Presidio, I'm also a frequent user of the park, I inline skate, hike, bike and often simply 
sit in peace and quiet, watching and listening to the beauty around me.  
All of the activities listed above, including the volunteering, have been disturbed, interrupted, and or threatened by 
unleashed domestic pets on countless occasions. While many poorly trained, leashed pets are just as bad, at least they 
are somewhat constrained.  

Response: Commenters experiences explaining their negative encounters with dogs have been noted in both chapters 3 and 4, 
Visitor Use and Experience. The final plan/EIS addresses the responsibility of each dog walker for their dog or dogs as it 
relates to uninvited or unwanted interaction with other visitors as a citable violation.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53431) Commenters had concern about the manner in which data was presented in 
the draft plan/SEIS. Many commenters did not agree with the surveys used as a basis for determining impacts. For example, 
commenters did not feel that the visitor use surveys are representative of the use of the park and the 2002 Northern Arizona 
Study on dog walking was too general. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 488 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351777 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Chapter 3 of the EIS Visitor Experience/Environmental Justice section 
 
The document states: Some ethnic or low-income populations may be more negatively affected by off-leash dog 
walking that is a ridiculous and unscientific conclusion to reach from a random phone survey. They cite a roughly 7% 
dfference in response between two income groups. Due to the uncontrolled nature of the informal survey that would be 
well within the error band; especially if there are very few respondents in any of the income groups. They also cite 11% 
o respondents thought the dogs discouraged use of GGNA by disadvantaged groups. Thats is a meaningless and highly 
subjective, speculative statement. 
 
 
The document states: 
 
Latinos expressed the most concern&For example, dog owners assume that other people will like the owners dogs as 
much as they do; dog owners let their dogs approach other people without first asking their permission; and owners do 
not react to their dogs begging for other peoples food.  
 
That is a completely absurd generalization. I, and many dog owners I know simply do not do that. 
 
This entire section of the document seems to me like NPS is grasping at straws and trying to link dog walking with 
negative affects on low-income groups, minorities and other disadvantaged groups. I find this tactic deplorable and 
highly offensive  
  
Corr. ID: 4872 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361662 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The 2008 and 2012 visitors surveys, upon which it appears the SEIS conclusions are based, are 
inherently flawed, thus making any conclusions regarding both current and future visitor use erroneous. In San 
Francisco County, the 2008 survey was conducted at Crissy Field, Baker Beach, and Ocean beach for four days (two 
weekdays, two weekend days) and the 2011 survey was conducted at Fort Funston (two weekdays, two weekend days). 
This is not a representative sample of park use.  
  
Corr. ID: 5227 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405850 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The NPS cites a very general survey of public opinion on restricting dogs at the GGNRA 
conducted in 2002 by Northern Arizona University as support for its Plan. In the survey, 53% o respondents stated that 
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they opposed allowing off-leash walking in GGNRA sites, while 40% wre in favor. The survey is too general to be of 
use. The GGNRA spans 117 square miles and contains 24 defined sites with dog walking / off-leash dog walking. 

Response: Several different surveys were used to corroborate visitor use along with NPS National Visitor Use statistics. 
These included an earlier regional survey in 2002 by Northern Arizona State University's Social Science Lab, as well as more 
recent research completed by SFSU in 2008-2010, and IEc studies in 2010 and 2011. Field staff observations were also used 
to supplement visitor data. While these surveys differed in methodologies, they generally provided a magnitude of levels of 
use for different park areas along with staff observations. They also provided a picture of issues and attitudes about dog 
walking in the park. Please see the final plan/EIS for additional information on individual studies.  
 

CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53432) Many commenters enjoy seeing dogs running in the open areas of Golden 
Gate National Recreation Area. Commenters who gain pleasure from dogs at the park include dog owners and professional 
dog walkers, as well as many who do not own dogs. The commenters acknowledge that there are some irresponsible owners 
that do not watch their dogs, have unruly dogs, and don't pick up after their dogs; however, most dog owners are recognized 
as responsible for their dogs and respectful of other visitors. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1821 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354147 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: What struck me was the relaxed atmosphere of the beach and its visitors that day and I think 
that this vibe could be attributed to the dogs being there. THey broke down barriers and lead to strangers interacting 
with each other, chatting and enjoying a lovely afternoon. These interactions would not have happened if not for the 
dogs, who brought all together. It has been shown that dogs encourage people to exercise and improve quality of life.  
  
Corr. ID: 3776 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359499 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: As someone who is not a dog owner, it's something that brings me pride in where I live. It 
improves the experience of the city, and makes people more cohesive. People are more open to talking to dog owners 
and having those small interactions makes everyone's experience better! 
  
Corr. ID: 5076 Organization: Sierra Club Comment ID: 362159 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I do not usually walk with a dog, but do walk on Ocean Beach and Ft. Funston quite often. I 
find that dogs and their walkers are caring and responsible users of the GGNRA. I am happy to meet dogs and their 
owners. It just makes no sense to require dogs to be on a leash on a walk. It makes the walk worse for the human and 
the dog.  

 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53434) Several commenters feel that dogs should be completely banned from 
certain areas or from Golden Gate National Recreation Area entirely. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1210 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351985 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I appreciate all you're doing to try to protect our environment. I feel dogs should not be off 
leash anywhere in the GGNRA. Voice command doesn't always stop a dog. I have been sprayed by wet dogs/ food on 
my blanket sniffed - not appreciated. Birds are chased by dogs and vegetation trampled. I don't want to go into GGNRA 
areas and have to worry about where/when dogs have defecated/urinated. I appreciate dogs being banned whereever 
possible from the GGNRA.  
  
Corr. ID: 1332 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352331 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Please do not allow dogs in the National Parks. They are destructive to the environment and 
wildlife. They create an unwelcome and hostile atmosphere for human beings. On leash, off-leash it's all the same. I 
have not enjoyed any park experience in recent years due to the ever increasing dog population  

Response: Comments were considered during revision of impact analysis. Please see chapter 4, Visitor Use and Experience 
for details. There are areas that will be dog free, including almost 2/3 of trail and coastal beach miles.  
 
VU4000 - Visitor Use and Experience: Impact of Proposal and Alternatives on Visitors who Enjoy Dogs  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53435) Restricting dog walking access will discourage people from engaging in 
outdoor activities, along with other users, on NPS land in San Mateo - activities that are traditional.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1439 Organization: San Mateo County Board of Supervisors Comment ID: 403964 Organization Type: 
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Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: Throughout the process conducted to produce the Plan, I heard residents of San Mateo County 
ask not to have trail access and off-leash play areas for dog walkers reduced.By reducing the amount of trails people 
can access with their dogs and citing people for violations, GGNRA will be discouraging people from engaging in 
outdoor activities and enjoying their national park lands.For decades, 
dog walkers, non-dog walkers, mountain bikers and horseback riders have all enjoyed the trails and park areas that are 
now managed by GGNRA. Multiple user groups have been enjoying these areas together in the past and should be able 
to continue to do so.  

Response: Please see the final plan/EIS, chapter 4, Visitor Use and Experience, for analysis regarding how various visitors 
may be affected by dog walking restrictions.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53436) Many commenters consider the proposed limits on off leash dog walking 
to be too restrictive. Many commenters state that they would choose not to visit Golden Gate National Recreation Area if 
their dogs were not permitted. Many people visit the park on a regular basis, even daily, to walk their dogs off leash. With 
greater restrictions, visitors would have to travel farther to exercise their dogs off leash, and these areas would be 
overcrowded and more degraded due to the increased use; the visitor experience would be lowered for these reasons. Other 
visitors claimed that they would be forced to walk their dogs off leash in restricted areas, as there are not enough natural areas 
to exercise their dogs. Overall, commenters are concerned about the loss of opportunities to recreate with their dogs in a 
natural, unconfined setting. There is also concern that limiting areas for dog walking, particularly off leash, would result in 
more dogs being surrendered to shelters and a drop in adoptions. Other commenters noted there would be negative impacts 
on traffic due to the need to drive to dog walking areas if nearby options are lost. Commenters also mention the impact on 
elderly dog owners who need to have off leash areas to properly exercise their dogs. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 50 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 338020 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I frequently walk my dog off-leash at Fort Funston, Ocean Beach, and Crissy Field. It is such a 
valuable asset to have places where my dog can run free, chase balls, swim in the ocean, and play with other dogs as 
she is unable to in her day-to-day environment. Dogs simply cannot get the same amount of exercise and movement 
when restricted to a leash and a weekend trip to these places tires her out more and makes her happier than anything 
else can. Yes, dog walking is inherently ripe for conflict, both with other dogs and people, but that is exactly why it is 
absolutely necessary to have wide, unrestricted, off-leash park areas. Overcrowding and restriction of dogs via leash 
actually increases their territoriality and increases conflict. The GGNRA sites are one of the very few places where 
space is abundant and the rate of conflict is probably relatively low compared to standard, fenced-in dog parks. As use 
of the parks goes up, increasing restrictions will only increase conflict and the necessity for park staff to enforce rules 
and intervene in conflicts. 
  
Corr. ID: 204 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350106 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The idea that some of these alternatives provide "multiple visitor experiences" is simply not 
true. If I am a dog owner visitor, I cannot experience the beach, I have to walk on a paved path with bicyclists (and you 
know the bike coalition is just going to love that!) and pedestrians and have no view of the beach. Even though I live at 
the ocean, I have to walk my dog around the city streets, take her home, then go back out to the ocean if I want to enjoy 
it. That is simply ludicrous. 
  
Corr. ID: 777 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353270 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: It will be a disservice to a large population of tax payers who own dogs and use the GGNRA if 
off-leash areas are restricted or eliminated. To eliminate and/or severely restrict off-leash use of the GGNRA will force 
owners to have to secretly exercise their dogs in an area that has been off-leash for years. Dogs are a huge compliment 
to many families and exercising with your dog and family together is an immensely satisfying experience. The GGNRA 
is a beautiful asset to the Bay Area and should be able to be enjoyed by dog owners and their dogs in the same capacity 
that generations have experienced. Please keep the GGNRA open to off-leash in the same capacity that exists today.  
  
Corr. ID: 1140 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351694 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I appreciate the work that NPS has put into this document, but feel the proposed changes are 
too restrictive towards dogs and their owners. My main comment is that the Draft Plan undervalues the role that dogs 
and the opportunities to walk them play in the public enjoyment of the GGNRA. A very high percentage of the users of 
many trails and areas in the GGNRA are walking their dogs. Without that opportunity, these people (not to mention 
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their dogs), would be stuck inside or on city streets. 
  
Corr. ID: 1380 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352420 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I love to hike and spend time in nature. I do so with a well trained, well behaved dog. She is an 
important part of my connection to nature. I would stop using the San Francisco Bay area parks if I couldn't bring her 
with me. Further more, I would probably move out of the area all together. 
  
Corr. ID: 2497 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358998 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am very against this proposed dog management plan. I am a dog owner and also have been a 
dog walker for the past 10 years.This plan will affect the people that actually use and enjoy the parks on a DAILY 
bases. Reducing the areas where dogs are allowed are only going to consolidate the dog/people use areas and those 
areas will become overused and damaged. 

Response: The EIS evaluated the impacts of restricting access to dog walking areas, including whether that would discourage 
people from engaging in outdoor activities, and the redistributional effects. Note that approximately 1/3 of all beach and trail 
miles will remain open to dog walking throughout the GGNRA. Please see chapter 4, Visitor Use and Experience for details. 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53437) Several commenters expressed concern about park visitation if dogs are 
restricted from many areas. Because dog owners and dog walkers visit Golden Gate National Recreation Area regularly, there 
would likely be a void when the restrictions are put into place. Some commenters are concerned that undesirable people and 
behavior, such as accumulation of trash and visitation by vagrants, would increase.

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 3546 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359176 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: You will see a HUGE drop in usage in those areas. It is not going to be something where 
suddenly people will show up because dogs are not around. It will be empty land.  
  
Corr. ID: 6136 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405851 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The parks in our city are important to we who pay the bills (taxes), it is how we have our 
downtime, and if you tell me certain members of my family are no longer welcome, ie my dog, we will stop going and 
our parks will go unappreciated and could fall into the hands of droves of vagrant's encampments, trash,human feces, 
illegal activity, and even more used needles. 

Response: The final plan/EIS proposes to restrict dog walking in some areas, but substantial areas of the park remain 
accessible to dog walking, including approximately 1/3 of all beach and trail miles. The park is also proposing additional law 
enforcement and monitoring, which could also help deter undesirable behaviors. Regarding the potential for dog walkers to 
no longer visit GGNRA regularly, a dog walking redistribution survey was developed, completed, analyzed, and incorporated 
into the impact analysis. This survey found that many dog walkers are unsure if they would go elsewhere. Please see chapter 
4 of the final plan/EIS for more details. Park areas may also receive added visitation by non-dog walkers who might return to 
these areas and serve as a replacement in deterring increased, undesirable social behaviors.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53438) Commenters expressed a desire to have designated on and off leash areas 
for dog owners, stating that dogs should have off leash areas but that certain areas are not appropriate for such recreation. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 111 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 345828 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: People who support these rules are not dog haters. I often enjoy the company and energy of 
dogs but not all the time. Dedicating locations for off leash, on leash, and dog free zones gives us the opportunity to 
experience the park on our terms and not the terms of just one group of people. Again, I reiterate, you need to provide 
off leash areas for these folks. 
  
Corr. ID: 278 Organization: SFUSD Comment ID: 350457 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I love dogs so much!!!  
 
But, I do feel that there needs to be some sort of 'accountability' for dog walkers who walk dogs off-leash.  
 
For instance, I work as the teacher on special assignment with the SFUSD Environmental Science Center at Fort 
Funston.  
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Our site at Fort Funston is beloved, and has served SFUSD for ~40 years. The site works well to provide SFUSD's 
underserved population a no-cost overnight to experience the joys of nature.  
 
During my first year as TSA for this site, it has been interesting to see the massive dog walking population at the site. 
When I am not with the students, I often go up to chat, and pet the dogs, and truly appreciate that there is a majestic 
space where dogs can get their mental and physical stimulation in 'play dates' with other dogs.  
 
yet, I do believe that these spaces are shared space, and there needs to be a heightened sense of responsibility with some 
of the dog walkers. the students we work with often see countless plastic dog poop bags littering the trails, and dogs 
trampling through the native restored areas, which is one of the primary areas we work with our students.  
 
while I do value off leash areas, I do see that these ares are not taken care of and respected, and dog owners need to be 
accountable to clean up after themselves. I don't know what the solution is to this, but just wanted to provide 
commentary on this.  

Response: The preferred alternative does in fact designate on and off-leash areas in addition to areas where no dogs would be 
allowed.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 56080) Comments and quotes from visitors who do not enjoy dogs are 
exaggerated to portray more significant issues than actually exist. In addition, comments and quotes from visitors who enjoy 
dogs are used significantly less throughout the draft plan/SEIS. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6716 Organization: San Francisco Dog Owners Group Comment ID: 499774 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: Throughout the SEIS, extensive quotes from people who view dogs as a problem or who do not 
want dogs in GGNRA are included. Comparatively fewer quotes from dog walkers are included, giving the impression 
of serious problems with dogs in the GGNRA. Comments where people report a single disturbance or problem with 
dogs are considered illustrative of those larger problems, while comments from dog walkers that they have not seen 
those same problems in decades-long experiences in the GGNRA are dismissed and not included. There continues to be 
an underlying assumption throughout the SEIS that dogs are bad that they have negative impacts on nearly everything - 
plants, wildlife, safety, other visitors, etc. - even though the SEIS has no site-specific studies showing any of those 
negative impacts are actually occurring in the GGNRA. 

Response: In analyzing the impacts of dog walking on visitor experience, human health and safety, and park resources, the 
EIS does utilize surveys, studies, and actual public comments submitted during the dog management planning process, which 
NPS believes reflect the range of opinions surrounding dog walking and visitor use and experience. Dog walkers are 
estimated to make up approximately 10-12% of all visitors to GGNRA, whereas most commenters on the plan are dog 
walkers, not the other 88-90% of non-dog walking visitors. While it would be virtually impossible to survey every visitor to 
obtain the exact percentage representation of opinions regarding dog walking, GGNRA has conducted various surveys. For 
example, a regional survey was conducted in 2002 which indicated that many visitors did not support off-leash use. And 
regardless of opinions on the issue, NPS is still required to follow the resource protection mandates placed on it by Congress. 
Accordingly, the number of comments submitted on any particular topic does not determine level of impacts.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 56081) Fences are proposed within the Preferred Alternative at some sites. 
Impacts to visitor use and experience from fences is not analyzed. Fencing is ugly and will makes visitors feel unwanted. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6716 Organization: San Francisco Dog Owners Group Comment ID: 499776 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: THE SEIS INCLUDES FENCES AS A MANAGEMENT STRATEGY WITHOUT 
ADEQUATELY CONSIDERING THEIR IMPACTS 
 
The SEIS suggests fences be erected around off-leash areas to clearly delineate where dogs can be let off leash so that 
people who don't want to interact with a dog can know where not to go. During Negotiated Rulemaking, GGNRA staff, 
including then-Superintendent Brian O'Neill, consistently and adamantly refused to consider fences, despite pressure to 
do so by those who do not want dog walking in the GGNRA. At the time, GGNRA staff argued that fences were ugly 
and no one wants to see fences in the park. Fences were not included in the DEIS, and there is no adequate explanation 
for why they were added to the SEIS. Fences are ugly, and serve to make those penned inside feel unwanted. Fences 
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secure enough to keep small dogs inside will hinder movement of wildlife. Fences are a bad idea. There is no analysis 
of impacts of fences on the visitor experience in the SEIS, especially the visitor experience of people who walk with 
dogs. This analysis should have been included in the SEIS. Because of this inadequate analysis of fences, the SEIS and 
the Dog management Plan it supports cannot be accepted. 

Response: The preferred alternative for Oakwood Valley was modified; the VSCA on the Oakwood Valley Fire Road was 
removed and replaced with on-leash dog walking. Therefore, no fencing would be installed at the site. Please see chapter 2, 
Preferred Alternative for Oakwood Valley for more details and Elements Considered but Dismissed regarding establishing 
VSCAs on trails. However, fencing and other landscape design solutions will be used to demarcate off-leash areas from other 
areas for safety and clarity of uses. Fencing impacts are analyzed in chapter 4, Visitor Use and Experience.  
 
VU4005 - Visitor Use and Experience: Impact of Proposal and Alternatives on Visitors who Do Not Enjoy Dogs  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53439) Many commenters are supportive of the plan approach to provide dogs 
with off-leash areas, as well as areas where dogs are prohibited. Commenters feel that dogs and dog owners should have 
adequate space to recreate and dogs should be able to enjoy the park; however, commenters also feel that following leash 
laws is imperative for the safety and enjoyment of all visitors, especially children. Restricting dogs will also benefit natural 
and cultural resources. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 5 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405852 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I would like to voice my support for Crissy Field maps 10f and 10c. These two maps achieve 
two important objectives: 1. It leaves a large area where dogs can run around off leash (ROLA) on both the field AND a 
long stretch of beach. Dog walkers should be able to enjoy sizable areas of the beach and field as ROLA. 2. It preserves 
East Beach for a place for young children and families free of dogs. East Beach is the most used area of Crissy field. 
My own daughter was run over and left with a bloody nose by a dog chasing a ball. Her twin sister had stepped in dog 
feces that same trip. The fact is that part of the beach is too heavily impacted as it is. Removing the dogs and creating a 
safe stretch of beach free of dogs is a fair thing to do for families.  
  
Corr. ID: 101 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 339936 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I support the National Park Service in restricting several new spots in Golden Gate Park to dog 
use. Our precious common parks are not home to just wealthy dog walkers, but to quiet citizens who do not wish to be 
bothered by annoying and potentially dangerous dogs (or their owners); not to mention the many other living organisms 
that make up that ecosystem and without which no one would want to visit GGP in the first place. 
 
I urge the National Park Service to go ahead with restricting dogs from being off-leash in designated areas, and to 
disallow dogs altogether in ecologically sensitive territories. 
  
Corr. ID: 1003 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351402 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I strongly AGREE with the NPS proposal to further limit off leash dogs and areas where dogs 
are allowed. It is too bad that dogs spread diseases, such as the recently reported outbreak of distemper in the Tam 
Valley neighborhood, and are generally hard on the environment. It is high time that the National Parks started to 
defend the habitat within their boundaries, as the last remaining homes of many of our native species. The purpose of 
these parks is to preserve our natural places for future generations and these proposals are right in line with doing that. 
As our area has grown, we have decimated habitats throughout Marin, causing the disappearance of many of our native 
animal and plant species. As a long time resident of Tam Valley, I am appalled and saddened by this. Dog owners are a 
passionate group who love their dogs as family members and don't get it that dogs cause harm to the environment, 
especially off leash. I have seen all kinds of dog mischief out on Oak Valley trail and fire road, as well as Muir Beach. 
This includes digging, chasing animals and running through posted streams. Some owners are good about cleaning up 
after their dogs, but others think that dog poop is biodegradable and so it is "OK" to leave or throw into the creek, with 
or without bags. They don't realize that not only diseases, but parasites and medications are spread throughout the 
environment every time a dog leaves poop behind. Not only that, but the scent will linger and encourage other dogs to 
mark the same area. 
I know it is a difficult decision to stand by, especially under the organized onslaught by dog owners, but PLEASE stand 
your ground. Once this is in place, dog owners will just have to find or create other alternatives for their pets that wont 
destroy the public lands and their delicate environs. Thank you!  
  
Corr. ID: 4084 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361260 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
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Representative Quote: Please do not allow unleashed dogs on Muir Beach. I went there less and less over the years as 
it became so widely known as a dog park, until I stopped going altogether. But recently I (a San Rafael native) have 
been making tentatively forays back to that area, enjoying immensely such things as the newly redone Dias Ridge Trail, 
the "secret garden" at the Zen Center and taking the Middle Green Gulch Trail from there, and the stunning Muir 
Woods and Muir Beach Overlook, and also, I went to Muir Beach itself while it was closed for restoration work and 
learned again why it's a such a gem. There is no reason that it should only be enjoyed by people who like unknown wet 
dogs bounding up to them and their tots (not to mention the effects of dogs on the habitat/wildlife). I know other people 
like myself who have stopped going there because it is overrun with dogs. Please, please, please, I am begging you, no 
unleashed dogs at Muir Beach. It's gorgeous, and I have a right to go there without fear of loose dogs.  
  
Corr. ID: 4118 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362043 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The GGNRA provides a huge variety of visitor experiences, and well-regulated dog use should 
be one of them. Right now, the overwhelming presence of dogs on some beaches is effectively excluding any other use, 
creating a significant imbalance in user experiences. The marginal benefits of uncontrolled dog use, versus on leash, for 
the dog users is far less than the major degradation of benefits to the non-dog users, caused by the wide-ranging impacts 
of the uncontrolled dogs.  

Response: The final plan/EIS provides for a variety of visitor experiences, including on and off-leash dog walking and dog 
free experiences that preserve and protect park resources and values for future generations.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53440) Many commenters are concerned with the disregard of the rules by dog 
owners and dog walkers. These commenters feel that they cannot recreate in the park as they wish because dogs dominate the 
beaches and trails and dictate other visitors' behaviors. Some commenters stated that they are scared of dogs and feel that 
allowing dogs in the park limits access to these areas. Because dog owners neglect to follow the rules put in place by the 
NPS, the natural resources of the park suffer and visitor experience is degraded for these commenters. Several commenters 
would like to see stricter leash laws for the safety of park visitors. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 2002 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354374 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: As a dog owner, I am all for more laws that keep dogs on leash. On more than one occasion in 
more than one park , I have been jumped on , knocked over and snapped at by off leash dogs. At each of these incidents 
I was told their dog just wants to play, or that the dog is friendly. The truth is that nothing would have occurred if their 
friendly playful dog been on leash. I would not have been knocked down , jumped on, or snapped at because the owner 
of the dog would have had control of the dog on a leash. I hope to be 
able to enjoy the parks with my dog on leash, knowing that other dogs will be on a leash also.  
  
Corr. ID: 2004 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354673 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In general, dogs running wild off-leash enjoying their freedom by default means that others 
occupying these areas do not have the freedom to enjoy them without the influence of the dogs. If dogs are on the beach 
without a leash, whether or not in "voice control," the beach seems to be effectively ceded to be a dog beach, 
particularly with no definition of voice control and no enforcement of what rules exist at present. Those who might 
want to enjoy the beauty and serenity of the open space are consequently prevented from doing so.  
  
Corr. ID: 2558 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359083 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Golden Gate National Recreation Area was set up to be a RECREATION AREA for a densely 
populated, urban area. These trails and beaches have been abused by dog walkers who think they have the right to let 
their dogs run free over the rights of people who would like to use these public areas. I do not like strange dogs of 
varies sizes running up, jumping on, sniffing me. On one occasion a dog stole a sandwich from my young son, I have 
seen children playing soccer step in dog poop bc many dog owners are irresponsible. Because of this, please enforce 
new rules that will make all public areas safe for more than just dog owners and their dogs.. I do not support off-leash 
areas . 
  
Corr. ID: 4780 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361513 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: As it is, I regularly see dog owners violating existing restrictions, letting their dogs off leash on 
trails where this is forbidden, and bringing their dogs into areas where they are not supposed to be, leashed or 
otherwise. These dogs then run off the trails and deep into the surrounding hillsides, disturbing any possibility of 
sanctuary for the wild animals who live there, and when on the beaches, relentlessly chase any shorebirds that are 
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present, making it impossible for them to rest or forage for food. 
  
Corr. ID: 5775 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364283 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I own a Greyhound that must be kept on-leash at all times unless in an enclosed area, due to his 
propensity for wandering. It's frustrating to responsible walk him on on-leash trails and come into contact with off-leash 
dogs and their irresponsible owners. More enforcement of these on-leash areas really is necessary to teach people that 
the rules DO apply and they must follow them. Without proper enforcement, people will constantly let their dogs off-
leash and nothing will really change from the past. 
  
Corr. ID: 6459 Organization: San Francisco League of Conservation Voters Comment ID: 368528 Organization 
Type: Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: There was an agreement by all parties in the Neg-Reg process that park visitors who desired to 
have a no dog experience of the park should be able to do so conveniently. It is our belief that the preferred alternative 
does not meet this goal in all areas, particularly in the portions of the park within San Francisco. We would encourage 
further examination and expansion of opportunities for those people desiring an experience of the richness of this park 
without encountering canines to be able to do so.  
  
Corr. ID: 6678 Organization: Wild Equity Institute Comment ID: 369615 Organization Type: Non-Governmental 
Representative Quote: The SEIS does not provide enough consideration for the negative experiences park users have
when confronted with an off-leash dog. Even on-leash dog walkers have expressed discomfort 
with off-leash dogs. In 2005, Congresswoman Jackie Speier stated, after having worked with dog 
owner organizations and GGNRA officials regarding off-leash behavior for years, that: 
Off-leash activity should be in areas that do not involve interaction 
with leashed dogs, or a fragile environment; i.e., the area should be 
fenced and properly noticed as to its use. For example, according to 
dog park experts, canine dominance factors preclude the placement of 
tables in dog parks-dogs jump on tables to be dominant-and problems 
will arise when a leashed dog is confronted by a free dog(18). 
Recently, at a meeting organized by Congresswoman Speier, she stated that her position on this 
issue had not changed(19). It is clear that in order to accommodate all park users, off-leash dogs 
must not be able to roam free and bother, harass, and even injure other visitors and their dogs. 
Enclosing all off-leash dog areas is the only way to sufficiently deal with this issue, as discussed 
below.  

Response: The final plan/EIS and rule meets the NPS objectives in the purpose and need, including improving visitor safety, 
preserving and protecting park resources and natural processes, reducing user conflicts and providing for a variety of visitor 
experiences. These comments have been noted in the revised chapters 3 and 4, Visitor Use and Experience in the final 
plan/EIS. In this final plan/EIS, dog walking will be better managed through a clear, enforceable policy and rule that 
delineates citable behaviors and monitors compliance with the new rule. It also will provide a balance in uses and experiences 
with both dog free and dog walking areas, which will be more clearly demarcated.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 57431) The draft plan/SEIS does not adequately address the loss of recreation 
opportunities due to dog walking for those who do not enjoy dogs. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6191 Organization: Golden Gate Audubon Society Comment ID: 366025 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: The Canadian Fitness and Lifestyle Research Institute (CFLR) published a summary of the 
Toohey (2011) and McCormack (2010) studies and summarized impacts to non-dog owners due to dog activity in urban 
parks to include: 
 
• Dogs are often perceived as a nuisance, due to dog waste, litter and disturbance; 
• Uncontrolled dogs create perceptions of risks to public safety; and 
• Older adults, women, and ethnic minorities are more likely to perceive dogs as barriers to physical activity than other 
groups. 
o Women who perceived off-leash dogs in their neighborhoods had 50 minutes less of physical activity than women in 
neighborhoods who did not observe off-leash dogs in their neighborhoods; and 
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o Latino women perceived off-leash dogs in their neighborhoods or parks as barriers to letting their children play 
outside.  
 
These perceptions creat barriers to outdoor physical activity for many. The SEIS fails to adequately emphasize the 
disenfranchisement or loss of activity to many in the community due to the status quo of dog-related recreation in the 
GGNRA.  

Response: Chapters 3 and 4, Visitor Use and Experience and Health and Safety analyzes impacts to visitors who do not enjoy 
dogs. The displacement of visitors who avoid park areas due to the presence and activity of dogs and dog walkers was in part 
evaluated through a displacement survey, and reflected in public comments. The final plan/EIS provides for approximately 
2/3rds of all park trail and coastal beach areas as dog free, not including picnic areas, and in fact will provide more areas for 
non-dog walkers than the current condition, as well as additional focus on education and enforcement.  
 
VU4010 - Visitor Use and Experience: Actions of Dog Owners  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53441) Many commenters complimented San Francisco dog owners' responsible 
actions in keeping their dogs under control and keeping the park clean. These commenters believe that dog owners and 
walkers create a sense of community in the park. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1419 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352518 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In the nearly 1,000 visits I've made to the GGNRA over the past three years, including frequent 
weekend visits to Muir Beach, I've never encountered any bad dog behavior. Instead, I see dog owners yielding to 
cyclists, other hikers, and beach goers; picking up after their pets; forbidding their dogs from going off trail; and 
generally acting responsibly. I've found the dog owners who frequent the GGNRA to demonstrate an amazing model of 
responsible citizenry and consideration for others.  
  
Corr. ID: 4817 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361596 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I have long commented that both dog owners and walkers are incredibly responsible with their 
dogs. They manage them, pick up after them and insure that their dogs have no impact on the many people who enjoy 
this recreation area and co-exist without a hitch. It is a social gathering spot that breeds community. I truly hope that 
you can let the park continue as harmoniously as it always has without uncalled for monitoring or enacting of a policy 
that the majority are content to leave be.  
  
Corr. ID: 5437 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 363251 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Reducing the amount of off leash dog areas will restrict where I can take my dog out to run, 
play with other dogs and get some exercise. In all of the off leash dog areas I have been to in San Francisco, the one 
thing I have always appreciated is how clean and open they are. From my experience, dog owners who come to these 
areas pick up after their dogs, are responsible with their dogs and enjoy the opportunity to let their dogs be free to run 
and play. I've had nothing but positive experiences. The new policy seems to be too restrictive and will make it more 
difficult for me to take my dog out when I'm in th area. 

Response: GGNRA agrees that many dog owners are responsible, and work to keep the park clean. Affiliated user groups, 
like dog walkers, often create a sense of community among frequent users. This is noted in chapter 4, visitor use and 
experience.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53442) One commenter stated the importance of knowing dog behavior when in a 
public setting such as Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Stating a study on this topic (Reisner and Shofer 2008), this 
commenter noted that many dog owners cannot recognize situations that might become dangerous when dogs are interacting 
with children.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 6631 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368390 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Dog walkers cannot be relied upon to control the behavior of their dogs to reduce the safety 
risk of off-leash activity. One study found that dog owners had limited knowledge of dog behavior and were unaware of 
factors that increased the risk of dog bites to children (Reisner & Shofer 2008). Many dog owners surveyed in the study 
who indicated that they were comfortable taking their dogs to public areas were making unsafe assumptions about 
interactions between dogs and unfamiliar children. Reisner and Sofer reported that 41% of respondents surveyed 
thought that it would be OK to allow their dog off leash in an area where they saw children running.  

Response: The final plan/EIS evaluates the impacts of dog walking to other visitors, including children. Please see chapter 4, 
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Visitor Use and Experience. The final plan/EIS will enhance education, enforcement, will clearly demarcate dog / no dog 
areas, and will require permits for those with more than 3 dogs, all measures designed to ensure the use does not adversely 
impact other visitors, including other dog walkers. Also, failing to keep a dog from threatening, demonstrating aggression or 
harassing any visitor, child or not, will be a citable behavior. 
 
VU4025 - Visitor Use and Experience: Commercial Dog Walkers  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53443) Many commenters wish to see commercial dog walking banned from 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area, stating that the federal land should not be used for financial gain of a certain group. 
Commenters stated that the use of the park by a for-profit entity that does not pay usage fees violates NPS laws and 
regulations, as well as the park's enabling legislation, according to some commenters. Additionally, the use of public land and 
need for law enforcement personnel puts a strain on the park's already stressed resources.

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 2417 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358917 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In addition, I am troubled by dog walkers using national park land for commercial gain. All 
other commercial activities that I am aware of are regulated by NPS, pay usage fees, and adhere to detailed regulations. 
The nature of commercial dog walking means that this activity creates an additional burden on the already understaffed 
NPS,with no benefit I perceive to the rest of the public. 
  
Corr. ID: 5415 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 363187 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Commercial dog walking should not be allowed in the GGNRA. Other commercial enterprises 
typically must go through review to evaluate their impacts, benefits, and alignment with the parks' mission. This has not 
been done for commercial dog walking. Furthermore, commercial dog walking - often with many dogs in tow - can 
have a greater impact on trails, wildlife and other users than is fair. And this is not a recreational activity - it is a 
commercial activity that does not align with park values or mission. 
  
Corr. ID: 6191 Organization: Golden Gate Audubon Society Comment ID: 405853 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: The SEIS does not justify why commercial dog walking (CDW) is included as a component of 
the Preferred Alternative. A proper evaluation should examine whether commercial dog walking is consistent with 
applicable laws, executive orders, regulations, and policies, which in this case include the Organic Act, the GGNRA 
enabling legislation, the National Parks Omnibus Management Act of 1998, the National Environmental Policy Act, 
NPS Management Policies 2006, and Director's Order #53.  
 
While some may argue that dog walking is part of the mission of the GGNRA and was intrinsic in the "values or 
purposes for which the park was established", no one can credibly argue that the commercial enterprise of dog walking-
i.e., walking a dog that you do not own for financial gain-can in any way be considered part of the GGNRA's mission or 
core values or purposes. 
 
Commercial dog walking does not meet the criteria to be authorized as an appropriate activity for national parklands. It 
constitutes a commercial exploitation of park resources (both in environmental impacts and personnel to manage the 
activity). To our knowledge, commercial dog walking is not allowed in any other unit of the National Park System. 
Rather, where commercial activities are allowed, they are permitted only to the extent that they provide for or enhance 
park visitor experiences. Commercial dog walking does not provide any park enhancement benefit. At a minimum, the 
SEIS must be revised to demonstrate how this commercial activity complies with applicable laws and regulations. 
  
Corr. ID: 6408 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366922 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Commercial dog walking should not be included as a component of whatever alternative is 
adopted. Commercial dog-walking constitutes an economic use of park lands that is not permitted by the NPS's Organic 
Act, the GGNRA enabling legislation, the National Parks Omnibus Management Act of 1998, the National 
Environmental Policy Act, NPS Management Policies 2006, and Director's Order #53. Commercial activities within the 
National Parks are allowed only to the extent that they support the park mission to protect resources and enhance the 
visitor experience. Commercial dog-walking constitutes a use of the public land that puts a drain on park resources 
without any financial or mission-oriented returns for the Park Service. 
  
Corr. ID: 6639 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368117 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
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Representative Quote: Do not make the same mistake as the SF Rec. & Park Dept. has made by fearing the 
misperception of dog owner political power and not enforce dog use. As it is now, RPD staff (gardeners, managers, 
recreation directors) is instructed to not confront dog owners when they violate Park Codes, yet welcome private 
residents to "self-police" and take the brunt of dog owner rage at being told they must stop bad behavior in local parks 
and playgrounds. The number of Park Ranger officers is very low and enforcing dog rules has deliberately been 
virtually ignored. Commercial dog walkers should prove easily visible training, licensing, and with proper personally 
supplied cleaning materials versus taxes paid for and supplied.

Response: The NPS has the legal discretion to allow commercial dog walking in GGNRA. Under 36 CFR Section 5.3, the 
NPS may allow commercial business activities in accordance with an NPS-issued permit. The NPS Management Policies 
allow NPS to issue Special Use Permits. Special Use Permits are permits that provide a benefit to an individual, group or 
organization rather than the public at large; that require some degree of management control to protect resources and the 
public interest, and that are not prohibited by law or regulation. The Special Use Permits that NPS would issue to commercial
dog walkers meet these conditions. As explained in the preferred alternative, and as required under the special regulation, 
commercial dog walking will be subject to strict limitations and permit conditions. Commercial dog walkers would be limited 
to 6 dogs per walker and would need to qualify for a Special Use Permit to walk more than 3 dogs at one time. Off-leash use 
by commercial dog walkers would be limited to seven VSCAs. Violations of the special rule or permit conditions will 
constitute grounds for revocation or non-renewal of permits. Commercial dog walkers seeking to walk more than 3 dogs at 
one time will be required to pay an annual permit fee of approximately $300, plus a $75 processing fee. Additional details on 
Special Use Permits can be found in Appendix F.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53444) Commenters are concerned about the number of dogs allowed per 
commercial dog walker at Golden Gate National Recreation Area, both leashed and unleashed. Commenters stated that 
commercial dog walkers are unable to control and clean up after numerous dogs at once. When off leash, the dogs are a larger 
disruption to other visitors and most often not under voice control. Many commenters would prefer the number of dogs to be 
limited to fewer than 6 per dog walker.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 1716 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 353684 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Dogs are part of that community, and these areas represent logical places for dog walking. But 
the number of off-leash dogs has become unsustainable, and commercial dog walkers are abusing their free access to 
these areas. The limit of six dogs/person is especially important, as is enforcement of leash laws in sensitive wildlife 
areas. I believe that voice control of off-leash dogs is rarely happening.  
  
Corr. ID: 1811 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354135 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In Sum, the tighter the restrictions on dog walkers, private or commercial, the better. In 
particular, commercial dog walkers should be heavily restricted - they have 10 dogs at times and let them off leash at 
times. Sometimes there is more than one commercial dog walker at same location. When requested to control animals, 
they are rude and claim they are not subject to regulations.  
  
Corr. ID: 2507 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359006 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Limiting the number the number of dogs per walker is important to public safety and, 
potentially, to protecting the Park against liability. However, a large pack (and most dog walkers have 8 or more dogs) 
may have two or more aggressive dogs, and when that happens they behave like a hunting pack, circling an individual 
so that only one dog can be faced at a time. Furthermore, a group of dogs will behave far more aggressively than an 
individual. All of this is in addition to the difficulty of controlling a large group. The current sizes of dogs groups with a 
single walker make the park experience risky and unpleasant for other users, and frequently for other dog walkers.  
  
Corr. ID: 4795 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361550 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The only restrictions on dog walking that could be justified would be to limit the amount of 
dogs that professional dog walkers can walk at a time. Virtually all the negative impacts from dog walking I observe are 
when professional dog walkers are walking groups of over six dogs. 

Response: The park is not prohibiting commercial dog walking; however commercial dog walkers would be limited to 6 dogs 
per walker and would need to obtain a special use permit to walk more than 3 dogs at one time. The permits would be issued 
for only 7 GGNRA VSCAs, and are subject to compliance with the final plan/EIS and permit conditions. Recurring 
violations of the new rule and associated permit conditions will be grounds for non-renewal of permits. Details on Special 
Use Permits can be found in Appendix F.  
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CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53445) Commenters are concerned about the effects the proposed limits will have 
on commercial dog walkers and other dog-related businesses in the San Francisco area. Several commenters expressed 
concerns that being able to service fewer clients per day would put them out of business. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 154 Organization: Seth Green Canine Care Comment ID: 349883 Organization Type: Unaffiliated 
Individual  
Representative Quote: With regard to commercial dog walking operations (and the like), there are over 400 such 
businesses in San Francisco. Yelp.com currently lists 414. By simple extrapolation, that's a lot of dogs, and a good 
number of robust businesses that rely on public land, open space, and off leash areas in order to operate. Further 
restricting use of GGNRA managed lands will have a negative effect on local business. I fear that with further land use 
restriction and permit bureaucracy I may have to close my own business, because increasing rates unsustainably and 
limiting my group size to 6 will push me out of business.  
  
Corr. ID: 1071 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368728 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: NO STUDY TO SUPPORT Restricting Dog Walkers Pack Size to 6. 
There should be some reasonable restrictions on the number of dogs that dog walkers are allow to walk off-leash at one 
time. I agree that 15-20 at a time is too many. However, I do believe that your suggest number limited to 6 is 
impractical and unfair. The San Francisco city supervisors already reviewed this issue and concluded in 2012 that 
restricting the number to 8 makes it possible for dog walkers to make a living wage. Below that number, it would be 
really hard to live in this city. Dog walkers in San Francisco play a vital role in helping families to be able to own a pet 
that brings them such unbelievable happiness and joy. Restricting dog walkers to fewer than 8 dogs off-leash impacts 
our ability to make a living wage and provide this service to San Francisco families. Matching the city park limits is the 
best decision for all concerned and the supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee have all voiced their concerns that if you do not 
match the city, you will be causing impact to nearby city parks.

Response: Please see the Cost Benefit and Regulatory Flexibility economic analyses in the proposed rule for the anticipated 
effects on commercial dog walkers, which found that minor price increases would mitigate economic impacts for those 
walking up to 8 dogs, a number beyond any national norm. Those walking 9 or more dogs at a time would face additional 
impacts. The Negotiated Rulemaking committee recommended an overall limit of 6 dogs, including the commercial dog 
walking representative on the committee. NPS was unable to find studies or other information supporting the assumption that 
a single dog walker could adequately control up to 9 dogs at any one time.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53446) Several commenters are concerned about different limits on dog walking 
being set up for Golden Gate National Recreation Area, stating that setting different standards for different visitors is 
discriminatory. The commenters suggest that all visitors be governed under the same regulations.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 4256 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368465 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The Preferred Alternative is discriminatory in that it establishes two different standards for the 
allowed number of dogs per walker. All dog walkers within the GGNRA should be equally limited to a number of dogs 
that can be reasonably managed in a manner which is consistent with all applicable laws, regulations, executive orders, 
and management policies. Establishing a policy under which some park visitors are permitted to walk more dogs than 
other park visitors is clearly discriminatory. Establishing two separate standards, will only lead to public confusion and 
misperception of the rules, and a higher degree of non-compliance. We urge the Park Service to hold all dog walkers to 
the same standards.  

Response: All visitors have common regulations that they are required to follow; in addition, different users also have access 
restrictions placed on them in different park areas, depending on their resource and visitor use impacts. For example, 
mountain bikers follow a special regulation within GGNRA. 
 
WH2010 - Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat: Affected Environment  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53447) Commenters recounted experiences of dogs harassing, disturbing, or 
killing wildlife. Actions include chasing shorebirds, digging in wildlife holes, and flushing upland species. Some commenters 
were concerned that wildlife did not have another place to go. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 163 Organization: Mrs. Comment ID: 349914 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am concerned about the damage dogs do to wildlife and wildlife habits in the GGNRA. I 
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witness many dog owners allowing their pets to run even in restricted snowy plover nesting areas. I am a dog lover and 
in fact have volunteered and donated to dog rescue and welfare charities for years, but wildlife matters, too.  
  
Corr. ID: 2291 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357636 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I live between Sweeney Ridge and Milagra Ridge in Pacifica and hike there often. I have had 
dogs run at me and have seen large dogs chase coyote, deer and rabbits. Wildlife cannot be protected without some 
restrictions on dogs. Unleashed dogs invite conflicts with people and coyotes. I also volunteer in a Wildlife Rehab 
program and see the effects on birds, skunks, opossums injured because of contact with dogs.  
  
Corr. ID: 3280 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358039 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I have observed dogs in "leashed" protective sanctuary areas chasing deer, owls, birds and 
other wildlife, sometimes, to the owner's dismay, actually catching this wildlife in their jaws. After the wildlife has been 
harmed by the unleashed dog, the owner may put their dog temporarily on leash but there is not a mutual respect for the 
hiking trails, hillsides or wildlife there. Many dog owners here are actually offended when a person asks them to put 
their dog on leash in a leash only area  
  
Corr. ID: 3397 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 358319 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am also an avid birder. I visited the Sutro Baths last year when the vagrant river otter was 
there. I was shocked when I saw some visitors let their dog tromp along the waters edge, following the movements of 
the otter without regard to causing stress upon the terrain or the animal.  
  
Corr. ID: 3519 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359160 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I have watched my own dog chase birds along the shoreline while I ran after it, calling to no 
effect. I have watched other dog owners let their dogs chase birds without making any effort at all to stop them.  
  
Corr. ID: 4808 Organization: Audubon Society-Marin County Comment ID: 361572 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: The wildlife that dwell on the GGNRA lands also must react to their instincts to avoid any 
predator. Dogs 'mark' where they roam. The wildlife will move from areas that are constantly marked by these 
predators. The negative impacts to the native wildlife are obvious.  
  
Corr. ID: 5689 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364158 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: So, I was hiking Miwok to Coyote Ridge Trail yesterday, in Tennessee Valley, and there were 
so many dogs. Wildlife viewing is nil. Just a few brave little sparrows. One woman got way ahead of her dog on the 
trail, and the dog was digging into some little creatures' burrow just off the trail. You can not depend upon owners to 
control their dogs.  
  
Corr. ID: 5813 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364353 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: One particular instance stands out while at Ocean Beach, San Francisco. While surfing I 
noticed a cormorant playing on the inside of the breaking waves, which caught the attention of an off-leash Labrador, I 
think. The dog chased the bird as it bobbed in and out of the water, ultimately, catching the bird. The owner's threats 
and commands to stop we're futile. After the bird was fetched back to the owner, I showed my disguised, and in 
response, the owner berated and hit his dog. In the end, the bird died. 

Response: Disturbance to wildlife and the need to protect park resources is a central rationale for the GGNRA dog 
management plan.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53448) Commenters questioned the wildlife resources described in the affected 
environment chapter of the draft plan/SEIS. Some commenters questioned the numbers or presence of wildlife in areas of the 
GGNRA, while others noted that wildlife in these areas was adapted to dogs. Commenters believe the data from Beach 
Watch surveys have severe limitations. The surveys may have missed peak migration periods; therefore, the data should not 
be used to draw conclusions.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 252 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405828 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Fort Funston is, and has been the pre eminent dog exercise area in the Bay Area. The dominant 
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plant species there is Iceplant, and the dominant soil there is sand. The wildlife is birds, and none of these three is 
damaged or disturbed by off leash dog activities.  
  
Corr. ID: 1905 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354514 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: So, envision a place where there are lots of people, children, dogs, strollers, most in motion, 
active, even noisy. Any wildlife that could be harmed isn't likely to be revealing itself, wouldn't you think?  
  
Corr. ID: 2820 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405825 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Dogs have been in the GGNRA - well - basically forever! But wildlife, plants, wild animals 
flourish in the park, if dogs were causing irreparable damage to the wilderness aspects of the park, would we not have 
seen effects by now?  
  
Corr. ID: 5020 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362020 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The only "wildlife" I ever observe on the beach are large ravens and sand pipers. Ravens are 
non-native predators that kill off native species - surely the NPS is not trying to protect the ravens. The sandpipers are 
too fast for any dog to catch.  
  
Corr. ID: 5958 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405826 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Mountain lions: My dog has found enough parts of adult deer to make it clear that a large 
predator forages in this area. The S.F. Chronicle has reported mountain lion sightings in this area, and the local paper 
again on Nov. 13th  
  
Corr. ID: 5959 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364806 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I suspect wildlife in this region also benefits form off leash hiking areas. It should be to 
recognized that GGNRA is part of a very large contiguous area of protected wild lands in San Mateo County. Abundant 
wildlife roams free here including mountain lions, coyotes, bobcats, and other predators. Human activity including 
responsible off leash dog hiking create a buffer between wild lands and the small discontinuous but densely populated 
communities adjacent to Rancho Corral de Tierra. When wildlife venture into town it seldom works out for wildlife. A 
buffer protects wildlife. 
  
Corr. ID: 6218 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 366138 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I know the geese are not native and come down from Canada seasonally and I know the deer 
are over populated here so it seems that having dogs off leash should not be a problem. I totally understand wild life 
preserves and never take my dog anywhere that doesn't allow them for I respect nature and all animals.  
  
Corr. ID: 6631 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405827 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Data from Beach Watch surveys (Beach Watch 2006; 2009) is used in the SEIS. Although the 
data from this survey may be appropriate to use to mention the presence and general abundance of certain species of 
shorebirds, there are severe limitations to this data. This data is based on encounter rates as were the Snowy Plover 
surveys done by GGNRA, so the data on shorebirds cannot be considered as an accurate survey of shorebird 
populations. The surveys were done every two weeks and may not have been conducted during peak migration periods 
and may have completely missed the presence of some bird species during migration and the peak number of 
individuals of various species during migration. Although some aspects of the data may be useful, I do not think it 
should be used to draw conclusions about the relative species numbers or the habitat importance between different sites 

Response: Chapter 4 provides a summary of the literature review that was conducted to document associations between dogs 
and wildlife. The information has been used to supplement other information in the impacts analysis. Some studies have 
shown that "local wildlife does not become habituated to continued disturbance" by dogs (Banks and Bryant 2007, 612). 
 
WH4000 - Wildlife And Wildlife Habitat: Impact Of Proposal And Alternatives  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53449) Commenters had concerns about impacts of dogs on wildlife, including 
dogs impacting bird energy reserves and foraging. Some commenters felt the impacts analysis did not adequately address the 
impacts of dog walking on wildlife, and that scientific studies, including those cited in the EIS, clearly support the conclusion 
that dogs do impact wildlife. 

Representative Quote(s): 
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Corr. ID: 219 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 350135 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In addition to the recreational issue is the issue of wildlife compatibility. While I have statistics 
on human use, my findings on wildlife use are more incidental based on observations of sign (e.g., scat and tracks) and 
direct observations of wild animals. In areas that have heavy use of unleashed dogs, it appears that the use of these areas 
by small and medium mammals and especially carnivores such as weasels, skunks, raccoons, foxes, and even coyotes is 
vastly diminished.  
  
Corr. ID: 617 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352741 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Dog owners don't understand the impact that their dogs have on wildlife. When dogs chase 
shorebirds, for example, they not only have the potential to catch and kill them (as one did last year to two goslings). 
They also are, demonstrably, halting the bird's necessary foraging activities. The birds have nowhere else to go to 
forage and roost.  
  
Corr. ID: 663 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352855 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Another point is wildlife. Dogs disrupt areas that are habitat, mostly nesting sites for birds. 
Unmanaged dogs can do even more damage to the environment. Birds are the most harassed animal species, shorebirds 
in particular. Shorebirds do not nest in trees; preferred nesting sites are in sand dunes and grasses above tidal areas. 
Dogs will walk over nests, chase birds, kill adult birds, exhaust the bird's energy resulting in death, and frighten nesting 
birds to the point of those birds not going back to the nesting site. If there are chicks or eggs present, death of the young
will occur. A prime example is the Western Snowy Plover (Charadrius nivosus nivosus) (Foster 2006). This bird is 
protected under the Endangered Species Act and as such, disruption from dogs can lead to large fines for the owner and 
possible destruction of the dog if the same problem of harassing or harming of federally protected animals is a common 
occurrence. Dogs may also attack small mammals, amphibians, or reptiles which can be found in recreational parks and 
trails (National Park Service).  
  
Corr. ID: 4110 Organization: Audubon Comment ID: 361445 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Dogs startle and harass wildlife and and can disturb humans. 
A UC Berkeley study in the Eastshore State Park found that dogs consistently startle and chase migratory birds away 
from their foraging and resting, as well as harass and disturb nesting birds away from their crucial activities.  
  
Corr. ID: 5151 Organization: International Urban Estuary Network/Save the Bay Comment ID: 405820 
Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The SEIS fails to adequately state the impact of off leash dogs on wildlife. 
There have been many incidences in the GGNRA of wildlife killed by dogs. Countless studies, at least one by the 
GGNRA itself, have documented the adverse effects off leash dogs have on wildlife.I myself have never been to Ocean 
Beach without witnessing the harassment of shorebirds by a series of dogs. Yet these impacts on natural resources is 
given too scant attention in the SEIS and not enough weight put on preventing stress to wildlife.  
  
Corr. ID: 5445 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 363284 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The evident assumption that dogs that are under voice control will indeed be under control 
leads to the EIR grossly understating the impacts of dogs in areas where they would be permitted off-leash under some 
of the plans. Areas that permit off-leash dogs will experience substantial declines in terms of wildlife and bird habitat. 
This should be acknowledged.  
  
Corr. ID: 6474 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405824 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Off-leash dogs can be a serious safety risk and are a huge disturbance to the increasingly 
smaller numbers of wildlife that remain in the GGNRA. There is no easy way to balance human pets and wildlife in the 
GGNRA, but the scientific evidence presented by the National Park Service and independent experts clearly point to the 
conclusion that dogs must be on leash or excluded from any GGNRA area where endangered and threatened wildlife 
and their habitat, plus native plants, have been documented. 

Response: Chapter 4 provides a summary of the literature review that was conducted to document associations between dogs 
and wildlife. The information has been used to supplement other information in the impacts analysis. Numerous studies used 
in the final plan/EIS have documented disturbance to wildlife species as a result of domestic dogs in recreational/park 
settings (Burger et al. 2004, 287; Davidson and Rothwell 1993, 101; George and Crooks 2006, 14; Kirby et al. 1993, 55; 
Lafferty et al. 2006, 2222; Lenth et al. 2008, 223; Miller et al. 2001, 131, 118; Smit and Visser 1993, 10; Thomas et al. 2003, 
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69; Yalden and Yalden 1990, 249).  
 
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53450) Commenters questioned impacts analysis of dogs on wildlife, and many 
noted that the impacts analysis overstates the impact of dogs on wildlife. Without site-specific studies, there is no proof 
impacts are occurring. Some commenters requested that less stringent or restrictive alternatives or changes be chosen based 
on the impacts from dogs on wildlife.  

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 526 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351867 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I am a birder and a dog owner who has visited Fort Funston for 2 decades. Question: why close 
area at FOOT of bluff when swallows are nesting? Dogs do not bother swallows, who are fast aerial. If anything is to be 
closed to people dogs, it should be the TOP of the bluffs, to avoid crumbling. 
Point (not about swallows, but about other species that nest in scrub): DOGS EXCLUDE FERAL CATS. If you get rid 
of dogs, you will have a cat problem, as in Golden Gate Park.  
  
Corr. ID: 632 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405819 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The proposal to ban dogs on Crissy Field in order to protect wildlife/sensitive species is not 
consistent with the regular use of Crissy Field as an event space (e.g. for races/walks, Fleet Week, etc.).The document 
needs to be modified to present the impacts of dogs in proper context of all other uses of these same spaces. The 
document mischaracterizes dog's presence in the Wildlife Protection Area (beach at the west end of Crissy Field). In my 
experience, dog owners are very mindful of not allowing their dogs to enter the WPA, and even remind other dog 
owners who may inadvertently let their dogs in the WPA that dogs are not allowed during most of the year. The 
document needs to modify its characterization of dog presence in the WPA.  
  
Corr. ID: 989 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 354363 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The justification given in the Fall 2013 Draft Dog Management Plan for requiring dogs to be 
on-leash on Muir Beach is the need to protect sensitive habitat (p. 113, and Table 6, p. 256). However, that report does 
not establish that dogs, which have been using Muir Beach under voice control since 1979, have damaged the 
environment or harmed wildlife at Muir Beach. To the contrary, Table 14 (p. 315) reports only one dog-related incident 
of wildlife disturbance over a four year period. And the beach itself has not been damaged by dogs playing there. 
  
Corr. ID: 1071 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368732 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Invalid assumptions regarding Protecting Wildlife 
 
One of the main objectives of the Management Plan states that it is to protect native wildlife and their habitat, which 
includes harassment or disturbance by dogs. Other uses of GGNRA lands (e.g. hiking, biking, hang-gliding, horseback 
riding) have a greater impact than dog walking and their access is not being limited or addressed. Birds and other 
wildlife have the rest of the California coast to make their home, while San Francisco needs a place to exercise a 
growing dog population.  
 
We talked about ground-nesting birds being at risk because of off-leash dogs in the area, yet raccoons, coyotes, and 
humans are just as detrimental.The birds don't appear to be scared of dogs. If you ever watch a dog swimming or 
running towards one, they wait until the last minute before moving, and then only move a short distance away. The 
birds appear as if they're teasing the dogs. The birds, in all honesty, seem to be playing with the dogs.  
 
Any of the areas where dogs would be restricted on the premise that dogs are impacting wildlife are currently doing 
well, despite the fact that dogs are present there. It has not been shown that removing dogs from the GGNRA will have 
a beneficial impact on wildlife in the park. Wildlife has adjusted over time to dogs so they are no longer viewed as a 
threat, and dogs are not impacting wildlife. The SEIS admits the GGNRA has not conducted site-specific studies at 
GGNRA sites to document impacts from dogs on vegetation and soils (p. 373). Yet they also claim these impacts are 
currently occurring in the GGNRA and therefore dog walking must be curtailed to stop them (e.g., p. 97). Without site-
specific studies, there is no proof impacts are occurring. 
  
Corr. ID: 1203 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 351969 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
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Representative Quote: We believe that the wildlife of Marin County has enough protected land to exist without taking 
more away from dog owners. If this is not the case we would like to see scientific evidence of this.  
  
Corr. ID: 2794 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368794 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Dog-Wildlife Disease Transmission 
13. SEIS, pages 382-3, relying primarily on Sime 1999, argues that dogs in the GGNRA will spread diseases to wildlife 
in the GGNRA.  
 
As usual, Sime is an unreliable source. Her studies do not show disease transmission from pet dogs to wildlife. Further, 
although SEIS presents evidence that there is rabies in northern California, especially among bats, there is no evidence 
that the rabies comes from pet dogs. In fact, dogs are more likely the victims of transmission of rabies or distemper 
from wild animals. In this case, it is simply a pet owners responsibility to vaccinate pets against these diseases to 
protect the pets. No GGNRA pet policy is going to affect disease prevalence among wild animals in the Bay Area.  
  
Corr. ID: 4551 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 360595 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In Marin especially, many residents live near the GGNRA and have dogs without a lot of other 
places to take them. Obviously, if we were to turn the entire GGNRA into a dog park for a million canines a day, that 
would be a problem. But finding a few places where they can run won't kill massive numbers of birds or cause the 
extinction of severely endangered species of fauna and flora.  
  
Corr. ID: 5270 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 362847 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: In general, characterization of dog-related issues in the SEIS is misleading. The SEIS 
document has failed to provide evidence that dog walking is resulting in conflicts and resource degradation. From 2008 
through 2011, a total of 1,537 dog-related incidents associated with natural resources occurred at GGNRA according to 
Table 6 in the SEIS. However, out of a total of 1,537 dog-related incidents, there were only three incidents of dogs 
destroying vegetation. Meanwhile, there were only 15 dog-related incidents of dogs disturbing wildlife. 1,519 incidents 
were related to dogs being off-leash in on-leash areas or dogs being in closed areas-incidents that could be attributed to 
lack of public education and signage by GGNRA.  
  
Corr. ID: 5727 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 405822 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I was particularly suprised to hear about some of these access-threatened locations, because 
there is very little wildlife in them to protect. Crissy field is a lawn, not wilderness. Fort Funston and Ocean Beach have 
no plant life. These restrictions feel very arbitrary in the public eye and do not seem to serve the greater good.  
  
Corr. ID: 6124 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365506 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: the Natural resources objective is to reduce the detrimental effects of dogs on wildlife and 
natural vegetation. However, throughout the report, I find no evidence that shows that the present policies have 
produced any particular detrimental effects. There are many hypothetical statements, and plausible observations, but the 
plain truth is that the overwhelming majority of off-leash dog use in the GGNRA is on beaches or on planted lawn 
areas, where none of the detrimental effects are even possible.  
  
Corr. ID: 6178 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 365758 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Further, to the extent that many of these complaints are related to incidents where "birds took 
flight" (as seems to be the case for most of the incident reports selected for inclusion in the report), I think we're over-
reacting a bit. I see birds take flight all the time, and generally don't regard these incidents as crimes against nature. If 
one incident each day of birds taking flight is caused by a dog, out of thousands of such incidents every day in the 
GGNRA, I think we should all find something else to worry about, even is there is one bird lover out there that finds 
these events unacceptable.  
  
Corr. ID: 6631 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 368439 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Although the section on disturbance to wildlife has been improved since the initial EIS draft, 
something is missing. Although some relevant literature is discussed regarding disturbance, there is little discussion on 
the actual disturbance that is occurring at GGNRA that can be observed on a daily basis. A reader of the SEIS who had 
not observed disturbance by off-leash dogs at GGNRA might not realize the seriousness of the disturbance actually 
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occurring. GGNRA scientific staff have decades of experience observing this disturbance, yet the only actual instances 
of disturbance mentioned are from law enforcement incident reports, which are random and non-systematic 
observations that only occur because of a violation documented by law enforcement staff, not scientific professionals. 
Observations from scientific staff would be much more useful. 

Response: Chapter 4 provides a summary of the literature review that was conducted to document associations between dogs 
and wildlife. While not site specific, the studies are relevant and peer-reviewed, and NPS has no reason to believe dogs 
would behave differently within GGNRA where species and habitat are similar, and has documented multiple instances of 
dogs disturbing wildlife. The final plan/EIS states that dogs are viewed as a contributing factor to impacts associated with 
wildlife, and the total elimination of dogs in the park would not eliminate effects on wildlife, because visitors without dogs 
would continue to visit the park and use the trails/roads at GGNRA. However, peer-reviewed literature has documented 
disturbance to wildlife species as a result of domestic dogs in recreational/park settings (Burger et al. 2004, 287; Davidson 
and Rothwell 1993, 101; George and Crooks 2006, 14; Kirby et al. 1993, 55; Lafferty et al. 2006, 2222; Lenth et al. 2008, 
223; Miller et al. 2001, 131; Pfister et al. 1992, 118, Smit and Visser 1993, 10; Thomas et al. 2003, 69; Yalden and Yalden 
1990, 249). Management actions such as closing or limiting areas to people and/or dogs have been suggested to reduce 
disturbance to wildlife species as has been demonstrated in studies discussed above (Banks and Bryant 2007, 2; George and 
Crooks 2006, 14; Lafferty et al. 2006, 2224; Miller et al. 2001, 131; Pfister et al. 1992, 124; Reed and Merenlender 2011, 
513). Similarly, management actions such as enforcing or requiring leash laws have also been suggested to reduce impacts to 
wildlife as a result of domestic dogs (Burger et al. 2004, 287; Lenth et al. 2008, 223; Miller et al. 2001, 131; Thomas et al. 
2003, 71). Some studies have shown that "local wildlife does not become habituated to continued disturbance" by dogs 
(Banks and Bryant 2007, 612). The preferred alternatives selected both protect wildlife and their habitat as needed while 
providing a variety of visitor experiences at each site.  
 
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53451) Commenters questioned the scientific studies used to justify impacts in the 
draft plan/SEIS, or noted that impacts were due to other factors. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 655 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352834 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Every bit of 'science' GGNRA has provided as a reason to prohibit dogs has been shown to be 
faulty. Case in point: "Shadows from dogs running above the cliffs frighten the cliff swallows." There are no shadows 
cast from above the cliffs. The sun rises in the East and sets in the West making it impossible. The ravens, now almost 
the only birds present, do harass all the other birds. There were once swallows, sparrows, finches, hawks, even 
occasionally great horned owls there. None were discouraged by dogs. Ravens, encouraged by misguided humans 
feeding them, have changed the bird populations. Yet there is no signage to prohibit the feeding of wildlife.  
  
Corr. ID: 1520 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 352981 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: There's no evidence that dogs do any damage to wildlife or the environment. While a few 
anecdotal tales are produced about dogs attacking birds or animals, this is a vanishingly small number compared to the 
ordinary threats these birds and animals face from natural predators, from habitat loss due to "Native Plant Restoration" 
or from normal urban risks - glass windows, moving cars, windmills.

Response: Chapter 4 provides a summary of the literature review that was conducted to document associations between dogs 
and wildlife. While not site specific, the studies are relevant and peer-reviewed, and NPS has no reason to believe dogs 
would behave differently within GGNRA where species and habitat are similar, and has documented multiple instances of 
dogs disturbing wildlife. The final plan/EIS states that dogs are viewed as a contributing factor to impacts associated with 
wildlife, and the total elimination of dogs in the park would not eliminate effects on wildlife, because visitors without dogs 
would continue to visit the park and use the trails/roads at GGNRA. However, peer-reviewed literature has documented 
disturbance to wildlife species as a result of domestic dogs in recreational/park settings (Burger et al. 2004, 287; Davidson 
and Rothwell 1993, 101; George and Crooks 2006, 14; Kirby et al. 1993, 55; Lafferty et al. 2006, 2222; Lenth et al. 2008, 
223; Miller et al. 2001, 131; Pfister et al. 1992, 118, Smit and Visser 1993, 10; Thomas et al. 2003, 69; Yalden and Yalden 
1990, 249). Management actions such as closing or limiting areas to people and/or dogs have been suggested to reduce 
disturbance to wildlife species as has been demonstrated in studies discussed above (Banks and Bryant 2007, 2; George and 
Crooks 2006, 14; Lafferty et al. 2006, 2224; Miller et al. 2001, 131; Pfister et al. 1992, 124; Reed and Merenlender 2011, 
513). Similarly, management actions such as enforcing or requiring leash laws have also been suggested to reduce impacts to 
wildlife as a result of domestic dogs (Burger et al. 2004, 287; Lenth et al. 2008, 223; Miller et al. 2001, 131; Thomas et al. 
2003, 71). Some studies have shown that "local wildlife does not become habituated to continued disturbance" by dogs 
(Banks and Bryant 2007, 612).  
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CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53453) Commenters noted that in their experience they had rarely or never seen 
dogs harassing, disturbing, or killing wildlife. Some commenters felt that dogs may actually protect wildlife species by 
preventing predators from accessing threatened species, or by preventing wildlife from entering more urban areas. In 
addition, restrictions on off-leash dogs due to impacts on marine mammals are contradictory to what agencies recommend. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 2691 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357083 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Almost all dog people prevent their dogs from chasing or in any way intimidating birds or 
other animals. Since dog people are gone by sunset, the little animals who live in these areas are then free to come out 
and live their nocturnal lives.  
  
Corr. ID: 2800 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 357503 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I have very rarely if ever personally witnessed any serious conflicts with dogs and people, or 
dogs with wildlife. The vast, vast numbers of dog owners are extremeley responsible with their dogs who engage in 
harmless, fun activities.  
  
Corr. ID: 3863 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 359994 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: There may well be some areas that have some birds but there is not any documentation of their 
great jeopardy from dogs at present.  
  
Corr. ID: 4596 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361116 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: I now see more wildlife, including bobcats, coyotes, rabbits and deer than I have ever seen 
before. There have even been reports of mountain lions. It goes to the fact that people, dogs and all kinds of wildlife can 
and do co-exist.  
  
Corr. ID: 4893 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 361709 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: It is a myth that dogs are endangering other species. The gulls, crows, willets, comerants, 
sanderlings, snowy plovers, and other birds know how to survive with people, dogs and horses. This is an urban space 
they have chosen as their home.  
  
Corr. ID: 5542 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 363918 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: All dogs I encounter on the beach are well behaved and controlled by their owners. I have not 
encountered any instances of dogs harassing either wild life or other people. If anything, human impact from littering 
and walking on the dunes has a far greater negative impact on the beach wildlife than dogs. 
  
Corr. ID: 5822 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 367541 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: The SDEIS states that dogs harass marine mammals at the beaches. However, the Marine 
Mammal Center has relied on dog walkers for years to inform them about stranded marine mammals on beaches - - 
these beneficial aspects of dog walkers should be taken into account in all fairness. The TMMC wrote an email letter to 
Jane Woodman in 2006 stating this information and is attached for your information. The dog walkers are the first 
responders when these marine mammals wash up on beaches because of illness or injury and TMMC depends on these 
sightings so if possible, they can help the distressed marine mammal in a timely manner.  
  
Corr. ID: 5852 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 364414 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: My observation is that the dogs at Funston are well behaved and do not damage the 
environment. I have never seen dogs harass birds or other wildlife, and the overwhelming majority of people at Funston 
are meticulous about cleaning up after their dogs. Birds on the beach will move or fly off to a slightly different location 
if approached by dogs or humans.  
  
Corr. ID: 6716 Organization: San Francisco Dog Owners Group Comment ID: 499767 Organization Type: 
Unaffiliated Individual  
Representative Quote: On p. 262, the SEIS says: "Stranded marine mammals and marine mammals that have hauled-
out on  
GGNRA lands often attract the attention of dogs and people. The Marine 
Mammal Center data indicate that marine mammals are often harassed by dogs." This 
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statement implies the Marine Mammal Center supports restrictions on off-leash dog walking on  
beaches in the GGNRA and is clearly intended to put dog walking in a poor 
light. However, during Negotiated Rulemaking, the representative from the Marine 
Mammal Center on the NR Committee read a statement opposing restrictions on off-leash dog walking  
on beaches because people walking dogs in the early morning were 
frequently the first ones to find the mammals and call the Center to come help the animals. They  
worried that restricting off-leash would cut down on the calls and mean it would take longer for the animals to get the 
help they might need. The statement in the SEIS should be either removed or qualified with the Negotiated Rulemaking 
letter.  

Response: NPS has numerous documented instances of wildlife disturbance by dogs. NPS does not have evidence to support 
the idea that dog walking is protecting threatened species from predators, nor has NPS been provided scientific studies 
demonstrating that effect. Dog presence at a site and on-leash dogs can disturb wildlife and/or cause a flight response through 
their presence on the beach or other habitats and by lunging/barking at roosting, resting, and feeding wildlife. For shorebirds 
(such as the western snowy plover), dogs could interrupt roosting or foraging, which causes the expenditure of energy; 
frequent disturbance of this type affects fat reserves needed for migration and breeding. Chronic disturbance during the 
nonbreeding season could indirectly affect breeding behavior. As stated in Sime (1999, 8.4): "If dogs chase or pursue 
wildlife, injuries to wildlife could be sustained directly or indirectly as a result of accidents that occur during the chase rather 
than direct contact with the dog. Injuries sustained may result in death or may compromise the animal's ability to carry on 
other necessary life functions resulting in eventual death, or reduced reproductive success. Even if dogs do not catch, but only 
chase birds and other wildlife, the modification of normal behaviors such as feeding, nesting, grooming, and resting can 
occur through repeated disturbance and wildlife may relocate from preferred habitat to other areas to avoid harassment, 
including the displacement of wildlife from public to private lands." It is also important to note that an alternative site may 
not necessarily be preferred habitat or suitable nearby habitat may not be available. The response of animals to predation risk 
is exactly the same as the response to disturbance; a species with suitable habitat nearby may avoid disturbance simply 
because there are alternative sites available (Gill et al. 2001, 266). By contrast, animals with no suitable habitat nearby will 
be forced to remain despite the disturbance, regardless of whether or not this will affect survival or reproductive success (Gill 
et al. 2001, 266). Please see chapter 4 of the final plan/EIS for a detailed summary of the existing credible scientific literature.
 
Regarding impacts to marine mammals, chapter 4 of the EIS states that: "Stranded marine mammals and marine mammals 
that have hauled-out on GGNRA lands often attract the attention of dogs and people. The Marine Mammal Center data 
indicate that marine mammals are often harassed by dogs. Dogs have been observed surrounding marine mammals, chasing 
them back to the water, and in one case, attacking a California sea lion (MMC 2012a, 1)." Regarding the federally-threatened 
Steller Sea Lion, the EIS notes that "There is a historical sea lion haul-out location at Seal Rock in San Francisco, and this 
species is an occasional vagrant of offshore marine habitat. Steller sea lions could be found hauled out or stranded, if injured 
or sick, along the coastal portions of GGNRA. However, this species is unlikely to be affected by dog management and in 9 
years of collected data by the Marine Mammal Center (2000 through 2005 and 2007 through 2009), there were no recorded 
strandings of Steller sea lions at GGNRA (MMC 2010)." 
 
WQ4000 - Water Resources: Impact Of Proposal And Alternatives  
CONCERN STATEMENT: (Concern ID: 53454) Commenters noted that dog waste entering creeks and waterways 
contaminates the water, which violates clean water laws and contaminates drinking water. 

Representative Quote(s): 
Corr. ID: 120 Organization: Not Specified Comment ID: 345838 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: Walking through the trees by Lobos Creek you will find an enormous amount of used dog 
waste bags left behind, on the ground in the runoff areas for Lobos Creek. 80% o the water that the the residents of the 
Presidio Park comes from Lobos Creek. Many of theses residents have small children. Even if these people's rent didn't 
fund a lot of the maintenance on the park, it is unethical and violates clean water laws to contaminate drinking water 
with dog feces. Many dog walkers - walking several dogs at a time - walk through the park and near Lobos Creek 
runoff areas. All medications and flea control that these animals receive are leaching into the water when people let the 
dogs use the area as a personal toilet.  
  
Corr. ID: 5777 Organization: Concerned Citizen Comment ID: 364286 Organization Type: Unaffiliated Individual 
Representative Quote: On countless occasions, owners have let dogs contaminate waterways by not picking up feces; 
have actively ignored posted signs pertaining to presence of endangered species; and have created situations in which 
both humans and dogs could be injured.  

Response: Water quality is discussed in chapter 1 but has been dismissed from further analysis. Although water quality 
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monitoring currently occurs at GGNRA, no site-specific, peer-reviewed studies have been conducted at the GGNRA sites to 
document impacts to water quality specifically from dogs. There is a general agreement that dog waste and nutrients may 
affect water quality, but this impact cannot be isolated or quantified at the park. Since no site-specific studies support the 
impact analysis, the water quality discussion/impacts have been dismissed from further analysis in chapter 1. 
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As the nation’s principal conservation agency, the Department of the Interior has responsibility for most 
of our nationally owned public lands and natural resources. This includes fostering wise use of our land 
and water resources, protecting our fish and wildlife, preserving the environmental and cultural values of 
our national parks and historic places, and providing for the enjoyment of life through outdoor recreation. 
The department assesses our energy and mineral resources and works to ensure that their development is 
in the best interests of all our people. The department also promotes the goals of the Take Pride in 
America campaign by encouraging stewardship and citizen responsibility for the public lands and 
promoting citizen participation in their care. The department also has a major responsibility for American 
Indian reservation communities and for people who live in island territories under U.S. administration. 

(December 2016) 

United States Department of the Interior · National Park Service  
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